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ATRACT 

This work alas to show the value and limitations of aerial 

photographs, Tapisat and side-looking airborn radar (SLAB) image, for 

forest-type recognition, tree-sped.s identification, timber-volume 

estimation and area estimation of the Southeast Asian, the Amazonian 

and the African tropical forest.. 

The studies comprise an investigation by a review of literature 

on the applications of the three rsmote sensing systems in the three 

tropical forest regions and an experimental investigation of the 

tropical African forests using Southwestern Nigeria as a typical ,aple. 

The finding, on the technical capabilities of the three systems and the 

economics of their use were interrelated for the evaluation. 

The investigations show that remote sensing techniques are easier, 

quicker and cheaper than ground techniques for tropical forest surveys. 

Only aerial photography can be successfully used for specie.-

identification and volume estimation. Despite the similar cost of SLAB 

imagery and the cheaper cost of Tando&t imagery, they cannot compete 

successfully with aerial photography for forest-type recognition and 

area estimation, In combined use, they none-the-less add extra value 

to photo-information. 

The lack of funds and the unfavourable weather conditions as well 

as the complex forest structure and floristic composition are the main 

factors constraining the use of remote sensing in tropical forest 

surveys. Options for an economic use of remote sensing are 

recommended and suggestions for further investigation are mad.. 
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AN EARLY REMOTE SENSING PLATFORM 
The pigeon camera and its carrier-pigeon 

"Just at the moment when men transform themselves 
into birds, the birds become photographers." 

L'illustration (1908) No. 3429 p.322 quoted 
N 	 by ASP (1975).  Photograph reproduced from 

Photogram. Eng. & Rem, Sensing (7) 
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The efficiency of any system of resource eanagsm.nt depends 

on the quality of its data b..e for both prescription and 

implementation* There is a shortage of data with regard to forest 

management in many tropical countries such as Nigeria and this 

hiders management. This shortage is mainly due to the problems 

associated with the existing survey sothod.. 

Remote sensing supplemented by  pvund information is 

acknowledged to be a satisfactory method of gathering information 

for resource management. Foresters were among the first pople to 

appreciate the value of remote sensing (Narp.x, 1976) and they 

pioneered the use of aerial photography in resource management 

(Lathes & PlaCarty, 1972). The amount of information currently 

available from remote sensing is so large that foresters are uncertain 

what precise use to aske of it. 

Most of the evidence for these views comes from the temperate 

forest environment. The possibilities of using remote sensing 

techniques to gather information on tropical forests have not been 

adequately tested. )Ior.over, most of the work that has been done on 

tropical forests relates to Amazonian and the Southeast Asian regions. 

It is therefore not known how valuable remote sensing techniques are 

for the survey of tropical forests generally and in particular those 

In the African region. 

This investigation &I= to show how the various imaging remote 

sensing systems could be used at an economic cost to gather information 

Or' tropical forests. The acquisition of the following categories of 

Information which constitute a resource data base was  considereds 

resource reoogoit ions 

(a) resource location, distinguishing forests and separating them 
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into a number of general types (forest-type recogniticn). 

resource composition, identifying the economic tree-species 

within each general type (species identification). 

resource assessment: 

resource quantity (and also quality), estimating the volumes 

of the growing stock and the yield of each general type 

(volume estimation). 

resource distribution, estimating the areas of each general 

type (area estimation) to relate the resource quantity and 

quality to the area of each general type. 

The potential of the three main imaging remote sensing systems - 

aerial photography, Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) and 

side-looking air-borne radar (SLAR) - for providing these categories 

of information was evaluated on a comparative and integrated basis. 

The studies consist of a review of the literature on 

applications of remote sensing to forest surveys in the tropics and 

an experimental investigation of the tropical African forests using 

Southwestern Nigeria as a typical example. The economics of remote 

sensing were considered in both investigations. The studies were 

limited to visual interpretation of the photographic products of these 

remote sensing systems because these products are readily available 

and convenient to use in conjunction with field observations. 

The report of the studies is presented in three parts. Part I 

comprises the investigation by literature review while Part II 

comprises the experimental investigation. Part III integrates the 

findings on the technical capabilities of the three remote sensing 

systems and the e  economics of their use in tropical forest surveys. 



PART I 

Iv?IGA?ION Jr 
LI?ATURE RVI 

• whilst remote sensing 1s presently view d as a new 

technology, it may also be providing new philosophical oono.pto 

and a challence  to the exact soleness of our suvironnent •.• 

kL..ots, sensing ha.. ... served well in bridging the gaps between 

scientific disciplines and this in turn emphasis., the importance 

of multi-disciplinary studies •.. Lot us not forget that the 

application of remote sensing ,.* has weakness and strength in 

being both a science and an art. 

3. A. Reward (1971). 
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Introduction to Part I 

The main,objective, of the literature review ares- 

to assess the extent to which re,ote sensing has been used 

in survey, of tropical forests 

to identify the technical and economic problems associated 

with the applications of remote sensing to forest nsm.nt 

In the tropic.. 

to sug.at probable solutions to the.. problems. 

The review is presented in six ebaptersi- 

chapter 1 is an Introductory chapter which givesi 

as a ccsparative description of the oharsot.ri.tJcs 

of three remote sensing systems. 

— a general description of the characteristics of tropical forests 

— an explanation on the way, in which environmental factors 

influence remote sensing in the tropics. 

This chapter provides a background for the next four chapters which 

review the use of all three types of imagery to gather the four 

different categories of Informations 

forest-type recognition 	(Chapter 2) 

tree-specie. identification (Chapter 3) 

volu estimation 	 (Chapter 4) 

area estimation 	 (Chapter 5) 

ch of those chaptere osparsi- 

the purpo.e of ths review and the approach to it 

the applications of the three remot, sensing systems 

In mach of the three main tropical forest regions 

inferences and conclusions of the review 

Chapter 6 covers the economics of the use of the three remote sensing' 

Systems in relation to their technical capabilities. 
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I 	React* sensing conoeut 

The scope of remote sensing varies according to the various 

definition& of the t.zs 'remote sensing'. Barrett and Curtis (1976) 

defined remote sensing as 'the observation of a target by a device 

separated from it by some distance' • This definition has been adopted 

for this th.si.. At present forest remote sensing is restri ted to 

methods that employ electromagnetic .n.rgy as the means of detecting 

and measuring target characteristics. 

This concept can be viewed from two basic standpoint.: the 

technical and the philosophical. Technically, reacte sensing systems are 

not specifically designed for a particular application, they are either 

established or experimental programmes ,  intended for many applications. 

Philosophically, users have been led to expect an excessively high 

success ratio from remote sensing technology. In order to obtain an 

optimum success ratio for a particular application, the int.rpr.tation 

of remote sensing imagery should be based on well-understood principles: 

- 	the technical limitations of individual systems for providing 

the information being sought. 

- 	the various methods of ia.ge enhancement to provide more options 

for the extraction of the information. 

In this respect the characteristics of the three main 	to 

sensing systems - aerial photographic, Lndsat )tSS and SLAR systems 

are compared in Section 1-1 an-.L the image enhancement techniques used 

for these studies are described in Section-2.I 

1-1 Comparison of the .aji remote sensing systems 

The characteristics of aerial photographic, Landsat and SLAR 

Imaging systems are compared in Table 10,  The table is designed to 

provide the basic principles on which the concepts of remote sensing 
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I Imags rendition 

2 }botsgrspbis rhart..rt 

3 Digital 4 gu-ohe'o=t 

direst rsssrtthg an 
ahis film 

Of aisxusrntrs dlasnsioss, 
depsads on the resolving psvsz 
of fUn/fLiter ionbiaatias and 
iura l.as 

very high spatial resolution 
varies b.tv..si a fraction of 
a uctre to a few a.trss 
according to scale 

P1/Ca ratio is low boomse 
angular di.tan..s are difficult 
to asesure pr.sis.ly  

VOW high information content 
die to very high spatial 
resolution and .-,1 I pixel also 

atosuphsris scatt.ring (has.) 
r.duees esatrast ratio and the 
resolving power  of Obotographap 
the effects are reduced by 
using snitabie fUa/filt•r 
es.bthatioss 

f-1iaz pictorial rendition in 
ton., colour or false colour of 
•bj.cts by direct recording on 
photograis film 

rendition in m.ltiband 
photosphy is improved by 
colour composite gsn.ration 

infotion Is not calibrated 
but can be digitized for 
computer analysis 

-gi'.tis tapss are piqud bask 
Si slstrsi bsu film recorders 

79s.i"me 

very isv spatial resolution 
varies between 200.. and 250.. 

PS/GB ratio is very 3ev, bsoas.o 
angular distans.s are diffioult 
to .uas.•e preeis.ly 

lover ints.uation content due 
to 1.zge pixel also and low 
spatial resolution 

aserie scattering (haze) 
reduces contrast ratio and the 
resolving power of imagery, 
the effects are reduced by 
digital sprso..sing of imagery 

uct-'liar tonal rendition 
derived from calibrated 
obj..t-reflect.aso recorded on 
magnetic tapes 

rsidit.ton in onitispestral 
imagery 1. Iaprov.d by odour 
oosposite generation 

intormation is available in 
digital form (osapits.'.. 
compatible tape.) suitable for 
ossput.r analysis 

scanlias are z's.ordnd by strip 
fUn recorder of the sathsds tab. 

10.. x 10.* 

high spatial resolution, fairly 
constant at the e.otsis seales, 
generally 10.. 

PS/CR is very high b.omu. 
..ho-tiae intervals are sor's 
precisely measured than 
angular distances 

maderato information soat.nt due 
to fairly .wall pixel site, very 
high subsurface information due 
to high Ps/Ga ratio 

atoo.j*ieric offset* are minima 
In the microwaves, hence the 
contrast ratio and the resolving 
powr of imagery are both high 

filiar pictorial rendition of 
surface roughness  derived from 
eehoiuti.s intervals transformed 
Into soanlines 

there is as saltispootral ocatsat, 
imaging is presently limited to 
individual radar bands 

information Is sot calibrated 
but San be digitised for 
ec.put.r analysis 
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1$Stfoot if pixel also 

5 Effeet of sam 6040  

' wf.St of illii.4 stios 
diff.wen.s. 

7 mmii detests 

S GI:Ls tris distortions  

small pixel sine inhanosi finer 
.erfsoi features *Iá see 
filtered off by the larger 
pixels of Jandast and BLAB, 
oomsequently iMividusi ebj set. 
sesh as trees am surf"* relief 
are amphasisid and sebsewfa.s 
patterns awe sbsesx.d 

low ens angle (to' or 
thaneie subtle d.iffirenoes in 

relief, texture and ,stt.ns 
with loss in tsesl sontiast, 
k4& sam angle results in sharp 
lanai santrast with i.se in 
riui.f, texture and pattern 
definition, in v.rti.al  aerial 
Photography lir_'t* are 
ebseurid 

pbstou'usiaias are esesily wrid 
by Illumination dUfersno.e an 
the oosp.n,rt photographs, 
tislity san be Improved to saw 
extent by photographic asthodsi 

teh.d edges are noticeable 
but readily distinguished twos 
insensate 

individual phetograph9 am 
sarrid by vary long shadow due 
Is poor iilbuatioa and by 
solar wefl.stiaa point (hot spot 
or no-shadow point) due to hj 

an elevation 

nadir viewing aegis varies 
between esreew sad wide angles 
goomstris distortions inereass 
with angle of view, distortions 
are sorr.eted photographically 
sr photogrsIrtsa11y during 
plotting 

TOW large pixel else filters 
off fleas det&lls that isuse 
xeflsstan.e di! f.rsn.se  with 
serial ploIsgraphy and oubsases 
irs.s f.sturie shiob 45 not 
isasi surf 
diffarenoes in the aiorivavss, 
eons.qusstly psis surfs" 
features snob as general forest 
typee am s.ph.aisid 

iou Is interesdiate sun aegis 
'j#r.. gsslsgisal .l3.. 

1'est mosaLee are of kii 
quality duo to esifere 
ili'tian of the scenes sho.o 
iniges esspsee the aserie, 
quality ian be Improved by 
digital a.thodi in whish natched 
edges are virtually eli.iust.d 

individusi i.mgss are marred 
by sixth line banding, sixth 
use dropsut and seamlins 
offset Ukiah 'an be esrisoted 
digitally by repossessing 

seem eagle is narrow (1105 °), 
gus. trio distortions are 
jpi! cns.quisntly inmies on 

Inherently erthsgrsphia' 
distortions are eorw.sted by 
digital methods  

moderate pixel Si.. filters off 
tines detail, that cause 
reflestanes difter.ne.s with 
jWtograft and phasls.s 
features that Ian.e surface-
rovs.s differenees in the 
elsrevavss but 4o net cause 
r.fl..tanoe differenses with 
L14 sat, ooss.insntly surface 
rus.. and geologisal 
features are pbasl.eI 

low radar depression aegis 
anhasees geological steals 

1A7 .ssaios are usually earned 
by matebed edges of the 
eospinont Images, these matched 
edges are not roa4aLy 
distinguished twos li,. - t.; 
also the effects of the 
variation in lbt transmitted 
radar aner' are often 
noticeabl, between adjacent 
strips I. give the inpa'sssi.s 
of change in terrain pattern 

Individual leag.s ass named 
by sidelobe banding 
(rsstriotsd to near range) 
foreshortening, layover and 
radar dwAoW 

viewing angle varies between 100 
and 50, ties.-deiiy device is 
used to moiliss ,  the offset or 
isage an lbs echo-tins, 
gisastris distortions insr'ssse 
with elan angle and tbW ax. 
arrested partially by radar-

gxemattrio astheds during 
plotting 
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CMt.ristAos 

9 Image analysis 

I Stare. coverage 

2 Overlap 

3 Stereo-geometry 

4 Stereoscopic properties 

5 Image  displacement 

6 Stereo observation 

7 St.rsoplotting 

8 Bt.reoplotting obstacles 

ftotomibio us ton 

wide range of highly developed 
photograa.trio equipment 

fundamentally stereoscopic 
coverage 

forward overlap varies with 
exposure interval and lateral 
overlap varies with flight 
line spacing 

stereoscopic observation is 
based on point - perspective 
0 0 try  

optimum base/height ratio and 
vertical exaggeration 
(typically four) hen" parallax 
Is suitably measured 

objects are displaced radially 
away from n.Air, radial 
displacement increases away 
from nadir and most pronounced 
at photo corners 

stereoscopic observation is 
better along flight line 
(forward overlap) but also easy 
with lateral overlap 

ground control points are 
readily plotted because vertical 
illumination can be simulated 
In the stereonodel 

photosterec is usually affected 
by radially increasing 
topographic displacement and 
tilt (very noticeable on photo 
corners). 

Imndaat mtes 

digital processing methods are 
highly developed 

limited stereoscopic 
coverage 

forward overlap is constant at 
10%9  lateral overlap varies with 
altitude (14 - 21.16 in the 
tropics) 

stereoscopic observation is 
based on point perspective 
-IT 

Inadequate base/height ratio 
(0.174 - 0163 in the tropics) 
and vertical exaggeration 
(under 1 • 3 and varies with 
latitude, 1.12 - 1.22 in the 
tropic.) hence parallax 
difficult to measure 

near-orthography, image 
displacement is wd-ni.*l and it 
increases away from nadir 

stereoscopic observation is 
better along orbit-perth. 
(lateral overlap), forward 
overlap is insufficient 

there is no reliable methods of 
establishing ground controls, 
images are registered unto baae 
maps compiled with Lambert 
projection 

difficulty in obt*ining 
stereo-images suitable for 
optimum stereo-perception 

Bad4rTst.s 

narrow range of radar- - 
grama.tric equipoent (still 
under development) 

stereoscopic coverage at an 
additional cost 

there is no forward overlap in 
strip imaging, lateral overlap 
varies with flight line spacing 

stereoscopic observation is 
based on line perspective 
-7 

adequate base/height ratio and 
vertical exaggeration but 
parallax difficult to measure 
du, to datum *warp in line 
perspective geometry 

objects are displaced towards 
the nadir (near range), 
displacement decreases from 
near range to far range 

stereoscopic observation is 
limited to range (look) 
direction, it is not possible 
in asimuth (flight) direction 
due to continuous strip imaging 

ground control points are 
difficult to plot due to datum 
swarp and the difficulty in 
simulating side-look 
illumination in the stezIsosodel 

radar stereo is usually affected 
by radar shadows, foreshorten'ng, 
and layover 
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technology and applications are based *  The table shows that while 

certain features can be resolved on the imagery of one typ. of 

syst.m they say not be resolved on another type. Also, several 

different materials may have the same signature and be indistinguishable 

on one type of imagery. This is a primary argument for acquiring 

Imagery in more than one spectral band, but few of the react. sensing 

systems can be used simultaneously and still acquire optimum imagery. 

For instance, the high altitude,  and sidelook geometry of radar 

acquisition are incompatible with other systems. 

floreovør, the expense of multiple flights with different aircraft 

and imaging systems is excessive for certain surveys, say reconnaissance 

surveys, which should be relatively inexpensive to be cost—effective. 

Theme count against the multiple—sensor concept and favour the strategy 

of selecting the 	to sensing system that provides, at an economic 

cost, the maximum amount of information for a particular survey. 

In either the multiple—sensor concept or the optimum-sensor 

strategy, both technical and Philosophical precautions should be taken 

in respect of: 

- the extent to which the survey objectives can be fulfilled through 

the currently available remote sensing methods. 

- the extent to which the available financial and other resources 

can be economically used to fulfil the survey objectives through 

remote sensing methods, am 

- the feasibility or acquiring the necessary remote sensing imagery 

at an economic cost. 

These precautions are considered in the sections of this thesis that 

deal with the interpretation of the various categories of forest 

management information on remote sensing imagery, 



1-2 CharsolgrIatloy of troiiicsj for*g to  

Tropical forests consist of woody vegetation types ranging from 

open savanna woodland to closed high forest. Tropical forests cover 

a total area of approximately 19 million sq.km. or 114'' of the world's 

land area and slightly  less than half of the world's forested area. 

They are nearly all located in the developing countries wh*r , 3 they 

represent an important resource for production and conservation, In 

Nigeria, the closed high forest which produces practically all of 

Nigeria's industrial round wood and occupies about one tenth of 

Nigeria's 924 000sq.ka, land area, is found In the south. The savanna 

which occupies about 800 000sq9ka. in the north contributes only poles 

and fusiwood as does the small coastal stretch of mangrove in the south. 

To understand the application of remote sensing to the survey of 

tropical forest., some knowledge of these forest oommuniti.s and the 

forest environment is essential. Therefore, the most important forest 

community - the tropical rainforest, which is the vegetation of the 

test area in Southwestern Nigeria - and the environmental factors 

influencing the remote sensing of these forests are described, 

The tropical rainforest is important for its high quality timber 

which is in high demand in the world markets Three main tropical 

rainforest regions are generally recognised. Th.s* axes- 

the Amasonian region dominated by the Amason basin and 

other parts of the east coast of Brasil, but also 

including a coastal stretch from Ecuador to Mexico and 

the Caribbean Islands, 

the southeast Asian region consisting of Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Burmag  Thailand (Siaa)Kaapuchea (Cambodia) 

Sri Lanka (Ceylon), - Vietnam and the Phillipines. 

the African region comprising a V.it African coastal 
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stretch from Gambia to Liberia, Southern Jigeri., 

Canszoon., a central belt stretching from the Congo basin 

to the Great Lake. in Bast Africa and the western slope. 

of Madagascar. 

The geographical locations of these regions are shown in Wig. 1910  

The tropical rsinfoz.st is a climax vegetation which develops 

nnd.r very humid conditions an annual rainfall of 1.500 —. 4000 —, 

Is evenly distributed throughout the year, a is.s rainy season with 

as little as 50 —. - 70 —* of annual rainfall doss not last longer 

than three month.. The temperature is relatively constant varying only 

between 200C and 260C and the light intensity under the trees is 

approxitely 0.0014 to 0.033  of  that  in  the open (ASP,  1975a). 

In vertical profile, tropical rainforest cannot be stratified 

into lay.res crownn cut at all levels, with dieontmnuous taller 

.e.rg.nts, to give the canopy an almost completely irregular structure. 

Tropical rainforest contains a very large number of species most of 

which are of low incidence particularly in the highly sized forest-type.* 

Nigerian forests contain over 576 tr..-sp.oi.s capabie of attaining a 

mini 	height of 12*. and a &4--.ter of 19o.* at breast height 

(Ola..Anan. & Iyainabo, 1977).  In the closed high forest areas there are 

about 47 specion per hectare of trees with a miniumia disaster of 10cme 

at breast height (Richards, 1939),  the incidence of the 000ne.t 

species being two in every hundred trees with a alniaum mid-sten 

diameter of  7en. (Omeoga, 1976).  This aired and varied composition 

affect* the interpretation of the forests. 

Except under special climatic and edaphic oomiitiona, no species 

is of outstanding importance .ith.r ecologically or economically. For 

In 1950  only  seven of the Nigerian tie. species were considered 

to be of commercial timber value, by 1975  the number of the species 
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Source* Howard (1976) 

Fig. 1.1 Map location and Landsat coverage of the main tropical forest regions 

ob]ique hatching indicate. 10% least cloud—cover or lees. 
green colouring indicates tropical rain—forest areas. 
(Note the failure to obtain Landeat coverage of most tropical rain—forest areas). 



r.gardsd an oo.rcially aoo.ptable timber species Increased to 

forty seven. This number is .zp.ot.d to increase in the near future. 

This notwithstanding, the botanical richness of tropical forests may 

be said to be inversely proportional to their commercial value. 

Furthermore, the tropical forests do not constitute an inexhaustibie 

source of timber* Regeneration after exploitation is diffiolt b.aause 

all representative, of the chosen sp.oi.s are felled. 

1-3 	vironaental factors W.Luencing the 
jMtQ .ensin&of tropical forests 

The following environmental factors in!luenoe the use of 

rumot. sensing techniques to gather information on tropical forests 

local climate and weather 

landuss and forest nature 

(a) topography and terrain conditions 

The magnitude of their influ.nc* varies from region to region according 

to the severity of these factors. The ensuing discussion applies to 

tropical forests in general, with more emphasis on the test area in 

Southwestern Nigeria. 

(a) Local cliat2 and weather 

In the tropic., many aspects of remote sensing, particularly the 

acquisition of imagery, are affected by climatic or weather conditions 

such asz 

- sky oloud-oov.r and atmospheric base 

- solar radiation in terms of tp.rature and light intensity 

- rainfall and relative humidity 

In Nigeria, except for local variation., weather conditions tend 

to be increasingly limiting from the northwest to the southeast 
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direction and vice versa according to season.. This is probably this 

to the influence of the intertropical front where the humid equatorial 

air mass from the southwest coast meet* the dry tropical continental 

air sass (harmat tan) from the northwest desert area. 

Both aerial photographic and Land.at systems image in the 

aiorcmotr wavelengths (visible and r.fl.ctive infrared bands) • They 

depend on solar Illumination of the seen, being imaged. Cloud-cover, 

moisture haze, dust, and smoke has, are responsible for atmospheric 

absorption and scattering of solar energy, particularly in the shorter 

wavelengths • Passive imaging in these wavelengths results in low scene 

contrast ratios. This hinders the deteotion of objects by the imaging 

systems and the resolution of objects on the acquired imagery. On the 

other hand SLAB is an active system producing its own illumination 

for imaging in the c.ntimet rQ, wavelengths (microwave band). 

Passive imaging in the micrometer wavelengths, particularly in the 

photographic band, demands stringent weather conditions. 3uitabl.e 

photographic weather conditions specify no base and less than 

1299)6 sky cloud-cover (Kb, 1974; ASP, 1975a). In the tropics the.e 

conditions are only fulfilled on a few isolated days in the year. 

For instance, the mean annual sky cloud-cover for southern Nigeria is 

50% or nor with a mean monthly cover of 90% or more in the rainy 

season and 4W or less in the dry season. 

The experience from LSnthat system which is not user-controlled, 

clearly indicates the extent to which cloud-cover affects the 

acquisition of imagery by passive sensing in the micrometra wavelength.. 

The index to LaMest coverage (Bros Data Centre, 1976) records 

cloudiness by referring to the peroentage aloud-cover of the best 

availabie imagery of a Landsat scene as the 	cloud-cover' • The 

least cloud-cover for southern Nigeria increases in a northwest to 
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the southeast direction and is nowher. lees than 20 30%. 

A repeated geographic computer search conducted for the present 

Investigator by rOs  Data Centre shove that, to date, only five 

Landsat frames with 50% least oloud—oov•r or less are available for 

the test area (Southwestern Nigeria which in covered approximately by 

two l4ndsat scenes. An examination of the best frame (30% least 

cloud—cover) showed that the cloud—cover in concentrated along the 

coast with decreasing intensity inland. Moreover the cloud-free 

areas are haze—covered in band 4 and .5 imagery. 

Furthermore, Jandeat frames of tropical areas with less than 

10% cloud—cover between August, 1972  and April, 1975  were 

significantly few (Howard, 1976). For the same period 30% of the 

tropical land surface and 5W. of the tropical high forest areas were 

not covered (Pig. i.i). 

The annual rainfallin southern Nigeria varies between 2500a. 

in the coastal areas and 120. inland (Hopkins, 1974;  Hall,  1977) 

with only three to four less rainy months. Aerial photography which is 

involved in over 80% of remote sensing activities of the developing 

countries, is virtually impossible during the rainy season. There is a 

double peak vet season during which rains are accompanied by line 

squalls which prevent aircraft flights. Th, short dry season which 

usually interrupts the rainy season occurs between July and August. 

In the absence of perennial c1ud, this short dry season is the most 

suitable photographic season. There is another period of suitable 

photographic weather shortly after the rainy season when the ground 

is too damp for burning (which results in smoke haze) and when the 

atmosphere is free of dust (dust haze) and cloud—cover is reduced. 

By carefully studying the occurrence of the short dry season or 

any other suitable photographic weather, aerial photography can be 
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planned to coincide with it to reduce the effect of cloud-cover and 

ha.... This is not possible with Landsat imaging system which 

operates on precisely fixed schedule.. 

The mean daily sunshine in Southern Nigeria is between three to 

six hours in the coastal areas where it may fall to two hours in the 

rainy or wet season. Aerial photography Is restricted to aid-mornings 

when sunshine in minimal. The g.ostationary and eunsynobronous Lendsat 

system images individual scenes at approximately 09.30 hours local tin., 

thus individual sceneo are uniformly illuminated* Witti aerial 

photography scene illitiIktion may vary between strips of the same 

photograph or even between photographs  of the sax'. strip. 

Active imaging in the centimetre wavelengths by SLAB is not 

limited by weather or some Illumination condition.. SLAB imagery can 

therefore be acquired round the olek in all weather except during 

heavy rainstorm.. Operations are only limited by human conditions, 

namely: 

- the endurance of the airorew and the flight time limitations 

Imposed on the a.ircrew by the civil aviation authorities. 

In Southwestern Nigeria, the coastal region has a mean monthly 

relative humidity of not i.e. than 9 at 06.00 hours local time though 

this may fall below 605% at 1200 hours during the driest month.. These 

figure. deorease inland from the coast. This high relative humidity 

accounts, in part for moisture has* which reduces the quality of 

imagery acquired by passive sensing in the mioronet'Q. wav.lengths. 

The mean solar radiation is 1.5 to 1.9 3oul.s/sq.oa. per day. Colour 

aerial photographs tend to fade on long exposure to brilliant sunahine 

and photographic chemicals rapidly decompose on brief exposures to 

bright light. The mean daily temperatures vary between 21 0C and 31°C 

and the daily range of temperature increases inland from the coast 
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particularly during sever. harmattans. Colour film, are damaged by 

exposure to high temperatures and, under humid conditions, they are 

liable to fungal attack. In view of these considerations, photographic 

laboratories have to be atroonditioned to preserve these materials* 

(b) Landue and forest natu 

Shifting cultivation is the main system of agriculture practised 

in many tropical forest area.. In the more densely populated and 

predominantly agricultural areas, shifting cultivation may be both 

int.nsive and extensive. Intricate ls.nduse patterns have resulted from 

repeated shifting cultivation of extensive tract, of forests. For 

instanoe, about 180 000sq.km. in Southern Nigeria enjoy a climate 

suitable for the development of high forest yet little of this land 

supports forests today. Human activities over a considerable period 

of time have altered and even obliterated much of the natural 

vegetation. In southwestern Nigeria, with a population density of 

about 100 persons per s.ka o  shifting cultivation is very intensive. 

As a result most of the forest son* now consists of complex mosaics of 

irregular small blocks of fares and associated fallows, forest regxovths 

of various grades and secondary forests of different kinds. Such an 

Irregular and intricate landuse pattern affects the interpretative 

value of the remote sensing imagery of these arias, particularly aerial 

photography. Also, the intensity of field sampling for ground 

information has to be increasci for a reliable check, 

libtUnsive clearing during cultivation exposes much of the ground 

surface which under dry conditions results in dust haze. In addition, 

burning results in smoke base. Both dust and smoke base reduce the 

interpretative value or imagery acquired by passive sensing in the 

micrometre wavelsn€ths. 

In undisturbed forests, the canopy is a oontinuum which obscures 
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the ground. The interpretative value of large scale imagery of such 

forests is reduced by the lack of sufficient land marks to locate 

'photo-ample.' on the ground. van if photosamplee can be located on 

the ground, the  screening effect of the oanop7 also hinders the use of 

optical instruments for field measurements and observations of the 

inctividual trees. 

(o) Topogrtzhy and trrain conditione 

With regard to the remote sensing of forested areas topography 

Is viewed in two aspects - 

— macrotopography i.e. the gross topography as represented by 

contours on maps or as viewed on at.r.omodels from aerial 

photographs. 

- miorotopography i.eo the terrain as it appears to any one moving 

about in the forest. This is usually concealed by contours on 

asps or by vegetation on aerial photographs. 

In mountainous areas, sacrotopography may hinder low-altitude flights 

for very large scale aerial photography or serial reconnaissance by 

helicopters and field observations for ground information. Also, 

ascrotopography often causes a wide scale variation on individual 

photographs of such areas. In flat or nearly flat terrain, 

asorotopography doss not constitute an obstacle to imagery acquisition 

but the terrain conditions may hinder field work. The terrain may be 

of difficult access due to the occurrence of swamps, iap.n.trable 

forests and stony ground. 

Southwestern Nigeria, like most other parts of Nigeria, is 

predominantly a lowland area whose altitude varies between 200.. and 

900.. It is therefore unlikely that macrotopography would pose any 

serious problem to the acquisition of imagery and the collection of 

ground information in Southwestern Nigeria except for a few isolated 
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oases of the occurrence of hilly areas. In the pilot survey for the 

Indicative inventory of the tropical high forest in Nigria, some 

field plots were either relocated or completely abandoned baoauee they 

were inaccessible. The inaccessibility was largely due to the 

miorotopogmy and the difficult terrain conditions rather than the 

crotopography (Sutter, 1973). 

The foregoing indicate the various ways  in which snviroeital 

factors could affect remote sensing projects in the tropics. Cliestic 

and weather conditions hinder the acquisition of the necessary imagery, 

while :o.pherio conditions reduce the interpretative value of the 

acquired imagery. Ground conditions may also hinder field checking 

of the interpretation made. 
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2 Forest-type reooijtion 

Timber is considered the most stgn1fioazit forest resouros, 

particularly in the tropics. The th.ttia1 stags in the collection of 

data on which to bas, the management of this resource is the 

separation of the forests oonta-titing the resourae ti'se other 

vegetation and land= typos* 

The forests can be separated into general types according to the 

natural conditions under which they develop. The resulting 

classification implies the ecological status of the forests and it is 

therefore useful in choosing the most suitable silvioultural system 

for the management of the forest.. Also, the forest, can be separated 

into condition classes according to the.e characteristics which 

indicate their resource 'valu, or potential. For .vaipl., separation 

Into stem-diameter or volume classes and classification by the 

incidence of timber-species would indicate the relative quantity of 

timber in the various parts of the forests, Separation of forests into 

condition classes is therefore useful in the assessment of the growing 

stock and its yield. Both 'natural' and 'condition' classes are 

usually obtained by field surveys which are slow and often expensive 

for extensive tropical forest areas. 

This separation can be accomplished by remote sensing methods. 

The purpose of this review of literature is to assess the value and 

limitations of the use of remote sensing methods for forest-type 

recognition in the tropics. The extant to which the visual 

Interpretation of aerial photograph., Ladsat and SLAB imegoo have been 

used to assist the recognition of forest types in the Southeast Asian, 

the Amazonian and the African tropical forest regions was reviewed 

In that order to Indicate the successes obtained, He!er.nc.s were 

occasionally made to ooaput.r-assisted interpretation for illustrations. 
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To avoid repetition the Interpretation procedure., criteria and 

problems were not rcounted in the review (Section 2-1) swept wh.m 

they are jjjjy, 	',ever, the.e were r— isM in Section 2-3 

for drawing Inferences and oo1uaions. 

2-1 t.viov of I4tirstur. on forset-trse z9OP4tjQn 

In Indonesia, Rs,i4bal (1952) separated on aerial photograph8 

several typ.s of natural vegetation and vegetation Influenced by san. 

Of the fors.r, be distinguished mangrove, .srubland forest, and dry 

forest. The dry forest was further separated into subtypes by wood 

density but the  bcxLg,% AcL jrtVS vere indistinct. In the latter, old and 

young secondary for.t, logged-ever forests and forest plantations 

were well defined on the serial photographs. No remarked the 

siilarities among dry agricultural fields, vet rioe field, and grass 

(or grasing) areas on the aerial photographs. Also, in Indonesia, 

Svellengx.bel (1965)  used 1i20 000 scale psnohro.stio aerial 

photographs for the reconnaissance and exploitation forest survey, and 

reported that mangrovesswump,  forest and dxyland forest of Sunatera 

(Sunatra) were easily rscogni.able on aerial photograph.. 

In Sabah (ortb  3am..) Francis and Wood (195)  distinguished on 

liJO 000 and 1s25 000 scsie aerial photographs, sixteen vegetation 

types twelve of which were natural forest.. The interpretation was 

based primarily on topography and average also of photo-visible crowns. 

They classified the vegetation typ. by their oo.rci.l value and the 

extant of hn interferenc, into six general typ.si- 

salt water avup forest (three type.) 

transitional forest. (two type.) 

drained inland forest. (four typ..) 

Inland forests liable to flood (three type.) 
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cultivation areas (two types) 

cleared land (two types) 

Though this classification did not correspond exactly with that of 

Brown (1953)9 which they adopted for the interpretation, they reported 

a aloe, relationship between the two classifications. Nyyssonnan(1962) 

remarked that more forest-types could be delineated on better quality 

aerial photographs • Rowroyd (1954) reported that it was generally 

simple to separate the various types of 'oo.roial' dryland forest, 

ngrov., n.tpsh palm forest and secondary forests of Sabah on aerial 

photographs, except in partially logged-over forests. In Sarawak, 

Brown. (1958) reported the ease of separation of aangrov.s, various 

types of dipt.roosrp and swamp forest, heath, riparian and mousy 

forests on small scale aerial photographs. 

Taylor and Stewart (1 958) interpreted the vegetation of Papua. 

New Guinea on 1:40 000 scale aerial photograph.. Paij.ans (1970) 

Interpreted the vegetation of central and western Papua New Guinea on 

1:36 000 and 1:86.000 scale aerial photographs and obtained similar 

results. Five general forest-types were recognised by physiographic 

and edaphic conditions, and several subtypes by wood density. In the 

southwest of Papua New Guinea, dry evergreen-forest could not be 

distinguished from evergreen ratnfor.st despite the differences in their 

floristic composition. It was also not possible to interpret local 

mosaics of forest-savanna-grassland on the aerial photographs. Similar 

work was done in the Fiji Islands (Miller, 1957). About 16 200sq.kae 

were interpreted on 1:40 000 and 1:16 000 soale aerial photographs 

using canopy density to ascertain the extent of logging and the amount 

of unvorked forest. 

Merrit and Ranstunga (1959)  and do Ro.ayro (1959)  interpreted 

the ecological types of Siabaraya rainfore.t in Sri Lanka (Ceylon) on 
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1*16 8140 scale aerial photographs and obtained similar results. In the 

wetter parts of the rainforest, eight virgin forest-type., two 

secondary forest-types and four non-forest types were recognised using 

a rather complex interpretation procedure; d. Rossyro, however 

adopted a simpler procedure for the interpretation of the drier areas. 

He separated medium, low and non.productive ,  forests by their crown 

closure and crown Ain ter/stem height relations but he made no 

attempt to distinguish them by their species composition which is 

vital for commercial assessment. 

On 1:148  000 scale aerial photographs of the lowland areas of the 

north province of Thailand, Loetsob (1 97) recognised mixed deciduous, 

semi-evergreen dipt.rocarp forests, and permanent flood and non-forest 

areas • He indicated that teak-bearing and non teak-bearing deciduous 

forests could be distinguished from each other if photography was flown 

during the flowering period of teak. Also, the evergreen forests in 

one province could be subdivided into four strata on 1:15 000 scale 

aerial photographs by the incidence of young Dipteroosra s3atua trees. 

He reported that without any previous field experience of the area, 

forest area. in Thailand were satisfactorily interpreted on poor 

quality 1*20 000 scale aerial photographs. The interpretation was based 

mainly on photomensurstion. Twelve categories were separated. These 

included two evergreen forest types, three seat-evergreen forest and 

woodland types, two shrub-savanna types and four marshland types with 

several subtypes. 

Roust (1959)  and Wheeler (1959) described the forest inventories 

of Kaapuch.a (Cambodia). In the inventory of Nast Mekong, the forest 

types described in the different classification schuss adopts were 

easily recognised on aerial photographs. In Guatemala, Mason and 

Wood (1952) interpreted five forest type. on 1*140  000 scale aerial 
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photographs using the crit.ria of ton., tetr., wood density and 

photomensuration of the dominant trees. Using the same scale of 

aerial photography, Harrison and Spurr (1955) also separated the some 

forest into sven general types by the incidence of Mahogany which is 

the main economic tre.-p.ci.s. Randall (1969) used U60 000 scale 

aerial photographs in conjunction with pPkoto.osaios for the 

interpretation of the forest types in the I)oatnioan Republic. Tie 

separated low broadl.aved forest, shrub forest, thorn bush, two 

density classes of pine forest, mangrove and swamp forests. 

In Guyana,  Svellengrebal  (1959) described  five different forest 

types on 1:30  000 coal, aerial photographs, while in the neighbouring 

country of Surinam, Van-.Dillsawtjn (1957)  described thirty different 

forest types on I sI.0 000 scale aerial photograph. • Van-Dillenvijn' S 

Interpretation key included a brief description of the characteristics 

and the distribution of each forest type accompanied by streopaire of 

aerial and terrestrial photographs. Reinsdijk (1952)  described on 

U40 000 scale aerial photographs, tan types of vegetation found in 

Surinam. Four of these were forest types by Surinamese standards 

(when majority of bigger trees are not below lOam, diameter at breast 

height DBR). Be classified the vegetation by site conditions and 

floristic composition. He found that Individual species were not 

recognisable on the aerial photographs but they could only be identified 

by inference, and to sme extent, by extrapolation from areas of 

existing data. 

Heinedijk (1955)  described a technical procedure for forest type 

mapping from aerial photograph.. Pros his experience in the &aonisn 

region, fl.thsdijk (19579 1958) stressed the importance of grow-id 

information in photoint.rpr.tation. Prancis (1957) and Cahusac (1957) 

reported their experienc, in the African region and discussed 
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fore.t-'type interpretation in general terms, Francis (1957) remarked 

that, in Africa, photomensurstion alone was insufficient for the 

separation of forests into types, and concluded that forest type 

Interpretation should be complemented by field sampling. According to 

his, forest areas which appear fairly homogeneous on aerial photographs, 

might contain several forest types which have no distinct boundaries, 

and which are only defined by their floristic composition. In Tanzania, 

Howard (1959)  delineated on 1.30  000 scale aerial potogxaph., various 

grad.s of woodland by their tonal and textural differences. H. 

recognised, among other vegetation types, riv.rins forest., permanent 

swamp and thick.t/regen.ration areas within the woodland. 

The work of the Savanna Investigation Unit in Nigeria  was 

reported by Howard (1961e 9  1967). Aerial photographs at the scale of 

1:40 000 were used to oo]leot information on the indigenous savanna 

vegetation within the forest reserves (managed forest.) for the 

preparation of 'scientific' management plan.. Several forest types 

were separated by combined photoint.rpr.tation and field transversing. 

In areas where rainfall is not the limiting factor in moulding the 

vegetation, specific species were found to be associated with specific 

sites. Consequently, the photointerpretation of these areas was easier 

than that of the other areas where rainfall in the critical factor in 

the development of the forests. 

Rio (1971) discussed forestry applications of photolnt.rpr.tation 

In Nigeria. N. referred to the inventory of a group of high-fore.t 

reserves in the Cross River State and the landu.. survey of Southwestern 

Nigeria. Both projects relied mainly on photoint.rpr.tation for type  

d.lineation, and pbotogra.try for map compilation. He also reported 

his interpretation of Olokaneji Forest Reserve on 1:40 000 serial 

photograph.. He found that by photointerpretation alone, nine distinct 
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vegetation types could be described within the forest reserve. Be 

delineated five sestdeciduoua forest types including high forest, 

bill forest, derived savaI&, fare regrowth and forest plantations by 

their photophysiognoy and general photoappearano.. However, he 

oonol.. that photoint.rpretation  should be checked by field sampling, 

since similar photoocuniti.. might be different in their floristic 

composition, though such differences eight not necessarily imply 

ohazgss in ecological status. 

Cooper (1960) prepared a list of Nigerian forest reserves which 

were interpreted on aerial photographs for management purposes • The 

Interpretation included stock-sapping, forest type del meat ion, and 

soil survey.. Oyel.ss (1968) indicated that the generalised landuse 

pattern and the broad forest types in the ooapl.x forest son. of 

Ibadan Division in Southwestern Nigeria could be interpreted on serial 

photog'rathe with some degree of accuracy provided that there is 

adequate ground information. 

In parts of Western Cameroon and Uganda, Langdal-Brown 

(1968, 1968a) interpreted the major physiogaosio types of vegetation on 

1 ,40 000 and I i30 000 scale terial photographs respectively. In the 

ca.. of Western Camaroon, information from literature and established 

maps was used to control the interpretation, while in the case of 

Uganda photolnt.rpr.tation was done Ir conjunotion with field 

tranaver.ing. In both studies the importance of ground information 

is implied. 

Liinly (1972) discussed the value of photointerpr.tation for 

forest survey, in franoophone countries of tropical Africa. He 

remarked that, in most oases, the forest types easily identifiable on 

aerial photographs  were pure stands of certain species amidst 

heterogeneous popuations. He cited .xaapl.s of certain Lgmaes, such 
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as Microlobium (Gilbertiodendron) d.wevr.i especially in Congo, Zaire 

and southeastern Cameroon, ?'9nopetalanthua species and 

oecropjojdes which colonies cleared forest areas. 3* also remarked 

that edaphic forest type., such as mangrove and swamp forest, were 

easily r.cognisabl* on aerial photographs. £1.0, on aerial 

photograph., the transition sone between evergreen and semid.ciduoua 

forests was easily detected but without any distinct boundaries. 

Howard (1970) stated that, at the scales of 1:80 000 to 1*20 000 9  

photocoemvnities may conform to plant formations and at the scales 

of 1:20 000 to 1*15 000 they may conform to subformations and 

associations while at the scale of 1:5000 or 1155 they may conform 

to smaller assemblages of vegetation. 

Paijmans (1970) used 1:36 000 and 186 000 scsi* aerial 

photographs separately to classify the vegetation of Papua New Guinea 

and obtained similar results. Miller (1957) remarked that vegetation 

physiognomy was readily recognised on medium scale aerial photographs. 

This supports the results obtained by Paijman.. There has been little 

emphasis on the value of various film/filter combinations for forest 

type asparation. According to Howard and Lanly (1975)9 a plant 

formation or subformatjor, is not a floristic unit but a structural 

unit with often distinctive spectral radiano./albedo which results in 

characteristic photographic relative grey scale value by which it can 

be identified. They remarked the established value of panchromatic 

(black/white) films with yellow (minus blue filter) for the 

Interpretation of tropical forests* Garver (1953) also remarked that 

black/white film has the most popular tonal range familiar to the 

perception of the human eye b.cause it provides higher resolutin, 

better contrast and definition than other film types, especially when 

Yellow filter is used. H. recommended the use of glossy paper for 



better image reproduction. !'re.nci. (197)  found that colour films 

usually give fairly poor tonal contrast in the important green band. 

Hailer and Bega (1973)  preferred colour infrared film. This film type 

has been successfully used for forest surveys in franoophoue countries 

of tropical Africa. (IToward, 1976; Lan].y, 1972). Rhody (1965)  found 

that diapositives are of greater value than any other photographic 

product in the interpretation of the more subtle tonal contrasts which, 

indeed, express forest composition. 

Using Landeat imagery of the Central Afar region of Ethiopia, 

Parry (1974)  found that only riv.rine forest, desert, very open areas 

of Cadaba rotnnd.ifolia and Itcacia seyal bushes, and combined areas of 

irrigated crops and swamps, could be delineated with confidence on the 

Imagery. Detailed ground information was required for the delineation 

of the other vegetated areas. He remarked that no unique tonal 

signatures for vegetation types were identified, and concluded that 

Landsat imagery was a valuable addition to aerial photography for 

natural resource evaluation. H. recommended the use of Landeat colour 

composite generated from band. t, 5 and 7 because of its superiority 

over the individual spectral. images. 7e also remarked that a combined 

use of the individual spectral ima.s could also result in a 

satisfactory separation of the vegetation types. 

Lanly (1976) reported two Landsat studies carried out in Nigeria 

and Colasbia. The studies aimed to assess the value of I,sndeat imagery 

for classifying and sapping landuse and vegetation in tropical areas. 

In both studies computer—assisted interpretation was employed because 

the poor quality of the individual spectral images and colour composites 

generated from them were unsatisfactory for visual intsrprstaticr3. 

The computer-assisted interpretation for the Columbian studies was 

supervised, while that for Nigeria was unsupervised due to the lack of 
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precisely located training sets. The,  ao•rna region was chosen 

for the Colombian studies, while a group of adjacent forest reserva 

within the forest-savanna mosaic zone was interpreted in Nigeria. 

In the Nigerian studio., the separation of forest, i... degraded 

forest, ...ondaxy growth and derived savanna, was satisfactory but the 

separation of the various grad.s of vegetation between forest and 

savanna was lea. successful. This was due to the irregular shapes 

and the intermingling of the various vegetation type.. 

More satisfactory results were obtained in the Columbian studies* 

Laly concluded that a lot of research was still necessary before a 

good correlation between computer classification and ground information 

could be obtained. He therefore suggested that all possibilities 

offered by optical rethods and visual interpretation should be used to 

the minus in order to take the advantage, of the broad synoptic view, 

and the repetitive and the aultiepectral nature of Landsat image.. 

In Central D,awa (Java) in Indonesia, M.ijerink and Donker (1978) 

conducted a computer-assisted landuse interpretation of Landsat 

information. They remarked that, in certain cases, computer-assisted 

interpretation could give inadequate or misleading results. They. 

therefore. suggested the maximum use of visual interpretation technique.. 

They concluded that the landuse categories could not be separated 

spectrally, even after the transformation of the LaMest data ..t.. 

Though this investigation was yet to be completed, they hoped to obtain 

maximum landuse information by component analysis in which the 

spectral data i•t, would be compressed to two component.. 

SLAR imagery has been widely used for vegetation survey., mainly 

in regions  where climatic and weather conditions do not favour aerial 

pbotograpy, particularly in the Jaaxonian region. The first example 
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of tropical vegetation sapping from SLAB is 	ably that of the 

1rian Province in Southeast Panama in 1962,  under the Raap 

(R1.Aar Mapping of p-v'—) project. The project area of about 

17,000sq.kao was imaged in the Ka bend by SLAB (Vikan. .t.l., 1970 ; 

Yaloso .t.al., 1973).  Yiksns and others (1970) stated that Xe band 

permitted the evaluation of various vegetation types b.canse vegetation 

is not suppressed by the K.. bend SLAR imaging. nvergreen forest, 

sesidscidnous forests low and till tree swanpe, pain forests, mangrove., 

logged-over forest, and built-up areas, were readily separated on the 

imagery by the characteristics of their radar return signals. Lewis 

and McDonald (1972)  also identified, in addition, three tidal 

vegetation types, 

Sicoo-Smith (19714)  stated that only 'very broad physiograph.tc regions 

could be delineated on the 1*220 000 scale SLAB imagery of Colbia 

principally by physiographic difference.. No separated coastal sont 

under maritime influence; alluvial plains and low terraces subject to 

innundatian; terraces intersected by low hills; high hills and high 

plains • By further interpretation on 11140 000 scale aerial photographs 

In conjunction with aerial reconnaissance, and his local knowledge of 

the area, he described two to five vegetation typen within each region. 

In ..11, he identified seventeen vegetation types. 

The ASP (1975a)  also reported that the I s20 000 Ks band SLAB 

imagery of Nicaragua gave similar results but Pinus oaribee.e stands, 

which tend to be darker on the imagery, were separated into three 

distinct density classes. Martin-Xaye (1974) also separated on SLAB 

iager'y of Nicaragua, 28 vegetation types and landuse categories. These 

are various combinations and mixtures of the main types and categories 

be separated - hard wood mountain and hill forests; riparian bard wood 

forest; upland, mountain, pine and swamp eav&s ;  mangrove sweape, 
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grassland, 

 
plantations and cultivated areoe. 

In Brazil over 1. 200 000sq.kae of the Ameson basin were Imaged 

with synthetic aperture SIAR at the scale of 1:400 000 und.r the Rde,n 

(RAuar A)4ason) multidisciplinary project. The swath width warn 37km. with 

20 - 5 lateral overlap (FAo, 1971.). 4. AZovSdO (1971) reported that 

useful small scale thematic mape of acceptable plan{etric accuracy 

were compiled from the iaigs interpretation and ground information to 

select priority areas for more detailed remote sensing and field survey.. 

41AR imagery bad also been used for forest survey, in Papua New Guinea, 

Indonesia and Lquador (PAC, 1971.; ASP, 1975.). 

Larin-Alabi (1978) referred to the on-going !4irud Project for the 

survey of the vegetation of Nigeria. The entire country was imaged in 

the X band using re.]. aperture &LA1 at the scale of 1:250 000. The 

swath width was 251m.  with 6( lateral overlap. JtllSn (personal 

communications  July, 1977)_remarked that the  results at this nation- - 

wide survey exceeded what was ever thought possible, adding that it was 

the first 51AR survey that covered so many ecological oases. 

Iron available reports (1fl, 19770 1978) 9  the imagery of 

outhwectsrn Nigeria could be used for the separation of only the brand 

vegetation types. In areas of fairly oven terrain, mangrove, various 

grades of swamp forest, disturbed and undisturbed mature forest 

(high forest) oil palm forest s  rubber forest and farmlands, were easily 

distinguished. In areas with rough topography vegetation types could 

not be distinguished without intensive field wort. One significant 

fact which emanated from the deliberations of the International 

L4ographic Union workshop recently held in Nigeria, was that the SLAM 

imagery of Nigeria was more useful for soil and landform mapping in 

forested areas than for forest mapping (F. As  Akjanm(, personal 

communication, f.uguet, 1978) • This is due to stronger suppression of 
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Vegetation to favour the expression of topography in the I band than 

In the Ks. band. 

From their experience in the Amazon basin, Disperati and 

leech (1978) concluded that the combined use of aerial photography, 

T4fldsat and SLAB imagery increased the confidence and accuracy of 

forest survey.. They remarked that in several cam, patterns 

detected on aerial photographs were also recognised on T.d.at and 

SLAB imagery, but the interpretation of these patterns was l.ae 

satisfactory at the scal, of the SLAB Imagery, 

2-2 Inference, and conclusions 

The foregoing review of literature shows that greater success 

has been achieved in the Southeast Asian region with aerial 

photography while the success.s in the Amasonian region are virtually 

limited to SLAB. The former situation is due mainly to the frequent 

occurrence of 'good photographic weather' while the latter situation 

can be attributed to the persistent occurrence of unfavourable weather 

conditions for photography. SLAB can operate under almost all weather 

conditions. Bvidsnc• from literature w.s not sufficient to give a 

clear picture of the situation in the African region. None-the-less, 

It indicates that the relatively little success in this region may be 

due partly to 'bad photographic weather' • For the three main regions 

good quality Landsat images ax. rare and scare.. Consequently the 

repetitive imaging of Larisat has not been of any real value in 

tropical forest surveys, Cloud-cover, base and dispersion are the most 

important weather factors which hinder aerial photography- and landsat 

imaging. Infrared photography has been found useful in are..s where 

photography is possible but for haze and dispersion. However, a 

photographic method which can reduce or •lia1nate the effect of 



cloud-cover ban not been developed. The the it! r:n of infrared Undo 

In Landsat system has  bean found useful in providing hase free images 

but the problem of cloud-cover still remains. 

In spite of the limitation' by weather, aerial photography has 

been 	more widely for tropical forest surveys. This can be 

explained by its superior resolution which permits-the recognition of 

objects and individual trees in particular not only by their 

photographic tome, textur, and pattern, but also by their shapes. 

Con.eu.ntly, forest typ.s have been recognised by their 

photophysionoay. The units of interpretation for extensive 

management are forest types while the units of interpretation for 

Intensive management are individual tree.. A. most tropical forests 

are usually under extensive management, only a general typo of forest 

information is required. Because of this, a wide rang* of 

pbotograhic scalas and various file/filter combinations are 

acceptable for the interpretation of tropical forests without any 

restriction. 

So. what surprisingly therefore, mall scale aerial photography 

Is not as restrictive as might be expected. It could even be more 

useful than the larger scale cuss for providing general forest 

information as small scale images tend to bring out, in a broad view, 

the more subtle similarities between the different variants of a 

particular forest type. This broad view can be extended by using 

pbotø.osa1c1 This is a primary argument for the use of Landaat and 

SLAR imagery. However, their inferior resolution reduce. .heir value 

for the interpretation of tropical forest. $.verthel.ss, they have 

been used to a certain extent in providing additional information to 

that obtained by jotointerpretation. Small scale Land sat images have 

been used to grout the exclusive 'photoocmemniti.s' i.e. forest types 



interpreted on aerial photographs into more inclusive broad type.. 

Also, topographic emphasis by SLR has been used to .epsrate forests 

into physiogrephic class.n which are 1..e notiosabio on either aerial 

photographs or Landsat images. For region@ where aerial photography 

Is not feasible SLAR ban been used to a conaiderabie,  extent for the 

interpretation of forest type.. 

The successes obtained with each remote sensing system in each 

forest region oorrespondi to the extant of the use of the system as 

well as the nature of the forests in the region. Cn.rally, there is 

a wide range of variation resulting from varied mixtures of the very 

large number of species whose individual trees differ in ii.., shape 

and form, This variation has resulted Into innumerable forest types 

which differ littie from each other. In addition these types 

intermingle without distinct boundaries and with frequent occurrence 

of transition zones between types. What obtains in an undisturbed 

forest area is a continuum of indistinguishabl, forest types. ¶'here is 

therefore a tendency to underestimate the number of existing forest 

types. Large scale imagery and aerial photography in particular have 

ben used to overcome this problem. 

The complex structure and composition of tropical forests We -

complicated further by human interferences Shifting cultivation, 

destructive logging, grazing and burning have resulted in frequent 

occurrence of complex vegetation mosaics. In the disturbed forests 

there is therefore the tendency to overe&te the number of existing 

forest types. In such circumstances small scale imagery have been used 

to Overcome this difficulty. The African region has a wider range of 

forest variation and a more complicated forest structure and composition 

than the other two regions. Human interference is also greater in 

this region. This accounts partly for the comparatively little work 



that have been done in the African region. Most of the investigations 

on tropical forests by remote sensing methods have been carried out 

in Southeast Asia using mainly aerial photography  and in the Aaasonisn 

region using mainly SLAR because of weather conditions. The little 

use of remote sensing methods for forest surveys in the African 

region in due to the limitation, of weather on the acquisition of the 

necessary images as well as the limitations of the complex structure 

and composition of the forests themselves on their interpretation. 

With the wide range of variation w thin the tropical forests and 

the littie differences between the forest types it has been difficult 

to establish clearly defining interpretation criteria that can be used 

in a logical sequence* This shortcoming usually reduces the 

confidence of the interpretation. The interpretation of tropical 

forest types on remote sensing images has been based on tonal and 

textural differences i... 'visual spectral signatures'. In addition, 

photophy.jognoy has boon used in photointerpr.tation generally and to 

some extent in SLAB interpretation of even sloping or flat forest areas. 

Because of it. superior resolution, aerial photography has been used 

further to separate forest types by the incidence of emergent trees 

inrre.peotive of their species and by their physiognomic height 

differences. 

The large number of species and the low incidence of individual 

species per unit area have not permitted forest type separation by 

floristic composition in the strongly species-sized forests e.g. 

West African forests • In certain oases some forests have been 

successfully separated by the incidence of the most abundant species 

e.go dipterocarp rorests in Southeast Asian region. Generally, the 

occurrence of pure or nearly pure stands of some individual species and 

mixed stands of very few species is rare and scarce in the tropics. 
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Such stands occur under extrame ecological conditions. The 

ecological specialisation of species has been helpful for separating 

mangrove, and palm forest, for .'si.pl., from other forest types. 

Furthermore, species are artificially concentrated in plantations 

which also constitute forest types by themselves. Plantations have 

bean separated by their linear boundaries from natural forest types 

which normally have sinuous boundaries. 

The use of 'photomenauration' for forest type separation is 

limited to photointerpr.tation as individual trees are not resolved 

by Landsat and SLAB. The uneven—age of natural forests has resulted 
thrr 

in aixtureçof crown aizes,,'t 44ree heights which restrict the use of 

photomensuration data for type—.eparation. N.verth.]ess, forest types 

have been separated by their mixture of crown sizes. The canopy which 

is the only source ,  of direct information of tropical forests on aerial 

aerial photographs is more often closed than not and so prevents 

parallax beighting of trees. Furthermore, percentage crown closure 

has no real value for separating closed forests into types. However, 

some success has been obtained by estimating percentage crown closure 

for the emergtts where their incidence In high or for the dominant 

and the codominant species where they can be identified on aerial 

photograph.. 

A salient factor in the interpretation of the resoto sensing 

imagery of tropical forests is the lack of uniformity in the 

classification schemes to which the yrious interpretations are 

structurally linked, There is a wide variation in the terminology used 

for the nomenclature and description of the forests types. As a result, 

a basis for the comparison of either these schemes or the 

interpretations which are structurally linked to them, is difficult to 

establish. This can be explained by the complex nature of the forests 
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themselves. Often, the existing scheme are either too gsnaraliead 

to be satisfactorily applied to specific area., or too localised 

(rsgionu. i a.d) to b. suitable for other areas. Moreover, they are 

usually inadequate for forestry purpose., even if tiej are satisfactory 

for other disciplines. 

Several attempts have been made to evolve standardised 

classification .oh...s for both regional and universal application, 

but none of them could effectively incorporate the vUs ranme of 

vegetation diversity found within the tropics. For instance, both 

the Tanjmabl Classification 50h.es (ccri/csi, 1956) and the Unesco 

Classification Babies (Keiiy, 199)9  were attempts to standardise the 

classification of African vegetation on a pbytogeoijrsphtosl basi, for 

multidisciplinary use. Also, the Unesco International Classification 

(uNco, 1973) ii. similar attempt for world vegststin. 

As a result of this classification problem, 'pbot000emuniti..' 

seldom conform with thome described in the classification schemes 

adopted for the interpretation. This could be .iplain.d by the 

differences between the classification and interpretation criteria. 

To avoid this obstacle, 'anly (1973)  suggested that efforts should be 

made, as far as possible, to fit condition classifications obtained by 

interpretation to the existing and well-.ccpted classification 

.cb..s., so as to allow for conpariso' - 	+P-L- 	rt$ultF 

by different int.rpr.tmtions. As this is seldom practicable, most 

interpreter, frequently disregard the existing classifications and 

develop their own classification. If the classification developed I. 

deemed unsatisfactory, '-v'ly suggested that it should be refined and 

oond.ned in order that the clauses (or coups of classes) of the new 

classification are compatible with the classes (or groups of class..) 

of the existing ones. 



At present, it is therefore difficult to obtain a conclusive 

Picture of the interpretation of tropical forests on remote sensing 

imagery from the experience in the three main regions because the 

material on which opinions have been ,4vaxte.d varies markedly with 

respect to the imagery types, survey objectives, the interpretation 

techniques and the nature of the forest.. The experience of 

individual international organizations such as the French National 

Geographical Institute (IGN), the FiO/UiwP and the UNESCO might be 

expected to cast more light on this. They have done good quality work 

in most tropical forest aroma using standardised and uniform survey 

procedures, but'heir finding, have not differed markedly from those 

of individual workers whose procedres..iry widely and whose areas of 

coverage are limited to their individual localities, With more 

experience in the use of remote sensing methods for tropical frest 

survey, most of the obstacle, encountered may be overcome gradually, 

more so when the forest management trend in the tropicn is presently 

being shifted from natural system of regeneration to plantation forestry. 

In view of the foregoing infezeno.s and conclusion, it is sy 

opinion that the use of rote sensing methods supplemented by field 

checking is superior to pure field methods for the recognition of 

forest types in the tropics. For a typical tropical forest area s  the 

amount of forest information available on aerial photographs, Landsat 

and &LAB images increases in that order. Consequently aerial 

photographs would be more useful for separating forest types for 

intensive management. For rapid r.00rmsis sane, survey, of extensive 

areas, Iandsat images can provide sufficient information. SLAB images 

can be used for separating forest types in areas which have resisted 

photographic efforts provided the terrain is even sloping or flat. 



The relative oosts of their acquisition and interpretation for 

forestry purposes are discussed in Chapter 6 and 11 Is The extent to 

which they can provide the required inf'oreation on forest typee is 

Investigated further in Chapters 6 - 10. 
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3 Lre-epecie. identification 

Trees cona(3tute the ultimate units of forest management, With 

regard to a particular forest resource, the qualitative and 

quantitative assessment of the trees are used, in combination with 

other factors such as site potential and economic evaluation, for the 

prescription of the most suitable management system and for the 

subsequent implementation of the management system chosen. Species 

Identification is a fundamental requirement for such assessments for 

timber resource management. The assessment of the volume of the 

growing stock and its yield without species identification creates 

management probi s because the growth rates of individual tree species 

vary according to the site and/or plant community in which they are 

found. Also, the economic value of the forests varies according to 

the utilisation potential of their constituent species. It Is 

therefore essential to know the species composition of the management 

units. In tropical forest surveys species identification is usually 

accomplished in the field. 

The purpose of this review of literature is to assess the value 

and limitatioLs of remote sensing methods for the identification of 

tropical tree species. The approach to this review is similar to that 

of Chapter 2. Section 3-Yreviews the extent of the use of the three 

r.mote sensing systems in the three main tropical forest regions. It 

also reviews the successes obtained and the problems encountered. 

sction 3-2 srrisee the inference and conclusions from the review 

of literature, 

3-1 	vi.w of literature on species identification 

-'he Waflabt forest in Guyana is charaot.ris.d by three main 

species — Ilora gongRripii (aorabLkea), 	qj1 j (mora) and Qoota 



rcidisei (greanh.a.rt) - which have a gregarious growing habit. 

Swellengxsbel (1959) identified th.se specie. on 1:10 000 coale aerial 

photographs by their gregarious nature. He found that they could be 

identified by their general photoapp.arance as a group, rather than by 

individual tree features within the group. The came is true for 

Shores curtiaji (alan) and Dryobalano 	 (camphor) which 

characterise the hill forests in Malaysia. They are recognised by their 

cauliflower crown form (Lo.teah & Hailer, 1973), but they are easily 

confused with the other species in the earne genera. 'borex ourtisli, 

which grows on ridge., was identified by its white crowns on aerial 

photographs. 	yoblanops arosatica was identified by its feathery 

crown surface on 1l40  000 scale serial photographs of Stateren 

forests (Nyysson.n, 1962; Hannibal, 1952). 

Marrit and Banatnnga (1959) similarly identified Djpterooart,ue 

sylanipus (hors), DiTterOCarPUa hispidus (hors), and Doga 

ppng.stiflors (thiniya) which characterize the Sinh&rajah forest in 

Sri. Lanka. )aorrdiu .latu, Podgoarpue nerUollue, and Casuarina 

epuisetifolia the gregarious species charaoteriaLng, the sized tropical 

forests in Sarawak, were identified on 1:20 000 scale and smaller 

scale aerial photographs when they occur in group., or as individual 

trees at larger photosoalea (Loetsob & Hailer, 1973). 

Aathis and Auricaria were identified on aerial photographs at 

various scales when they occur together in stands or as individuals. 

In Brasil Auricaria stands were delineated at 1:70  000 photosoale. 

In West Irian Jays, stands in which Agathie labjllsrdierj and 

Aurioaria cur"d&aa.ti were predominant were delineated at 1:20 000 

photosoal. (sw.11.ngr.bel, 1959). At the scales of 115 000 - 

1:10 000 Auricaris quzmtngha*jt was recognised on high elevations in 

West Irian Jays because of its white photoappearanoe (probably due to 
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encrustation with lichen.), and Its pencil shaped crown (soon, 1956). 

Loetsch and Railer (1973) similarly identified Pinna norkusil and 

finus khAM on 1.20 000 scale aerial photographs of Thailand by their 
gregarious growing habit. 

Sow species simply occur in groups within the forest. On 

serial photographs their crowns form conspicuous patch.s within the 

canopy. ?ertnalia !1!k and Trilplochiton ecleroxylon are typical 

examples which have been identified by this characteristic in some 

francophone countries of tropical Africa (Lanly, 1972).  Mua*n 

coropioides (umbrella tree), which In characteristic of regenerating 

forest, was simi irly identified in Ghana (Francis, 197)  and the 

Central African 10apire (Howard & lanly, 19T5)- 

From his experience of the Pb.lili forest in Sulawesi, annibal 

( 1  952) concluded that under Indonesian conditions, species occurring 

in groups which represent a fair proportion of the .aerg.nts could be 

Identified only in exceptional cases. 1T.insd.tjk (197,  198) concluded 

from his Malili ulav.si investigations that at the scale of 1.40 000 9  

species identification on aerial photographs in highly speculative 

under Indonesian condition., In the Amasonian region, H.insdijk 

(1957, 1958) found that by intensive photostudy and field work, it was 

possible in some cases to identify with certainty, a maber of tree 

species. He reported that species identification was fairly easy when 

a single species dominated the canopy, or formed conspicuous patches 

within the canopy, as in the case of Goupia 2 	and Hymenoloblum 

He added that some specie. could be easily identified when 

a forest type comprises a fv, say two or three, .p.ci.s. For 

example, the coastal swamp forest in Surinam comprises mainly Virola 

suna'ensis (baboon) and Symhonjs glpbuljfers (isatakki). Baboon was 

identified on 1310 000 scale aerial photographs by its light ton. and 
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roundish crowns (Steliingverf, 1966). 

Also, a wide range of photographic scales has been ur4 to 

Identify some gregarious species forming pure, or nearly pure, stands. 

Loetech and hailer (1973)  identified Dipteroca.rpus utrioulu, the main 

component of the hL&i open dry diptarocarp forests in Thailand and 

Pampuchaea, by Its light +Cfl. an aerial photographs. Lanly (1972) 

reported that certain leguminous  tree species could also be identified 

on aerial photographs because they occur in natural  populations as 

pure, or nearly pure, stands. Such legumes are Macrolobiuu 

(cilbertiodendron) devevrei in Congo, Zaire and Southeastern Cameroon, 

and slonopttalanttas species in several places. 

Under extreme ecological limitations the gregarious nature of 

some species or groups of related species are often linked with 

edaphic conditions. Cons.uently, these species are more or lass 

restricted to specific .it... Per instance, on 1:20 000 scale aerial 

photographs of Sabah, Francis and Wood (195) identified ten eangrove 

species and a few marshland species by their occurrence on specific 

sites. The interpretation was done in conjunction with intensive field 

work. The sp..i.s identified included Rhizophors (red mangrove), Nips 

truotioana (nips, palm) in the mangrove areas, and !4etro3ylpn s 

(sago palm or sage) in the marshland areas. Francis (1960) identified 

Jsober3inja, doka t  which grows on lateritlo hill caps in ludan g  by its 

fungi—like pattern, on aerial photographs • Howard and Lanly (1 975) 

reported the phototyping of Csaospera panywnris littoral stands, 

and Guibortia dim.uaei, flare crepitans, Nora oxc9loa q  Priors CoPtLifela 

riparian forests. 

Some individual tree species, irrespective of their gregarious 

nature or .daphio condition have striking characteristics by which they 

could be identified on aerial photograph.. In Thailand Dipterocar 
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alaIM  was identified by Its characteristic large crown and the brightly 

shining leaves of Its emerging bright—toned crowns. Ceiba pntandre 

(bottle tree or silk cotton tree) was identified in Ghana by Its 

characteristic crown form on aerial photographs (Francis, 1957). Under 

Ugandan conditions, Cahusac (197)  stated that it was possible to 

identify about six tree species by their orrnm habit and tone on email 

scale aerial photographs. In Ivory Coast about ten species were 

similarly Identified, but with frequent field checking 

(P.rgeroo—Caapagna, 195)9  Lanly  (1972)  also reported that certain 

plant families genera or species with conspicuously large crowns have  

been identified tn aerial photographs. Re referred to the Sapotec.ae 

fatly in which 8ajllonellp toxieporma and Austronells congolensjs 

were identified on serial photographs of many franoophonc ccirtries in 

tropical Africa. On aerial photographs psim were generally identified 

as individual trees by their conspicuous crown habit. Per example, the 

stellate crown of Flaeie Ruin9onse cannot be mistaken for another 

species. In Nigeria, Rapia and Boras 	palm* have also been 

identified by the photoappearance of their crowns in addition to their 

gregarious growing habit (Cooper, 1960;  Charter,  1969). 

Many tropical tree species are also known to exhibit certain 

characteristic phonology and/or colouration during flushing or 

flowering. These species could be identified by these characteristics 

on aerial photograph., but such phonology and colouration rarely last 

longer than a few weeks. It follows that the acquisition of aerial 

photographs and the collection of ground information would have to be 

accomplished within this brief period and this would present serious 

organizational problems. Francis (197)  referred to the identification 

of mahogany species, particularly KbarA ivor.neis, by the coppery 

colour of the flush on normal colour and colour infrared serial 



photograph.. In Ghana, this flush lasts for only two weeks. 

Lo.tech (1957)  also reported that ?ectona gandis (teak) was better 

identified on aerial photographs acquired during its brief flowering 

period of one month. However, teak could be identified with certainty 

on 1:15 000 scale i.arial photographs by Its cottony texture. 

The AP (1975a)  reported two investigations on the value of 

colour and infrared photography for the identification of tropical tree 

specie.. In the first investigation 1*10 000 1*5000  scale, normal 

colour and colour infrared aerial photographs were used for the 

identifióatfon of commercial tree species in Gabon and Cameroon. The 

identification o.. ,ynometra hankej. 'ythrophleta invorenas, lophira 

alata  (aaobe), and Iyonanthus arzgolensie and t  others proved 

disappointing because - the polymorphic structure of their crowns and 

the phonological variation within individual, species hampered their 

identifioation. The intro-species phonological variation in asob 

covered a considerable period, In the second investigation 1*10 000 - 

is5000 scale, panohromatio, normal colour, black/whit, and colour 

infrared aerial photographs were similarly used in Surinam. As in the 

first investigation s  the phenological variation, between the individuals 

of a species hampered recognition. Only two species, which are of no 

commercial value, were identified on the colour and colour infrared 

aerial photograph.. In both cases colour and texture were important 

features for recognition. 

Further to the Gabon-Cameroon investigations, floward and Lanly 

(1975) reported an error (without biases) of 255i  in the identification 

of individual Termftialta iouverba (iiabt) trees. Tn1y (1972) also 

reported an error of about 27%  in the identification of Aukotea 

k2.aineana (okoune.) and Lophi 	(aobe). N. remarked that the 

identification of okoumes was more promising. But contrary to the 
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results of the Surinam investigation, d. Mild, and Sayn-Wittgonst.in 

(1973) reported that they obtained encouraging results by using only 

panchromatic and normal colour aerial photographs of Surinam for 

species identification. In ?sranis, Howard (1959)  reported that only 

£caoia t fln .ii and 1ae.t 	tSaIFiDdlI5 var .iorob.ylls 

could be identified on 1s50  000 and IslO 000 scale aerial photographs 

taken during the dry .mason to identify timber-else tree.. 

Using good quality serial photographs at various scales to 

determine the incidence of the economic tree specie. in PTIlili forest 

In Sulawesi, Psi jman. (1 951)  could identify only Anthocephalus 

.ioroihyllus in the lov).nd forest, and Gomm-ospoma ammies in the 

hill forest, out of about 100 species in question. He concluded that 

the identification of tropical tree sp.oi.s on aerial photographs was 

difficult and highly speculative. Be observed that it was difficult 

to produce a set of objective p&%otocrit.ria to identify correctly 

a sufficiently high percentage of the numerous species found in 

tropical forest.. Be indicated that greater success could be obtained 

with sp.ctrophoto.etry, particularly when only a few species art to 

be identified. He also indicated that photomethods specially designed 

for forestry purposes could yield bettor results in the identification 

of tropical tree species. Howard and Lanly (1975)  reported  that 

species could be identified if the spectral rsdisro./slbedo of the 

plant community characterised by these species is known. 

Several worker. (Rirnlbal, 1952; Sw.11.ngr.bel, 1959; 

Iyyaon.n, 1962; Miller, 1963) have reported the difficulty in 

separating tropical tree species sp.ctrally. They reported that 

broadlsav.d species (the main oosponent of trcptC&L forests) -were more 

difficult to separate from one another spectrally, or otherwise, than 

the conifers (the main component of temperate forest.). This is 



becase spec trophotomatric vain., vary more widely within the conifers 

than within the broadi.av.d species. Further the spectral diff•rsnoo 

usually observed between broadl.svd sp.cies and conifers in the 

temperate region is rarely noticeable in the tropics (Miller, 1963). 

Miller reported a typical case in the pine sav"s in Eunduras. 

In this ease, a pine species associated with broadleav.d species could 

be separated from Its associates by qualitative photoint.rpr.tation 

but not by quantitative spectral analysis. 

Miller (1963) and Howard (1976)  emphasized that the identification 

of tropical forest speci.s have to rely on colour, since morphological 

differences alone are not sufficient for species-discriaination, more 

so when several tropical species show distinctive colour differences at 

different tines, particularly during flushing and flowering. In the 

opinion of Ilindisy and Smith (1957)9 photographic methods other than 

the conventional panchromatic photography are not likely to provide any 

significant advantage for the identification of tropical tre. specie.. 

Francis (197)  found that normal colour aerial photography generally 

gave poor tonal differences in the important green band and that 

Infrared aerial photography had no significant advantage over 

panchromatic aerial photography. His finding, supported the opinion 

expressed by Hindl.y and Smith. Francis also found that panchromatic 

file with yellow (minus blue) filter provided the greatest overall 

tonal rendering for most tropical forest., and savanna in particular, 

while panchromatic file with red filter resulted in poor tonal quality. 

Normal infrared photography  (infrared film with deep red filter) showed 

more contrast than modified infrared photography  (infrared film with 

yellow filter). This higher contrast accentuates tonal differea 

within the vegetation, thereby improving species identification. For 

example, on colour infrared aerial photographs of a forest region in 

- 



Ghana, Francis identified a mahogany species by the copper colour 

of its first flush. 

In view of the various obstacles which hinder the qualitative 

Identification of tropical tree peoies on aerial photographs, 

further attempts have been made to identify them by quantitative 

methods. The two most coemonly used quantitative methods are 

miorodensitometry and spectrophotometry, neither of which is reliable 

for establishing tonal (spectral) signatures for tropical tree species. 

In the laboratory, the wavelength int.rv I normally used for 

discrimination of spectral signatures is O.00lua. The spectral 

resolution of photographic systems is restricted by filters to 00a. 

The analysis of a spectral rang. covering 0.1n. would give only four 

levels (0.14u/0.1um) of discrimination with aerial photography instead 

of the 100 levels (O.lsus/O.00ium) which are normally possible in the 

laboratory. Discrimination of tropical two species which normally 

have a very close range of spectral reflectance 'values becomes 

increasingly difficult as these vain.s become closer. (me resulting 

spectral signatures of the.e species are not often precise for 

confident discrimination). 

3-2 Inferences and conclusions 

As a generalisation, species Identification by any technique is 

a far more difficult problem in the tropics than in the temperate 

region. In the temperate region, forest surveys would rarely involve 

nor. than twenty species in one area and more often than not, only 

about ten species would be all that must be identified. In tropical 

forests, several hundreds of species are encountered within a few 

kilcestres and thousands of species may occur over a large geographic 

region. Tropical tree species are not only large in number, but also 



strongly sized to the extent that the incidence of individual ep.ci.o 

is very low for a given forested area. Consequently, each forest 

type contains varied aixtur.s of species. Sped.s identification is 

easily a oes1i&,d when a relatively few species with very high 

incidence are involved. A. this condition in suds, fulfilled in soot 

tropical forest areas, the existence of pure stands of single species 

a.v4. ixd stands of very few specie. (5i few and scarce. Such stands 

exist under .ztrs,e ecological conditions an in the case ,  of mangrovese 

In certain oases, trees of a single species or a group of species with 

gregarious growing habit, occur in patch.s of substantial sizes 

within the natural forests. This gr.garious growing habit of some 

species has been employed in the artificial concentration of the.e 

sp.oi.s into plantations. 

In view of these considerations, identification of tropical 

tr..-'sp.ci.s has followed two different approaches. In the first 

approach which is hatted to photoint.rpr.tation, species identification 

relies on the pbotoapp.arancs of the individual trees in addition to 

their photographic characteristic, of tone and texture (inductive 

Identification). The second approach which extends further to 

Landsat and SLAR interpretation zeli.s on the photographic 

characteristics of pure stand, of a single species or sized stands of 

a very few species. With this approach, species identification is 

equivalent to forest type recognition in which species are identified 

by inference (deductive identification). Theee two approaches which 

were not distinguished in the review of literature are considered 

separately in the following inferences and conclusions. 

The relative successes obtained in tree-species iden 1c;~, 16ion 

by rr- sensing methods in the three main tropical forest regions 

are similar to those obtath4 in forest type recognition. The sane 
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reasons which were advanced for the relative aucoess.s in forest-type 

recognition also explain the relative successes in tree-species 

identification. The striking similarities in the physical appearance 

and the morp)' ' ical characteristics of several tropical species have 

not permitted the use of thees,  characteristics to identity the.e species 

with oonfid.noe, not even in the field. In most oases, the 

vegetative and reproductive organs which could not be resolved on 

remote sensing images are important for the,  field identification of 

these specie.. In extreme oases species identification I. completed 

In the laboratory by microscopic examination of the'fine ,  structure.' 

of these organ.. 

Ths little success obtained in the identification of tropical 

tree-species on remote sensing images is due partly to the 

recognisable crown form and texture as veil as tonal appearance 

(inductive identification) and partly to the gregarious growing habit 

(deductive identification) of these specie.. The canopy is the only 

source of direct information of tropical forests on aerial photographs. 

Successful disorIintion of individual species by the photoappearance 

of their crowns within the canopy has been hindered by several factor.. 

It is only under exceptional circumstances that individual tree-species 

have been recognised at the economic scales (mainly 1320 000 - I e t0 000) 

at which the aerial photographs were available not even at 

1,15 000 - 1 310 000 photoscales. Most of the aerial photographs used 

for these forestry investigations were usually flown for purposes 

other than forestry, and they were frequently not at scales suitable 

for species identification under most tropical conditions. With 

larger photoscales the recognition of individual species Cu1 

Several workers including Psijaan. (1951)9  flein.dijk (19791958)9 
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Paijaans (199)9  lyy..onsn  (1962)9 ta.tsoh and usher (1973)9 remarked 

the lack of distinctive crown features for the recognition of tropical 

tree-.p.ci.s on aerial photographs. How*v.r, some .p.cies have been 

successfully 	tifi.d by their distinctive crown features. 4ults 

often, the commonly occurring species with such striking crown 

characteristics have no utilisation potential but they usually 

characterize forests with high commercial value* For instance, 

ft*anm e.cropioidep which is & gregarious species without any 

utilisation potential characterless the productive high forests in 

West Africa. It has been identified an aerial photographs by its 

distinctive umbrella shaped crowns. A. a result of the very large 

number of species to be identified, it is not unusual to unit 

identification to the commercially important and the potentially 

utilisable species. It would be realistic in such a situation to 

include 'the indicator species' of the ooeroially important forest 

types in the various identification sohes.s. 

It has been observed that, even when species have di.tinctive 

crown characteristics, the individual of the sass species shows tonal 

differences in the photoapp.arance of their crowns within the canopy, 

as a result of their phonological and/or height differences. On the 

other hand, the individual, of different species, irrespective of their 

phonology and heights shows tonal similarities In the photoappearanoe 

of their crowns within the canopy (Sv.11.ngr.b.l, 199).  This has 

hindered the photo-identification of such specie.. It has also been 

observed that som species show variable phonology both in specs and 

tine. This phonological variation is usually expressed by distinctive 

colouration. For instance, the copper brown colour of the early flush 

of s.h 	.j ban aided its identification on colour aerial photography, 

and the white cottony apearanc• of Tectong grandls (teak) during 
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flowering has aided its identification on panchromatic aerial 

photography. Rovever g  the photo—identification of some species by the 

distinctive phonology they exhibit during flushing and/or flowering 

has not been reliable for two main reasons. In the first piao., such 

phonology nay not be consistent within certain species because the 

individual trees may flush and flower at different seasone as a result 

of age and/or site differences. (Paliman., 1951; Pranois,  1957), 

eoondly, such distinctLye phonology usually persists for only a Very 

brief period, which may not coincide with suitable photographic 

season. Assuming that distinctive phonology 1s consistent, aerial 

photography and field checking of photointerpretation, should be 

accomplished within the brief period of occurrence of this phonology. 

It iv only under this condition that the species can be identified 

with confidence. In seae oases, it may be necessary to postpone 

field checking until the following season if the survey area is 

extensive. 

Tropical tree—species usually have polymorphic crcwn.. A single 

species may have different crown chap.e and forms depending among 

other factors on their genetic constitution and the environmental 

variables affecting their growth.. Consequently the discrimination of 

individual species within the canopy by the photoapp...ranoe,  of their 

crowns is seldom reliable because of the polymorphic structure of 

these crowns, None—the—less, it has been possible to identify certain 

species by the peculiarity of their occurrence in the plant comaunity. 

For instance, some mahogany species or lguninoua species which 

constitute the emergent trees of certain West African forests have been 

Identified by this peculiarity. 

Inductive identification of tropical tr..—epeoies by visual 

observations of individual trees on serial photographs has been 
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successful only in exceptional oases. The use of infrared 

photography has not yielded a greater success. The use of colour 

photography has not improved the state of the art as the l.velsof 

disoriinkticn . - the important green band are too few for an 

efficient separation of species not even with cioroden.itometric 

methods. 

The rare occurrence of pure stands of single species and mixed 

stands of few species has not permitted the use of deductive 

identification to a large extent. It has been used mainly for the 

identification of plantation species and the exotica in particular 

e.g. Gaslina species. It ban also been used to some extent for the 

identification of species which are highly speoialised under extreme 

ecological conditions to fore virtually pure stands e.ge Borassus 

pals stands and 	uin.enee (oil pals) stands in Nigeria. even 

then these paiss have distinctive stollato crowns on aerial photographs. 

Oil palm stands have been recognised on SLAR images of Nigeria by their 

characteristic 'radar signature' but the.e stands have not been 

recognised on Landeat images. The foregoing I 	eho9, hat species 

identification by remote sensing methods is not conclusive and 

therefore requires intensive field checking. 

In view of the large number of tropical tree-species without any 

distinctive photoohsraot.rietics and the low incidence of the 

individual species, it is my opinion that reliabie identification of 

the.e species can be accomplished only by field methods. However, it 

can be concluded that aerial photography yields more information on 

tree-species which constitute the ultimate units of management. It is 

therefore suggested that aerial photography should be used to the  

optimur- In forest surveys that include 	to sensing methods, but 

pbotointerprstation by itself cannot provide all the information 



required for species identification. Species identification can be 

improved by ext.nsive photo.tudy and intensive field oh.cks of the 

intarpretation, In oases where species identification cannot o 

accomplished 	botointerpretation, field methods should be used. 

This notwithstanding, it in still necessary to erplore further the 

various ways in which aerial photography can assist the identification 

of tree—species particularly when volume estimation is included in the 

survey objective.. Further possibilities of the use of aerial 

photographs to assist species recognition are investigated in 

Chapter 8 (Section 9-3), 
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14 Volume estimation 

The two principal goals of forest management are the production 

(yield) and protection (conservation) of forest resources, in this 

particular case, timber. In order to resob these goals through 

management by austension, which is based on the principle of 

sustained yield, accurate Information is required on the quantity 

(volume) and the quality of the growing stock and on its growth rate. 

Often information Is also required on forest drain. This information 

is obtained by forest mensuration. Forest mensuration comprises the 

measurement of tree characteristics on the Individual trees and the 

measurement of the sizes of the forest classes within a survey area. 

Tree information is obtained by relating the tree characteristics to 

the area of the forest ..g. volume per hectare, hence the term 

area—related tree information. Tree information can be assessed for 

the individual species or groups of species within each forest class, 

management unit or survey area provided the area information is 

available for the computation. The area—related tree information 

required on the growing stock and its yield is volume. This in used to 

establish the cutting possibilities within the forest management unit. 

In the tropics the collection of data for volume estimation is 

accomplished mainly by field mensuration of the forests. Though field 

mensuration provides accurate data, it is usually slow and often 

pensive. Forest mensuration can be accomplished also by remote 

sensing method., 

The purpose of this review is to assess the value and limitations 

of remote sensing methods for forest mensuration in the tropics. The 

review covers the tree information aspect of forest mensuration. The 

area information aspect is considred in Chapter . A. the individual 

trees on which measurements are made cannot be resolved or r.00gois.d 
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by their shapes on Landsat and SLAR images, only the use of aerial 

photographs for forest mensuration (photoaensurstion) and 

consequently for volme estimation (photovoluas) is considered in 

this review. The tx., characteristics measured on the individual 

trees are important not only as volume estitor., but also as forest 

characteristic, by then..,... Consequently, their use for separating 

forests into condition classes (photo.tz'stificatjon) is considered. 

Section 14-1 reviews the possibilities and limitations of the 

photomensurstion of tree and forest characteristics. It also discusses 

tho quantitative relationships which can be established between 

photomensurstion and field mensuration data. Section 4-2 reviewe the 

relative efficiency of the various photovolume estimation techniques 

for volume estimation under tropical forest conditions. Section 4-3 
review, the various way, in which photomensuration data can be used 

to stratify tropical forest* into condition classes for a reliable 

assessment of forest volume.. Section 4-4 snrisea the inferences 

and conclusion of the review of literature. 

In this review of literature, established forestry terms are 

replaced by their conventional symbols where they make for a more precise 

description and a clearer understnding. For instance, lower case 

letters are used for parameters measured directly on serial photographs 

e.g. crown diameter (od), while upper case letters are used for 

parameter, measured directly in the field e.g. DW and CD, In order to 

differentiate field and photo-regression methods, the dependent variable 

precedes the independent variable using the appropriate letter case for 

the symbol., as in cd/DBB for field regression, and D/od for photo 

regression* Cb,, DBR indicates a field regression using crown diameter 

and 1)311 measured directly in the field. The prefix 'field' or 'photo' 

is added to a parameter symbol to indicate the regre.sion method used 
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for its derivation *  The source of the primary data used for the 

regression of the parameter is indicated by the letter-ease e.g. 

e 

photo-DIE a DIM obtained by photo regression baud on 

DBR measured in the field. 

field-cd - crown diameter obtained by field regression based 

on crown dLametsre measured on aerial photographs. 

14-1 Jtotos.nauration 

Forest mensuration in the field is mainly concerned with stem 

dimensions for volume estimation* 	o.pt for research and other 

irpo.es, crown dimensions are seldom measurede Tres blight and stem 

diameters are measured according to their various definitions listed 

with other conventional forestry standards in Appendix We  Because of 

the physical contact with the individual trees, which of course is not 

possible in photosensuration, more parameters are measurable in the 

field than on aerial photographs. For instance, measurements are often 

made for k& and defect 'wines reduction. In addition, several tree 

and stand indexes, such as taper function, taper and form factors, are 

obtained as a result of stem disasters measured at various height 

levels on the individual tr..s. 

However, in photoa.nsuratioa the only it.m dimension measurable 

Is the total tree height. In the tropics pbotogramatxio tree 

heighting by parallax method is more or less restricted to the open 

forests and the savanna in particular. In the closed forests, the ground 

Is obscured by the csnopy,and this precludes parallax heighting of the 

individual tries. NeverthoUseg  the overall canopy is sufficiently solid 

to act as a general measure of height, being fairly constant for 

individual stands. 

On aerial photographs, the canopy is the asb source of direct 



information of closed tropical forests. Conseu.ntly, photomensuration 

of troical forests is mainly concerned with crown measurements. 

TJ.ually, crown diameter (ad) and occasionally, crown area(ca) are 

measured directly on aerial photographs for volume estimation. Since 

the main volume estimator measured in the field (DBR) is not 

measurable on aerial photographs, statistical relationships are often 

sought between photom.nsurstion parameters and field mensuration 

parameters, or the ultimate volume (v) estimated, from the field data. 

Relationships are rarely sought between field and photomeusuretion data 

of the same parameter because it is an unnecessary intermediate stage 

In volume estimation. 

It is noteworthy that while volume in mainly estimated on tree 

basis by field methods, it is mainly estimated on stand basis by photo 

methods. Field volume estimation on stand basis and photo volume 

estimation on tree basis are less accurate. .tand volume estimates 

could be obtained from individual tree volumes but the reverse is not 

possible. The parameters obtained for individual trees could us 

averaged for the stand if volume in to be estimated on stand basis, but 

this would require additional parameters for the entire stand. For 

example, field volume estimation would require stem count and basal 

area density A1 and photo volume estimation would reulra crown count 

and canopy da A'Ltj or percentage crown closure (cc), depending on the 

volume estimation teohnique being used. It is also possible to derive 

many of the stand parameters from the measurements on individual 

trees e.g. basal area and canopy densities from DBH and crown areas 

respectively. These possibilities are considered in the ensuing 

literature rview underi- 

a 	tree heighting 
b 	crown measurements 
c 	wood density estimations 
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141.l Tx*. h.Lghtthg 

Of the three main teohniqu.s for tree heighting on aerial 

photographs, the parallax method is the most satisfactory in t.res of 

precision and accuracy. The shadow method is time consuming and 

unreliable without establishing appropriate conversion tables. Shadow 

length is a function of sun's angle which varies with latitude, time 

of the day, and month of the year according to seasons. As a result, 

separate height conversion graphs would be required for each degree of 

latitude of the survey area in respect of each hour of the day and 

each month of the photographic season. However, this method has been 

established and used for nearly twenty years in Canada (Spurr, 19148). 

The displacement method of tree heighting Is only suitable for low 

altitude/wide angle aerial photography of conical tree, 

(Lcetscai, 1957a). Tropical trees are rarely conical, and low altitude 

wide angle photography is seldom acquired for tropical forests. 

Spurr (19148) indicated that by using the appropriate formula for 

height conversion, tree height could be estimated on 1:15 8140  scale 

aerial photographs within an error of ± 5*. for individual tree., and 

± )• for the average of many trees. Carver and Moessner (19149), 

using the parallax wedge to measure tree heights on IM 000 scale 

aerial photographs, obtained an error of .. 3m,, with a 67%  confidence. 

Trees with apical dominance, particularly the conifers, are reported to 

be more difficult to measure on aerial photographs than those with 

rounded crowns particularly the broad—leaved species. The reverse is 

the case in the field, if total tree height is to be measured. 

According to Francis (1957),  the height range of the parallax 

instrument suet be of sufficient amplitude to cover the height rang, in 

mountainous areas. The height range of the third order plotters is 

approximately 2 of the flying height for conventional aerial 
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Photography (Rhody,  1965). In the tropics the bole height is of 

greater interest than tree height, which is fairly constant for 

certain forests ..go dipt.rooarp forests (Howroyd, 19514). Bole height 

cannot be measured on aerial photographs, nor reliably correlated with 

tree height Paijuans (1975)  proposed that it could be regarded as a 

constant for trees over 50cm. diameter at breast 1 ,eight (DBR) or above 

buttress (DAB) for volume estimation. 

The tree h.ight/DBH correlation for tropical broad leaved species 

Is lover than that for temperate conifers. Consequently, the use of 

tree height for volume estimation on stand basis is seldom reliable 

(Loetsch, 1957),  more so when it is fairly constant for a stand which 

normally comprises a wide range of bole heights. Loitsch and Railer 

( 1973) found that, in most tropical forests, about 10 	) trees with 

photovisible crowns and a minis= of five emergent trees are usually 

encountered per plot. They suggested the use of circular plots of 

moderate sue in photomensuration because errors in photovolu.e 

estimates increase with plot siam. Also, McAndrews (1955) suggested 

the measurement of the three tallest trees per plot for photovolume 

estimations. 

The foregoing shows that photomennuration of individual tree 

heights is of littie value for the volume estimation of closed 

tropical forest stands. Bole height, which is more related to volume, 

is not photo-measurable. As a result, investigations should be 

concentrated on photoceneuration of more reliable volume perimeters 

which are the crown dimensions, 

14-1.2 cvn coamurements 

On aerial photographs, crown diameters (ad) are measured 

stereoscopically using only the movable floating dot or the parallax 
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bar, or using micrometer wedge and crown diameter elsie, in the form 

of dot or circle gauge.. Crown diameters are also measured on singie 

aerial photographs with crown diameter scales, or any other precise 

device for measuring horisontal distance.. Crown area (Ca) is usually 

obtained from the crown diameter, but it is more reliably estimated by 

direct measurement with dot grid or other suitable area measuring device.. 

In practice, only a fraction of some crowns are photovisibie for 

aeasur.a.nt. • The more spreading crown-'forming branches of a tree may 

be obscured by neighbouring canopy treee,or invisible for other reasons. 

Also, the outline of many crowns may be indistinct due to sparse 

branching at crown edges. Most tropical broad leaved emergent, usually 

have irregular shspes,and their crown diameters are better obtained by 

averaging two measurements taken along any two perpendicular axes, 

preferably along the short and the long axes of the crown. Even then, 

accurate crown diameters may not be obtained. For instance, the area 

of a crown with a 13.5*s  diameter averaged from 12 x 15*.  perpendicular 

measurements is 143iq.ao  whereas the area of a 1395.. square or a 

12 x 15*.  rectangle in approximately equal to that of a circle 15m. 

wide, in which case the crown disaster has been underestimated by 10%. 

The accuracy of crown measurements is largely influenced by radial 

displacement (Pstjmans, 1975). Radial displacement increases away from 

the Principal point with scale and elevation of object. Consequently 

errors in crown diameter measurements would increase with the photo 

scale, tree height, and the radial distance of the crown image from the 

principal point. These errors are sore pronouncsd on large seal, and 

long focal length aerial photographs,psrticularly at photo  edges. Crown 

dimensions are generally more reliably measured in the  effective area 

of the photographs. Sw.11.ngr.bel (1959) suggested that crown diameters 

should be measured along a perpendicular axis to the radial line and, 
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if the crown images are unidentical on the stereopair, measurement 

should be made on the image that in nearer to the principal point. 

Pr.pa.ntly, shadows are bothersome. In such oases, crown diameter 

should be measured along a perpendicular axis to the shadow direction. 

Worley and Meyer (1955)  obtained an error of + 1., in crown 

measurements on 1 2O 000 scale aerial photographs. 

On the main assumption that the amount of foliage determines the 

amount of plant assimilation, and therefore the amount of wood, crown 

dimensions are measured as substitutes for DIM or any of its derivatives *  

otom.nmuiation data are therefore used principally to establish a 

dimensional relationship between the crown and the stm. The ad/DIM 

relationship is the most Important dimensional relationship for volume 

estimation, though ca/BA relationship is also used. The br.a in the 

lowest crown diameter class measured on aerial photographs, seldom 

belong to the lowest stam-diametex class measured in the fields 

The od/DEH relationship for tropical tx.e species has not been 

fully investigated, but reports indicate a definite ed/flfl correlation 

which in most oases is not as strong as that obtained for temperate 

tree species (Psijmans, 1951;  Lo.tsab, 1957;  Rsiusdijk,  19579 1958; 

Francis, 1966).  Eo'wroyd (19514)  found that ad/DER correlation for a 

group of species in Sarawak forests was so close that all the species 

within the group could be represented by a single regression line. 

Similar correlation was reported (Nyysson.n, 1955)  for certain species 

In the dens, lowland and fairly homogenous WsJkasbaa forest of 

Sukad.na area in Indonesia. 

A strong cd/DBB correlation was reported for Pentacme contorts 

in the millipin.. (1acabeo, 1957)9 Every& fulas-laabove SOc.. DIM in 

Wallaba forests, and flora gxglon above 700m. DER in Mora forests in 

Guyana (Sv.11engr.biuil, 1959).  The same is true for a group of 
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Acasonian species above 25cc.  DBE in Surinam (E.Insdijk, 1957)9 and a 

group of virgin forest species in talili-Sulawssi (Paijeans, 1951)0 

Minor (1951) found a strong ad/DER correlation for the sourthern pin.., 

Jjnu alus trip and Pinus 

In Central Iran (Java) the ad/DBE correlation for plantation 

teak trees was very close (r - 0.66) but that for primary (natural) 

forest trees was loose (r - 003) while there was no cd/DPF correlation 

for ovaruatur. tress. (Holl.rwog.r, 1954). In IwnpL4e6wa. and 

Vietnam, Roust (1960)  observed a loose od/DBE correlation for a group 

of five dipt.rocarp specie.. Loetsob & Railer (1973)  reported that,as a 

generalisation, there was no od/DRil correlation for trees over 100cc. 

D.i irrespective of species and that cd/DBR correlations are mostly 

significant for canopy trees. Spurr (1948) suggested as a rule of 

thumb that DIM of a tree should be taken as one sixteenth of the crown 

diameter (ad) while Paijaan. (1975) found that crown diameter (ad) of 

a tree was about 20 to 22 ti... the DIN for the straight aspect of 

CD/]YT regression. These two approximations from photo sampling 

indicate a constant CD/DBH dimensional ratio. Nyy..onen (1955)  found 

that in order to obtain a reliable od/D3!I correlation, the number of 

observations for each crown diameter ohs, should be fairly large. 

The larger the number of observations the scalier the standard deviation 

and the more accurate the extrapolation from the regression. 

The foregoing isolated investigation, on cd/DBH dimensional 

association by photoa.thodu and other similar field investigations not 

reported in this thesis, have not illuminated the actual crown—stem 

diameter growth ratio trends which occur within the forests. Foresters 

have long established the existence of a definite CD/DBB dimensional 

association for forest trees irrespective of site, age and in some cases, 

silvicultural treatments. The CD/DBK regression lines were often found 
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to be rectilinear, and occasionally ourvilinear, with littie 

difference between the two. 

In the light of a field work on 17 economically important tropical 

tree specie., Dawkins (1963)  examined six CD/D3R regression trends 

postulated by earlier workers* He collected sample. from 15 species on 

19 sites, some of them from both uneven-aged natural forests and forest 

plantation.. " Is samples included several examples from Southwestern 

Nigeria, especially Triploohiton soloroxylon and Naucles. diderobli 

from natural forests and forest plantations. The six CD/DR 

regression trends examined by Dawki.ns are illustrated with hypothetical 

diameters in F19.61. These six regression trends are auarised 

(in s.nsu Dawkins) as followsi- 

Regression 
trend 

Regression 
line 

Regression 
constant (a) 

CD/DBR 
growth ratio 

Bectilin.al (B) 

Ri linear from origin zero constant 
R2 falling linear positive decreasing 

R3 rising linear negative increasing 

Curvilin.al (c) 
Cl sigmoid - constant in 

the central 
stretch 

C2 falling curved positive decreasing 

C3 rising curved negative increasing 

Dswkins proposed that the most practical interpretation of CD/DBB and 

DBa/CD correlations over the normal range of tree use of the 

established crop I. rectilinear (RI - R3)9but if  the  juvenil* trees in 

the lover extreme, and the senile trees in the upper extreme were 

included, the correct interpretation would probably be curvilinear 

(ci - c3) in the equations. 
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Fig: 14.1 	Comparative illustration of crown—stem diameter 
relationships commonly obtained by regression 
of field mensuration data 
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CD 	- a+b.DBBand 

DER 	- a1  + b1 .CD in which 

a & &1 • regression constants with different values 

b& b1  - regression coefficients with different values 

when a height factor is introduced in the regression, the first 

equation beoomss :- 

CD 	- a+b,D—o.fiinwhich 

o 	- regression coefficient for height 

Da*ins found that the regression constant was related to the 

species tolerance for other species within the plant community. 

Tolerant species had low 'a' value, which were almost unaffected by 

silvioultnral treatments like thinning and spaced planting. Intolerant 

species showed a highly variable 'a' value clearly indicativ, of 

treatment. Righ positive 	values were associated with excessive 

crop density. W observed that in even aged tropical crops, the 

density limit that could be tolerated without crown overlap ranges from 

19 to 23cu.m. per ha. T(.gativ. 'a' values were associated with photo 

samples of uneven-aged crops and field samples of recently thinned 

even-aged crop. Negative 	values were also encountered when height 

factor is introduved to the regression equation. B. observed that the 

regression coefficient for D3B (b) was diagnostic only when 'a' value 

is low or zero. In other words 'b' is diagnostic for almost any sample 

of intolerant species or of relatively open—grown tolerant specie.. 

Though specific, the magnitude of 'b' value must be assessed relative 

to 'a' value. 

Dawkins observed that the CD/D! growth ratio trends were seldom 

affected by site and rarely by ae except at the two extremes of the 

egression. He also found that if the true status of a specie, was 

uncertain, the apparent status could be obtained from the scatter 

diagram of Its higher CD/D1 ratio, excluding the maximum ratio by 
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assuming a rectilineal regression. The intercept (a) could be fixed 

accordingly. A low or high 'a' value would then indicate a highly 

intolerant or tolerant species respectively. Constant CD/DBH growth 

ratio (RI & CI) occasionally associated with trees growing in the 

open and frequently with very limited i... biased sampling. This ratio 

can be obtained by frequent thinitng  or harvesting at critical time of 

oanopy closure to avoid decelerated stem growth or .1.e widespread 

crown degrade, 

Decelerating CD/DH growth ratio (R2 & C2) i encountered when 

height factor is introduced into the regression. Height factor is 

consistently negative and more often insignificant than not. This 

CD/DM growth ratio trend may be regarded as the true trend in nature 

because taller troefz of a given diameter, for mechanical reasons 

generally have smaller crowns than the shorter one.. However, this 

is not universal since higher quality sites are not always capable of 

greater basal area densities for $ given mean D3ZI 9  Though they 

generally show a greater average height. Nevertheless, if crop basal 

area is allowed to rise to maturity as generally shown in yield 

tables a decelerating CD/DER growth ratio would be obtained, 

Accelerating CD/DBR growth ratio (R3 & C3) assumes a 

non-competitive coexistence of plants. As non-competitive coexistence 

within a plant community is an ecological rarity, this growth ratio is 

associated with the effect of opening up of previously restricted 

crown. In practice this is accomplished by thinning. The basal area 

density could be steadily reduced to maturity by progressively 

increasing the thinning proporti.ns. This would allow an accelerated 

crown growth resulting in a CD/DBfi growth ratio that increases with 

age or size or the tree. The opening up of previously restricted 

crowns can be achieved theoretically in two ways. The first way is by 
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sampling a forest composed mainly of li!t deranding and 'crowd' 

tolerant species. In this case the juvenile trees grow very tell with 

slender conical crowns under restricted and shaded conditions. Their 

CD/D3! growth ratio is therefore low. Theventuslly grow above the 

general canopy as ssi.rgents with wide spz'etd ng crowns to give the 

maximum CD/D!! growth ratio possible for their also class. A regression 

which includes toth growth patterns would definitely show an 

accelerating CD/D3R growth ratio. The second way is by using the 

criterion of aerial visibility to select the sample trees. As the 

forest mensuration data are limited to these aerially visible trees, 

the smallest visible crowns would belong to the tallest trees in their 

crown diameter class and consequently an exceptional DB! class, 

Moreover, for mecharical reasons, taller trees of a given diameter 

usually carry narrower crowns than the shorter one.. The largest 

visible crowns belong to D3 class whose crowns are entirely visible 

e.g., emergents, such diameter class comprises trees with maximum 

CD/DBI! growth ratio possible since they are theoretically 

oompetition.-free. A regression which includes both conditions would 

result in an accelerating CD/DR! growth ratio. This account, for the 

accelerating CD/DBE growth ratio obtained for photossaples of closed 

crops and field samples of recently thinned even-aged crops. 

Dawkins' investigation was significant because the results 

explain why CD/D1! or DmT/CD regressions cannot start frow graph 

origin. According to him,the artificial restriction of measuring 

stem diameters at breast height is removed in order to include the 

"below the line" juvenile trees i.e. trees without a measurable DBE, 

the regression lines would probably start from origin. ITowever, it is 

a biological fact that the intersection of plant growth graphs and 

consequently growth ratio regressions progressively depart from origin 
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as germination, seedling and sampling stages are excluded in that 

order fr-. the regression. Dawkins' investigation also shows that if 

juvenile and senile trees are introduced into the rectilineal 

regression trend., the corresponding curvilineal trends would be 

obtained. H. proposed linear(RI) interpretation for the central stretch 

the sigmoid (CI) trend since the greater part of a tree's life would 

fall within the central stretch. However, he failed to establish 

similar relationship between the falling linear (R2) and curved(C2) 

trends and between the rising linear 03) and curved 03) trends-  

Consequently, the investigation failed to establish the actual trend 

within the fort. :urth.raore, Dawkins' findings imply that both 

positive and negative 'a' value, and consequently incoapahible 

regression trends can be obtained with the sam sample trees e.g. 

photosuipl.s and field samples of an even aged forest crop. 

Dawkins' investigation further shows that CD/DBE and DBB/CD 

regressions are not int.rohg.abl., but does not explain why 

negative 'a' values were frequently associated with regression, based 

on photosamploB. Francis (1966) explained that the negative 'a' 

values obtained for photosamplea by Dawkins were due to the 000n 

and incorrect application of field regression (CD/D3!) technique to 

photom.niuration data. Though 1*wkins realised that U/LLE and DBE/CD 

regressions were not interchangeable, he did not tax* into account 

that the latter was more appropriate for photomenauration data. 

The fundamental difference between photo regression (D/cd) and 

field regression (CD/DBR) is that the independent variabie in the 

lamer is the crown diameter, while in the latter it is the D)E. The 

effect of interchanging the variables on the 'a' values is graphically 

illustrated with hypothetical data  in  11ge  1.2 which in the normal 

reading position depicts photo regression and if oriented 900 	ctciue- 

dapicts field regression. Though the orientation results in the 
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Fig: Li.? Comparative illiwtration of crown—stem diameter 
relationships obtained by regression of field 
and photo mensuration data 
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mirror image of the field graph, the origin being on the right instead 

of the left hand side, the illustration is squally 	effective as the 

actual graph being depicted. If the illustration is considered for 

photo and field regressions separat.ly, positive 'a' values indicative 

of a decelerating CD/DBB growth ratio would be obtained in either case. 

If the intercept of the photo regression is below the origin, a 

negajve 'a' value indicative of an accelerating CD/DBE growth ratio 

would be obtained. False negative 'a' values would be obtained for 

photo regression if the illustration Is oriented for field regression. 

This explains why Dawkins obtained nsga:ive 'a' values for his photo 

sam'oB. imilnrly negative 'a' values would be obtained for field 

regression if the illustration in oriented for photo regression. 

Another important difference between photo and field regressions is the 

intercept angle (%), which may be higher in on* of the regressions 

to give a higher CL/2B! growth ratio trend or vice versa. 

Rowever, Francis did not dispute the legitimate occurrence of an 

accelerating CD/DBR growth ratio resulting from recent thinning 

(*wkins, (1963)9 O7th. inclusion of height factor in the regression 

(Briegleb, 1952;  Curtin, 19614). He found that the interpretation of 

crown—stem disaster correlations by photo methods follow the same trends 

observed for field regressions by Dawkins. According to Francis DBE/od 

regression could be rectilineal, curvilineal, or sion4a1 9  depending on 
several rectors which could not be adequately summarised for an 

appreciation of their practical application without recourse to many 

true examples. B. realised that the natural structure of the forests 

does not permit a perfect CD/DEB correlation because trees with the same 

crown diameter do not usually havc the came :)! and height, while trees 

with the same flBB do not usually have the same crown diameter and height. 

By ignoring height and using crown diameter and DBR, this Imperfection 

can be illustrated as followas A tree of known crown diastar and AbH 

is taken as a standard. The DBB of other trees having the sase crown 

diameters as the standard tree are measured. Also, the crown diameters 

of other trees having the same DBB as the standard tree are measursd. 

By simple comparison,, the mean DBI for the other trees would differ 
from the DBH of the standard tr* with which they shar, the same crown 

diameter. Similarly the mean crown diameter of the other trees would 

be different from the crown diameter of the standard tree with which 
they share the sans i)BH. It follows that1 even if the same mensuration 
data are used for the two regressions, they would not give the same 

results when compared for the same tree because there is no perfect 
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correlation between crown diameter and ME in nature. In the light of 

tb.se conflicting results, confusion is apt to aria, in establishing 

the CD/DBH growth ratio. This confusion is often aggravated by a 

biased ample or imprecise mensuration methods. 

Prancis observed that the differences usually found in the 

CD/DBH growth ratios established by the two methods were often wrongly 

attributed to site differences and silvioultura] treatment.. Be 

indicated that the differences would still exist even if these factors 

are ignored and if mensuration methods are precise and accurate. 

Francis accepted the methods used by Spurt (1960) and Dawkins (1963) to 

be precise enough for obtaining accurate photo and field mensuration 

data respectively. In his opinion both photo and field regression 

trends frequently observed are largely due to a peculiarity or a chance 

product of the statistical methods used for the regression. According 

to hi., either trend does not necessarily represent the actual CD/DH 

growth ratio trend, which could be obtained only by repetitive 

mensuration over a considerable ti-ne lapse. He postulated that the 

mean of both photo and field regressions (isa Pig.4.2.) was more 

representative of the overall CD/DBH growth ratio trend in the forest. 

But neither crown diameter nor DBB could be reliably estimated from the 

average, since the underestimations for the bigger trees do not usually 

cancel the overestimation, for the smaller trees in overall accurate 

totals. 

As a generalisation, the trends obtained in photo and field 

regressions are determined by 

- the non-existence of a perfect crown-stem diameter correlation 

- artificial restrictions imposed by the conventional breast-height 

measurement of ate. diameter. 

- limitations imposed by aerial or photo visibility factor 
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if crown diameters ars obtained by photomenetiration and 

- the graph system relative to the choice of the dependent variable 

and the grouping of the independent variable. 

The effects of these factors on the regre.1ons are mostly 

pronounced in ths upper and lower extremities as depicted in P11. 14.209 

the upper extremity- of the reeaajpn 

The top-end of the crown- ta diameter regressions 1s due to the 

combined effect of the natural structure of the forest and the graph 

system. The natural structure of the forests results in imperfect 

CD/DBR oorralation,the effect of which increase. with the increasing 

'a' values, This effect In drastically reduced in young or even-aged 

stands and in limited samples. Purther the largest recorded crown dose 

not usually coincide with the largest recorded stem and vice versa, 

except by chance in limited samples. Even if they eoincid., the other 

trees in the highest class of the independent variable would still have 

their crown or stem disasters, as the cue may be, smaller than that of 

the tree with the largest recorded crown and stem diameters. Because 

of the wide variation in the upper diameter classes, the average of the 

higher values of the dependent variable would occur proportionately 

closer to the axis of the independent variable than the highest value. 

Thin would result in a falling reotilin.al or curvilineal regroion 

controlled by the middle diameter classes (see Pig. 14.2.1a). 

lower extremity of the regrsusion 

The nature of regression 10 influenced by the lower limit set 

for the independent variable, DDF for field method, ad for photomethod, 

If the normal artificial restriction imposed by measuring stem 

diameter at breast height Is disregarded to include the smallest 

Independent variables in the whole range, both field and photo regression 

lines would start from origin and diverge immediately thereafter. 
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Fig: 4.2.1 	Comparative illustration of field and nhoto reressicn 
trends for the extreme crown—stem diameter classes 
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The exclusion of these lower values of the independent variables 

belonging to the "below the line" trees changes the positions of the 

regression lin.s,and takes their intersection away from the origin. 

The higher the lower limit set for the independent variable., the larger 

the values of 'a', and the farther the intersection from the origin. 

Also, the exclusion of these "below the line" trees moves the average 

position of each class of the dependent variable away from the sits of 

the independent variable ,thua creating a curve at the base as depicted 

in (Fig. 14.2.1b). A ourvilineal regression curved at both extr.m.ties 

in opposite directions results in a sigmoid. 

Regression trends say be altered by regrouping the values of the 
4)a'r CA) 

indepsndentor completely reserved by a wrong choice of the independent 

variable. Regression trends are also affected by data transformation 

and weighting. Furthermore, different species have different CD/Di 

regression trends. It is possible for a group of species to follow 

similar or the same DBR/cd regression trends. Because tropical tree 

species are difficult to identify on aerial photographs, it is 

generally difficult to establish DBH/cd regression trends for the 

individual species or groups of species. In view of this, a single 

D/od regression could be established for all the species. In which 

case, the DEB predictions for individual trees would be inaccurate. 

This inaccuracy would be reflected in the subsequent volume estimates 

based on the predicted Dm1. 

14-1.3 Wood density estimation 

The term 'wood density' is often inaccurately used to mean the 

amount of wood. By definition, wood density refers to any forest 

characteristic, including volume, which indicates the amount of wood. 

Such forest characters which can be derived from corresponding tree 



characteristic, are tabulated in Table 4al for both field and photo 

m.nauratjon, As shown in the table, the seen DBP!, according to its 

often distorted forestry definition, is that of the mean basal area. 

The siapie arithmetic average of DBR would result in ta].. mean DB!I. 

In the field, roan basal area is obtained as basal area factor (a) 

by point sampling using the angle gauge method. The most commonly 

used .ngle gauge is the zelasoop.. In the angie gauge method the larger 

trees with the important volume are better represented, and enumeration 

of an excessive number of small trees is avoided. Since the selection 

of saspie trees is proportional to tree Si.., the angle count 

(r.laacope method) closely approaches optimum allocation, which is 

very useful in orown-stem diameter regression and volume regressions. 

Also, wood density (BAD) can be predicted for a stand of known 

area (A), and canopy density (CAD) from the CD/DBN growth ratio of the 

mean tiee as followe, 

BAD 	- A z CAD * (ci/Di)2  

inuq.m. 	in 	both inthe 
per ha. 	•.ao 	sam. units 

If photo—D (DBB obtained from DDE/cd regression) is used for the 

prediction of basal area d.n.ity, the DM/o4 regression should include 

height factor, because crown diameter is more related to the product of 

basal area and height (DBR2M), than to basal area (DM)2 

Otherwise, the regression should be based on crown and stem &taaeter 

classes obtained by grouping the sample trees into height class.. 

(Ilve.salo, 1950). 

in photomensuration, canopy density is obtained as percentage 

crown closure using crown density scales calibrated in percentages. 

Stersograms of field plots with known crown closure are also used as 

interpretation keys for estimating crown closure of photo plots. 



Table 140. Forest stand-characteristics derived 
from tree-characteristics 

Field mensuration 	 Thotomensurat ion  

Data 

stand area (i) in sq.m. 

total number of stems (N) 

total stem diameter (Dg) 
in sq.m. 

14. total basal area (DBH) 
in sq.m. 

Characteristics 

1. stems per hectare 

= N/A x 104 stems/ha. 

2, mean stem diameter 

* 

3. basal area factor (BAF) 
or mean basal area 

=BA/N 

14. basal area density (BAD) 
or wood density 

= BA/A 

S. wood density per hectare 

= BAD x 1014  sq.m./ha. 

6. percentage stem closure(BC) 

= BAD x 102%  

Data 

stand area (a) in sq.m, 

total number of crowns (n) 

total crown diameter ((Cd) 
in sq.m, 

total crown area (ca) 
in sq.m. 

Characteristics 

crowns per hectare 

= n/a x 1014  crowns/ha. 

mean crown diameter 

= V 4 (cd)2/n ! 

crown area factor (caf) 
or mean crown area 

= ca/n 

crown area density (cad) 
or canopy density 

= ca/a 

canopy density per hectare 

= cad x 1014  sq.m./ha. 

percentage crown closure (cc) 4  

= cad x 10 2% 

* according to forestry definition 

+ also measured directly for the stand 
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On very large scale aerial photographs crown closur, could be reliably 

estimated with a dot grid. Crown closure could be visually estimated 

with fair accuracy by following some well defined guidelines. 

Pop* (1960) described two methods for te visual estimation of 

crown closure. In the first method, trees normally scattered over the 

photoplot are imaginarily concentrated on a portion of the plot - 

cramming'. The area imaginarily covered by the trees is expressed 

as a percentage of the plot area to give the percentage crown closure. 

In the second method, the number of tress with average crown diameter 

is counted and expressed as a percentage of the number of such trees 

that would be required to fin the entire plot. 

An objective field checking of crown closure obtained by photo 

mensuration is extremely difficult because the methods used for field 

estimation of crown closure are difficult and generally too slow. 

e.g. The moosehorn method (Robinson, 1947) often used in America and 

the plane table mapping method (ASP, 1975a). MoeDener (1949) observed 

that errors in the photo estimation of crown closure reldom exceeded 

ten percent. Loose (193) and Bonner (1968) used 1:17 200 and 105 840 

scale aerial photographs respectively to estimate crown closures. In 

either case the estimation error was leee than ten percent. 

The use of crown closure as a criterion in forest mensuration 

presupposes a canopy that is not completely closed. this condition is 

rarely obtained in closed tropical forests. The pert of the growing 

stock to be considered in crown closure estimation in closed forests 

Is open to debate. It is lojical to specify the minimu, tree size to 

be considered. Setimation of crown closure could be limited to trees 

with a specified minimum crown diameter oer D1311. Crown closure 

estimation could be restricted to the .00nomio species or the emergent 

trees, if they could be reliably separated on aerial photographs. 
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The difficulty of identifying tropical trees  on aerial 

Photographs reduces the accuracy of the crown counts of individual 

species. For instance, a crown count of Virola surinameneje on 

1:10 000 scale aerial photographs contained a n error of 309 (Howard 

and Lazily, 1975), Lazily ( 1 972) reported an error of 1eBB than 25% 

(without biases) for the crown counts of TerTmi,nalja 	on 

1:50 000 scale aerial photographs of Southern Congo, Theas levels of 

accuracy are useful only for a rough estimation of volumes, 

Sayn-'dittganatejn and Aldred (1967) found that errors in crown count 

increasel with wood density and heterogeneity of the forest stand. 

Counting accuracy could be improved by high resolution aerial 

photography. On aerial photographs of tropical forests, it is 000n 

for crowns of a group of neighbouring canopy-trees to appear as one 

large crown. Also, a vary big tree may have more than one compact tuft 

to appear as separate crowns of several trees, but such trees are 

usually of little timber value(w.nengr.be1, 196), 

Since the number of photovielbi* crowns usually reflects the 

canopy structure (Nyysson.n, 1962), wood density estimated from 

photomensuration of the crowns is more valuable for stratifying 

tropical forests into volume—relt.4 classes, than for estimating the 

actual volumes. 

14-2 Thotpvolume estimation technigugs  

The techniques used for estimating volume on aerial photographa 

are fundamentally the same as those used in the field. Photo 

mensuration data collected from photo samples for volume estimation are 

usually measurements nede on the individual sample trees. These data 

are used to estimate the stand volume either on tree or on stand basis. 

In the former case, the volumes of the individual sample trees are 
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computed for the subsequent estimation of the stand volume. In the 

latter case, the stand characteristics are computed from the 

corresponding tree characteristics for the direct estimation of the 

stand volume. Certain stand characteristic., such as percentage crown 

closure, are also directly measurable on aerial photographs. 

Volume estimation on tree or stand basis is accomplished by 

using volume formulas or volume equations. In the formula technique, 

geometric formulae for simple solids are used without establishing any 

quantitative relationship between the measured parameters and volume. 

Consequently, all components of volume must be provided as required in 

the formula, Since DPI?, the most important vo1ir' c-nponent,is not 

measurable on aerial photographs, it must be derived Crom its 

quantitative relationship with crown diameter (cd), the most Important 

photo volume parameter (D3H/cd regression). 

In the equation technique, regression@ for establishing a 

quantitative relationship between a few measured parameters and volu*e 

are used directly for volume estimation. In this case, the main photo 

volume estimator, crown diameter (od), is directly related to volume (v) 
established from field mensuration data (V/ad regression). 

In view of the above considerations photovolume estimation 

techniques can be summarised as follows: 

volume estimation on tree basis by 

- geometric formulas 

- regression equations 

volume estimation on stand basis by 

- geometric formulas 

- regression equations 

The ensuing evaluation of these techniques is ased on their relative 

efficiency for estimating forest volume from t. e limited amount of 
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forest mensuration data that can be obtained from aerial photographs 

Of tropical forests. Volume estimations on tree and stand basis are 

not considered separately but they are distinguished where both are not 

covered by the same generalisations. 

14..2 • I Thotovoluas formulas and icuations 

Of the numerous formulas and equations established for estimating 

volume on aerial photographs, only  the basic types are used in 

Fable 4@2 to illustrate their classification. Most of them are more 

complex than the examples given • For uniformity and consistence, most 

of the formulas and equations cited are presented in their simplified 

form., occasionally using symbols different from those normally used. 

(a) 	tovo1um2 formula. 

Because more parameters are measured in the field, a larger 

number of volume formulas is available for estimating voliae in the 

field than on aerial photographs. For example, stem diameters can be 

measured at any height level using high precision optical instruments. 

Volume formulas may even dispense with DBR as in the case of Log 

Concept formulas in which the stem or bole is imaginarily divided into 

a number of logs. The tree volume is subsequently calculated from the 

various lengths and diameters of theee imaginary loge. This is a 

primary argument against the use of DEB and DAB in particular for 

estimating tropical forest volumes as mentioned in Section 14-1.2. 

Another possibility is the inclusion of taper in volume formulas 

(and sometimes in equations). Taper is expressed in form concept 

formulae as form factor - a theoretical volume ratio between a tree and 

a reference geometric solid (oomaonly a oylitr) of the same basal 

diameter and height (see Table 492). It is expressed in taper concept 

formulas as taper factor - a diameter ratio between a given height level 



Table 4.2. Mcamples of photovolume formulas and equations 

Volume • • • Formula Equation 

Form concept formula Local volume equation 

On tree basis v = ba.h.f V = a + b (cd) 2  

Standard volume equation 

V = a + b (cd) 2 ,h 

On stand basis v = ca.h.f V = a + b.h + c.n 

(cd/D:BH) 

(after Zieger, 1928) (after Stellinwerf, 19 

In which v = total stand V = volume established 
photovolume in the field 

ba = photo basal area cd = photo crown d.iamete] 
derived from 
DBH/cd regression h = photo height 

ca = photo crown area n = photo crown count 
derived from 
photo crown a = regression constant 
diameter 

b = regression coefficiE 
Ii = photo height for crown diameter 

f = form factor obtained c = regression coefficiE 
in the field or for crown count 
from tables 

cd = photo crown diameter 

DBH = photo-DBH 

cd/DBH = a ratio for the 
mean tree 

* quoted by ASP (197a). 

* 
2) 

nt 

nt 



and the breast height level of a tree (a ratio between an upper stem, 

diaiter and DBE). Taper factor8,being diameter ratios, directly 

estimated on individual trs, are of greater practical value for 

volume estimation than form factors which are theoretical ratios, 

However, taper concept formulas are generally more complex than the 

corresponding form concept formulas because some include taper 

functions. A taper function, in parametric terms, is a taper factor 

weighted by the corresponding height. In other words, it is the 

height—diameter relationship for a tree. The major drawback in the use 

Of volum, formulas for estimating Iiotovoluaes is the need to establish 

the value of at least, one parameter by field methods. e.g. tore 

factor, taper factor and taper function. such parameter Cannot be 

measured directly on aerial photographs. 

As a quantitative relationship is not established between volume 

and volume parameters for the trees within the survey area, volume 

formulas are generally valid for universal application, provided they 

are fed with reliable data. For instance, a photo—DBH established 

by D/cd regression with a 3ai. standard deviation would give a 

standard deviation of 60 in the volume of individual trees 

(ASP, 1975a). The height used in photo volume formulas does not 

conform with the height defined for estimating volumes of tropical 

forests. In the tropics bole height is more important in volume 

estimation than tree height, which is fairly constant for many closed 

stands. Moreover, tree heighting on aerial photographs of closed 

tropical forests is either difficult or impossible, because the ground 

In usually obscured by the canopy. It follows that the use of volume 

formulas for such forests would not give satisfactory estimates of the  

volumes of the individual trees. Photo volume formulas are of great 

Value only in volume estimation on stand basis. However, this would 
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require field mensuration of a large number of tree, for the accurate 

assessment of the n.sn form or taper factor. Gen.rally, volume 

estimation on stand basis by fo'.ulp technique is very suitable for 

reconnaissance surveys in which only rough estimates of stand volumes 

are required, and for surveys which are economically constrained. 

(b) Photovolgae ecuations 

Th.rs are two basic regression equations for estimaing volumes 

Igl volume equations in which volume is quantitatively related 

to only one independent variable — the main volume parameter 

crown diameter (ad) by pbotoethod.s and DBH by field method., 

— 	Standard volume equations in which volume is quantitatively 

related to two independent variables — the main volume parameter 

(ad or DER) and another parameter — height (h or H). 

In addition to the.e two basic volume equation., combined volume 

equations are often developed to avoid the measurement of the second 

parameter (h or H) on every sample tree. More complex volume equations. 

are also developed to iaprove the accuracy of the volume estimates. 

The improved accuracy to obtained doss not usually balance the 

additional costs involved, 

Volume equations permit, fro, detailed measurements on a limited 

number of judiciously selected sample trees, the obJ.ctive estimation 

Of the volume of a much larger number of trees in the sampling units, 

and consequently the required total volume, However, volume equations 

are generally of restricted application outside the sets of conditions 

under which they were originally constructed, A volume equation is 

usually valid for a given region, site quality, silvicultura], treatment, 

species (or group of specie.), and sometimes a given range of tree  

characteristic,. Once established for a given set of condition., a 

volume equation is capable of continuous ents. ?or this reason, 
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volume equations may be of great value in the tropical forest ar.as 

where the forest data are inadequate and forest mensuration is a new 

research field. The low exploitable potential of some tropical forests 

seldom provides an economic Justification for the use of such expensive 

volume estimation techniques. 

Standard volume equations imply the measurement of the second 

characteristic on every sample tree, or a proportion of the sample 

trees. This would involve longer enumeration time and additional costs. 

Bole height, which is more important than total height in volume 

•stiMation of tropical forests, cannot be measured on aerial photographs. 

In many tropical forest., the average bole height in every diameter 

class above a certain disaster is fairly constant for a given species 

or possibly a group of specie.. This is particularly so in West African 

tropical high forests (Lsnly, 1973). Moreover, the total height 

measured on aerial photographs was also reported to be constant for 

some stands in closed forest. The inclusion of bole height, or any 

other height in volume equations does not appear to be essential for 

tropical forests, provided the number of tree, in each class of the 

independent variable (ad or DBE) is large enough, and the variability 

within each class around this constant (h or H) in relatively small 

in the sampling unit. For tropical forests, the reduction in sampling 

error by the inclusion of height may be Insignificant relative to the 

total error, bearing in mind the magnitude of the sampling error and 

measurement errors. In view of these considerations, the most suitable 

technique for estimating tropical forest volumes at an economic cost 

would probably be local volume equations. Errors due to exclusion of 

height may be reduced, possibly by using height classes to group the 

independent variable for the volume regression. This possibility has 

not been tested for tropical forests. However, Ilvessalo (1950) 
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reported that strong DER/ad correlations were usually obtained when 

tries are grouped into height alas.... 

Several workers have tested different kinds of variable, to 

deteraine the most suitable oosponents for tree volume equation.. 

Sayn.-Wittgein.t.in  and Aldred (1967)  found that the combined variable 

height multiplied by the logarithm of crown area (h.iog.ca) was the 

most powerful volume estimator. Francis (1966) suggested that if crown 

diameter was to be correlated directly with volume (v), the volume 
should be established fro. both DII! and height* But if the volume (v) 

is established from only photo-D29, Banner (1964) suggested that the 

crown diameter and height, being the strongest volume variable., should 

be used for the photo..DBH prediction. Such photo-DBH predictions made 

by Paijasns (1951) for Malili-Sulawesi forest trees had a standard 

error of 30%. 7his would result in 60% standard deviation for the 

volume estimates of individual tree.. The combined variable crown 

diameter and crown diameter squared was also reported to be a strong 

DBB estimator. The construction and techniques of stand volume 

equations vary to some extent according to species. Mo..snez and others 

(1951) found that the combined variable of crown closure (cc), 

crown disaster (ad) 9  and height (h), worked best in the estimation of 

stand volume.. Pselinok (1958) used crown closure alone to estimate 

the volume of a tropical forest stand. His estimates had a standard 

error of 30%. The combined variable of crown diameter and crown 

diameter squared (ad) 2  is reported to be a satisfactory volume 

estimator. Pope (1962) found that height squared times crown closure 

(h 200)
increased the  value of stand voltae equations accounting for 

over 8 of the total variation. Roessner (1963)  found that crown 

diameter, height, and the square of their products (cd.h) 2, gave the 

best estimates of stand volume. The combined variable - crown diameter 
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and crown diameter squared 
()2_ 

 was reported to be a satisfactory 

estimator of stand volume. 

The ASP (1975a)  referred to two stand volume equations which the 

present author thinks would be of interest to tropical forest surveys. 

The first equation was developed by Stellingwarf in 1962  for Loots pins 

in the Netherlands, volume per h.ctarg ('v) Is estimated from crown 
ootn!lt (n) and now height (b) of the dominant trees in the regression.- 

Y - a+b.b3 +con 

The second equation was developed by Bogyay in 1970 for 10 16 year-

old pin, stands in Hinipi'y. Volume per hscta.re (v) is estimated from 
the stand age (y) and the average stand height (h) in the rsgrersion. 

log 	= sb.logy+cob 

In theae equations a, b 1 c are different regression constants. The 

application of these equation, to tropical forest. has -  not been 

reported in literature. The second equation would be of value for the 

estimation of tropical forest plantation yield. So far, direct 

photomethods for estimating yield of the forest graving stock have not 

been described in literature. 

14-2.2 Thotovo3ums tables and other Dhotovolume .riss 

In the seas way as maps are used to susriae  survey results, 

volume tables, graphs, and alignment charts, are used to marine 

volume estimates obtained by the various volume estimation technique.. 

There are two basic types of volume tables corresponding 6 the two 

basic types of volume equations, but they are not necessarily derived 

from them. 

- Local (on.-.n try) volume tab), in which volumes are tabulated 

against the corresponding values of the main volume estimator 

(usually ad or DBR). ?sbl.-entry requires only one known parameter. 
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Local volume tables oorreapor 	local volume equations. 

Standard (two-,ntr,) volume tables, in which volumes are tabulated 

kVdnst the corresponding values of the main volume estimator and 

another parameter usually height (h or H). Table entry requires two 

known parameters. Ctandard volume tables correspond with standard 

volume equations. 

Volume tables can be derived from volume formulas, but such tables 

are generally less accurate than those derived from equations. This is 

because volume formulas lack the quantitative relationship established 

in volume equations between volume and the volume parameters. 

Generally, graphical summary of volumes is usually 1..e objective 

than the corresponding volume table, because graphs provide only 

approximate solutions +0. Lhe formulas or equations they represent. 

The exact quantitative solutions are provided by the corresponding 

volume tables. Also, graphical procedures usually require Lq 	ttrw.t5 of 
data, but minimum knowledge of mathematics and statistics. The  

construction of alignment charts requires special techniques because 

their multi-entry nature requires the inclusion of all the variables 

in the formula or equation in a single alignment. Like formula,, 

they only provide approximate solution, to the equations they represent 

without actually solving the.. Volume regression graphs are also 

graphical si&1ie8 of volume equations. They are mainly used to 

determine the regression constants and coefficient, rather than the 

individual tree volumes, which are normally computed from the 

regression equation. Once the volume regression is established, the 

corresponding volume tables can be constructed, 

Photo volume tables and field volume tables cannot be used 

interchangeably because of the imperfect correlation between crown and 

ate. diameters • Moreover, corresponding 'heights' used differ by 
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definition and therefore in value, Whil• total height is used in 

photo volume table., other stem heights (such as bole height for 

tropical tree.) are used. Furthermore a DBII clans in field volume 

regression is confined to a compact unit of tree, with clear bole 

height end taper alone affecting volume. On the other hand, a crown 

diameter class (od) in photo volume regression is a loose group of 

different sued trees varying both in DN{, height and taper. Greatest 

heights are not confined to the highest  DBE class. Consequently, 

different volumes are obtained when the two regressions are ooaparoJ 

for the emm true Similarly, corresponding photo volume and field 

volume tables cannot be used interchangeably because field mensuration 

data are more accurate than photomensuration data. 

The standard error of stand photo volume tables is likely to 

vary between 15 30% while that of the tree volume tables may be 

higher because stand characteristics are more accurately estimated on 

aerial photographs than tree characteristics (Howard, 1976). Photo 

volume tables are more efficient when photomensuration data used for 

table entry are correlated with ground information to correct systematic 

errors in photomeneuration (1yy980neri, 1962). Without such correlation., 

only the approximate volumes could be predicted. The predicted 

volumes, being relative volume., are useful for stratifying the forest 

area ahead of field inventory as part of the subsampling technique 

In the preliminary surveys (Lo.tsch & Hailer, 1973). 

4-293 Photevolme estimation methods 

Volumes can be estimated on aerial photographs  by direct and 

indirect methods, using photo volume tables in both cases. The direct 

method relies entirely on pbotosampiing without field sampling. The 

indirect method relies on field sampling to correct systematic errors 
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in the photomenauration. The disadvantage of the direct method is 

the inability to estimate the magnitude of bias from the use of 

photo volume tables, Literature is scarce on the comparison of 

direct volume estimat.s and field volume alone. Roger. (198) observed 

difference greater than 10% in only a fey  cases of the comparisons 

he made. Wi found that the.e would require adjustment after a field 

check, The other oases were almost evenly balanced between negative 

and positive difference.. P!oes.ner (1961) showed that the direct 

photo volumes estimated by experienced forest photointerpr.t.r, were 

within 159 of the field volume estimates 90 of  the  time. Direct 

Photo volume estimation is of greet value where forests are not 

readily accessible. 

Bickford (1961) listed three basic requirements for efficient 

sampling: 

- condition classes should be defined independently of samples 

to obtain class averages, 

- class averages should show real difference., 

observations should be properly distributed by classes. 

It follows that in the indirect method., the forest area should be 

stratified by volume related-characteristics into hoaogen.ous classes 

before field sampling. The variation within individual classes should 

be less than the variation between the classes. Photomensuration data 

for predicting volume from volume tables should be obtained by sample 

plots, systematically distributed over the entire survey area on 

aerial photograph.. Several workers have described various multistage 

sampling designs for both the direct, and the indirect, volume 

estimations on aerial photograph.. The -!Ovr  unique designs were 

described by Westby and others (1968) for direct estimation, and 
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Langley (1969) for indirect estimation. 

The design by '.;estby and others involved the division of the 

forest area into equal rectangular blocks, and each block into strips. 

Sample strips were selected from each block for photography. Cqual 

number of photoplots were randomly distributed in the individual 

sample strips. The DDE and volume of eoh tree in the photoplots was 

estimated using functions of height, crown area, number of trees 

growing in a circular surrounding of the subject tree, and the number of 

trees taller than the subject tree among six nearest neighbouring tr?es. 

These functions were derived from only 100 trees measured in the field. 

In the first phase of I'ngl.y's design, the forest area was 

divided into equal blocks on very small scale space photographs using a 

square grid teeplet. By photoint.rpr.tation, the forest area in each 

unit was related to volume by prediction (probability proportional to 

prediction (3?)  sampling technique of Grosenbough (1965). Two strata 

were selected from each block using variable probability theory. The 

second phase included four subsampling stag.., two of which were 

accomplished on aerial photographs. Each stratum wee covered by small 

scale aerial photography. Also, each stratum was subdivided into equal 

strips on the small scale aerial photographs using strip grid templet, 

Two strips were selected from "oh stratum with probability proportional 

to the predicted volume. Each strip was simultaneously photographed 

at a medium scale for an entire coverage, and at a large scale for an 

interval coverage. Each exposure of the interval coverage comprised a 

cluster of stereo-triplets of aerial photographs. The centre 

photograph of each stereo—triplet was divided into equal photoploto for 

stereoscopic photoaensuration. The volume of each pbotoplot was 

pr.dioted from the photomeneuration data. One photoplot was finally 

selected in each sample strip for field sampling, using the 3? 
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technique (probability proportional to the predicted volumes). The 

DBH of all trees in the selected photoplot was :easured in the field, 

and the volume of each tree was estimated from volume tables. These 

volume estimates were used to select four to six trees, which were 

accurately measured for DBH and height to compute the exact volume of 

each tree. 

According to Langley, in order to obtain volume estimates for the 

whole survey area, the computed tree volumes were expanded back 

through the sampling formula, using the probabilities and area expansion 

factors computed at each sampling stage. The large scale photo cluster 

area was related to the medium scale strip area to provide an expansion 

factor for the scale photo volumes. By using a multistage design based 

on the 3P technique, Langley sampled a 214 686sq.km . survey area from 

only ten field plots totalling 2 .143ha. He obtained a total volume of 

63 million cubic metres with a sampling error of 13%. 

Photointerpretation keys have also been used for volume estimation. 

A typical example is the use of stereograms constructed for areas of 

known conditions e.g. field volumes (Moessner, 1956; Avery, 1967; 

Aldrich, 1967). Construction of stereograms is fundamentally based on 

statistical stratification into volume or volume related classes. Their 

use involves visual comparisons mainly, though some measurements are 

occasionally made for the comparison. Generally, volumes estimated 

from interpretation keys such as stereograms are subjective and often 

inaccurate. They are useful, however, as first level information for 

extensive surveys, such as exploratory or reconnaissance surveys. 

The foregoing are a few of the various schemes used for volume 

estimation. These schemes vary according to the prevailing conditions 

in the forest area. Different forest types, site qualities, 

ailvicultural treatments, species composition, stand sizes, and other 
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conditions, may require different schemes. Moessner (1963a)  found that 

volume classes obtained by photomensuration, and aerial volume tables, 

were best of the eighteen schemes tested, He also found that the use 

of volume class.s could reduce the field—survey time by about 605C. 

14-2.14 Reliability of photovolume estimate. 

The accuracy of volume estimated on aerial photographs is 

determined by several factors, including the precision and accuracy of 

the photomensuration. Other factors mainly affect the statistical 

procedure, directly or indirectly, the most important being* 

- species identification and species distribution 

- field location of photoplota and field recognition of 

pho to sample trees. 

- photo visibility factor 

The difficulty in identifying tropical tree species, particularly on 

aerial photographs, hinders the assessment of the forest growing stock 

for management purposes. Consequently, it is seldom possible to assess 

separate volume equations for the individual species of mixed tropical 

forests, but three possibilities can be considered for such for.stsz- 

separate volume equations for the most important (economic) 

species and a common volume equation for the remaining 

species. 

separate volume equations for the most important species 

and each of the remaining species grouped with one of 

these possibly according to their taper curves. 

separate volume equations for homogeneous volume—related 

classes derived from volume—DBR scatt.rgrams of different 

species or from any other suitable analysis e.g. 

multivariat. analysis. 
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In situations where volume equations have not been .atsblish.d, 

several equations have to be tested in search of & suitable equation. 

For instance, Barley and othert (1972; tested nine equation.. on jVjmw 

cariban var paribAoa in Cajalbana forest in Cub&. The construction 

of a new equation and the testing of the suiting ones are time 

consuming and expensive. Francis (1966) described a method for photo 

recognition of species wher, identification is difficult or impossible, 

provided good quality aerial photographs are availabsi at suitable 

scales. The method rules on photoreading of photooharsct.rjstjos 

Identified with a species or a group of species for the recognition of 

the particular species or group of species elsewhere on aerial 

photograph.., such photo d•eor'iption., though non-informative, are 

useful for grouping unidentified species for volume regressions, 

because species with the same photooharaot,xistjos are likely to have 

coon tree characteristics. The degree of identification error could 

be greatly reduced by matching these photocharaoterjstjca with height, 

crown size, and site in the photor.adjng. 

It is still generally difficult to estimate the proportion of 

trees which belong to a particular species or a group of species within 

a forested area, or even within a stand. As a result, it is often 

difficult to estimate the volumes of these tress from the tOtai Loreat 

or stand volume. Per instance, the volume of the economic species is 

of greater value than the total volume in the production aspect of 

forest management. If the proportion of the economic •peci 	known, 

It is possible, without the need for species idetifioation, to estimate 

the volume of the economic species from the total volume. flovever, the 

Incidence of economic species varies widely, even within a forest stand. 

ITeinsdijk (1957 9  1958) found that only 20 or about 125 species 

occurring in a study area within the lowland forest in Surinam were of 
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timber value. Also, Ola-Adams and Iyuabo (1977) Larin-&labi (1978), 
reported Vat only  47 of over 560 Nigeria tree species were being 

harvested. It is generally difficult, if not impossible, to establish 

a mathematical relationship between the number of tress belonging to 

the economic species, and the total number of tress in a large forested 

arsa. The probable solution would be to establish this relationship 

for separate parts of the forested areas. For example, fleinsdijk 

(1957, 198) established a definite relationship (r - 0.85) between 

the volume of the economic trees and the total volume of a fairly 

homogeneous stand of dense lowland forest in Warkambas in Sukadana 

area (Surina). similarly, wellsngreb.l (1961) found that the volume 

of green heart (Coot.a radia.j) in green heart bearing sized 

rainforests of Guyana was fairly constant for individual units he 

delineated on 1*)0 000 scale aerial photographs, flis volume estimates 

had an error of 1.%.  

In volume regression, different species would follow different 

trends (Sayn-Wittg.nst.1n & Aldred, 1967), but if species identification 

Is not feasible, the only poesibilityis to establish a mean regression 

for all the species in a particular forested area. This would result in 

Inaccurate volume predictions for individual trees of tho different 

species *  Furthermore, it the species composition varies in 01' fvrent 

parts of the forest, the extrapolation of the regression for one part 

to the other perts would result in over estimation of the less 

abundant species and under estimation of the more abundant reoies in 

these other parts, 

Another problem is the difficulty in locating photoplots and 

photosemple trees in the field. In most tropical forests, the general 

absence of clear landmarks on aerial photographs to aid the precise 

location of photoplots and photosaa*ple trees in the field s  often results 
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in wrong correlations and inaccurate voluas estimate.. Aerial 

photographs flown for purposes other than forestry, are often used in 

tropical forest surveys. These photographs are seldom recett or 

available at suitable scales. These problems compound the difficulty 

generally encountered in the precise location of photoplots and 

sampi& trees in the field. 

Probably the most .igificsnt factor affecting the reliability 

of j*iotovoluae estimates, is ths photo visibility criterion. It sets 

the limit for volune parameters measured for 'volu.e formulas and the 

limit for the lowest class of crown diameter measured for volume 

equations. Howv.r, several workers, including Paij.ans (1951, 1975), 

H.in.dijk (19579 1958), Nyys.onen (19559 1962) 9  and 3wsllsigrsbel (1959) 

indicated that the trees whose crowns are not photo-visible do not 

generally contribute significantly to the total volume. The., workers 

also indicated that the largest photo—visibl, crowns belong to trees 

which generally contribute only a small percentage of the overall 

volume. Such trees are also reported to carry the largest amount of 

defects. It is common for eoonomic trees whose crowns are not 

photo—visible, to occur in exploitable sites below the canopy. Above 

.11, parts of the crowns of the trees which contribute significantly to 

the overall volume, may be obscured by neighbouring canopy—trees. 

Francis (1966),  L.nly (1973),  and other workers, suggested that 

correction factors could be applied on the overall estimate to account 

for exploitable trees whoa, crown, are not visible entirely, or whose 

crowns are obscured in parts. A correction factor would be needed also 

in respect of dsfective trees carrying very large crown.. The problem 

is by no means solved by applying correction factors, for the simple 

reason that the distribution of the trees in question varies in 

different parts of a forested area. 
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The statistical implications of photo-visibility factor on 

volume-relat.d (D/cd) and volume (v/oa) regressions were considered 

in Sections4-1 .2 and 14-20 respectively. Photo-visibility orit.rion 

Permits the mensuration of canopy tress only. It was also suggested 

that if tie proportion of the canopy trees, or more specifically the 

emergents which belong to the economic species is known it is possible 

to estimate, by multipie proportion or ratio estimate., the volume of 

economic trees from the total volume. Again, this would be 

unrealistic for a large survey are., because the proportion would vary 

in different parts of the survey area. 

Finally, such that could be observed by photointerpretation is 

difficult to translate into statistical data. Sine, quantitative 

Interpretation cannot be separated entirely from qualitative 

Interpretation, statistical assessment of the quantitative information 

alone would not give the most satisfactory overall appraisal of the 

whole situation. This explains why the accuracy of quantitative photo 

surveys is generally low,r'.lativg to quantitative field surveys. 

The rivers, is almost the case for qualitative surveys.. t4apLrLoal 

data are usually obtained when qualitative photo-information is 

quantified. Such secondary data may not be suitable for the statistical 

tests designed to solve the problem at hand. Consequently, misleading 

statistical procedures are followed only to obtain wrong values for the 

degree of reliability of the photo survey. 

Since the reliability of survey results is usually determined in 

statistica,], terms, it is necessary for the forester to consult a 

statistician. Rewever, the statistician sty not fully understand the 

forestry implications of the photointerpretation data being handled, 

For the simple reason that some observations on remote sensing iagery 

cannot be adequately quantified for statistical analysis, Pranois (1966) 
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indicated that the use of simple graphical methods of averaging, and 

least square method to obtain data ..ts for regression, wire 

preferabie for forestry purposes. He added that the use of grouped data 

would reduce handling and computation to a minima. Instead of 

following sophisticated procedures involved in regressions, which 

Include variables for defects and rejects, simple correction factors 

could be applied to the overall volume estimated by simpler regression 

equations. Confidence limits are then determined to give the 

probability of reliability of the result.. It is often reported that 

the reliable .t1auc estimate increases with reduced scatter obtained 

by additional measurement. This is seldom true for regrertions based 

on truly representative .ampl.s, because a sufficient number of trees 

would have been considered in each class of variable to determine 

the class average. Additional measurements would .till give the same 

average, otherwise the regression sample would not be regarded as 

representative of the population. 

4-3 Thotostratification 

Stratification of forests into condition classes is more rapidly 

accomplished on serial photographs than in the field. Generally, 

stratification based on photo or field mensuration data could be 

regarded as statistical classification, because the stratification 

criteria are quantified. For this-reason, the individual strata would 
4 ',w. pk tLLM 

have a standard error lower than that of the unstratified forest in 

respect of the characteristics used for the stratification. 

Consequently, the sampling error of the estimates of these characteristics, 

or of other dependent characteristics would be greatly reduced. 

Photostratification of tropical forests ahead of field inventory, helps 

to establish a survey approach similar to that for temperate forest 
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survey., in which stratification is principally used to improve sampling 

.ffioiencp. Ibotmetratifioation h.lps to establish a sampling frame 

from which sampling units can be drawn objectively, Sampling 

efficiency is improved either by reducing the sampling error for an 

equal sampling intensity, or by reducing the sampling intensity for the 

same level of accuracy (sampling error) relative to a corresponding 

unstratified sampling, (Howard & Lanly, 1975; Larin-Alabi, 1978). In 

the latter case, the amount of field work could be reduced by up to 60% 

(Spurr, 1948; Luend.r, 1959; & Xio, 1971). Such reduction would save 

mousy, time and effort, over unstratifi.d sampling. Moreover, a large 

number of photosampl.s could be examined rapidly with only a few plots 

obsoked in the field for necessary correlations with ground in!orsa tion 

(Miller, 1963 & Langley, 1969). 

In addition to their importance in volume estimation, stem and 

crown dimensions are important forest characteristics by themselves 

for their individual or combined use in stratifying forests into 

'condition classes', with or without subsequent volume estimation, 

The stratification ahead of inventory (a priori-stratification) is 

directly based on photomensuratiort data, and it is different from 

stratification following inventory (a post.riori-stratificat.jon)whjch is 

based on volume the outcome of the inventory. 

The main characteristics frequently used for photoitratification 

of forests are percentage crown closure, crown count, crown area, or 

diameter and height. These characteristics could be used individually 

or in various combinations. Stratification based on th ose  

characteristics if important to forest manag ment, because th e  

characteristics are parameters of volume on which management is 

ultimately bad. Thotostratification based on other characteristics 

which could be appraised on aerial photographs without quantification, 
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is also useful. Such stratification is lees realistic in a statistical 

sense than that based on characteristics that can be quantified on 

aerial photographs. For instance, acoessibility, merchantability, 

cover types, and physiognomy, are fundamentally qualitative 

characteristics frequently used for photostratification. Occasionally, 

condition classes obtained by photostratification may correspond with 

those of existing classification systems, particularly when the same 

criteria are used. 

In view of the foregoing consideration., Landsat data are 

suitable for statistical stratification of forests to some extent. 

Experience with aerial photographs indicates that pbotostratifioation 

of forests into volume or timber density classes, could be based on 

stereoscopic profiling (Smith, 1969;  Howard 1970., 1970b).  Also, 

non—stereoscopic measurements of crown diameter and crown closure are 

more efficient than the corresponding stereoscopic measurements for 

photostretification of forests into volume classes. This is mainly due 

to the general stereoscopic effect under magnification which makes 

precise measurements of horisontal distances on a three dimensional 

crown image very difficult (Francis, 1966). Furthermore, using 

circular plots is of greater value for photostratification than the 

conventional line sampling or any other sampling technique (Boon, 1961). 

Finally, simple statistical tests, such an the chi—squard teat, are 

adequate for testing the reliability of photostratification. Complex 

statistical tests may not be justified because some important 

observations are not easily translated into suitable statistical forms 

(Francis, 1966). 

Because of the heterogeneity of tropical forests relat 

several charicteristics and factors, a single criterion is not efficient 

on its own to provide a very satisfactory photostratifioation of these 
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forests. Pooling several characteristics and factors as a set of 

stratification criteria, could provide the most satisfactory 

stratification. Statistical evaluation of such stratification would 

be very difficult. Moreover, sow of the criteria may not be 

quantifiabl* for statistical analysis. Probably the most obj.otive 

stratification, would be one based on quantifiabi* characteristics as 

obtained by photo..nauration. Aget', the statistical tests may not 

produce significant differences as observ d between the aliases. 

As long as the main obj.ctive of the stratification Is achieved - to 

Improve sapling efficiency or to savi costs, - any stratification 

method could be used in the photostrstifioation of tropical forts. 

14-4 ]rif.reno.s and conclusions 

Most of the obstacles which hinder photomensuration of tropical 

forests are mainly due to the natur of the forest., rather than the 

technical limitations of the aerial photographs themselves. The only 

technical limitation which is apparent is the general lack of aerial 

photographs at scales suitable for photo.ensuxation. The economic 

scales at which aerial photography  of tropical forest areas are flown 

have not been adequate for reliable data collection by photomensuration 

techniques. Most of these photographs have been acquired for purposes 

other than forestry. This notwithstanding, only a few parameters can 

be measured on aerial photographs of tropical forests. The canopy 

which is the only source if direct information of closed forests on 

serial photographs  obscures the ground and this has prevented parallax 

h.igtitirig of tx.... Also, percentage crown closure has not been of any 

interpretative value because the canopy of the productive forests is 

closed and o. tinuous. However, it has been possible to determine 

percentage crown closure for a group tx..s above a specified ainiaa 
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crown &tameter or a given species or group of species. Thotomenauration 

of tropical forests is therefore concentrated on crown measurements. 

The irregular shapes and the polymorphic structure of the crown, of 

tropical tx..s have hindered the precise and accurate measurements of 

there crowns. 

As the principal objective of photomeniuration is to estimate 

volume at a speed which is superior to that of fielii methods alone 

and with the was precision and accuracy, it is essential that 

photomensuration data (or photovolue..) are oorr.late4 strongly with 

field mensuration data and/or field volume.. The difficulties in 

locating sample plots and sample trees in the field have hindered the 

collection of the necessary field data for such correlations. The 

closed and continuous canopy over extensive areas usually obscured the 

landmarks that could have been used in orientation. The striking 

similarities between the crowns-of different specie., the polymorphic 

structure of the crowns of individual species have not permitted the 

recognition of the individual trees in the field. Furthermore, the 

indistinctive crown characteristic, of individual species hinder 

the accurate species identification which is important in correlating 

photo and field mensuration data as well as in volume estimation. 

Crown diameter, being the most important photo parameter of volume 

Is usually related to the most important field parameter of volume 

whioi is D3E or DAB. There is a stronger and a more consistent DBE/od 

correlation for temperate tree species than for tropical tree species. 

Though a perfect DBTI/od correlation does not exist in nature, it is not 

certain whether the weaker correlation frequently observed for tropical 

species Is primarily due to the tree shape and form or to the 

conventional ..a. of DBE or DAB for the correlation. In the former case 

most tropical species do not have distinctive crown shape or fore and 



several species usually have plank buttress... These irr.gulariti.s 

of chape and form of boles and crowns may account, in part, for the 

weak DDE/cd correlation usually observed for tropical tree species. 

In the latter came the use or 1)311 or DAD was originally established for 

tempr ' tree with definite shape and form. Buttresses of tropical 

trees are usually large and high in comparison with those of the 

temperate trees. Theee differences between temperate and tropical 

trees have caused differences in the strecths of their DIM/o& 

correlation.. 

In view of th..e considerations, the use of DDE or Dl) for 

tropical trees raises soma questions. Volumes of tropical trees 

estimated by judicious application of log formula, without using 

DDE or DAB have been found to be more reliable than these estimated by 

taper formulas using DBE or DAB(Banyard, 1 9731 Lanly, 1973)0 With 

taper formulas, some volume is lost relative to breast height or 

buttress height. This lost volume is not compensated in the volume 

of the reference cylinder used in the taper formulas. Further research 

In needed to determine a more usable bole diametir, other than DE and 

DAB in particular, for estimating wood volume of tropical trees. 

However, such Ma in ter may not permit bark measurements which is possible 

with 1)311. In spite of the various problem associated with 

photomerisuratiori, various workers have used photo methods to some 

extent for estimating volumes of tropical forests. 

The difficulty of parallax heightin ,: . 0 restricted the use of the 

formula technique for photo estimation or tree volume in closed tropical 

forest.. The main option is therefore the use of the equation 

technique which is also hampered by the difficulty of idntifv 

tropical tree species on aerial photograph.. For this reason, volume 



estimation by photo methods in the tropics would therefore be on 

stand basis, In this ease the volume of individual tress is not and 

cannot be estimated from the stand volume s  'whichever approach is 

used to estimate tropical forest volumes by photo methods, voliae 

estimates would still be unreliable for management purposes. uoh 

volume estimates have been used mainly for assessing the relative timber 

content of the various parts of the forest and have provided a basis 

for forest stratification ahead of field inventory. More reliable 

volume estimates have been obtained with stratifioation than without. 

The use of volume equation, for tropical forests is still a now 

procedure for estimating volume by field methods, Until there is an 

established usi, volume formulas would remain the main technique  for 

estimating the timber volume of tropical forests. As volume equations 

and volume tables become established for several species or groups of 

species in different parts of the tropical forests, photo volume 

equations would be of greater value than they are at present. It would 

than be possible to use photosensuration data directly with photo 

volume tables. At present, some investigators use photomensuration data 

with field volume tables only to obtain unreliable volume estimate.. 

Photo volumes and field volumes differ markedly because they are 

obtained by different procedures, using different estimators of volume 

and different independent variable in the statistical regressions. 

It is vW opinion that photo..n.uration is more valuable for 

stratifying tropical forest, ahead of field inventory than for estimating 

the volumes of these forestgand that accurate volume estimates of 

tropical forests can be obtained only by field sampling. Thotomethods 

supplemented by field sampling, in comparison with purely field methods, 

have the advantag, of improving the sampling efficiency either by 
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reducing the sampling error for an equal sampling intensity or by 

reducing the sampling intensity, and therefore the coat., required 

for the same level of sampling error. The realisation of this 

advantage would depend on the Image of photo methods which 1s still 

limited by several factors including economic constraints, moreover, 

as plantation forestry is gradually replacing the natural regeneration 

silvioultural system in the tropics, so would the use of photo methods 

for volume estimation be of increased value for the estimation of tropical 

forest volume.. The technical capabilities of aerial photographs 

for forest mensuration were not investigated an explained in the 

"Introduction to Part II. Rowev•r, the possibilities for forest 

mensuration on the aerial photographs were considered along with the 

interpretation of forest types and tree species in Chapter B. 
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S 	i.r.a estimation 

The primary aim of forest mensuration is to ocilsot tren, 

information within a forested area and to relate this information to 

the area of the forest. For this purpose, information is required on 

the total area of individual forest classes within a forest management 

unit. These classes are defined by some classification or 

stratification e.go forest types and condition classes such as diameter, 

height, and volume classes. Area information is principally used for 

estimating the total values of the forest characteristics 

(tree-information) being assessed for individual forest classes and 

consequently for the management unit. It follows that the reliability 

of the estimates of the forest characteristics depends on the accuracy 

of the area estimates, .her extensive forest tracts constitute a unit 

of management as in the tropics, information is required mainly on the 

distribution of the forest classes within the sngsment unit. 7cr 

a sore intensive management in which the management units are 

comparatively smaller, information Is also required on the distribution 

of the sample plots from which the forest characteristics are aesseed 

within the management unit. G.nerally, the distribution of sample 

plots in comparison with that of forest classes, is of relatively 

minor importance in an extensive management unit. 

Map compilation is essential when spatial distribution of forest 

classes and sample plots are required. In this case, area estimation 

can be accomplished on these map.. Compilation of new saps is 

unnecessary if there is an efficient data base, as new information 

oollected during forest surveys is used to revise the existing saps 

and to update the existing data. The position is different in many 

tropical forest areas for which there is a general lack of accurate 

forest naps and efficient data bases. Areas are usually estimated on 
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forest maps compiled from the results of Inefficient forest 

mensuration data. As new and superior techniques are being used for 

collecting tree information, the data on the existing forest maps 

become outdated. Consequently, there is a need in the tropics to 

compile new forest maps from which accurate area estimates can be 

obtained. Area estimation and mapping can be accomplished by ground 

methods which are usually slow and often very expensive for large parts 

offorests and tropical forests in particular. For extensive forest 

region area estimation and mapping can be accomplished at a superior 

spied and at an economic cost by remote sensing methods. 

In assessing the value and limitations of remote sensing methods 

for estimating forest areas in the tropics, it is not sufficient to 

consider cartoa.try In Isolation from the characteristics of the 

remote sensing images being used and those of the forests being 

investigated. Irrespective of the area estimation method employed, 

these characteristics affect the overall accuracy of the area estimates. 

In addition, only thee* characteristics provide the background to 

explain such cartometric discrepancies which may occur in the area 

estimates and their implications. 

In view of theee considerations the ensuing review of literature 

covers s- 

(a) interpretative value of remote sensing imagery. 

(B) the use of remote sensing imagery as map substitutes. 

(e) the use of remote sensing imagery as a source of 

information for mapping. 

(d) area estimation methods. 

Thee* are considered In terms of relative efficiency and acceptable 

accuracy for forestry purposes as follovss 
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—1 Interpretative value of aerial photoraphs1 
Lsndsst and SLAB imagery 

As areas of forest class.s which have been interpreted on 

remote sensing imagery are to be estimated, the accuracy of the 

estimates dep.nds largely on the interpretability of forest 

characteristics on remote sensing imagery. This in turn depends 

largely on the extent to which the forests can be detected and 

resolved by the imaging system, and the extent to which the forests 

can be recognised on the images being interpreted. These conditions 

are determined by the characteristics of the imaging systems and their 

resulting imagery an outlined in Table 1.1. 

The detection of the presence or absence of 	information by a 

remote sensing system is determined by the wavelength of the recording 

band. Also, the resolution of the information on the resulting imagery 

is determined by the six, of the resolution cell (picture element or 

pixel) of the remote sensing system. Generally, objects shorter than 

half the recording wavelength are not detected and those smaller than 

the pixel are not resolved, Juring imaging, the relatively low 

frequencies of the recording wavelength suppress the higher spatial 

frequencies of objects shorter than half the recording wavelength 

while the pixel acts as a filter for small object.. It follows that the 

also of the objects that can be detected and resolved by an imaging 

system increase, with recording wavelength and the pixel fineness. 

Consequently smaller objects are resolved better on images acquired in 

the shorter wavelengths and with fin, pixels. As resolution is better 

represented at larger imaging scales object recognition on remote 

sensing images increases with the acquisition scale of the imagery. 

The foregoing accounts for the recognition of objects by their 

shape on aerial photographs. It also explains the recognition of 

surface features by their reflectance on Landsat images andheir 
IL 



surface r..: cs on EL!.R ircges. Eowvcr, it should be rioted that 

radar energy does not penetrate the vegetation canopy as frequently 

reported in literature, Instead, it interacts with vegetation and 

tends to be reflected rather than transmitted by vegetation (Sabins,1978). 

This is clearly shown by the SL&R expression of physiognomic 

differences in the vegetation of areas where topographic height 

differences are virtually absent i.e. in flat or even sloping terrain. 

Answering his own question on how fx,r and how fine remote sensing is, 

Kempenius (1979)  applied the pixel concept to the scale (how far) and 

the resolution (how fine) of different types of aerial photography, 

satellite and radar imagery. The table below which compares in 

relative terms the resolution of typical examples of these imaging 

systems is based on the findings of Hempenius. 

Characteristics Panchromatic 
aerial 
photography 

Landsat 
NSS 
system 

SLAR 
imaging 
system 

imaging band visible visible and microwaves 
near infrared 

wavelength short short long 
(micrometres) (ni.icrometrts) (centimetres) 

frequency high high very low 

pixel size very small very large large 

pixel very fine coarse medium 
fineness 

scale very large very small small 

resolution very high very low low 

resolved small extensive large objects and 
objects objects features extensive features 

main shape surface surface 
recognition differences reflectance roughness 
criterion differences differences 

The characteristics listed above are quantified in Table .1 
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Table 591 Cpparjson of the resolution of aerial 11oto1T&r1I 
Lsndsat aM SLAB Swsry 

Source of ig.r, Ptintilag Ground r..olation 
seale 

lth.sr arm linear area 
(a) has (a) has 

Aerial pbotograpby (after Sabina, 1976) (line pairs per on.) (40) (hO) (100) (100) 

6100g. altitude 1140000 0.50 00025 0.20 0006110 

1675.. altitude 1.30 000 0.37 0.0514 0.15 0.0623 

305. altitude 1s20 000 0,25 000663 0.10 060610 

1525.* altitude 1110 000 0.15 000623 0.05 00025 

2 TmMcat NEB (after ASP, 1975.) (scan. contrast) (low) (low) (high) (high) 
Scene oorr.ct.d (bulk) P.M 4 ia.g.s 

archival fj1, 103 369 000 126 1.518 514 0.292 

3rd generation fila positive. 11330000 116 1.32 53 0.261 

3rd generation fun positive. lii 000 000 136 1.650 57 0.325 
oonputsr eo.patibl. tap.. 

- 97 0.9111 44 0.1911 
Precision processed Pand 14 iasg.. 

5th gsn.rstion fun positives lii 000 000 184 3.386 79 0.624 
ooapot.r compatible tap.. - 193 3.725 60 0.640 

3 SLAR iasg.ry (after ASP, 1975.) (depression ailgi.) (overall) (overall) (i6°-29) (160-29°) 
?bbsrola 94 	(depression angle 16°-29°) 57.7 0.3115 52.4 0.275 
We.tLuhouse 97 (depression angi. 16° ..50°) 17.3 0.030 18.2 0.033 
Goodyear 102 	(depression angle 14u.r45) 

averages 
161 7 00028 16.6 0.028 

4 Snoli scale inagery (after Bovsxd, 1976) (re.olation) linear (a) ares (ha.) 
aerial photography Is 50 000 3 00049 
stratospheric photography 1.120 000 3 0.09 
1840 000 scale 8141 lengery 1.250 000 10- 	20 0410 	0.040 

1850 000 scale 814k imagery 18250 000 40 -  60 0060 - 0.360 
Landsat oolonr oo.posit. images 1,250 000 224 - 316 5.018 - 9.986 
L.ndsat coaputer print-out 1.250 000 100 - 187 19002 

- 3.497 

Souros noted above, 
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which compares the ground resolution of the three types of imagery 

acquired at various scales. 

In view of these considerations, aerial photography can provide 

greater amount of forest information than Landsat and SLAB imaging 

systems because of its superior resolution. Consequently, aerial 

photoraphi are more widely used for forest surveys than Landsat and 

SLAR images, ITovever, each system has its own application, Por 

instance, because of its broad synoptic view Landsat imagery can be 

used for grouping the exclusive forest types separated by 

photointerpr.tstion into more inclusive general types. Also, because 

of its emphasis on surface rougtin.ti., SLAB imagery can be used for 

mappinb  the terrain of forested areas. 

The extent of the use of the three types of imagery as map 

sub*titut.s or as sources of information for mapping in determined by 

the size of the minimum unit of delineation possible on the imagery 

and consequently by the ground resolution of the imagery (so. Table .i). 

The theoretical image resolution is not usually achieved in 

practice. Boon (1960) reported the minimum unit of delineation on 

1*0 000 scale aril £ otorache to be 0,2ha.. while Howard (197 6) 

reported 14ba. for Landsat, Sabina (1978)  stated that Landsat ground 

resolution varied between  14 - 6.25ha. though some investigators 

claimed that objects of about 0.61ha. in size and lineament. only 15m. 

wide could be resolved. The resolution achieved in practice is 

generally worse than the corresponding theoretical resolution. 

IToward, (1976) suggested that the "best identification of unit, of 

similarity" (optimum unit of delineation) for Landsat imagery should 

be about I 3ha, generally, and about 5 - lOha, for colour 

composites. Aerial photography provides the best resolution for 

Interpretation. SLLR resolution is moderate while that of Landsat is 

Poore 
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Imags,  characteristics oonstitute an important factor in the 

interpretation of forest characteristics on remote sensing imagery. 

Shadows and highlights characteristic: of aerial photographs and SLAR 

are virtually absent in Landsat due to its small scale. Shadows aid 

interpretation as a means of orientation. In some cases, tres heights 

are measured from tx.e shadows, but in other cases shadows may obscure 

objects and so hinder int.rprettion. With aerial photography, shadows 

and highlight, usually cause false tonal variation which may load to 

wrong interpretation. A  ou. 'obj.cts have characteristic shadows and 

highlights which aid their recognition. 	lopographic relief 

which is determined by relief features such as mountains, bills, 

valleys and canyons is expressed as highlights and shadows. The 

side-look geometry of SLAR system can..s topographic feature, to create 

shadow, towards the look-direction, the bill top being represented by 

highlight.. Radar shadows and highlights are more pronounced where 

lineaments are oriented normal to the look-direction. They are longer 

in the far range than in the near rang.. These enhance the 

interpretation of lineaments on SL&R mosaics compiled from near-range 

images but hinder the interpretation of forests. 

Surface roughness of the terrain strongly influences the strength 

of radar returns. Surface roughness, which is quite distinct from 

topographic relief, in determined by surface textural features such as 

campy structure in vegetated areas and microtopography in 

non-vegetated arms,Ar  smooth surface reflects all the incident radar 

anergy without any backsoattered component. Consequently the smooth 

surface produces a dark signature on the image • £ rough surface 

scatters most of the incident energy causing a relatively strong 

backsoattered component which produces a bright signature on the image. 

A surface of inter.ediato roughness reflects a portion of the incident 
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energy and diffusely scatters a portion. This causes sos 

baoksoatter.d component which produces an int.rs.diate signature on 

the image. As a result or this, topographic height differences can 

be mistaken for physiognomic height differences within a forested area. 

In addition to surface roughness, bright radar returns are 

produced by metallic targets such as the aluminium corner reflectors 

used as ground controls for the lirad Project in Nigeria. Also bright 

radar return, are produced by corner reflector, that ax's formed by 

thx'.e planar surfaces intersecting at right angles. Regardless of the 

incidence angle at which a radar wav, enters the cavity of a corns' 

reflector, it is reflected directly back to the antenna. Outcrops of 

regularly jointed and layered volcanic and sedimentary rocks may form 

natural reflectors. The spacing geometry of plantation trees also 

creates corner reflectors within the canopy to aid their identification 

on SLLR imagery. For instance, the spacing geometry of 

(oil palm) plantation and the leaf geometry of this p.1* tree 

cresto sufficiently compact corner reflectors to make the species a very 

strong radar target. Oil palm plantations were quite distinct on the 

SLAB imagery of Nigeria but the interpreters of the imagery did not 

mention the corner reflector effect in their report (wrs, 19779 1978). 

Man-made features such as buildings and bridges also fez's corner 

reflectors. In forested areas roads which are not obscured by the 

canopy also form corner reflectors. Abrupt changes in the 

physiognomy usually creste corner reflector, by which the physiognomic 

height differences can be recognised on SLAB image.. 

Cloud-cover which affects both photographic and Ta.ndsat systems 

is penetrated by radar energy* In the tropics, rain causes Ks-band 

eneray to be backsoattered and returned to the ante"ia without 

reaching the ground. This results in strong returns. The longer X-band 
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sner- is baoksoatt.r.d only by the heaviöst rainstorms.. 1.-band 

energy is virtually maaff.oted. A. STAR images In the Is-band, it 

offers the advantage of producing cloud free images. 

Sidi-lobe banding Is characteristic of STAR imagery. Th..e are 

patterns of light bands parallel with light direction and concentrated 

In the near rang.. Side-lobe banding 1s due to subsidiary pulse. 

(side-lob..) transmitted in addition to the main pulse. The terrain 

returns from these side-lob.s reinforce the main return signals to 

cause brighter bands on the image. The lower energy of the side-lobes 

is largely attenuated by the longer echo-time of the far-range. 

A similar banding which Is represented by brighter or darker than others 

may occur in every sixth Lantuat scan line due to the higher or lower 
gig 	 A 

sensitivity of one of the Adetectors. Sixth line drop out is 4Landsat 

image defect in which no data is recorded for every sixth scan line 

which Is black on the image. On some L.ndsat images, the scan lines 

are offset horizontally in either a random or periodic fashion. These 

bandingp 	une offsets cause serious defects on enlarged images 

and so hinder interpretation. 

All the image irregularities outlined above hinder forest 

interpretation on remote sensing imigery. However, imagery can be 

reprocessed for image restoration or enhancement. As Landsat 

information In primarily recorded in digital fore, all the image 

irregularities and geometric distortions can be corrected by digital 

image restoration before they are oo.rcislly available. This adds 

to the int.rpretative value of Lndsst images. 

The oomaercial products of the three types of i--&girtg  systems 

can also be reprocessed by the user to enhance the extraction of 

information. These enhancement procedures include contrast 

enhancement by electronic photographic processing, density slicing 

and edge enhancement. Colour composite generation from black/whit. 
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enitisp.ctral images provides an additional option of colour for 

int.rpr.tation. This is possible with Landsat images and multisp.ctral 

aerial photographs as none of the currently available SLAB sy.te.s 

produc.s multispeotral image.. Nultispectial aerial photography is 

rarely used in the tropics for forest surveys. Consequently, Imndsst 

Images are the only option for creating colour composite Images for 

the interpretation of tropical forests. This in another advantage of 

Landeat interpretation. 

The us* of different film/filter combinations in the single 

haim,i (broad band) aerial photography also provides several options 

of image representation ..g.  infrared and colour images, Infrared 

aerial photography is of great advantage where atmospheric base hinders 

panchromatic aerial photography, Also colour photography and colour 

infrared In particular are of great advantage where forest types cannot 

be separated by tonal differences on black/whit. photograph., 

As Landast information is available In multispeotral and digital 

forms, ratio images of a scene can be synthesized from different spectral 

band, (inter-spectral, ratio image.) or from different frames 

(inter-tamporal ratio images). Corresponding tonal value., of the 

spectral or temporal image, being synthesized into ratio images, are 

combined in various way, by simple arithmetic operations to produce 

a single tonal value for a not of corresponding tonal value. By 

digitizing the tones on multispectxal aerial photographs, synthesized 

ratio images can be produced, but on such images obj.ots cannot be 

r.00gnis.d by their shapes. The suitability of Land.at information 

for synthesizing ratio images provides an additional option for 

interpretation, Multispeotral photography is seldom used in tropical 

forest survey.. The single channel imaging of SLAR precludes the 

synthesis of ratio image, from SLAB imagery, 
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In conclusion, SLAR interpretation is hindered by the large 

saomt of iaag irregularities which are difficult to rectify and the 

narrow range of echae.a.nt possibilities, lasge irregularities of 

Landsat though insignificant at the acquisition coal, can be 

eliminated completely by image restoration and by reprocessing. Also, 

several methods are available for enhancing the extraction of Landsat 

information* In spite of these, the low resolution of Lindsat hinders 

detail interpretation which is required in forest aanag.a.nt survey.. 

Per its superior resolution aerial photography can provide the required 

forest Information* Aerial photographs can be acquired in colour and 

false colour without the need to enhance then before Information can 

be extracted. Image irregularities are .In11 • 1orsover, 

interpretation aids and instruments are available not only to 

facilitate their interpretation but also to increase the confidence of 

the interpretation. In view of the foregoing, it is therefore ey 

opinion that aerial photographs are superior to Landeat and SLAR Images 
4r &k.Q- A-erpr116 v  cc -fYOptCQJL 4V-c4 

5-2 The use of remote senjg imagery 
as ag substitutes 

A map, being an orthogonal projection, differs from a remote 

sensing imagery which is fundamentally a central projection. 

Consequently, thore is uniformity in the scale at which terrain objects 

A" represented on a asp while there is variation in the scale at which 

they are represented on remote sensing imagery. This variation in 

the scal, of remote sensing imagery is expressed as image displacement, 

It follows that if remote sensing imagery is used in place of a map for 

estimating forest areas, the plan1etrio errors due to image 

displacement would reduce the accuracy of the estimate., In aerial 

photography image displacement I. largely due to surface relief and 

camera tilt. In the former, elevation differences between terrain 
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objects cause the photo images of these objects to be displaced 

outwards from the nc I r (relief or topographic displacement), In the 

latter the inclination of the camera causes photo image, of terrain 

objects to be displaced outwards from the isocentre. 

On the truly vertical aerial photograph, relief displacement 

increases radially outwards while tilt displacement is absent. 

In tilted aerial photography, a truly vertical condition obtain, only 

along, the isoUn.. Using the isolini as a reference, the photoecale 

increases radially outwards on the 	 side and deoream.s 

outwards on the 'elevation' aid.. In aerial photography, it is 

unnecessary to restore geometric fidelity before aerial photographs 

are used for the estimation of areas because of the availability of 

photograalDetrjo instruments designed for reconstructing geometrically 

accurate stersomodela from overlapping photographB. Nevertheless, 

rectified prints can be. produced from these .t.rsosod.i,. Only tilt 

displacement can be eliminated by rectification leaving relief 

displacement umoorr.oted, 

Additional image displacements are caused by distortions resulting 

from small optical and mechanical defects in the camera and film. 

However, the major planise trio errors in the truly vertical photography 

are caused by relief displacement. Added to this, in the near-vertical 

aerial photography in tilt displaoemnt. The effects of the., errors 

on the planimetry of space photography are minimal relative to 

photo-scale. The.e errors indicate the positional mapping accuracy 

of the photographs at various scales. For 23cm. x 23cm. aerial 

photographs taken with Wild RC, RC8 or Zeiss 15/23 camera and 12.4a.. 

len, whose distortion does not exceed ten aicrometr.s, the following 

mapping accuracy was given in the Meridian Data Sheet annexed to an 

undated advertising publication by Meridian &irmaps Limited, Sussex, 
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United Kindc.i.. 

Photo 60mlo Planimetria Altimetric Contour 
Accuracy Accuracy Interval 
() (±") (a) 

1*20 000 1001 0.61 3.05 
ltlS 000 0.76 O.16 2.29 
1*10 000 0.51 030 1.52 
1, 5 000 0.25 0115 0.61 
1* 1 000 0.06 0.03 0.30 

The actual accuracy obtained in practice can be waxes than that stated 

above, depending on the efficiency of the methods used for the 

estimation. There is a wide range of pbotogrsmastrjo instrument, for 

correcting pls,nFe trio errors on aerialphotographs* 

145ad Rat imagery In normally corrected for geometric distortions 

before it is commercially available to the user. The standard 

commercial Land-at products are also capable of continuous refinement. 

Geometric errors which are corrected during image restoration process.. 

axes 

Systematio dietortionai which are not predictable and they must 

be evaluated from the Landsat tracking data or ground control 

Information. Systematic distortions du, to earth rotation and 

spacecraft velocity are evaluated from the tracking data. Those 

du, to the altitude and attitude (pitch, roll and yaw) of the 

aircraft are evaluated from the ground control information. 

Systematic distortionss which can be predicted in advance are 

normally evaluated from pre'-launching t.sts. These distortions 

are principally due to scanner distortion, mirror velocity 

variations and scan skew. 

The planime trio accuracy of the restored Landsat imagery is 

expressed as positional mapping accuracy and registration accuracy, 

both of which are higher in precision processed images than in 
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scone—oorrectd images as indicated belowi 

Positional imapping accuracy 

film products 

paper products 

hegistration accuracy 

all products 

Scene corrected Precision 
(bulk) images processed 

images 

776 713 
780 757 

336 19 

Positional accuracy is a measure of the ability to locate a point in 

an image by its geocentric latitude and longitude. Registration 

accuracy refers to the ability to superimpose any point in ang image 

with that same point on a different image (Asp, 1975a). 

The central projection In Landsat imaging syst.m applies to 

individual pixel. (79.. x 79m.) • It does not apply to an entire scene 

(185km. x 185km,) as in the case of area photography where it applies 

to the entire,  area covered by each photograph. It follows that the 

radial component of the error, resulting from perspective geometry are 

relatively small. An each scene is covered by millions of pixel. 

(548 x 106)  the radial magnitude of geometric errors is 1nIR&l. At 

the very small scale of Lindsat image. (113  369 000) the geometric 

error, and consequently the planim.trio errors on each image are 

insignificant. Therefore Landsat images are virtually orthographic. 

The planime trio errors which are du, to image geometry can be 

by using rectified prints or mosaics as map substitutes to 

estimate forest areas. Rectified aerial photographs am  normally  

obtained from photographic reproduction of stereimodels which have been 

corrected for geometric error.. 4ver, relief displacement is not 

eliminated on rectified prints. For .cono-, radargra.tric 

procedures are rarely used for forest surveys consequently 'rectified' 
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SIAi k images are not coon. Precision processed Landeat images can be 

regarded as rectified images for their superior plani.etry although 

they are not generated from bulk (soone corrected) images. These are 

noniaUj generated from the primary acquisition digital data. 

The use of a time delay in the plotting circuit in SLAB system 

normally eliminates the effect of radial distance on the planimetry of 

SLAB imagese Neverthelese s  the side-look geometry of SLAB results in 

large geometric error, which can be corrected only to a limited 

extent. 6W images are presented either as slant-range display which 

is typical of the real aperture SLAJTL systems or as ground-range display 

which in typical of synthetic aperture SLAB systems. In the slant-range 

display, the scale in the rang. (look) direction is compressed in the 

near-range portion of the image because targets are plotted on echo-time 

basis. The change in the depression angle from near range to far range 

causes the image display to be distorted relative to corresponding 

images on aerial photograph.. 

To produce undistorted ground range images SLAB systems employ 

a time delay in the plotting circuit to compensate for the echo-time 

differences. This compensation results in approximately orthogonal 

geometry in which the image scales are equal in the range and siimuth 

(flight) direction.. The curvature of the transmitted SLAB pulse 

causes the top of a tall vertical target to reflect ener4y in advance 

of its base. This results in the displacement (layover) of the top of 

the target towards the near range direction (i.e. towards the nadir). 

In aerial photogr.pby) objects are 4space4 ccbra\€xhu€ -oI& 

nadir. Other geometric e.i'or& in 	rc iitortior.a due to the 

altitude and the attitude (pitch, roll and yaw) of the aircraft. 

For economy, radargramae trio procedures are rarely used in the 

interpretation of SLAB for forestry purpose.. Instead SLAB mesaic. are 
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interpreted and the.e are not sufficiently accurate for area 

estimation for management purposes. 

As planimetric errors 'contract' with scale reduction, the use of 

mosaics tends to miniats* the estimation errors which are du, to the 

Image geometry. This is because mosaics are usually compiled at the 

image scal, and reproduced at reduced scale. Mosaics can be compiled 

with or without common orientation controls for the component images. 

The efficiency of mosaics for area estimation increases with the amount 

of control employed for their construction, Consequently, the relative 

efficiency of unoontrolled, sen.toontrolled, fully controlled mosaics 

increases in that order. 

With aerial photography, orthophotomosaics (fully controlled 

mosaic of rectified prints) and photoaspe (orthophotomosaic with 

superimposed contours)  Provide the best substitutes for maps. Landsat 

system provides several options for mosaic ocapilation. Mosaics can 

be constructed directly with scene corrected or precision processed 

Images or from colour composites generated from  them, Mosaics can be 

constructed from synthetic ratio images and synthetic stereo images, 

With SLAB system, mosaic compilation requires conditions which are 

more stringent than those of aerial photography and Landsat system. 

SLAR mosaics are more commonly used than individual SLAR strips either 

for interpretation or aerial estimation because of the high cost of 

radargra.txic instruments, In addition to their usefulness for 

404a48ing planimetric errors, mosaics provide a broader view than 

Individual prints and so enhance regional interpretation. 

A major drawback in the use of mosaics for interpretation is 

their general lack of tonal uniformity between adjacent prints. 

Contrast stretching by electronic photographic processes circumvents 

this drawback. Contrast stretching of Lantsat tonal range is 
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digitally accomplished by directional (linear) or spatial filtering, 

SLAR imagery has tonal uniformity across individual strips but matched 

edges in SLAR mosaics of ton simulate lineaments, particularly at 

enlarged scsi... 

5.3 The use of remoto sensing iamieri as a source 
of information fqj mapDjng 

Results of forest interpretation are normally s'—"is.d on 

maps when spatial distribution (location) is required in addition to 

the numerical distribution (sues) of the interpreted themes. The 

results can be presented on photogrstrio or thematic maps. In both 

procedures accurate interpretation and precise delineation of the 

themes are assumed. Forest maps are compiled mainly from serial 

photographs because they contain more forest information than Widest, 

and SLAR imagery, The following account is based mainly on the 

compilation of saps from aerial photographs. Thotogra.trio mapping 

implies = accurate mapping of natural and cultural features .eirily 

from aerial photographs without any delibrate preconception of a 

particular theme as is the case in thematic mapping. Both plani..tric 

and altimetric accuracy are essential for photogra.trio mapping. 

In thematic mapping, plani.a.tric accuracy is of greater importance 

because area-related information is being compiled into map.. Because 

of the higher costs of establishing ground control, to meet the 

accuracy requirements, photogrswtrio mapping is sore expensive than 

thematic mapping. Thematic mapping requires only the transfer of the 

interpreted themes into the base maps which are mainly used to RiniRiss 

mapping errors. This explains why thematic mapping is preferred by 

foresters, 

?W'iva acceptable accuracy is usually specified for any survey. 

The minimum acceptable accuracy in forest mapping relates to the 
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pinl.etrio error because plan 1.tric the..@ are usually sapped. 

'n'.si acceptable,  accuracy is expressed as point tolerance or ground 

errore hint tolerance is the wiaus acceptable error in the 

location of any of the ground control points on the compiled map. 

Ground error is the sazimia acceptable error in the location of a 

specified percentage of the ground control points on the compiled map. 

For ext.nsive resource surveys (exploratory and reconnaissance) maps 

are compiled at small coal.s with a wide tolerance ,  so that the resource 

could be accurately located. Pbr intensive resource surveys 

(management and exploitation) saps are oospil.d at large scales with 

a close tolerance so as to obtain a reliabie estimate of the resource 

(Ptoreno, 1970). 

Stei1ingwesf (1973) indicated that a point tolerance ,  of 100.. was 

suitable for extensive forest surveys as in the tropics and 10 20.,, 

for sore intensive surv.y. He added that high-value temperate forests 

were usually sapped with 2i - 20m. tolerance. For instance, point 

tolerance of forest saps in rope is gsn.rally 5 - 8., though so.s 

forest saps have been compiled at the scales of 1*2 000 and 1*1 000 

with point tolerance of 2... and I .. respectively. In Switzerland 

topographic and oadastral saps are usually ccspil.d at the scale of 

1*10 000 with 1.5.e tolerance while forest saps are compiled at 

1*40 000 scsi. with 5.. tolerance. The 1150 000 and I *25 000 scale 

Swiss National maps have 2.. and 1.5.* point tolerance respectively. 

Rhody (1965) suggested that mapping accuracy should be determined 

according to the problem being investigated and the required results, 

adding that accuracy specifications should not be too rigid. The upper 

limit of plani.etrio accuracy in forest mapping is usually restricted 

by the ground resolution of the remote sensing imagery being used. 

According to Stellingwerf (1973) the mudoun attainable plsniaetrio 
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aoouraoy for forest mapping from aerial photographs is restricted to 

5m. tolerance,, A minimum accuracy of 89g was suggested for forest 

typs mapping from 1180 000 - 1. 3 000 000 scale rowto sensing ig.ry 
(ø.sp, 1975a) Howard ( 1 976) suggested that a generally acceptable point 

tolerano# should not be more than the grow4 equivalent of 0.5 0 
 

on the map irrespective of the mapping scale, The extent to which the 

maximum attainable mapping accuracy can be reconciled with the minimum 

acceptable accuracy depends not only on the planimetric accuracy of the 

remote ee,in€ imagery being used (see Section 5.2) but also on, 

the scale at which the thematic maps are compiled, 

the method for transferring thematic information 

from imagery into bare maps. 

(a) the amount of control for the thematic mapping. 

The following discussion considers these factors in the light of the 

requirements for forest mapping, 

5-3.1 Nanpinjc4 

The scales of thematic mapping are determined by the scales or 

the base map and the remote sensing imagery being used. Thematic 

mapping requires good topographic or planime trio base saps for the 

transfer of the int.rpret.d themes, Base maps should be available at 

suitable scales relative to the rim, of the survey area to be mapped 

and the intensity of the interpretation and field work, According to 

Wing (1971) maps should be compiled at a scale large enough to 

represent the information being mapped without unnecessary 

generalisation or exaggeration, The scale of the bare map is usually 

selected in relation to the si.e or the smallest unit of delineation 

on the imagery, The larger the size of the smallest unit of delineation 

the smaller the scale of the bare maps that would be required for the 



mapping. Also, the remote snaing imagery should be available at 

m,ttable coal.* b.oause most of the transfer methods currently used 

for forest mapping permit scale enlargements up to 2.5 times and 

reductions down to 5 time (Loatech & Railer, 1973). The .th.laua 

mappable area (smallest unit of delineation) should be reconciled with 

the minimum mapping area (smallest unit for which separate area 

estimate is required) In relation to the working coal.. Base mapn y  by 

definition, should be of acceptable accuracy relative to the minimum 

accuracy specified for the individual surveys. Allowance is usually 

given for interpretation and mapping errors while assessing the 

acceptability of the accuracy of a base map. This makes it possibie to 

determine the extent to which the maximum atts(nble accuracy could be 

reconciled with the miniman acceptable accuracy. 

In view of the above consideration, any of the following could 

be used as a base maps- 

an existing topographic or pl*n(etrio map enlarged or 

reduced to the working scale. 

photo-map or an orthophotososaic, 

(o) a controlled or semi-controlled mosaic, 

(a) a Ijndsat or any other satellite imagery for being 

Inherently orthographic at the acquisition scale. 

(e) a specially prepared sketch or skeletal pin4 .trio map. 

If none of these is available, and the survey area is relatively small, 

baae map can be constructed from topographic field survey data. 

If the survey Is neither a reooniaiesanoe type nor one that covers 

a small area that can be topographically surveyed, photograetric 

mapping should be considered. 

?Or many tropical forest areas, there is a general lack of accurate 

base maps at suitable scales. Aecording to Oyel.se (1968) this 
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hinders thematic sipping from r.soto sensing Imagery besause som 

features recorded on aerial photographs may be absent on the base sip 

and vice versa. This is usually due to the considerable time lapse 

between the two recording.. Miller (1957) also remarked the general 

hcrtage of topographic and other reliable sips at a seal, larger than 

I *250 000 in tropical 000nwealth countries. H. added that in thise 

countries, generalised forest sips were usually compiled at the seal. 

of 1*50 000 while emptier territories were mapped at various scales 

between 1*125 000 to 1*100 000. In ig.ria, national saps are usually 

produced at 1*3 000 000 seal.. Topographic sips are produced at various 

scales between 1*100 000 and 1125 000. Virtually all recent maps 

including natural resource saps are compiled by photograetric methods. 

Moreno (1970) suge.t.d various scales for forest sapping in 

relation to the type of survey being conducted as follow. a- 

'ri-p. of survey 
	

Mapping scale 

exploratory 	 1850 000 and lover 

reconnaissance 	 1*50 000 1*140 000 

management 
	

1*140 000 1,25 000 

research 
	

Is 15 000 and higher 

G.nerslis.d and management saps are usually compiled at the scales of 

1150 000 and 1110 000 respectively. POr areas sialler than lOOha,, these 

scales are usually increased to 1*25 000 and 1*5000 respectively. 

loetsob and Hailer (1973) stated that in Europe 1150 000 scale base maps 

are commonly used for compiling stand and manWaont saps at scales 

varying between 1*20 000 and 1*10 000. They also indicated that base 

sips whose scales vary between 1*20 000 and 1*10 000 could be used for 

compiling naps for less Intensive forest management. Lsniy (1972), 

Loetech and Hailer (1973)  stated that scales between 1*100 000 and 

1*50 000 were acceptable for forest type sapping in the tropics. 
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According to Lenly (1973)9  while the operation scales for forest 

mapping vary between 1*10 000 and 1 ,5000, a scale of 1*50 000 wa. 

generally sufficient for a feasibility study to some extent in the 

tropics. 

5-3,2 Information transfer methods 

The transfer of thematic information from reacte sensing imagery 

to a bass map Involves a geometric transformation from a perspective 

image into an orthogonal representation. If the geometric errors and 

image distortions of the imagery are not .11-4nt.d, they would be 

copied on the map. It follows that information cannot be transferred 

from imagery to a asp by direct (overlay) tracing. In viii, of these 

considerations various instruments have bun designed in relation to 

the different mthod.s which are used for the transfer of information 

from imagery to maps. Of the.., photogramoietric instrument, and 

methods are more commonly used for forest mapping. 

Wing (1971) group" the existing pbotogrs.trio instruments 

Into two broad categories according to the two basic method, of 

information transfers 

- approximate or sigraphical method, in which 

transfer instruments are used. 

- geometrically rigorous Instrumental methods or .nalogue methods 

in which piotograaa.tnic plotting instruments are used. 

For the present investigation, these categories of instruments and 

methods have been redesignated an followes 

- transfer instruments and methods. 

- plotting instrument, and methods. 

Not only does this rede.lgnstion distinguish between thematic and 

photognammetnic mapping as defined for the present studies, it also 
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sakes 1(aling' $ terminology less restrictive to cartography and more 

applicable to forestry. 

The use of transfer instruments for thesatia mapping is based on 

the assumptions that the terrain is flat and that the aerial 

photographs are truly vertical. With these assumptions, a perspective 

congruence (linear cross ratios or anharmonic ratios) of projective 

geometry is preserved between the terrain, photograph and sap. This 

assumption of perspective congruence between a central projection and 

an orthogonal projection means that angles measured at the principal 

point of an serial photograph are equivalent to those which sight be 

measured at the corresponding points either on the map or on the 

terrain. The principle of perspective congruence (crose ratios or 

anharmonic ratios) is employed for designing these transfer instruments. 

Transfer instruments are primarily designed for tracing plsnimetrio 

details with a provision for the approximate rectification of tilt 

displacement. They employ various projection principles and metbods 

for superimposing photo images on the corresponding maps. 

The sketobmaster and stereosketob utilise the camera lucida 

principle. The sketobsaster which in designed for sonoscopic transfer 

is unsuitable for the transfer of intricate delineations. The 

stereoske tab is designed for stereoscopic transfer. Another ossers 

maids type instrument is the new Bausch and Lomb Stereo Zoom ?ransfer 

Scope which is designed for both sonosoopic and stereoscopic transfer, 

The optical Pantographs constitute another category of transfer 

instruments to which the epidiascope and the reflecting projectors 

belong. Optical pantographs are optical projector instruments designed 

for momoscopic transfer. As camera lucida type instruments and the 

optical pantographs have no mechanical tracing devices, transfer is 

done manually. Though the perspective congruence provides a 
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geometric connection between the plane of the photograph and that of 

the map irrespective of the amount of camera tilt, the method cannot 

correct for relief displacement* Consequently, it is restricted to 

serial photographs of flat or uniformly sloping terrain. The method 

requires a minimum of four control points for the relative 

orientation of each photograph with the map. 

Th. principle of perspective congruence is also used for 

designing another category of transfer instruments. Theee instna*nts 

hav* mechanical tracing devices • As the principle of perspective 

congruence also implies that corresponding angular distances on the 

photograph and the map would represent the same ground distance, the 

map position of a terrain point can be determined by the intersection 

of mutual radial lines which connect the principal point with the 

terrain point on the individual photographs. This principle of radial 

line intersection is used in the design of radial lime plotter.. With 

a radial line plotter, the position of a terrain point is determined 

by the intersection of only two radial lines from th. centres of 

adjacent photographs. The.e radial lines are represented by two moving 

cursor arms which provide continuous intersection along any boundary. 

The movement of the cursor arms are connected to a mAohanioal tracing 

device. Because it is primarily designed for planis.tnic sketching 

from vertical aerial photographs, it cannot be used satisfactorily for 

aerial photographs  with more than 30 tilt. mr., control points are 

required for the relative orientation of the photographs in the radial 

line methods. 

In addition to the p.rspeotive oongru.nce principle, some transfer 

instruments utilise parallax differences for the relative orientation 

of the photographs.  The parallax differences are measured 
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with parallax bar and converted into heights by parallax formulas. 

These are st.r.ometeru-typ. instruments. This category includes the 

tracing st.r.ometer whiob, like the other transfer instruments, has no 

correction device, Th* tracing strnom.t.r is a simple device used in 

conjunction with a mirror stereoscope to determine elevation differences 

and to trace form lines and planime try- from ster.opairs of vertical 

aerial photographs by direct measurement of parallax differences. 

In the us* of all transfer instruments described above, 

stereoscopic delineation is assumed. However, with stereoscopic 

transfer instruments both the interpretation and the transfer can be 

accomplished simultaneously. If delineations have been made prior to 

mapping, the interpretation can be checked and corrected during transfer. 

This is not possible with monoscopic transfer instruments, All the 

transfer Instruments are easy to operate and most of them have devices 

for varying  the mapping scale* flovever, as the laborious and time—

consuming ..igraphiosl method is the only means of establishing nap 

control for simple transfers of this nature, the pace of work is 

usually slow. Also, the use of asmigraphical method in the mapping 

procedure restrict, the working scale to the photo—scale. If maps are 

required at scales larger than the working scale, the relatively small 

scale maps produced initially have to be enlarged. Interpretation 

errors in locating points and in delineating areas together with 

transfer errors would be magnified by sXQeiv. scale enlargement. 

The terrain of some tropical forest areas do not justify the 

assumption that the ground is a plane surface. Also the radial line 

principle assumes a surface relief that in less than one tenth of the 

flying height. For some mountainous tropical forest areas, aerial 

photographs have to be acquired at a scale which in unsuitable for 

forest interpretation in order to fulfil this assumption. Granted that 
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this assumption is fulfilled, the use of the principal point instead 

of the nadir an the radial centre for the sesigraphiosi methods is 

correct only for the truly vertical aerial photography which is 

difficult to achieve in practice, In oblique aerial photography the 

nadir 	not coincide with the principal point. Their separation 

Increases with oamera tilt. With the photogra.trio methods Which are 

currently available for civilian use, it is still not possible to 

determine the exact position of the nadir, even in relation to the 

principal point or otherwise. This causes a systs.atio error in 

the sesigraphical method particularly when large scale aerial 

photographs are used. This error Is reflected in the planisetric 

accuracy of the final sap. 

D.spite the obvious limitations narrated above, transfer 

instruments are commonly used for forest sap compilation not only 

because they satisfy the required planimetric accuracy but also 

because they are available at an economic cost and can be operated 

without any special training. In a situation where accurate base saps 

at suitable scsi.s are lacking, instruments of higher precision and 

accuracy are required for mapping. For instance, In the tropics most 

of the existing forest saps are either outdated or inaccurate while only 

few are reliable and available at suitable scales. This situation 

makes sap revision difficult if not inroBsible. The most realistic 

option is to compile new forest sap.. 

As 	instruments are designed primarily for the transfer of 

planisetrlc details, they cannot, with confidence, be used to obtain 

reliable altim.trio information for the planning of some forest 

operations such as the extraction of timber and the construction of 

forest roads. Novertholese q  other important forest information 

delineated during nterpretation are easily sapped with these transfer 
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instrument., If the now maps would b. used a. bass maps for future 

survey., they emst contain some altimetric information. As simple 

transfer instrument, cannot provide reliable altimetric information in 

form of contours, only pbotogrammetrio plotting instruments can be 

used to draw contours as a continuous process. These instrument, are 

generally classified by their relative efficiencies into three order., 

but they are more distinctly oat.gori..d by the type of solution they 

provide for geometric errors. In the former case, the three orders 

reflect the relative cs,ts. Of these instruments, the universal first 

order plotters are the most expensive and the most precise, In the 

latter case, plotting instrument, which provide approximate solution to 

geometric irrors are classified as approximate instruments. This 

group corresponds to the third order plotter.. Plotting Instruments 

which provide exact solution to geometric errors are classified as 

precision instruments. This group corresponds to the second order and 

the universal first order plotter.. 

The approximate instruments (third order plotters) Include the 

Zeiss ster.otope and the Galileo-Santonj stsreomicroa.t.r. As camera 

tilt cannot be introduced into the stereo.odel, approximate instruments 

cannot create a small scale analogu.e of the geometrical conditions 

which occurred at the time of photography. However, they make partial 

correction for relief displacement and for stezeomodel deformation. 

With these instruments maps can be compiled at scales different from 

the photosoal,, They can be used to plot at seal.* larger than the 

photosoale b.cause their operation does not depend on preliminary 

semigraphical work. However, excessive enlargements are not desirable 

since the geometric solution is only approximate. Topographic plotting 

with approximate instruments requires a minimum of four control points 

situated near the coiner, of the stereo.odel. Only three of these 
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points are required for plenimetric transfer. 

When accuracy cannot be sacrificed for economy, maps have to be 

compiled with precision instruments. These precision instruments 

which are designed for optical and/or mechanical projection are used 

for instrumental triangulation in which visual, optical or visual 

mechanical stereomodels are developed without extensive mathematical 

computations. In mechanical projection, the optical paths provided 

do not affect the perspective projection geometry. They are only a means 

of viewing the photographs, With precision instruments, camera tilt 

can be introduced into the st.reomod,], in order to create a 

geometrically exact analogue of the conditions of photography by optical 

or mechanical restitution of the bundles of light rays which entered 

the camera during photography. For a complete restitution, correction 

must be made for subtle image distortions which are too small to be 

considered in ssmigraphica], methods. In view of the very stringent 

requirements for a complet* restitution, many precision instruments are 

designed to be used with a particular kind of photography in respect 

of format size, emulsion type, camera design and lens system. 

Consequently, a sen.s of photographs can be processed in exactly the 

sass way and used for plotting with virtually no variation in certain 

setting of the instruments used. :?or example, most of the second order 

instruments such as Multiplex, Kelah plotter, and other anaglyph 

plotters are designed for use with 23cm. x 23cm, wide angle photography 

taken by a particular camera design so that lens distortion can be 

removed in the projection. These instruments operate at a fixed 

scale-ratio between photograph and etereomodel but plotting is normally 

done at the scale of the stsr.omodel. In spite of this fixed scale 

ratio in the second order plotters an external reference or a 

mathematical adjustment is required to maintain a consistent scale and 
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Though the precision of the second order instruments balano?s 

their costs, there is a need for a greeter versatility than that 

provided by these instruments, not only for scientific purposes as 

indicated by )laling (1971)  but also for economy. Only the universal 

first order plotter, are able to provide this versatility but at a 

considerable cost. The universal first order plottere accept vertical, 

oblique and horizontal 23cm, x 230m, photography in contrast to the 

most precise second order instruments which cannot accept camera tilts 

greater than 100. )urtheriore, the universal first order plotters 

provide direct connection relative to scale and datum between 

successive stereomodels without any external reference or a mathematical 

adjustment. 

Not even all the universal first order plotters can accommodate a 

sufficiently wide range of focal lengths to cover all the categories 

of 23cm. x 230m. super-wide and wide angle photography. When 

consideration is given to the 7 0  photography which is being widely 

used for forestry investigations, the limitation, of these analogue 

precision instrument, become more apparent. The only instrument, with 

sufficient flexibility to accept all sizes and kinds of photography are 

the analytical plotters. They are also universal first order plotters 

in the sense that they provide direct connection between successive 

•tereoaodels but they are distinguished as a different category of 

instruments not only by their flexibility to accept any photography 

but also by their unique projection method. In these instruments, 

mathematical stereomodele are created by analytical projection in 

contrast to the visual optical or visual mechanical stereomodels of the 

analogue universal first order plotters. 

The cost—benefit of universal first order plotters for forest 
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mapping is considerably lower than those of other plotters which can 

provide the required level of accuracyo libcparience has shown that 

simple transfer instruments are adequate for forest mapping where 

accurate base maps are available at suitable scale. If satisfactory 

bas, maps are lacking new maps can be satisfactorily compiled with 

second order plotters or elms third order plotters. 

Monoacopic transfer devices can be used for thematic map 

compilation from Landsat and SLAB imagery. However, since Landsat 

information in primarily acquired in digital form, mapping from Lendsat 

data by automated (computer) methods appears to be more promising than 

by transfer methods. Also, when semigraphical methods are applied to 

SLAB imagery, the 'aids—look' projection makes the geometric connection 

between image and map less rigorous. Consequently radargrse trio 

methods cannot provide accurate maps. In view of the foregoing it is 

my opinion that simple transfer instruments are efficient for forest 

mapping from aerial photographs. As email scale imagery such as Landsat 

and SLAB are used in forestry mainly to map the location of forest 

resource., direct tracing of the delineations on the images is 

sufficient to meet this requirement. 

-3.3 Map control methods 

Any form of mapping from remote sensing imagery requires some 

control for orientation in order to min(R4  me the mapping error. 
According to Wing (1971)9 whatever mapping methods are used, a 

considerable control would be required* The use of around methods for 

controlling sap compilation from remote sensing imagery is very costly 

In term, of time, money and effort. For economy, information from 

r.mote sensing imagery which is also shown on established maps can be 

used instead. .uoh information includes boundaries of natural features, 

intersection of linoaments, road junctions and river confluences. The 

positions of some of these features are liable to change with time as 

a result of human interference e.g. forest boundaries. However, in 

built up areas, there are sufficiently well defined and permanent 
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structural features which could be used as plan.ta.trio control. In 

extensive tropical forests and the closed high forest in particular 

these structural features (hard details a in sensu Maling) are virtually 

absent and prominent landmarks are raze to control plania.try. This is 

particularly true when small scale remote s.z*ng imagery such as that 

of the Landsat is used. For instance, forest and other boundaries on 

a computer print-out of automated interpretation of T.&ridsat information 

are only approzimat.. These boundaries are satisfactory for regional 

mapping but at scales which are suitabie for forest 	sgm.nt they 

become less meaningful, though Landsat imagery is inherently 

orthographic at the acquisition scale. 

A. controls may be difficult to establish for map revision, it 

may be desirable to oo.pile now map.. However, when altimetry is 

considered, map compilation from con-photographic small seale imagery 

is hindered by the general lack or reliable methods for establishing 

ground controls. The small scale of Landsat images, and the side-look 

geometry of SLR do not favour the use of conventional aerial control 

methods. In addition, the high cost of radargraametric methods 

prevents their use for routine forest mapping. Nevertheless, 

photogranaetric methods provide several options or map control by aerial 

triangulation. The purpose of aerial triangulation is to locate In 

each photograph of ster.omodel a regular pattern of minor control point. 

(photo control points or pass points) 'whose positions and heights may 

be adjusted to the ground control which is available. Aerial 

triangulation permits not only the use of fw.r ground control points 

without any significant loss in accuracy, but also the use of some 

control points which by ground methods asy be difficult to locate. 

Four photo-control points situated at the oorners of each stereomodel 

normally provide an effective pinf-trio control. According to 
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Mal ing (1971)9 it is the number of photographs or stereomodelo which 

is significant in aerial triangulation but not the size of the area 

being sapped. 

There are two main categories of aerial triangulation methods 

which correspond with the two main mapping methods. Seeigraph.toal 

methods are used for controlling map compilation with transfer 

instruments, Because they are based on the principle of radial line 

intersection, somigraphical control methods are also called radial 

triangulation. Aerial control of map compilation with plotting 

instruments is accomplished by spatial triangulation. 

Ligtermnk (1968) described three radial triangulation methods. 

Though the three methods are semigraphical, be characterised thou by 

the method used to adjust closing errors in the templet assembly as 

follows:— 

graphical - the English (Arundel) method 

- the American (Hand—templet) method 

mechanical 	the slotted templet method 

The Arundel method assumes that all air bases of a flight line form a 

perfectly continuous straight line. In practice however, variation 

in the aircraft velocity results in unequal air bees, while variation 

in the aircraft attitude (roll, pitch and yaw) results in a zig zag 

flight line. Also variation In the altitude of the aircraft results in 

scale variation, is a result of all these, the plotting of a flight 

line from aerial photographs resul t,a in a broken zig sag line. In the 

strip templet, the radial centres (air or camera stations) which are 

represented by the principal points of the photographs are plotted on 

a straight line which r.prse.nts the flight line. The mutual radial 

lines constructed from the overlapping photographs intersect before 

the templet assembly. It follows that the position of a photo control 
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cannot be determined by resection. Instead it is determined by the 

superimposition of a pair of corresponding intersections during the 

templet assembly. 

A. the air bases within the Individual strips are brought to the 

same scale by the 'base in - baae out' triangulation procedure, it is 

also necessary to bring all the strip templets to the same scale during 

the templet assembly. This is also accomplished by the radial line 

intersection method. By using two common tie point, at the ends of 

the sidsiap the position of the ground control point in one strip is 

adjusted relative to that of the ground control point in the succeeding 

strip. This is dons in such a way that the adjustment is relayed from 

the first to the last strip. 

When the ground control points are adjusted the superimposed 

intersections become separated. The closing error resulting from this 

separation increases with the amount of adjustment, as the air bases 

and the radial line intersections are rigidly fixed before the templet 

assembly, the closing errors cannot be distributed between the photo 

control points by adjusting the air bases to become shorter or larger. 

Instead, personal judgment in used to fix each photo control point 

within the confines of its two separate Intersection.. Nevertheless, 

with the Arundel method, there is no theoretical limit for scale 

reduction or enlargement during mapping, with the other two methods, 

scale reduction and enlargement are restricted by the photo scale. The 

Arundel ethod, though simple,is inaccurate. It is only suitable for 

a survey area covered by a very few flight lines or a very few rows of 

laterally overlapping aerial photograph.. The radial triangulation of 

a survey area covered by a large number of aerial photographs belonging 

to many flight lines, would contain large errors. 

In the hand templet and slotted templet methods the radial lines 
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of individual photographs are constructed on separate tampl.ts 

unlike in the Arundel method where the radial un., of all photographs 
of a flight line are constructed an a strip templet, As the radial 

line intersections are not rigidly fixed before the templet assembly 

Is fixed to the control sheet, closing errors can be distributed among 

the photo control points as ground control points are encountered.. 

This is accomplished in the hand held templet by relaying the templets 

to shorter or larger sir basss giving small amount of swing to the  

templets* The procedure being graphical is time consuming and it 

involves a great deal of personal judgment. In the slotted templet 

method, the distribution of closing errors among the photo control 

points is easier, being accomplished mechanically. In each templet, 

hole, and slot, replace the radial centres and radial lines r.sp.ct:v.ly. 

Corresponding radial centres and radial lines are held together 

mechanically with a stud. Once the ground control points are fixed by 

etude onto the control sheet, the whole templet assembly is self 

adjusting for closing .rrora. The hand templet and the slotted templet 

can be constructed only at or close to the photo scale. Being more 

accurate than the Arundel and hand templet methods, the slotted templet 

method is ooemonly used on forest mapping but it is expsnsive and time 

consuming. Nevertheless, it is more suitable for survey areas covered 

by a large number of aerial photographs or flight strips. 

Ligt.rink (1968) reported that the accuracy of maps serially 

controlled by the slotted templet method increases with The number and 

the spread of the ground control points over the survey area. H. 

mentioned that analytical radial triangulation provided a more 

satisfactory aerial control for thematic mapping but this method is 

seldom used in forest mapping. P1*11mg (1971) also mentioned the use of 

st.reotempl.ts which is a logical development of the slotted templet,, 
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A st.r.otiaplet is constructed for each ster.omodel which has been 

partly oriented in a plotter. The ster.ot.spl.t method has the 

advantage of not being dependent on the assumption that aerial 

photographs are truly vertical. Also, the stereot..pl.ts can be 

constructed at scales suitable for subsequent plotting rather than 

the photo coal.. 

For the aerial control of map compilation with plotting 

instruments, Maling (1971) discussed three methods of spatial 

triangulation. The.e are strip triangulation, independent model 

triangulation and analytical triangulation. In strip triangulation 

successive ster.omodels along a strip are tied by sequential bridging 

in a suitable plotter such as the universal first order plotters with 

'Full Zeiss Parallelogram' • This device permits the tilts in one 

ster.omod.l to be carried forward to the next by alternately setting 

the stersomodels in 'base in - base out' fashion, similar bridging 

is accomplished in analogue form with Multiplex and other -n-yph 

plotters. The use of the independent and the analytical triangulation 

methods for aerial control involves complex mathematical computations 

which require computer assistance. This is not essential in routine 

forest mapping. As the control requirements for thematic mapping and 

forest mapping in particular are less stringent than those for 

cartographic mapping, the use of radial triangulation methods provides 

effective map control to achieve the acceptable mapping accuracy. 

More so when altime trio information is rarely required and accurate 

base maps are available. It would be wieooncsioal to use the more 

expensive spatial triangulation method and precision instruments in 

such a situation where these do not offer any significant advantage 

over the use of the lose expensive radial triangulation methods and 

transfer instruments. 
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An entirely different approach is followed in the compilation 

of maps from non-stereoscopic and very sail-scale remote sensing 

imsg.xy. According to Loetsoh and Hailer (1973)9 areas lees than 

500aq.ka, can be mapped in orthogonal projection which disregards the 

curvature of the earth and shows geocentric longitude, and latitudes 

as straight lines normal to each other. Maps of larger areas are 

compiled in a system of planiaetrio 000rdinat.s which accounts for the 

curvature of the earth. Maling (1969 1966) stated that further error* 

are due to factors other than projection and scale deformations, in the 

use of a projection method whose principle does not Illustrate the 

geographical relationships being sought. According to his 

(Maling 1966a) the choice of the most suitable map projection which 

would provide the beet representation of a given country depends on 

the location or distribution of the points to be mapped and on the 

purpose of the map. H. added that the location of these points 

influences the ohoice of the aspect or of the projection, while their 

distribution influences the class of projection and the intended 

purpose of mapping determines the choice of the special property of the 

projection. 

In view of the fact that most forest maps are thematic, radial 

line triangulation method can provide adequate aerial oontrol for 

forest maps compiled from aerial photographs, more so when simple 

transfer instrument, are used. For small scale Landsat and SLAR mapping 

the relatively small forest information available may not justify any 

rigorous map control • Furthermore, such maps are used for locating 

forest resources rather than for estimating areas. Consequ.ntly,dir.ct 

tracing can be adequate in such oases. 
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5-4 Area estimation mthods and t.chniauep 

The conventional methods and techniques which are used for area 

estimation can be classified according to their forestry applications 

as follows a- 

A Method, used for undelinsated areas 

1 Systematic sampling methods 

1. point sampling method 

2 9  plot sampling method 

B Methods used for delineated area. 

I Grid sampling methods 

I. dot grid method (point.) 

2 • rectangular grid method (squares or rectangle.) 

3. strip (linear) grid method (trane.ota) 

2 Instrumental method. 

1 • planime tsr method 

For clarity, the systematic sampling methods (A.i) and the grid 

sampling methods (B.1) are designated as 'sampling technique.' in the 

ensuing discussion while the plan!eter method (B.2) is designated as 

'complete census technique'. The total area of each class of forest 

characteristic ..ge a fer.st-type and a volume-class can be estimated 

by applying any of these methods, to the entire survey area 

(total coverage) or to a rep:eentativs pert of it (partial ooversg.). 

AS the choice of area eatimir method depends on the interpretation 

procedure, conplete coverage i not app1ic1Q. to an irrçrettion 

which is accomplished by partial delineation or by multistage sampling. 

However, complete census is applicable to an interpretation which is 

accomplished by partial coverage or a supervised computer interpretation. 

The value and limitations of the method, listed above are viewed on 

three different but inter-related considerations $ 
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1* statistical considerations 

2, oartometrio considerations 

3. forest mensuration considerations 

-44.1 	Statistical Oofl8ideratjpns 

The area estimation methods listed in A91 and 13.1 are based on 

the same principle of sampling theory but i:iey differ in technique. 

Area estimation by the methods in A91 Is accomplished in conjunction 

with interpretation during which the sample points or plots are tallied 

for the classes of forest characteristics being interpreted. hese 

methods are therefore regarded as 'systematic sampling methods' • The 

sample points/plots can be distributed with the interpretation aids 

used in 2.1 methods, but the measurements are not made with the 

interpretation aids as in B.1. Area estimation by the methods in B.1 

is accomplished after interpretation. The interpretation aids being 

grid templets are used as overlays on saps or delineated imagery. 

These methods can therefore be regarded as 'grid sampling methods'. 

In the systematic sampling (i.i.i and A.1.2) and the dot grid 

(3.1.1) methods, the sampling intensities are determined statistically 

before the estimation of areas. In the point and plot sampling 

techniques, the predetermined sampling intensity can be achieved with 

one sample as sample distribution does not rely on any interpretation 

aid. In the dot grid method however, sample distribution depends on the 

density of the dote. Consequently, several samples say be required 

to obtain the predetermined sampling intensity. This in accomplished 

by relaying the dot grid in different positions for a number of tir 

which in deterrined from the dot density and the predetermined 

sampling intensity. Though it is possible in practice to use a 

pr.d.t.z'uth.d sampling intensity in the rectangular grid (3.1.2) or 



strip grid (B.1.3) method, this is rarely necessary an several 

eampi.s can be drawn to increase the confidence of the estimation. 

In a partial coverage by multistage sampling, each stage requires an 

area expansion factor for the estimation of the total areas from the 

estimates obtained from the ultimate sampling stage. This 

notwi the tending, both partial and complete coverage procedures require 

area extension factors to compute the area estimates from the 

measurements on the maps or imagery. 

In systematic sampling methods the area extension factor is 

determined directly from the spacing of the sample points or plots 

and the scale of the imagery or map. As the plot count which is a 

non-dimensional quantitative attribute is used for the estimation, 

the area extension factor does not depend on the plot wise which is 

only important for the interpretation. !ioreover, approximately equal 

wised plots (circular or rectangular) are normally used since variation 

in image scale does not permit the use of exactly equal wised plots 

which is only possible with maps. 

In the grid sampling methods however, the area extension factor 

(relative grid factor) is determined from the absolute grid factor 

which is normally stated on the grid templet  e.g, t dots/sq.cm . for a 

dot grid, I rectangle/IOaq.ca*  for a rectangular grids and Icm./8sq.cao 

for a strip grid. The absolute grid factors of dot grid and 

rectangular grid relate to the densities of dots and rectangles 

respectively. As transect measurement is a dimensional quantitative 

attribute, the absolute grid factor of strip grid is determined from 

the spacing (density) and the total length of all the transects. The 

relative grid factor relates the absolute grid factor to ground area 

hence the term 'area extension factor', In total coverage only the 

area extension factor is required. Rowv•r, in the partial coverage 
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an area expansion factor 1s required to expand the sample estimates 

back the entire survey area. For instance, each stage of a 

multistage sampling requires Its own area expansion factor for the 

successive expansion of the area estimates from the last stags back 

to the first stage and finally to the entire survey area. 

In sampling method., the sample@ are represented by a density of 

point., plots dots etc *  which can be counted or by a density of 

transacts which can be measured. Also, different samples can be drawn 

by redistributing the sample point, or plots without altering their 

systematic relationships or by relaying the grid t..pl.ts in different 

positions. As a result, a sampling method is characterised, by a 

sampling intensity which can be determined before or after the estimation 

of areas. An area estimate obtained by a sampling method in therefore 

subject to sampling error in addition to the standard error. Sample 

points etc. do not exist in couplete census method and different 

samples cannot be drawn either. Repeated planimatering of the same 

delineations does not imply sampling. Consequently, a complete census 

method is not characterleed by a sampling intensity. It follows that 

an area estimate obtained by a complete census method can be evaluated 

by only Its standard error as it I i not subject to sampling error. 

For the reasons above, area estimates obtained by sampling 

methods are more potent for P iatiatical evaluation than those obtained 

by complete census methods. The former is less consistent than the 

latter due to the use of sampling procedures, but the inconsistence 

can be minimised by increasing the sampling intensity or drawing 

several samples • Because instrumental procedures are employed, area 

estimates obtained by complete census methods are liable to subjective 

bias.s which cannot be determined precisely. The procedures of area 

estimation by empline, are easier to follow than those of complete 
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census, ?or instance, drawing several samples by relaying the grid 

templet in different position is easier than the preliminary 

instrument calibration of the complete census method. Also, the 

computation in sampling method In easier than that in complete census 

method. According to Lsnly (1973)  foresters tend to over look the 

statistical aspects of forest mensuration which includes area estimation. 

A rigorous statistical evaluation is essential for a meaningful and 

useful interpretation of the estimates obtained from forest mensuration 

data. 

5-4.2 Caxtometic considerations 

Ma]ing (1968) remarked that the inadequate professional and 

linguistic communication between research workers had led to a 

oonsiderable duplication of efforts in developing area estimation 

technique and evaluating the relative efficiency of these techniques. 

H. drew inferences from forestry, geographical, surveying and 

cartographic literature. His investigation on cartometric measurement 

of intricately sinuous lines is of direct relevance to forest 

mensuration because the boundaries of the forests whose areas are to 

be estimated are more often sinuous than not. According to him, 

discrepancies in the measurement of sinuous lines constitute a 

aartom.tric problem which many workers often consider trivial but which 

is none—the—less important. He indicated that investigations should 

establish not only the sources and the magnitudes of the different 

components of measurement errors but also the various ways in which 

these errors can be compensated or corrected to make the measurements 

meaningful to the intended use. For this reason, he emphasised the 

used for rigorous statistical evaluation of the precision and accuracy 

of the various measuring instruments and methods. 
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Measurement errors can be grouped into three categories - 

cartographic, instrumental and operating errors. Cartographic errors 

are due to map projection, cartographic generalisation and paper 

deformation. The magnitude of errors which are due to map projection 

Is determined by the efficiency of the projection method. This type 

of error depends largely on the size of the survey area and to a 

lesser extent on the mapping scale. Cartographic errors increase with 

the amount of cartographic generalisations made in the symbolic 

representation, say of boundaries, on the map. Irrespective of map 

scale, the measurements of an area with a sinuous boundary should give 

the same ground area estimates. This is rarely the case in practice. 

For instance, when maps are compiled at a large scale, sinuous 

boundaries are well represented. With successive reduction in the 

mapping scale the representation of the sinuous boundaries become 

simpler. This progressive simplification in cartographic representation 

(cartographic generalisation) usually result in estimation errors 

whose magnitude increases with the reduction in mapping scale. 

Also, when maps are compiled at a small scale, sinuous boundaries 

are simplified, with progressive enlargement of the small scale map, 

the representation of the sinuous boundary progressively departs from 

the actual representation that could have been used if the maps were 

compiled at these enlargement scales. Consequently, measurement errors 

increase with scale—enlargement of the original map. This type of error 

usually occurs when base maps are not available at suitable scales. 

Errors which are due to paper deformation decreases with the stability 

of the paper used for mapping. This type of error has been classified 

as a cartographic error because only the cartographers can provide the 

best advice on the grade of paper quality to be used for mapping. 

Instrumental errors are directly related to the precision of 

instruments e.g. planimeter or the stability of materials e.g. dot grid 



templet and they decrease with increase in these attributes 

(Allen, 1975). Also, some errors, though not truly instrumental are 

related to the suitability of the estimation method for the shape and 

the map size of the survey area. Between 1973 and 1976  the ITC 

(International Institute for Aerial Survey and Earth Sciences, 

Enschede, Netherlands) Sub-Department of Forestry and the Edinburgh 

University, Department of Forestry separately conducted series of 

tests on the relative efficiency of the various methods for estimating 

forests with small and large map-areas. The ITC test was carried out 

by the 1(7/8 students (including the present investigator) with at least 

six months postgraduate training and experience in photointerpretation, 

The Edinburgh University tests were carried out by second year 

Ecological Science undergraduates with photograinmetric experience 

(I. Langdale-Brown, R. Muetzelfeldt; personal communication June, 1979). 

For the ITC test measurements were made directly on 1:20 000 
KIP 

scale forest stand of the Scimeegattern forest district in Austria. 

The forest stand which was measured comprises of four forest ranges 

with sinuous boundaries. The entire forest stand represented 'large 

map-area' while each forest range represented 'small map-area'. The 

areas of the entire stand and the individual ranges were estimated 

separately by each student with a compensating polar planimeter and the 

ITC dot grid (14 dots/sq.cm.). For uniformity and consistence, the 

operating and computation procedures in the ITC laboratory instruction 

book for 1(7/8 courses were followed. The relative efficiency of the 

two methods was determined from the tally of the results obtained by the 

individual students without further statistical evaluation. 

The measurements for the Edinburgh University tests were made on 

cyclostyled reproductions from 1:25 000 scale Ordnance Survey Map of 

- Edinburgh area. An area with sinuous boundary was used as 'large 
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map-areal while a triangular area within it was used as 'small 

map-area' • However, the large map area for the Edinburgh University 

test was smaller than any of the small map-areas of the ITC test. The 

measurements were made with compensating plaiimet.r, dot grids of 

various dot separations and by geometric methods. Unlike the ITC test, 

the areaw were estimated from group data comprising the individual 

measurements made by the students. The results were valuated 

statistically. The results of the two series of tests are summariu.d 

In Table 5.2. 

The.e results apparently show that the plsntaeter is more 

efficient for estimating large areas while the dot grid is more 

efficient for estimating small areas Irrespective of the nature of the 

boundaries. The fact that the small map-area in the ITC test is larger 

than the large sap-area of the Edinburgh University tests raises the 

question of what map-area should be regarded as the maximum for the dot 

grid method or as maximum for the plviRet.r method. By comparing the 

precision of the planimeter and the dot grid methods with that of the 

geometric method for estimating small areas, it can be inferred that the 

dot grid method is more efficient than the planimeter for estimating 

ar.a. with definite geometric shapes. This is supported by the fact 

that the coefficient of variation for the dot grid method is closer 

to that of geometric method than that of the plsnim.t.r method. 

Furthermore, the results showed that the precision of the dot 

grid method increases with the separation of dots. This agrees with 

the assumptions of Maling (1968) but higher precision does not 

necessarily imply higher accuracy. According to Banyard (1973) precision 

(e.g. sampling error) Indicates the agreement in a series of measurements 

while accuracy (e.g. standard error) indicates the closeness of a 

measured value to the true value. In view of these considerations, 



geometric 25 dots/cm2  
method grid 
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Id 
6.0) 
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(9.1) 

planimeter 4 dots/cm 2  
method grid 
(13. 1 ) (9.5) 
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grid 
(7.14) 
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Table 5.2 Comparison of teoa.tz,jo, dot and and Dls'i..t.r 
mtthoda for ares estimation 

Summary of the results of the ITC test 

Map-size 
	Relative efficiency in decreasing order 

precision and 	ease of operation 	ease of 
accuracy 	and computation 	measurement 

	

Small area 1 	planiineter 	dot grid 	 plant meter 

	

2 	dot grid 	transect 	 dot grid 

	

3 	transect 	plAnlvneter 	 transect 

	

Large area 1 	planimeter 	dot grid 	 planimeter 

	

2 	dot grid 	planimeter 	transect 

	

3 	transect 	transect 	 dot grid 

Summary of the results of the Edinburgh University teats 

Small area 1 

Precision in decreasing order (coefficient Of variation) 

1973 Test 	1975 Test 	 1976 Test 

geometric 	25 dots/cm2 	geometric 
method 	 grid 	 method 
(5.9) 	 (7.6) 	 (4.14) 

planimeter 14 dots/cm2  
method grid 
(6.6) (3.0) 

14 dots/cm 2 planimeter 
grid method 
(7.1) (4.2) 

	

Large area 1 	planimeter 
method 
(1.4) 

	

2 	4 dots/cm2  
grid 
(2.3) 
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it is q opinion that Irrespective of 'asp size' the planim.ter is 

more efficient for areas with sinuous outline while the dot grid is 

more efficient for areas with fairly regular outline that closely 

approximates to a definite geometric shape. My opinion Is supported 

by the int.gratoz-..chanisa in the instrumentation of planlaet.re and 

the geometric regularity of dot distribution on dot grid.. 

A. several methods are available for area estimation, the choice 

of method would depend on .00no. If for relative efficiency, the 

dot grid is preferred, it is suggested that dots separation on the 

grid being need should match the map iiio of the area being estimated 

i.e. the smaller the map ii.e the higher the dot density. This 

suggestion is supported by the findings of paling (1968) that the higher 

the dot density the lover the precision of the measurements but the 

higher the accuracy of the estimates. It follow, that by using high 

density dot grid for small asp-areas and low density dot grid for large 

amp-areas precision would balance accuracy. Not only does the use of 

low density dot grid for large areas save time and effort it also 

minimises counting errors. 

In addition to instrumental error, Which are du, to differences 

in the relative precision of the various measuring device., operating 

errors also exist between different operators. It 1s usually 

difficult to assess the magnitude of the personal equation involved 

in operating these devices. 

Generally, it In usually difficult to separate the measurement 

error* into their various components particularly when vrio*s factore 

cc.e into play. Granted that the relative efficiency of the 

individual methods or device, can be established and that all errore 

can be compensated or corrected it would be necessary also to 

establish the interpretative value of the final estimates for the 
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Intended purpose in relation to the amount of time and effort involved. 

According to Wing (1968)  this can be don, by reducing the results 

into homogeneous data and relating them to meaningful dimension, on the 

ground. In forestry practice., only the overall accuracy of the area 

estimates obtained from measurements is significant to forest 

management. A. long as the maximum accuracy which can be achieved with 

a particular area estimation technique or method does not fall below 

the minimum accuracy acceptable for forest management, foresters tend to 

overlook or completely ignore the oartosetrio implications of the 

methods being used for area estimation. However, the dot grid and 

plsninst.r methods are commonly used for estimating forest areas. 

5-63 7pgt nioqçiiaiderationa 

The choice of area estimation method is restricted by the 

interpretation procedure. In an interpretation without delineation 

area estimation is done by  sampling In conjunction with the interpretation. 

In such a situation, an efficient key is a fundamental requirement for 

the interpretation and consequently the area-estimation. The 

Interpretation key should be based on a set of precise criteria and 

definitions to provide uniformity and consistence over time and 

between Interpreters. Also, interpretation keys should be constructed 

In such a way that they can be appraised in the field because tho.e 

which are too refined usually increase interpretation error, and 

therefore increase the risk of errors In area estimation. 

Area estimation without delineation circumvent, the laborious 

intermediate stages of delineation and mapping. However, only the 

numerical distribution can be obtained by this procedure but where 

spatial distribution of the different forest classes is also required, 

interpretation should be done by delineation. This would allow the 



estimation of areas by complete census. The major drawback in 

interpretation by delineation is the biases which are due to 

subjective delineation if the boundaries are indistinct or if there is 

a transition sone between two adjoining classes of forest. Tha.e 

subjective biases reduoe the accuracy of the estimations • Even if 

boundaries are clearly defined and transition son.s are virtually 

absent, the forest may be highly sized for the forest characteristic 

thus resulting in intricate delineations. The Intricacy of the 

delineations may be compounded by wide variations of the characteristic 

within a email area. These are the typical conditions which obtain for 

most tropical forests and of shifting cultivation areas in particular. 

In area estimation accomplished on map or delineated imagery, 

the areas of small pstohes of forests delineated with non—forests 

do not usually compensate those of small patches of non—forests 

delineated with forests. This Inbalancs ,  results in a biased estimate 

of the area—related forest information being assessed. According to 

Moessner (1957) the proportion of forested parts of a given area 

increase, with decreasing siso of the minimum unit of delineation. 

Consequently, the resulting bias.s in the area estimates would also 

Increase with the imagery or map scale. For this reason, it Is often 

useful to specify the sue of minimum unit of delineation to allow 

the comparison of different surveys. In cases where spatial 

distribution is required in addition to numerical distribution, maps are 

normally compiled. Very small units delineated on the remote sensing 

Imagery are not usually mapped. This is another type of cartographic 

gsnerslisation for an easy interpretation of the compiled maps. When 

areas are estimated on such maps there is usually an underestimation 

of the area, of the forest classes to which theee very small patches 

belong. Area estimation by partial coverage as in partial delineation 



is unsuitable for tropical forests. Under tropical conditions, the 

precise location of a representative part of any given survey area is 

often difficult if not impossible. Such representative part may not 

even exist owing to the wide range of variation within very small 

area, of tropical forest. The procedure may be satisfactory for 

reconnaissance surveys in the tropics an this type of survey is 

rapidly accomplished by multistage sampling. 

In view of the above considerations, the couplete coverage 

procedure of area estimation preferably using the dot grid or 

pinf. er appears to be the only way by which meaningful and useful 

estimates of tropical forest areas can be obtained. As forest 

characteristics are normally related to area, the partial coverage 

procedure by any method or technique in not likely to yield area 

estimates that would be of vaiue in the interpretation of thue forest 

characteristics for management pxrposes. 

5..5 Inference, and conclusions 

Remote sensing images can be used in two ways for estimating 

forest areas depending on the interpretation techniques and methods. 

Areas can be estimated directly on the images or from maps compiled 

from the.. In the latter case, interpretation of the entire survey 

area (complete coverage) by delineation i.e. couplets delinestior i s  

necessary. In the former case, there are several options of 

interpretation. Interpretation can be done by partial coverage of the 

survey area. This procedure is unsatisfactory for tropical forest 

area, due to the wide range of variation which does not permit a 

precise location of a small area that is sufficiently represautative 

Of the :tenaive tracts of forests. This precludes interpretation by 

partial delineation of tLc urvey area. It follows therefore that the 
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entire marv.y area should be iut.rpr.t.d. 

The interpretation can be done by sampling or by deline il cn. 

In view of the difficulty in constructing and applying an 

interpretaticd.. y which could effectively cover the large number of 

forest types resulting from the wide range of forest cover, it is vW 

opinion that interpretation by sampling in not suitable for tropical 

forest conditions. Consequently tropical forest areas cannot be 

estimated with confidence by sampling interpretation. It follows that 

delineations should be made during interpretation, The whole argument 

culMInt.s in the total coverago of the survey area by complete 

delineation, In effect, complete delineation of the survey area on 

remote sensing images is the most effective interpretation procedure 

for estimating tropical forest areas. 

This has not answered the question of whether to estimate forest 

areas directly on remote sensing images or on maps compiled from them e  

In the former case the accuracy of the area estimates would depend, 

among other factors, on the geometric fidelity of the remote sensing 

Imagery being used. The literature review shows that L&ndsst images are 

Inherently orthographic • Consequently, delineations and area 

estimations can be made directly on this, but the amount of detail 

available on them may not meet the requirements of the survey. Image 

displacements on aerial photograph. and SLAR images in particular 

result in geometric errors which affect their pl&ni.try. As the 

accuracy of area estimates also depends on the accuracy of the 

interpretation and delineation, accurate delineations can be made on 

aerial photographs with precise simple transfer instruments. Furthermore, 

rectified photographs can be reproduced from stersosodels that have 

been r ..mtruoted from overlapping photographs, All image 

displacements except relief displacement are eliminated on rectified 
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serial photographs. Consequently, they can be used to obtain a more 

accurate area estimate. 

The image distortions on SLAB images often hinder., the eurte 

delineation of areas with rugged topography, thus reducing the value 

of those images for area estimation. In view of these considerations 

it is zW opinion that both aerial photographs and Landsat images are 

superior to SLAB images in providing area information on tropical 

forest types. As many surveys cover extensive areas Landsat mosaics, 

erthophotamosaics and SLAB mosaics can be used at a greater speed than 

Individual prints which are more difficult to handle. Moreover, 

mosaics provide' direct connection between individual prints and 

reduce' the errors in the estimation of a forest area that is not 

completely covered by a single print. 

The fact that font areas can be estimated on remot, sensing 

images at an accuracy which is acceptable for forestry purposes raises 

the question of the need to compile saps. The general lack of 

accurate forest maps at suitable scales in the tropics is a primary 

argument for map compilation, Once compiled, maps can be r.produoed 

at economic costs for various uses but remote sensing images are more 

expensive to reproduce. Mor.ov.r, the storage conditions of remote 

sensing images are more stringent than those of maps. Maps ar. also 

•a.j.r to handle. If the option is to compile maps, aerial photography, 

because of its photogramastric propertien is superior to Landsat and 

SLAB images for forest map compilation. Radargraetric methods have 

not been widely used for forest mapping. Aerial photography provides 

more forest information. 

If forest maps are to be compiled from aerial photographs, 

simple transfer instruments are adequato to achieve the required 

planimetria accuracy provided that accurate base maps are available at 
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suitable scale and the mapping is adequately controlled preferably 

by the radial triangulation using slotted templ.t.. Nev.rtheleos, 

direct tracing of delineations on Landsat and SLAB Images have : 

found to be satisfactory for exploratory and reconnaissance surveys 

as they are basically used for resource location. The major drawback 

In the use of maps for area estimation of forests is the inability to 

assess the accuracy of the interpretation from which the maps have been 

compiled once they are in circulation. With remote sensing images 

wrong interpretations can be corrected before the area estimation is 

accomplished. Moreover, the extent of cartographic generalisations 

cannot be evaluated for the necessary adjustments in the final estimates. 

Assuming that both remote sensing imageo and maps are equally 

effective for estimating forest sreas t  the  question of which method 

to be used for the estimation becomes significant in th e  final accuracy 

of the estimates, As interpretation without delineation has been 

ruled out, area estimation by sampling without delineation is not 

considered further, The  four methods by which delineated areas can be 

estimated are,— 

geometric methods, 

direct systematic sampling method@ i.e. point 

or plot sampling, 

grid sampling methods i.e. dot, rectangular and 

strip grids. 

complete census method i.e. planimetering. 

Geometric methods are efficient for estimation of areas with 

definite geometric shapes e.g* triangular or rectangular plantation 

blooks. Most forest boundaries are sinuous and this preclude, the use 

of geometric methods for forest area estimation. Direct systematic 

sampling requires statistical computations for the numerical 
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distribution of the sample points or plots. Inaccuracy may arise 

during the spatial distribution of these sample points or plots on the 

images or saps. The sample points or their equivalents have 

distributed spatially on the grids. Consequently the grid sampling 

methods are easier to apply than the direct sampling methods. Linear 

measurement, in the strip grid method Is slower and less accurate than 

dot or rectangle count in the other two grid method.. Moreover, area 

computation from counts of dot or rectangles is easier to accomplish 

than that from linear measurements. In addition areas estimated by 

the strip method are lee. accurate. These eliminate the use of strip 

grid method for estimating forest areas. As points are qualitative 

attributes without dimensions, the number of points within a delineated 

area can be precisely determined on the dot grid* But with 

rectangular grids, this is very difficult, because the rectangles being 

counted are qualitative attributes with dimensions. This makes it 

difficult to determine the proportion of a rectangle to be included in 

the delineated area when such rectangle extends beyond the delineations. 

In view of this consideration it is my opinion that the dot grid 

method 1s more efficient than the strip or rectangular grid methods. 

It follow, therefore that tropical forest areas can be estimated 

more satisfactor'ly by dot grid sampling method or planimet.r complete 

census method. The instrumentation of the planim.t.r supports Its use 

for estimating areas with sinuous outline but it is more difficult to 

operate than the dot grid. Rigid mathematical formulas are used for the 

area computation in the plaritmeter method. The final estimates are 

not subject to sampling errors. Consequently, the amount of bias 

cannot be estimated neither can it be compensatede Simpler 

computation procedures are followed in the use of the dot grid 

sampling method. The final estimates are subject to sampling errors 
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Consequently the amount of bias can be estimated and compensated. 

It in often reported that the dot grid is more efficient for 

estimating small areas while th e  planimieter is more efficient for 

estimating lar areas on asp or on remote sensing iges, vid.noe 

from the review of literature Shows that such conclusions were made 

as a result of using inappropriate dot grids. Provided that the dot 

density on the grids matches the map size of that arta being estimated, 

accurate area estimates can be obtained with dot grids irrespective 

of the map sir.. Forester, tend to be very rigid about consistence 

of their methodology without realising that the use of different 

density dot grids to estimate areas of different sizes on asps or 

remote sensing images does not imply inconsistence. By considering 

costs, ease of operation especially in the field, and the duration of 

operation and computation, it is my opinion that the dot grid method 

can provide reliable area estimates for forestry purposes. In view of 

this Its relative efficiency is higher than that of the pliaetar 

method. 

In conclusion, remote sensing images can be used as map 

substitutes for the estimation of tropical forest areas provided that 

complete delineation of the entire survey area is asds on these images. 

In situation, where the geometric errors on the images are excessive, 

the maximam attainable accuracy may fail below the minimum acceptable 

accuracy. This problem can be overcome by compiling aocurste maps 

from the delineated images. In either case accurate interpretation 

is a fundamental requirement for a reliable area estimation. Forest 

areas can be estimated more accurately by the dot grid or planimeter 

than by other methods but area estimates obtained with the dot grid 

method are more potent for statistical evaluation. 
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6 	Economics of the use of z'.mot. asnainL 
for forest surveys 

The most important consideration in any remote sensing 

progrss is the  economic aspect which is often neglected by 

individual investigators who are basically more interested in their 

resource survey results than in the economic implications of their 

choice of technique and methods. The us* of remote sensing especially 

over large areas, is generally thought to have the advantage of saving 

money, time and effort. Any fore of remote sensing is basically 

expensive. Therefore a rational approach to an economic evaluation 

must be to make comparisons between surreys which include remote 

sensing and those based entirely on ground methods. The cost of any 

remote sensing surveys in terms of mousy and time is determined by a 

number of variables for i'Loh it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

establish generally acceptable standards because they vary both in space 

and time. Furthermore, as the different types of remote sensing 

imagery are not ordinarily acquired for the same area or interpreted 

for the same purpose, this review is limited to the discussion of the 

factors which tend to increase the costs of using remote sensing 

methods for forest surveys in the tropics. These factors were 

considered under two categories as follower- 

1 	VnvLronment&l factors 

local climate and weather 

characteristics of  the  survey area 

2 	Technical factors 

(a) choice of remote sensing techniques 

(a) specifications of imagery and survey objectives 

(a) instrumentation, technology and expertise 

The extent to which these factors can increase the cost and duration of 
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remote sensing prograes and the various ways in which their effects 
can be minimised were discussed The actual cost to the user is also 

Of more practical value than diverse quotations from various contractors 
for the same amount of work, R4ative costs are of more practical 
value to this investigation than absolute costs which axe, of course, 
important. Costs are quoted in United States (US) dollars or 
relative values and are averages of data which vary widely but serve 
as a rough guide to remote sensing, 

6-1 XkMironmenAj factors influencing the cost and 
duration of remote sensing iuveys 

The influence of environmental factors on the costs is greater 
In th* tropical forests than in the t.mp.x'*t. forests. In the tropical 
rainfcrest, the influence of these factors is highly divergent even 
within the Same geographical region for the same survey. These factors 
are discussed below. 

6-1 • 1 Local climate and weat 

Most tropical forest and especially the high forest areas often 

have persistent or near-permanent cloud which hinders acquisition flight. 

for User-cOntrolled remote sensing systems, In addition to cloud 
cover, hase cover restricts or at least reduces the quality of 
photography or imagery. Of the remote sensing systems oonaidered in 

this investigation only Landsat is not user-controlled. As a result 
the user is not involved in any financial risk in imagery acquisition 
with Land-at. The Landsat progrse is a free access 1  global venture 
sponsored by the United States of America. Land.at is a gsostaticnary 

un-ynobzonoiis passive 2 t sensing system which images in the 
visible and near infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, The 

quality of Lsiidsat imagery is therefore affected by cloud and base 
cover. Nevertheless the few good quality Landsat images of tropical 
areas can be purchased cheaply from agencies of the United States 

Department of Interior Geological Survey, Table 6.1 shows the price list 

of Standard Remote Sensing data available from the Eros Date, Centre. 

The only active system considered in this investigation is SLAB 

which provides its own energy source for imaging. It senses in the 
microwaves or centimetre wavelengths which penetrate cloud and base. 
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Table 6.1 	Costs of star4daz'd Landsat photoMMUhic products 

Noainal 	Product 	Product 	Prio.* 
Ias, size 	coale 	forest 	 code 

BlackJwhits 

5.6 cm. 1*3 369 000 Film positive 11 8.00 

5.6 cm. 1:3 369 000 Film negative 01 10.00 

18.5 cm. 1*1 000 000 Film positive 13 10.00 

18,5 cm, 1:1 000 000 Film negative 03 10.00 

18.5 cm, lii 000 000 Paper 23 8.00 
37 cm, 18500 000 Paper 214 12.00 

75 cm. 1:250 000, Paper 26 20,00 

Color Composite. 

Master printer - 

- 59 50.00 

18.5 cm. 1*1 000 000 Film positive 53 15.00 
18.5 cm. 1*1 000 000 Paper 63 12.00 

37 cm. 1:500 000 Paper 613 25.00 

75 cm. 1:250 000 Paper 66 50.00 

* These prices were CrTflt in late 1978 but are subject to oheng.. 

Sources 	Sabin. (1978) 
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SLAB In therefore capsble of being operated round the clock and in all 

weather if ground conditions permit flight. The advantage of its near 

all-weather day and night capabilities without cloud limitations 

permits SLAB imagery to be acquired at fairly fixed prices. Tho ,  only 

limitations to SLAB imsilni besides heavy rain storm. (Lmnly, 1976a) 

are the endurance of the air-crews and the restriction, on flight by 

civil aviation authorities. If weather conditions are unsuitable in 

some parts of extensive areas to be covered by SLAB, operations can be 

shifted to other parts of the survey area where th.wsather is suitable 

in order to reduce the waiting time. This was the case with the Nirad 

Project which took advantage of the large use of Wigeria and the 

diverse climatic conditions to cover the entire country (924 000sq.ka.) 

at the ..&l. of 1,250 000 within a period of six months by a series of 

disjointed flibts. This would not hav, been possible with aerial 

photography. By such careful planning or any user-controlled remote 

sensing project, progrimass can be executed at a precise schedule and 

exactly predetermined cost. Dependent operations can all be integrated 

to save more money, time and effort. In Pans the  17 000sq.km. Hasp 

Project area was covered by SLAB at the scale of I *250  000 in only 

four hours (Howard, 1976).  3i.ilarly in Brazil the SLAB coverage of the 

4 200 000cq.km. Radan project area at the scale of 1*400  000 took a 

relatively short period of about six month. (P'Ao, 1974). Most of these 

areas covered by SLAB have for long frustrated all photegratc efforts. 

In aerial photography both the flight and imaging are affected by 

weather conditions. Good photographic weather conditions specify no 

bass and lose than 12& cloud cover (ASP, 1975a) but these are 

difficult to come by in the tropical high forest areas, where the 

weather Is unreliable,  and unpredictable. Crews are compelled to standby 
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for considerable periods awaiting good flight or photographic veathar. 

It is not unusual for survey programmes to be frustrated over 

successive seasons without any guarant.e possible on the time they 

would be completed and at what cost and quality. Some cont racting  

firms therefore avoid fixed price contracts (Norris & 11artin—JCaye,1973) 

and insist on daily rates (Avery & Mayer, 1962) 9  The Consequence of 

such frustration is not only loss of money and time but also inefficient 

interim operations, incomplete utilization of equipment and personnel, 

forgotten pmrpose and in extreme oases eventual abandonment of the 

entire programme. Even when such programmes are not abandon ed 

dependent projects have to wait in sympathy for an indefinite time. 

Costs are reduced if oontraotors are given the option of flying an area 

at a convenient time rather than at a fixed specified date. Contractors 

can then handle many contracts, each executed under suitable local 

weather conditions. By thiB method, Howard (1970) indicated that a cost 

saving of up to 5W was possible. Cost can also be saved, according to 

Howard (1976), by carefully studying the occurrence of short dry seasons 

in cloud—prone tropical areas to coincide with photographic mission and 

also by the use of high flight aircraft (Avery & Mayer, 1962 

Howard 1976). In high rainfall tropical areas flying time is often 

restricted to morning, at certain periods of the year duo to thunder 

storums (Howard, 1970). In Nigeria there is a greater amount of flying 

time in tha sav.rntk region than in the forest region which seldom enjoys 

good photographic weather. This is a sharp contrast to Australian 

conditions which, according to Howard (1970)9 allow photographic flights 

for most of the ysar. 

Assuming that weather permits flight and imaging, Howard (1970) 

stated that a good air—crew could photograph 1900 - 2300sq.ka* at the 

scale of 1115 80 in five hour, flight and that enob more can be 
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achieved by high altitude photography using long focal length 

caaeraa. In addition it in also possibie to photograph fros O00s. 

altitude on a greater number of days than at 8000.*  altitude, a 

vantage point for the use of super-'wide angle cameras. He also 

estimated that at the scales of ItlO 560, 1815 840 and 1s21 000 using 

23 x 23cm. (orsat with 339 overlap, approximately 4114 622 and 892q.kao 

would be covered  in each hour by an aircraft travelling at 273km. per 

hour. Howard (1976)  has also estimated that a fleet of 20 high-flight 

aircraft would be needed to cover the world's tropical forest area. 

every 18 days which 1s the coverage fr.iueuo, of Landsat I and  II which 

image at 920k.. altitude. Martin-Kay. (1974) stated  that SLAB can 

imw large areas in continuous strips of up to 200km, wide from fast 

moving jet aircraft. 

Another aspect of remote sensing the cost of which In Influenced 

by weather, is the collection of ground information against which 

imagery interpretation is chocked* Under favourable conditions the 

cost may be negligibie and the time and effort involved say be 

•irf.&l • Under unfavourable conditions such as rainy season., field 

work In often at a standstill and many area, are flooded asking ace... 

difficult, These conditions increase the cost of data collection. 

Sometimes data collection must be postponed till more favourable 

weather. In the indicative inventory phase of Nigerian High Forest 

Development Project, the inventory of certain forests was postponed 

for two seasons because of inaccessibility while motor boats had to be 

used to reach some deltaic swamp forests. 

6-1.2 Qamterlstice of the survey area 

The cost of remote sensing survey per unit area decreases 

sharply with increase in sue of the survey area to a certain point 
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beyond which cost decreases insignificantly with increase in area site 

(Loetach & Railer, 1973). From this point cost per unit area becomes 

progressively more dependent on scale than area size. If this 

relationship is graphically expressed, the area size depicted by this 

point indicates the minimum survey area by which the remote sensing 

survey has a cost benefit over similar ground survey. Lsnly (1976a) 

suggested that at least 20 000eq.km. should be contracted out at a 

time for a SLAB programas because of its high cost. Howard (1970) 

reported that the minim= cost for a very small area covered by a single 

stereopeir of aerial photographs tends to be equal to the positioning 

fees which are fixed for a particular flight. Besides area site, the 

shape and continuity of survey area affect costs, According to 

Loetsoh & Railer (1973) discontinuous and isolated forest patches of 

irregular shapes scattered over a survey area have been shown to increase 

photographic costs by 30 - 	of what they should have normally 

cost for continuous rectangular forest blocks of the same sit.. in 

India,To.ar (1976) estimated the cost of aerial photography at 1*30  000 

to be $0.97 yer sq.kme  of forest area and $0.28 per sq.o of the 

geographical area containing the 11 28sq.km. of forest compartments 

scattered in isolated patches. 

Farther, the positioning fee of any airbone imaging system depends 

on the flying distance from the maintenance and operation base to the 

survey area. A project area close to the base costs lees to cover than 

a distant one requiring the setting-up of temporary bases. in Australia 

(Howard, 1970) the politicizing fees for an area 160km. from the base 

(in Melbourne or Sydney) are twice  as much as those for areas a few 

mile. away, For the Mired Project in Nigeria, Lagos and Kano were the 

main operation base, and squally effective territory. Above all,tropical 

countries are usually far from regions of advanced remote sensing 
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technology and from centres of 000nercial hire of the more uau2ual and 

latest types of equipment. This often results in higher costs to 

these countries than those do., to centres of ooss.rcial hire of 

equ.tps.nt. This condition favours the use of conventional aircraft and 

standard panchromatic photography (Howard, 1970) and even then the 

positioning fee is still high. According to Howard (1970)  the tropical 

forest son, in Australia has a flight positioning distance of about 

3500k.. from commercial hire in Plelbourn. or Sydney and if high-flight 

(8000.o altitude) survey is required the aircraft had to be hired from 

the United States. Both the aircraft and SLAB equipment used for 

SLAB survey of Nigeria belong to the United States contracting fir. - 

Motorola Aerial Rote Sensing. 

The characteristic of the survey area also affects cost of 

collecting ground data. In creek or mountainous areas where the terrain 

Is rough and in dense forests which are inpeu.trsbl., accessibility is 

a major limitation to the collection of ground infornation. The more 

difficult the access the more money, time and effort are involved in the 

field work* The complexity of the forest itself way not lend the area 

to rapid sampling. Under unfavourable ground condition., the cost of 

field sampling to provide adequate control for an interpretation 

sometimes exceeds one third of the total survey cost. In the  Nigerdaas 

Multipurpose develop men t project in Nigeria the cost of establishing 

ground control was more than twice the cost of sapping (Balfour .t.al., 

1968) • Also the collection of ground infortion for the Wired 

Project was fairly rapid in the savanna region but beosae increasingly 

difficult as the  acre cc.plez tropical forest areas with difficult 

terrain was approached. Howard (1970) suggested that costs could be 

considerably reduced by serial recossiissnoe and by using the sese 

aircraft to convey field crews in areas of difficult access. 
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Assuming satisfactory ground conditions, an intimate knowledge 

of the local •nvironaient and forest conditions in the survey area 

facilitates both the interpretation and field sampling and thereby 

saves the money, effort and time that could have been wasted in 

fasiliarisation prograem.s. 

6-2 Technical factors influencing the cost and 
duration of remote s.nsjng survey* 

The choice of remote sensing method is determined by the survey 

objectives as the information being sought suit be appraisabie on the 

remote sensing images. Also, the extraction of information from the 

imagery requires adequate equipment and sufficiently trained personnel. 

The extent to which these factors influence the cost of remote sensing 

of tropical forests - is discussed below. 

6-2.1 Choice of rimote sensing technicu, 

No exact cost oo'4ions of the various remote sensing techniques 

can be given because they are not ordinarily acquired for the now 

area or for the same purpose. even if they &rep the specifications 

for their acquisition may not provide & definite basis for their 

comparison. Nevertheless it will suffice to give costs of acquisition 

of the different imagery in various places under diverse conditions. 

Of the three systems concerned, only Lanctsat imagery is 

available to the user at precisely fixed prices because the Lsrdsat 

system is operated on a global basis and centrally controlled. For a 

andeat scene (approximately 34 22sq.ka.), the cost of a set of four 

spectral photographic imagery varies between $32  and $80 and that of 

the corresponding colour composite varies between $62 and $100 

(including the cost of generating its master-printer). Thee, prices 

very according to the required product format (i.e. paper print film 

negative or film positive) among other factors. Computer Compatible 

tape (cc?) set for a scene costs $200. These prices shown in Table 6.1 
am for scene corrected (bulk) imagery; precision processed imagery is 

usually more expensive. In the tropics, aerial photographic coversga 

of an area equivalent to a Landsat scene, according to Howard (1976) 

would cost over $100 000 at medium scale and under favourable 

conditions. SLAB coverage of an equivalent area at the economic scales 
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of 1*250 000 and 111300 000 was likely to coat between $100 000 and 

$150 000 excluding the cost of additional flights for stereosoopy. 

This amount, to about $3 95 per aq.k.e over large areas. 

From the above quotations Landsat imagery is comparatively 

inexpensive (at lust to date). Boonondcally the coat of the 

acquisition of SLAR imagery is competitive with aerial photography 

provided that large areas (at i.t.t 250 000sq.a.) are covered at a 

time, more so ven there is cost variation among the photographic films. 

As a generalisation, black/white photography is less expensive than 

colour photography. Based on the provision of acceptable sets, 

Howard (1970) stated that the cost ratio of black/whit, and colour 

Photography varied between 1*5 and 1*3 while Smith (1963) quoted a 5*6 

cost ratio that included all fixed cost.. For large areas having 

known favourable weather conditions and easily accessible to 

contractors, this cost ratio, according to Howard and Lanly (1975) 

would probably, exceed 14*5. Furthermore, panchromatic photagmpby is 

less expensive than infrared photography either black/vhite or colour. 

Francis quoted a coat ratio of 10*11*13 for black/white, normal colour 

and colour infrared photography. Despite the differences in cost, the 

extra cost of one type of photography is usually balanced by the 

additional dimension of extracting information provided by the type of 

photography. Howard (1976) indicated that with wide usage, these 

cost ratios were likely to decrease with consequent increase in the 

cost benefit of colour over black/whit, aerial photography and infrared 

over panchromatic aerial photography. This is highly speculative in 

the tropics because colour films are more susceptible than black/whit. 

films to damage by high relative humidity and high temperature while 

colour prints are, in addition, more susceptible to fading (especially 

under too bright sunlight) and fungal attack. Consequently processing 
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and storage would require sir conditioned laboratories to prevent 

wastages The extra cost of colour photography would therefor, include 

cost of installation and maintenance of the air conditioners or the cost 

Of wastage.  To appreciate this further, the cost ratio of black/white 

and colour films according to !ovard (1970) vu 131 while that of 

processing varied between 1*3 and i6. !Iie most recent cost ratios 

(Howard, 1976)  were 10*11 for these films and 314  for their processing. 

The ultimate photographic products to some extent influenoe the 

cost of acquisition of the remote sensing imagery, As a generalisation, 

transparencies are more exp.neive than paper prints whose cost in turn 

depends on the quality of the paper s  Colour prints are more expensive  

than black/white prints from their complementary negatives while prints 

from diapositives (film positive.) are more expensive than prints from 

negatives and sometimes twice as expensive (xum.r, 1964). Howard 

(1970) qoutes %0,0I per cow of copycat print, in the United Kingdom 

or 1lcopy prints in Australia, N0.78 per copy of oxalid print of 

photoaou.ic at 3.5 times enlargement and $3.90 per copy of contact 

prints from the oxalid master-printer in the Western United States of 

America* 

lecause of the high cost of photographic processing it is 

worthwhile setting up a processing and storage laboratory provided 

that the negative-praomss.d film is retained by the user and, he has 

rights to reprint, In certain countries and especially in Nigeria, 

rumote sensing imagery acquisition is vested on central authoriti,s 

which control user-acquisition of imagery or make imagery commercially 

available to the users. According to Howard (1970) such central 

authorities usually charged a government royalty on each reprint as a 

means of recovering the initial acquisition cost. With the 

establishment of a central Remote Sensing Unit in the Federal Department 
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of Forestry in Nigeria, the production of national resource maps 

has been vested on this Department while the Federal Survey Department 

still hold, the overall control of remote sensing imagery acquisition 

and national map. production. 

Another aspect of remote sensing which involves considerable cost 

Is the interpretation and field checking. Nverthel,,s various 

workers have shown that forest surveys incorporating remote sensing ars 

less expensive than those that rely entirely on ground methods provided 

that a large area is involved. As a basis for comparison, a 100% 

survey of ..l.ot.d valuable tropical forest areas in Ghana using 

entirely ground methods cost between $1.75 and $2.60 per hectare in 1956 
according to Francis (1957) while a cost—saving of 20 - 25% was made by 
aerial survey. In similar survey, in India (Tomar, 1976) and Sri—Lanka 

(T4ott, 1976) a cost saving of about 709A was made by the use of remote 

sensing techniques. Stalhingv.rf (1963) reported a cost saving of 11% 

in a survey of a 10 000hs. forest area in Ho1d using 

IM 000 scale aerial photographs while under extremely favourable 

ground conditions as in the Southeastern United States cost savings 

could reach 99.9% (us. Forest Service, 1959). 

An investigation reported by Lyons (196) shoved that for the same 

efficiency, cost saving by photo—survey was 86% and for the same cost 

the sampling error was reduced by 1 through photo—survey, The same 

report showed that a cost reduction of 25% could be achieved for a 

specified survey objective. Carver & Moes.ner (1949) concluded from 

their investigations in Missouri that the use of aerial photography 

reduces the number of expensive field plots needed. Of the 100 000 

photo plot, involved in the survey only 25 000 were stereoscopically  

examined to determine the forest—types, while the ground Information on 

volum6 was collected from only 2000 of these plots. 
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Finally, generalisation could not be made on interpretation 

costs because they vary widely in different parts of the tropical 

forest son. and .any of the factors that influence costs are of 

divergent magnitudes even within a geographical region era 

particular survey. 

The ohoice of technique also influence, the time involved in 

imagery interpretation. At the most economic scale of each remote 

sensing system, the coverage of a given extensive area would require 

$ larger number of aerial photographs than SUE strips or Landsat 

imagery. Interpretation time depends among other things on the number 

of images to be bandied for the survey area.. Larin-Alabi (1978) 

estimated that about 5 200 aerial photographs would be required to 

cover the tropical lowland rain forest (mainly high forests) in Nigeria 

at the scale of 140 000 using 23 x 23cmo  format with 70% overlap and 

30% sidelap and that these aerial photographs could be replaced by only 

five Landsat rise.s or four SLAB imagery strips. Similarly ftc (1974) 

estimated that a single ipsoe photograph could replace 3200 conventional 

aerial photographs of one region and that at the scale of 1 slO 000 

(without further specification) aerial photographic coverage of Nigeria 

would require 81 000 photographs. The comparatively small number of 

Landsat images to be handled for a very large area is an advantage of 

saving interpretation time over aerial photography in particular but 

the reprocessing (e.g. additive colour viewing and photographic 

reproduction.) of taMest imagery is usually time-consuming. 

Computer-assisted interpretation of Landsat information on CC? is 

acknowledged to be more rapid and objective but the computer progrsing 

Involved is time-consuming. In addition, computer facilities are 

neither cheap nor generally available in many tropical forest areas. 
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To.ar (1976) reported that by using 1:60 000 coale aerial 

photographs for stock mapping of the 1 128s.km. forest area in 

Vidisha in India the pace of work was 1.6 times faster than by ground 

methods (37.5% ties-saving). Also in India, Nulekar (1977)  reported 

that the assessment of success in a 330has  of young teak plantation 

took only 10.5 man-hours using 1:10 000 panchromatic aerial 

photographs whereas corresponding assessment by ground methods would 

have lasted loner with less accurate result.. St.11jngwerf (1963) 

reported that in one man-day an interpreter was able to examine 5000 

photoplots on IM 000 seale aerial photographs in conjunction with 

st.reograms. Dodge Ii Bryant (1976) using oo.put.rised satellite 

information estimated that the development of spectral signatures for 

ZOTLIt types in one county in the USA required 250  man-hours or 30 

computer minute.. The ensuing statistics and computations required 

50 man-hours or five computer minutes if given the appropriate 

soft—ware. Unfortunately the available hardware in most tropical 

countries is low-capacity type not suitable for handling Landiat data. 

6-2,2 Specification of imagery and survey objectives 

Of the specifications for the acquisition of remote sensing 

imagery, scale is the overriding cost-determinant especially in aerial 

photography of an extensive area such as a geographical region. For a 

fixed large area size cost of photography increases with nominal scale. 

According to Harrison & Spurr (1955) doubling the nominal scale more 

than doubles the cost of the photography. Howard (1970)  reported that 

the cost of acquisition of aerial photographs under Sweedish conditions 

increased threefold by doubling the nominal scale. By doubling the scale 

and using the same fliçht lines and exposure intervals, Avery & Mayer 
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(1962) stated that the effective (stereoscopic) area is reduced to a 

quarter. In order to have equally effective areas using the sane format 

at different scales, the flight lines and exposure intervals should be 

closer relative to the scale. This would result in a greater number 

of flight lines and exposures for a fixed area and a consequent 

increase in both the flying time and photographic costs. 

Bow.yer, for a fixed area ii.e the gross cost of photographic 

processing of a film negative, oontaot or enlargement print and reprint 

decreases with increase in the number of exposures and therefore with 

Increase in scale (Asp, 197a). At the sane time the overall 

photographic cost per unit area increases with scale. Under th e  

divers, tropical conditions, cost of photography per unit area using 

the sane scale, differs according to the prevailing local conditions, 

In India me&tun scale aerial photography for an extensive geographical 

region according to !Foaar (1976) costs between $0.28 and $0.97 per s.ka. 

Howard (1970) estimated the  cost of small-medium scale aerial 

Photographs per scj.ka. to be between $0.29 and $0.89 in Australia 

90.14 and $0.78 in the United Stat.., $1.71 in New Zealand, $0.73 

in the United Kingdom and 00.19 in haateru Canada. 

The survey objective is usually the first indicator of the survey 

cost. In surveys which incorporate remote sensing, the amount of 

information needed to so i.v. ..a obeotiv.s dictates the scale of 

imag.ry, the levels of interpretation, photograseetry and cartography 

which would be involved in the survey, In forest surveys the amount of 

information required for exploratory, reconnaissance, management 

(exploitation) and research surveys increases in that order, so also 

does the cost of every aspect of remote sensing involved. 

&inoe the results of forest surveys are summarised mostly in 

thsmstio maps, planime trio accuracy is more essential and basic to 
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forest map-compilation than topographic accuracy. Additional colts 

are involved in the pl'-ni'.tric control of maps compiled from remot* 

sensing imsgry. In many tropical areas planim.tric ba.e maps at 

suitable scale and of acc•ptable accuracy are seldom available' as a 

result new maps are photogra.trically compiled at additional cost. 

In order to have an overall view of the forests which have not been 

previously mapped, photomou.ics are usually required. The cost of 

uncontrolled, sen.t-controlled, fully controlled and orthophotoaoea.tos 

increa.e in that order according to the amount of control involved 

and the seal, at which they are prepared. Mosaics are also useful as 

interpretation guides For their broad view ortho-photomapa are useful 

map substitutes but expensive to produces Where direct planimatric 

measurements on aerial photographs are desirable ratio.d and rectified 

prints can be acquired for this purpo.e at additional cost. 

As a generalisation the amount of photogra.trio and cartographic 

work involved in planimetria mapping from remote sensing imagery is 

considerably 1..s than that involved in topographic mapping, 

consequently planime trio mapping costs isa.. This low-cost favours 

the use of remote sensing techniques for forest surveys bec*use forest 

maps are basically plania.tric. An examination of a typical tropical 

survey cost data quoted 	(1975a) indicates that the cost of 

topographic mapping (all aspects from photographic flight to cartography,  

but excluding ground information) is twins that of plani..trie mapping 

from aerial photographs whose scale is about 2.5 ties that of the 

maps compiled from them, From the now survey data the cost of 

pbotogrsetry and cartography for topographic mapping is thrice that 

of planimetric mapping. The cost ratio or cartography for plania.trio 

mapping and topographic mapping at any scale is somewhat constant at 1*2 

while that of photograma.try d.or.rns with increase in scale - 1*20 
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for small .osl., 100 for sodium coal. and 1:5  (projected) for large 

scale. Table 6.2 abridged from the data of ASP (1975a)  depicts the 

above trends. 

In New Zealand topographic sapping costs between $0.7 and 

$1.97 per ha. at 1*24 000 scale with 1.5* contours and at 102 000 

scale with 0.5m. contours (Howard, 1970) while in Victoria (Australia) 

planiR.tric mapping twets XQ.01 per ha. at 1117 920 scale using 

1t5 840 scale anal photographs. According to Balfour and others 

(1968) the cost of plania.tric mapping, for the Nigeria Nigardaas 

multipurpose project at the scsi. of IzSO 000 from 1z10 000 scale 

aerial photographs was $249 per sq.ka* for an area of 81429q.km. while 

that of topographic mapping was %10.4 per sq.ka. In Ghana, under 

similar ground conditions as in Nigeria, topographic mapping by ground 

methods, according to Francis (197) cost between $220 - $270 per sq.ka. 

in 196. This shows that the use of remote sensing for survey., 

however expensive, in still cheaper than the use of entirely ground 

methods, provided the survey area is large. 

6 -293 Instrumentation technology- and  personnel 

The cost of acquisition and interpretation of remote sensing 

imagery usually reflects t!  e type of equipment and personnel employed. 

The use of new equipment in conjunction with highly trained personnel 

costs more than the use of second-hind and less sophisticated 

equipment. Costs would be considerably reduced if both equipment and 

personnel were locally available. Only a few tropical countries have 

adequate equip eit and indigenous personnel • Those countries which 

lack equipment and personnel but could afford the cost, have to 

contract their remote sensing projects to expatriate firms. 

Alternatively, they have to hire equipment from centres of commercial 
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Table 6 	Relative 00514 et typical troz,1oal surveys 
ujng various soil.s of serial vhptogrsr*iy 

Thotoscale Is 1 70000 1*40000 1*20000 1810 000 

Mapecal. 18150 000 1*100 000 1850 000 1*25 000 

Planim.tric (P) P P P P 
Topographic ('F) 'F 'F 'F T 

Photographic 1.00 1.00 2.75 2.75 6.75 6.75 15.13 15.13 flight 

Photograph)' 0.06 0.13 0.19 0.38 0.75 1.50 3.00 6.00 
Interpretation 009 0,09 0,25 0.25 1,06 106 1.28 14,28 
Aerial control 0.08 0.75 0.25 2.25 1.00 9.25 3090 37.50 
Thotogra.try 0.08 2.25 0.25 2.75 0.83 8.00 6.75 25.83 
Cartography 1.13 1.75 1.13 1.75 2.50 14.50 6.25 12.00 

Total 2.44 5.97 4,82 10.13 12.89 31.06 39.31 100.74 
Ground information 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 125.00 125.00 125,00 125,00 

Grand total 7.44 10.97 9,82 15.13 137.89 156.06 1614931  225,74 

uxo.s .4a.riean Society of Thotogrenetx7 (1975a) 

The relative figures in this table are average, of many data which 

diverge wid.ly. Only areas greater than 500 sq.kme were considered. 
IIslativ* costs for smaller areas would be higher. The cost of photo-
graphic flight per 100 .q.kme in taken as unit for comparison, 
Diapositives were needed for topographic plotting in addition to paper 
prints needed for interpretation. 

Aerial control me by radial triangulation with slotted tsmplato 

for pini-.tric mapping and aerial triangulation with adjustment for 
topographic mapping. 4ound information for the 1*70 000 and U40 000 
scale- photoint.rpetat&en was obtained by 0.005 - 0.01% field 

reconnaissance survey while that for the 1*20 000 and 1*10 000 scale 
photoint.rpr.tatjon was. by 0, exploitation, field survey. 
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hire and recruit personnel from regions of advanced remote sensing 

technology. Consequently the cost of remote sensing projects in the.e 

countries is such higher than the temperate countries, more so when 

considerable distances are involved in the mobilisation of equipment 

and personnel. Those countries which cannot afford the cost of their 

remote sensing projects, have to rely on international agencies for 

assistance. In these circumstances, the valuable field experience is 

gained by the expatriates who men these projects and the advantage to 

the country is lost when they leave at the conclusion of the projects. 

For relatively low—cost remote sensing Surveys in tropical areas, 

Lazily (1976a) and Larin—Alabi (197) suggested that thought should be 

given in planning - whether countries of comparatively small areas 

should be combined with those of a larger area as in the case of 

Badas Project in the Amazon region and Rasp Project in the Psnas 

region. This could also be considered along the 16est African Coast 

but Hutton (1977) from her experience in Botswana indicated that such 

a venture would be hindered, aaor; ether constraint., by the difficulty 

In establishing an effective communication system for data transmission. 

The cost of remote sensing sux'vsys tends to decrease with increase 

in usage of a particular technique both in space and time and with 

technological advancements in the remot, sensing systems and associated 

technique.. Sisas (1947)  illustrated the trend of cost reduction for 

aerial photography with data for the United Etates where, between 1 936  
and 19429 approximately 1 036  000sq.ks. were photographed annually for 

the United States Department of Agriculture at the standard scale of 

1.20 000. By the end of the sixth year the cost of aerial photography 

decreased by 47% per sq.kso despite the general war—tins inflation. 

Another ezaspie of cost reduction by increased usage was cited by Lathan 

and McCarty (1972). They stated that normal colour photography 
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formerly costing about twice or thrice black/white ,  photography cost 

only one and a half times and indicated that the relative cost of 

colour photography would decrease with increased usage. Another major 

advantage of increased and wide usage is the availability of remote 

sensing imagery over many areas. The coverage may be sufficiently 

adequate so that new coverages may not be necessary for so.e,  particular 

surveys as is the ate. in Canada and he United States of America. 

Consequ.nt]y, the coat of acquisition is saved. 

Security restrictions by the military of countries and advanced 

remote sensing technology .nooursge industrial monopoly which in turn 

renders the hardware (ant sometimes the software) too expensive for 

developing countries to afford. If costs are to be kept favourable, 

according to Kb (1974),  there should be a free market in which 

competing contractor, could tender for work. He added that government 

policies often favoured the development of monopoly either by 

deliberately using military aircraft, or contracting work to its own 

civil aviation authority, or by intentionally creating an unstable 

market by contracting out work at irregular intervals. 

In a rapidly evolving technology such as remote sensing, existing 

systems are usually outdated by inventions and current knowledge 

rendered obsolete by inncvr lone before they are fully utilised. 

Consequently the cost of purchase of new equipment to replace the 

outdated ones and of repeated personnel training to keep abreast of 

new knowledge becomes excessively high (Larin-&labi, 19781 Kio, 1971). 

6-3 inferences irid conclusions 

Evidence from literature was not sufficient to make definite 

conclusiouson the economics of the use of the three remote sensing 
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systems for tropical forest surveys. However, ..t permitted some 

generalisatione to be made on the costs in terms of money, time and 

effort. The most significant finding of the review of literature is 

that forest surveys which include remote sensing techniqu.are cheaper 

and quicker than those which rely entirely on ground t.ohniqu.a. 

Any form of remote sensing is expensive. Imagery acquisition 

accounts for a substantial proportion of the total costs of forest 

survey, employing remote sensing techniques. Many tropical foresters 

often baae their disapproval of remote sensing techniques on the high 

cost of image acquisition without considering the high cost of the 

camp and field survey equipment as veil as the cost of mobilising the 

field crews. If it can be argued that both the camp and field survey 

equipment were not primarily purchased for a particular Survey, the 

same argument should hold for imagery acquisition. In this consideration, 

remote sensing surveys are  more economical. Imagery can be acquired 

for interdisciplinary and multipurpose us.. Consequently, acquisition 

cost can be shared by the various users. If suitable imagery which has 

been acquired for purposes other than forestry are available they can 

be reproduced also cheaply. The advantage of reproducing remote 

sensing images for simultaneous use avoids the uneconomical delays 

associated with sharing of cquipment and material, in ground surveys. 

In addition, tropical foresters do not usually realise that 

several overheads in the oost of eTvund surveys of large areas may be 

greater than the cost of imagery acquisition in remote sensing surveys. 

For instance, unfavourable weat:ar and ground conditions which do net 

permit the optional use of manpower and other resources In the field 

usually result, in substantial increase in the total cost of ground 

surveys • Above all, the superior speed of remote sensing survey, more 
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than balances the additional cost which is due to image acquisition. 

Assuming favourable weather and ground conditions for the survey 

technique being need, all evidences indicate that Lsndsat survey is 

cheaper than ground survey, photo and S1AJ( surve. This is primarily 

because the user is not involved financially in the acquisition of 

Landsat imagery. For small area., both photo and SLAB surveys may be 

more expensive than ground survey as the flight positioning tee is 

fairly constant for any covers.. This seans that the imagery 

acquisition coat per unit area would decrease with increase in the use 

of the survey area. The flight positioning fee ,  of 3LAR in higher than 

that of aerial photography. Consequently, SLAB images cost more for 

the same area, 

The esgnitude of the difference in costs could not be established 

for the present studies because the material from which evidence is 

drawn shows that both aerial photography and SLAB were not usually 

acquired over the same area or for the same purpose. The effect 

factors which influence the absolute acquisition costs of the images 

would therefor. vary. It is certain that there is usually an opti 

siss of survey area for which one of ground, photo and SLAB techniques 

is cheaper. But these optimum areas cannot be determined with 

confidence as a result of the varied interactions of the factors 

influencing tka coats of the &tffernt surveys. Because serial 

photography can be aquired over a wide range of scales, cost is 

determined mainly by the size oi the survey area, in the first place, 

until a maximum size is reached when the cost is than determined mainly 

by the photoscale. This trend In less noticeable with SLAB because of 

its restricted range of acquisition scale (1*250 000 - 1.500 000) while 

it is virtually absent with Lar*dsst because of Its constant 
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acquisition scale (1:3 369 000). 

For very large survey areas, photo and SLAB surveys are cheaper 

than ground surveys. At the restricted scsi.. of SLAB (1:250 000 

1:500 000), aerial photography is cheaper than SLAR imsg.ry. Rowever, 

when scale factor is introduced, aerial photography becomes 

increasingly expensive with increasing scale until a point is reached 

where SLAB becomes cheaper. 

The foregoing shows that while Landsat surveys are generally 

cheaper than SLAB and photo surveys, their costs may be similar for a 

particular survey. For a realistic economic evaluation of using the 

different remote sensing systems for forestry purpose., their monetary 

costs have to be weighted by the amount of forest information which 

they can provide. The amount of forest Information available with 

landiat, though of a general type, balances the cost of its imagery* 

tespite its similar coat, SLAB cannot compete sucoessfully with aerial 

photography because of its low information content. For instance, 

individual trees are usually resolved by aerial photography and it the 

aerial photographs are acquired at suitable scales, both species 

identification and forest mensuration can be carried out 

stereoscopically. Since individual trees are not normally resolved on 

Landsat and SLAR images, their identification and measurements are not 

possible even ;ihen stereoscopic ob.mtion is possible. Landsat images 

may be useful for grouping photinterpreted forest types into more 

inclusive general types. SLAB imagery may be more useful than other 

types of imagery for mapping terrain features obscured by vegetation in 

forested areas. Also, it has the advantage of being acquired for areas 

where environmental factors frequently frustrate photographic efforts 

and Landsat imaging. The technical capabilities of the three type. of 
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imagery are investigated further in Chapters 8 - 10, 

On tSOhrLLO$1 considerations, any reacte sensing programs designed 

for forest surveys should therefore include aerial photography in order 

to be cost-effective for the paxtioular survey. It is not economically 

advisable, particularly for developing tropical countries, to aequire 

different types of reacte sensing imagery simply to obtain maxim 

information. If this is the only practical solution to the problem at 

hand it is suggested that such multi-sensor iaagsry acquisition should 

be an interdisciplinary programme so that the acquisition costs could be 

shared by the various disciplines involved in the programme. This 

would reduoe considerably the cost to individual users. The 

acquisition cost could be reduced further if In a multi-sensor imagery 

programme only one type of imagery is acquired and used in conjunction 

with other types of imagery recently acquired for other purpose.. In 

such circumstances, it may even be unnecessary to acquire new imagery 

if the available ones are very recent. If new imagery is to be 

acquired, it is economical to cover a very large area at a time. For 

example, neighbouring countries intending to carry out, say, foreft 

surveys, can pool their financial resources to acquire the necessary 

imagery, but such efforts are frequently frustrated by political 

undertones, oven in an interdisciplinary react, sensing programss 

within a oounry. 

Further, most tropical countries do not possess adequate remote 

sensing equipment and suffic ien t trained personnel to wi their remote 

sensing prograaee. As a result the nominal costs of these programmes 

are increased by various overheads including those involved in 

contracting this* projects to expatriate fire.. Since it may not be the 

same firs that usually wine the award of these contracts, different 
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firms have to start each project from the initial stages. With 

established personnel, future projects could utilise previous 

experience and thereby say* these additional initial costs. It i s  

suggested, therefore, that theae countries should embark on personnel 

training programmes and establishment of remote sensing units either 

independently or jointly to save coats. For example, the Economic 

Commission for Africa has already established a training centre for 

aerial surveys in 11.—It, 9  Nigeria, An international remote sensing 

centre has been established in Ouagadougou, Upper Volta and another in 

Nairobi, Kenya (L E. Arnbayi, personal counioatjon, October, 1978). 

In Nigeria, plans are going ahead to establish a national remote 

sensing centre with a data bank in Kaduna in addition to the remote 

sensing unit at the Federal Department of Forestry in Ibadan. This 

o.ntre would concern itself mainl y  with research on remote sensing 

applications and training of personnel. 

It is only when the use of remote sensing is well established 

for tropical resource surveys that its economic advantage, could be 

evaluated with confidence. Presently there is little experience, - 

little experience shows clearly that remote sensing methods are quicker 

than ground survey method., and indicates that they are likely to be 

Cheaper with wider usage. It ray be too early to conclude from the 

state of the art in most tropical c - untries that remote sensing methods 

are cheaper than ground methods for forest survey., More so when 

private forestry is rare in the tropics, Forestry being a government 

venture in most tropical countries, may be affected considerably by 

administrative and policy constraint.. These in turn, will affect any 

remote sensing project for forest survey.. The economics of the use of 

A; mote sensing in such government forestry services is investigated 

further in Chapter 11. 
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EIPDI?AL 

INVESTIGATION 

The tendency in the peat has been to ...k information which 

t.i1s bow to do what decision makers have *lr..dy &icid.d to do. 

Current scientific approach is to gather information that will help 

to aptjgjpete prob].e., and to .ug.st vhat to to to solve the.." 

P. R. o. lb (19Th). 

Using satellite photography, (.14.-looking) airborne radar 

and ground control, the Federal Department of Forestry is surveying 

the natural vegetation of Nigeria a major stop in increasing the 

prosperity of all our people.' 

Federal Department of Forestry, Nigeria (1976). 



In 

Introduction to Part II 

The main objectives of the experimental investigation are:- 

to verify and augment in a test area representative of the 

African tropical forests (Southwestern Nigeria) the findings 

from the review of literature on the applications of remote 

sensing to forest management in the tropics. 

to appraise remote sensing in Nigeria ahd Nigerian forestry 

services in particular and to identify the problems associated 

with routine use of remote sensing in Nigeria. 

to suggest practical solutions to overcome the problems associated 

with the use of remote sensing for gathering information for 

forest management purposes in the tropics. 

The report of the experimental investigation is presented in five 

chapters:- 

Chapter 	7 is introductory to the interpretation work and it describes: 

the classification of the vegetation of the test area. 

the sources and specifications of the remote sensing imagery used. 

This chapter provides a background for the next three chapters which 

report the interpretation of the three types of imagery of the test 

area for all four categories of information: 

Chapter 8 Photointerpretation 

Chapter 9 Interpretation of Landsat imagery 

Chapter 10 Interpretation of SLAR imagery 

Each of these reports covers z- 

purpose and objectives of the interpretation. 

materials and methods including image enhancement 

procedures. 

the results and discussion. 

findings of the interpretation 
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Chapter 11 reports a survey conducted by postal questionnaire to 

appraise remote sensing in Nigeria with regard tot 

the status of remote sensing in resource survey, in Nigeria 

the current use of remote sensing by Nigerian forestry 

services. 

the problems associated with routine use of remote 

sensing for resource survey, in Nigeria. 

This charter also relates the present investigator's previous 

experience in forest marvoys to the results of the survey. 

The experimental investigation reported In Chapters 8 - 10 was 

limited mainly to the interpretation of forest.-types becauuc it. je the 

only category of information that provides a base line for comparing 

the relative efficiency of the three types of images for tropical 

forest surveys. Tree species identification was limited to 

photointerpretat ion. 	the individual trees are not resolved on 

Landeat and SLAR images, species identification on these images is an 

equivalent of forest type recognition. 

Thotoaen,uratton was not congct.d to estimate forest volumes as 

this investigation did not include a field work by which photomensuration 

data could be correlated with field data, The relative efficiency of 

the throe types of imagery as map substitutes for area estimation was 

not investigated because maps shoving the spatial distribution of the 

numerical distribution of the forest. being Investigated were not 
available for the necessary correlation.. 
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7 The gsogrs.vhjp location of the t.it i.r.s and test sites 

A teat area of about 58 000sq.k.. in Southwestern 144 'na 

(so* Fig, 70) was chosen for regional interpretation using small scale 
Lard sat and SLAR imagery. The approximate geographic corner-coordinates 

of the test area ares-
Northwest 7030'N 

Southwest - 6020 'M 

Southeast - 501401 

Northeast - 7 
050 1 1, 

2 0 5 
2045 02  

5°00'l 

5°oO
S
E 

Within the tilt area five different test sites (i.e Pig. 70) were 
selected for photointerpretation at larger scales. Their approximate 
geographic locations ares- 

Test Site 

Olokea.3i Forest R.s.x,. 

Ijaiy. Forest Reserve 

Ibadan Fuel Plantation 

Ibadan University Teak Plantation 

On* Forest Reserve 

Aroz1-ats location 

7025 'I 	330 ' E 

	

o • 	- I 
7351 	31401 

	

o • 	0• 7231 	3521 

7027 'N 	3051 91 

	

' 	0 6o501 	14151 

The vegetation of Southwestern Nigeria is predominantly tropical 

rain-forest and consists of & wide range of ecological types. This makes 

it a suitable test area. Moreover, the present investigator,  in his 

official duties had earlier carried out routine field surveys of test 

sites and other productive forests within the test area. He was 

therefore familiar with the local forest conditions. This facilitated 

the interpretation work. 

7-I The vegetation of Southwestern linens 

The wide range of variation within the tropical forest acne has 

resulted in local and regional classifications of the tropical forests. 

These classification sob...s are seldom of universal application. They 
lack uniformity in terminology and nomenclature. This hinders their 

comparison even within a single geographic region. The best known and 

the most widely used classification of Nigerian vegetation is that of 

X.ay (1959a).  He classifies the vegetation into ten broad son.. which 
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Map of ecological zones of Southwestern Nigeria showing 
the test area and test sites 

Source: 	charter (1970) 
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Key to Fig. 7.1 (left) 

Ecological zones 

COASTAL VEGETATION (i) 

1 	Strand vegetation, thicket & forest 

MANGROVE (2) 

2 	Mangrove (izophira raceosa) 

SWAMP FOREST/RIPARIAN F0R'ST (3) 

3A 	Deltaic swamp complex 

3B 	Seasonal swamp forest 

MOIST LOWLAND FOREST (14) 

14A 	Moist sernideciduous forest 

(Leguminosae - Meliaceae) 

14B 	Moist semideciduous forest 

(Sterculiaceae - Moraceae - Ulmaceae) 

IC 	Forest-savanna mosaic 

* 	Moist evergreen forest 

DRY F0R'STSO0DED SAVANNA (5) 

SA 	Mixed leguminous wooded savanna 

(Afzelia africana & Khaya senegalensis) 

B 	Mixed leguminous wooded savanna 

poberlinia !2.) 

* 	Dsemideciduous forest 

* 	Dry deciduous forest 

EDAPHIC/BIOTIC SAVANNA (6) 

Flood plain complex 

A 	Olokemeji Forest Reserve 

B 	Ijaiye Forest Reserve 

C 	Ibadan Fuel Plantation 

D 	Ibadan University Teak Plantation 

S 	Onio Forest Reserve 

* 	Not mapped owing to its limited distribution 
and restricted occurrence in' Southwestern 
Nigeria. 
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correspond to the smi n  climatic son.. • Be also describes the 

variations within each son, without further classification into types. 

A sore detailed sohae is that which Charter (1969) prepared for the 

National Atlas of Nigeria which has 7.t to be published.. In his .ch.s., 

based on more recent information and photo1nt.rr.tation, Chartr 

describes over fifty vegetation types in about twenty ecological son... 

Charter's no..nolature and terminology make it possible to ooapsr. 

precisely the vegetation of Nigeria with those of other parts of Africa* 

Charter's classification was adopted for the interpretation of 

the test area. The .quivalents of the vegetation typ.a found in the 

test area are given in Table 7.1. 

The following description of the vegetation of Southwestern Nigeria 

based on Charter's classification scheme. The ecological zones of 

vegetation found in the test area, inland from the coast (?ig.7.1) areS- 

coastal vegetation 

mangrove 

(a) 	swamp forest 

(d) 	riparian forest 

(.) 	moist lowland forest 

These ecological sones do not indicate bomogunous blocks of vegetation. 

Rather, each sane represents a mixture of types and is øharac tori sad 

by the most extensive typo found within it. 

The vegetation types found in these ecological zones are 

described belowi- 

(a) Coa*til vegetation 

The coastal vegetation comprises halophyllous strand vegetation, 

coastal thicket and forest, all intermingled on sandy beaches, coastal 

creeks and lagoons within the tidal ranges 

(i) herbaceous strand vegetation with 
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Table 7 • I 	Equiva1.nts of the skin vegetation tip.s found in southwestern NLRSXia 

ca&ar 	(1969) x*y (1959) Riu. (1977) ccTA/csA (1956) 3URTT-DAYT (1938) wico (1973) 

Ecological son.. of Outline of Forest-types Yangeabi Classification of International 
Nigerian vegetation Nigerian v.g.tatioa in Nigeria Classification of Tropical Woody Classification 

African vegetation vegetation of 'vegetation 

I 	COASTAL YN GET A?IOI Mangrove and - Tropical littoral - 

(3 type.) coastal vegetation woodland 

2 MANGROVE Mangrove Littoral mangrove Mangrove forest 
(2 types) woodland 

3 SWAMP FOREST Fresh water Swamp forest Tropical fresh Tropical 
Deltaic swamp swamp water swamps ombrophilous 
complex (comprisui ooities alluvial forest 
8 distinct swamp (seasonally 
forest types water-logged) 

SWAMP FOREST Periodic swamp Tropical 
seasonal swamp forest ombrophilous 
forest swamp forest 
(undifferentiated) 

4 RIPARIAN FOREST Riparian forest Riparian forest Tropical riparian Tropical 
(6 types) woodland ombrophilona 

alluvial forest 
(riparian) 

5 	MOIST LOWLAND Lowland Forests on Moist evergreen Tropical lowland Tropical ombrophilous 
FOREST rain-forest ferralitic soils forest evergreen lowland forest 
evergreen (3 types) rain-forest 

FOREST Forests on Moist deciduous Tropical semi- Tropical evergreen 
semidociduous f.rxuginous forest evergreen forest seasonal lowland forest 
I 2 typesj pi. 	soils 

(2 types) 

MOIST WWLAWD Derived saya - - Tropical moist Tropical semideciduous 
FOREST with relict deciduous forest lowland forest 
forest-eavann* forest 
mosaic 

Sources noted above. 
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occurs on sandy and gravelly ..ashore not subject to 

immersion but under constant maritime influence. 

coastal thicket with rr.obs1aua orbicularis. Hibiscus 

tiliaccous and Thopeoria. Rgyalnea is shrubby, evergreen 

or deciduous (duo to physiological drought). It is 

usually more or less impenetrable. It often occurs in 

clape with grass substratum absent or discontinuous. 

undiff.rentiat.d coastal forest. 

(b) Kangrove 

The mangrove is a closed stand established on saline sods within ths 

tidal rang.. I'Iangrove may occur as forest,thicket or bush, depending 

on the .xt.nt to which it has been degraded by human activities. In 

vertical profile, mangrove has only one layer of tree.. The trees are 

stilt-rooted or bear po.umatophores and the leaves are scierophyllous. 

red mangrove (Rhisophorao.ae).  The drier areas of this 

type are dominated by Hhizoihors mangle while the swamp 

edges are dominated by!. jumm. The middle areas are 

dominated by A. harrisoni. 
white mangrove (Y.rbenaoec.ae ). This type is .atly 

do-mated by 

(o) §MM forest 

Swamp forest Is & closed stand of irregular structure with two 

discontinuous layer, of trees which bear stilt-roots or pn.un&tophores. 

many genera have buttresses. The canopy is continuous but not uniform. 

As a rule, swamp forest is poor in undergrowth except in the more open 

space where done* tangle of shrubs and lianes form an almost impenetrable 

undergrowth with an ill-defined shrub and herb layer. Aquatic grassland 

within the swamp forest is actually a stage in the hydro.ere leaMng to 

the development of swamp forest. It is different from herbaceous swamp 
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which is a distinct life-form dominated by Qnwruz, r4lJlrua (esdge) and 

th&.t oo1....ni* (grip...), The soil jn swamp forest areas is either 

p.mn.ntly flooded or at least saturated for soot of the year. Swamp 

forest types are usually differentiated by the soot abundant species 

presents- 

(i) deltaic mysar oo*vl.x. This typ. occurs along lower river-

courses within the tidal range. The water table is therefore 

such affected by sea tides. Deltaic swamp complex 

comprises A2I floribunda thicket, pals swamp with 

MLI. 	 (oil pals) on sandy 1ev..., isolated areas 

of moribund Rhisozora ragamiaga, and types (ii - vi). 

 W)PiI swamp 

 Rhathia hook.rii swamp - a form of degraded swamp forest 

 Pandwua oandelab= swamp - Pandanus is a climbing palm 

with hooked spine, more often found in association with 

large aroid.. 

 Mitxa1na ciliata swamp - abundant on ancient ridges 

within wgrov, areas. 

 QLUMIM memloyhylla,swamp 

 iuAiff.rentiatid seasonal swamp forest. This type is similar 

to the deltaic swamp complex but poorer in species. It is 

found on edzphically wet habitats supplied with brackish or 

fresh water, not necessarily along river courses. The 

water table fluctuates according to seasons. 

(d) Rivarian forest 

This is a closed stand of irregular structure varying between those 

of the moist forest in the south and riparian woodland in the more 

northerly savanna areas of Nigeria. Llanes are abundant. It is found 

not only along present, but also along former river courses. 



The soil is neither inrnmdst.d nor saturated, even periodically, but 

it is .stntained at a. higher noi.ture content owing to the nearness 

of water courses. Riparian forest-typ.s are distinguished by the most 

abundant species present. The following types are reoognie.ds- 

Cleistopholia 

stiulosa and Berlir*ia &MgMQora 

IrvinS.j snithU and 

Ma3m senexatessLa and 	uinueneis 

N,ttrsayua Anerals P.Lospyros ,  scsiil$.fpr*.ts 

and Celtis int.12plia 

undifferentiated .ubsontane riparian forest 

(e) Moist lowland forest 

This is a closed stand of several layers of trees which are 

generally tall. In vertical profile, these layers are not apparent because 

crowns occur at all levels. The canopy is continuous but uneven due to 
--"t - 

the irregular occuzence of taller sscrgents • Some or the tree genera 

have buttresses. There is sparss ,  undergrowth of shrubs and herbs which 

are mainly tree reproductions. Grasses are uncommon and, if present, 

they are of specialised forest genera. Three types are recognised a- 

(i) Moist evereen forest. This type is found in the wetter 

areas of the moist lowland forest son.. Limes are 

virtually absent. Vascular epiphytes are only abundant 

under extremely humid conditions. The vegetation is 

evergreen except for some sporadically occuring deciduous 

species. Some of the emergent species may be deciduous but 

foliage reduction in not noticeable. Lo*ira 

Millonells toxispeal and laucles, diderriohil are abundant. 



Moist sesidecidwous forest. This typ. is toned in the 

relatively drier areas of the moist lowland forest son.. 

Wwwo occur 000asional ly while epiphytes am rare or 

absent. Foz'b and graninoid stratum is scarce or spars* 

when present. Some of the canopy trees are deciduous and 

foliage reduction is noticeable,  in the dry season. 

Understorsy tress and shrubs are evergreen. Two varieties 

of this forest—type are recognised by the fasili.s of 

tree. present. 

Moist aesidesiduous forest with abundant 

Fo.tavpnaaosLc. This is a degraded moist forest 

comprising mint s.sid.oiduous forest on high level sit.., 

well-developed riparian forests in the vall.ys and wooded 

savanna with Dsni.Uia oliveri and oil pains. 

The relict patch.s of mint forest or forest tree. 

with oil pals and olisbra growing on relatively dry soil 

are support.d only by rainfall. The wooded savanna 

(derived say'.iui.)  has been inthio.d by traditional shifting 

cultivation which adults a grassy ground layer during 

fallowing. This grassy layer .nooursge. firs in the 
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dry season. 

Wooded savanna is $ .txsd formation of tre, 

shrubs and grs.ssa. The grasses are at last 1.2.. tall. 

They are perennial forming a continuous 	dominating 

a lower strata. The: 	usually burnt annually. The 

commonest grasses are AndroDogon Unctor= and Loudetia 

a4inaoa. The woody plants usually present are of 

variable densitye 

o.pt for inaccessible stony hill-top areas areas unsuitable for 

cultivation and the strict forest reserves with inviolate plot., most of 

the moist forest has been degraded through human activities. The 

typical forests today are mature secondary forest, and fully regrown 

our-over forest. with .ultido-4nant.. In most oases, the moist forest 

acne now consists of intricate mosaics or tsr.s and associated fallow. 

and 1 ture secondary fores. 

The oil psis is characteristic of moist forest and may form almost 

pure stands in some arias. The mors ,  northerly parts of the moist 

forest have been replaced by wooded savanna, oil palm being an indicator 

of its derivation from the moist forest. 

The term 'tropical high forest' is applied to all climatic 

•daj*iio and biotic forests sharing the same physiognomy  with the tropical 

rain-forest. The tropical high forest in Nigeria is neither a 

vegetation son* nor an ecological son.. It is concentrated in but not 

confined to the moist lowland forest son,. It is also found as isolated 

forest blocks within savanna areas that enjoy a .iioroollaate suitable 

for the development of high forest. Also, the term 'thicket' is applied 

to both ecologically specialised communities and forest regrowths 

which are similar to the 'physiognomic' thicket in the Yangsmbi 

classification sob... (cc'r*/csa, 1956)0 
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7..,2 Remote sonsinx i*ppj' of the toot area 

The test area was covered by aerial photoajèy, Landsat MSS 

and SLL1 at various dates. The following ware the most recent and 

the beat available isag.ry of the teat area at the time of this 

investigation. 

Within the test area for regional interpretation, some sites 

were selected for detailed interpretation. The.e are forest reserves 

(managed forest.) including forest plantation ut.s that have been 

previously covered by Panchromatic aGrial photography as follows:- 

Test site date of 
photography 

soqnisitioa 
scale 

of _number photogrphjc 
prints stsreoaodsls 

I3aiye Forest Ptaroh,1975 1s20 000 1$ 2 
Reserve 

Oloksesji Dec. 	1962 lsliO 000 14 2 
Forest Reserve 

Co Forest Mar0h,1975 1s20 000 4 3 
Reserve 

Ibadan Fuel Dec. 	1961 1310 000 14 2 
Plantation 

Ibadan Aug. 	1968 is 6000 Is 3 
University 
Teak 
Plantation 

The photographs used for ths,  investigation, were orcially 

reproduced from paper print, by ETS except those of Ibsdan Fuel 

Plantation flown by them. This was due to difficulties in obtaining 

reprints from the original ngatives. 

(b) R.ional ooverse by Landsat MES and SLAB 

Ths,  test area is approximately covered by two l4!lsat 55flØ5 

path-row 2014-055  and path-row 205-055. The best available frames  of 
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these scenes ares 

Prams number Date of Least * Quality rating of band 
exposure cloud-cover 4 6 	7 

E1107-09273 7/11/72 30% 5 8 	8 	8 

E1036-09323 28/8/72 30% 8 8 	8 	8 

E1108-09332 8/11/72 30% 5 5 	5 	5 

rating rang,s * quality from very poor (0) to excellent (9) 

The 1:3 369 000 scale aultispsotral 70emo film negative, and 

positives and also 1:1 000 000 coals spectral film negatives of basic 

5 and 7 of each (rams were purchased from Eros Data Centre. 

Between October, 1976  and )arch, 1977  the test area was covered 

at the scale of 1250  000 by Motorola AX/APB 914D real-aperture SLAB 

system, as part of the Hired (NIgeria RADar) project - nationwide 

vegetation survey. The imagery was acquired in the X-band (3cm.) 

wavelength. The swath width was 25km.  with 60% swath lateral overlap. 

The following SLAB mosaics, covering the test area, were purchased 

from Hunting Technical Services Limited (HT), who were responsible 

for the interpretation phase of the Wired Projects 

Mosaic sheet NB3I-3N  (north look) 

Mosaic sheet 1B31-45  (south look) 

Mosaic sheet WB3I-7S (south look) 

Mosaic sheet NB31-8S  (south look) 

Neither the original film stripe nor paper prints were available for 

this investigation. 

7-2.1 Whaacement,  of the tery of the teat area 

The imagery of the teat area was enhanced to Improve its 

Interpretative quality. Because of the limited resources, facilities 

and time available for this investigation, the enhancement of aerial 

photographs and SLAB was limited to st1l1'g.msnt  printing. This was 

to create bigger images of the objects being investigated. The 
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LaMest imagery was enhanced further by generating colour composites 

by colour additive processing of the black/whit, spectral image.. 

These colour composite@ were also printed at enlarged scales 

(see section 9-1). 

The following .nlarg.s.nt printing was made: 

The 1:4O 000 scale aerial photographs of Ibaden Fuel Plantation and 

environments were enlarged to 1*20 000 by Hunting Technical Services 

L41 ted. 

Contact prints of the 1*1 000 000 scale Landsat spectral imagery were 

made by Pairej Surveys Limited. Images of the areas of interact were 

reproduced at larger scales from these contact prints by 35* 

micro photography . 

The original plan to print the generated colour composite* to the same 

scale with the SLAR mosaics was abandoned because of technical problems. 

The geographic co-ordinate markings at the edges of the laSfldI$t 70m, 

film transparencies which are the only direct means of scale calibration 

during printing, were obscured by the 70ma. Antinevton diaslides 

holding the transparencies. As a result, the composites were not 

Printed to scale • However the approximate printing scales were 

extrapolated from the contact prints of the 1*1 000 000 scale spectral 

imagery. 

The images of test sites were reproduced from the 1:250  000 

scale BLAR mosaics at the scales of 1:100 000 and 1:50 000 by 

Hunting Technical Services Limited. 
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8 Thotointerpretation 

The main purpose of this investigation is to verify and 

augment the findings of the review of literature on the use of aerial 

photographs for gathering forest info tation for management purposes 

in the tropics. The investigation was also designed to: 

verify the extent to which the variations in the 

forest—cover within a single ecological zone can 

influence the choice of interpretation techniques. 

verify the extent to which the variability of 

photointerpretat ioncaniffec t the total estimates 

of area—related forest information. 

In order to fulfil the purpose and objectives of the 

investigation, five test sites r.pr s.nting different ranges of 

vegetation within the Nigerian moist low—land sorest zone were 

interpreted on panchromatic aerial photographs specified in Cection 7-2 

and repeated below 2 

Test site 	 Photo scale 	 Dste 

(a) Olok.m.ji Forest Reserve 	1:40 000 	 Deoember 9 1962 

(B) Ijaiye Forest Reserve 	1:20 000 	 March, 1975 

Ibadan Fuel Plantation 	1:40 000 	 December, 1962 

Ibadan University 	/ 	1: 6 000 	 August, 1968 
Teak Plantation  

Ono Forest Reserve 	1:20 000 	 March, 1975 

The types of filters used for the photography were not known. 

The five sets of aerial photographs differ in object—magnification, 

quality and tonal range because they were aouired at difference 

seasons and at different scales. The I s1O 000 scale aerial 

photographs were enlarged to 1:20 000 to provide a uniform working 

scale. The individual ..ts of photographs were interpreted separately 
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because of the differences in their quality and tonal range. 

The interpretation is reported in three parts s 

(a) forest type recognition 

(B) forest cover variation and photointerpretation variability 

(a) tro.—.peoi.s identification 

8.1 Forest type rpopgnjtjon 

Informaticn from relevant literature on the forest types of the 

test siter was "1 ret collated and evaluated. The present 

investigator's previous survey of theee sits and his knowledge of the 

local forest conditions facilitated the evaluation. The evaluated 

information provided the ground information for the control of the 

photointerpretation as a field work was not oonduotede Several workers 

including Langale—Brawu (1968)9 Mason and Wood (1952)  have shown that, 

in the absence of primary data, seconizry data can provide a 

satisfactory and effective control for photointerpxetation, Further 

correlations between photo.vidence and the ground information on the 

forest types were established after comparing the interpretation with 

the information on published vegetation and forest maps. 

8-1.1 ?atsrial. 

A preliminary examination of the aerial photographs was conducted 

to establish a not of criteria for the interpretation of the forest 

types. They war; ..ined visually with the aid of a hand held 

magnifier and st.r.o.aopieally =4or losgnifioation. The following 

sets of criteria were derived for the intei rsta.tion. 

(a) Photospp.arsnoe 

(i) Photographic tofles Because a relative grey scale 

was not printed on the individual photographs, the 
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Kodak relative grey scale was used as an 

interpretation aid for the tonal separation of the 

forest types. The relative grey scale valuss were 

classified into qualitative tonal grad.s as follows: 

relative grey 
	 tonal qualitative trade 

scale value 

	

0.00 
	 White 

	

0.10 - 0.25 
	

light 

	

0.40 - 0-55 
	

medium 

	

0.75 - 1.10 
	

dark 

	

1.25 - 1.90 
	

black 

The use of a relative grey scale which is not printed 

directly on the individual aerial photographs has a 

major drawback, When such a scale is used to assist 

the interpretation of a series of photographs united 

by a comeon grey scale during printing, cross 

references can be made from one photograph to another. 

However, in a situation such as this investigation 

where a disparate collection of individual photographs 

or sets of print, is being handled, the scale can only 

be used to assist the interpretation of one photograph 

at a time and cross references to other prints cannot 

be made. 

Photographic textures the following grades of texture 

were used in the interpretation: smooth, fine, medium, 

coarse and rough. For this investigation rough texture 

includes stippled, mottled or specular appearance. 

Photographic patterns rectangular, concentric, radial 

and other systematic patterns are described as regular 

patterns while those without any systematic arrangement 

are described as irregular patterns. 
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(b) St.r.oscopLO auus.ranc. 

This relate. mainly to the gross characteristics of the 

canopy which is the only source of direct Inforsation of 

most tropical forests on aerial photographs. The 

characteristics of the canopy could not be quantified 

precisely because the mall scale and poor quality of 

the aerial photographs limited precise see,ure.snts. 

Moreover, the variations within individual forest typ.s 

obscured the variation between the forest types. 

Stand—heights were not measured because the closed canopy 

of the forests obscured the ground and so prevented 

parallax seasureasnts. However,  the canopy layer is 

sufficiently cospeot to act as a general measure of the 

relative heights of the forest types. Also, percentage 

crown closure was not used as a criterion because it has 

no interpretative value for closed forests. For the.e 

reasons, it was considered sore r,alistic to describe the 

characteristics of the canopy in relative qualitative 

terse an defined and coded in Table 8 91. Tb..e 

characteristics are botanical attributes which were 

appraised on the aerial photographs stereoscopically* The 

botnioal attributes were listed in alphabetic codes. The  

observed variation, of each attribute. (variants) were 

listed in a hierarchical order reflecting the gradation in 

canopy develop-et. For each attribute, the first variant 

represents the highst level of Its d.velopeent while the 

last represents the lowest level. These variants are not 

mutually exclusive and the number of variants is not 

constant for the individual attributes. The variant. of 



Table 8.1 List of the botanical I attrite* 
of the forest canp 

A 	P  "nonce or absence of canopy 

1. 	present 

2. 	absent 

Continuity of canopy 

10 	continuous, without gaps 
2* 	continuous, with small gap. 

30 	broken, with large gape 

patched, occurs as small patches 
patched and dotted 

6* 	dotted, occurs as small groups of crown. 

70 	not applicable 

Relative density of canopy 

1 • 	dense, crowns interlock 

2. 	closed, crowns do not interlock 

3. 	light, crowns Just touching 

Z. 	open, crowns separated and herb layer visible 

5. 	not applicable 

Relative h.it level of  gaao 

 high 

 moderate 

3* low 

ii. very low 

5. not applicable 

Mix ture of crown eisa. 

1 • 	large 

2, 	large and medium mixed 

30 	large, medium and small mixed 

14. 	medium and small mixed 

medium 

small 

70 	not applicable 

3 

C 

D 

E 



F 	Arrangement of crowns 

1. 	irregular, with high incidence of emergents 

2 • 	mixture of regular and irregular arrangements 

3. 	regular with low incidence of emergenta 

14. 	regular without emergents 

. 	not applicable 

U 
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sash attribute were coded numerically starting with 

witty (1) for the first variant. The last coda number 

is recorded for an attribute 'which is "not applicable" 

due to the absence of canopy. For assessing the level of 

canopy development, the total number of attribute, which 

is six in the present Investigation was used as a reference. 

Consequently, only one variant of each attribute was scored 

for each unit of delineation. Because the variants of 

each attribute were not mutually exclusive, the variant 

wJiicb was most frequently encountered was scored for the 

unit of delineation being e4ned. Furthermore, as several 

units were -'t.4, the same set of attributep wais  

considered because the number of variants was not constant 

for the individual attributes. The closeness of the sum of 

the code numbers to the reference indicates how veil-

developed the canopy is. It follows that the nature of the 

forests within several units of delineation can be assessed 

by this method. Also, the method can be used to establish 

the differences and similarities between two or more forest 

types (s.. eotion 8-1.2). However, this does not necessarily 

imply the establishment of an interpretation key for forest 

typu aspiration. 

(o) Ecological sites 

These were considered in situations where a forest type 

is associated with specific sites e.ge riparian forest 

along river courses and hill forest on hill crests. 

The criteria were used in combination for distinguishing different 

areas on the aerial photographs. These areas were delineated 
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stereoscopically. Similar areas were grouped into units of similarity. 

Each unit of similarity was further examined stereoscopically under 

A m4p3lfioation for more subtl. differences. The grouping was 

adjusted accordingly. The forest type equivalents of the units of 

similarity wer, extrapolated from the information collated from 

literature and established nap.. The accuracy of the Interpretation 

was not assessed because the 'ground information' was not sufficiently 

precise for an accurate checking of the interpretation. For instance, 

forest type naps of the test area are rare or scarce if they exist. 

Furthermore, the information available on the existing maps is less 

detailed than that on the aerial photographs which - ere interpreted. 

Before the test sites were interpreted separately, a general 

Interpretation was done following a modified procedure (see Section 8-2.1) 

in order to verify the forest-cover variation within the test area. 

8-1.2 Results and discussion 

Sixteen forest types (1-16) including eleven natural types 

(1-8 and 14-16) were separated on aerial photographs by their 

photoappearnace and the stereoscopic appearance of their canopies. The 

results of the photointarpretation are presented in Table 8.1.1 • The 

forest types (1-16) are illustrated in Figs 891 to 8.5 by the numbers 

In brackets after the nee of the forest types in Table 8.1 and in the 

ensuing discussion. On the right baud side of this table, the 

numerical cod.s of the variants of these attributes which are scored 

for each forest type are recorded in the appropriate columns (A-F). 

The sum of the numerical cod.s for each forest type is recorded in the 

last oolu. The minimum possible sum is equal to the number of 

attributes i.., the sum of all the codes of the first variant, of the 

individual attributes. This sum indicates the forests with the ..t 
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sal. 8.1 • I MIMMW dscriDtion of the forest trpi 

m Forest types 	 ' Photo appearance 	- 	 - 	*6ctctyjtaoa &%tributes of the canopy 

tooe 	t.rtar. 	pattern 	£ 	B 	C I D I 	P ISUPI 

(a) 

I 

II 

III 

'V 

V 

TI 

(a) 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

Dry sid.ciduous 

. bill forest (i) 

Li high forest (2) 

iii low forest (3) 

Wit s.uidesidn.ua  

i high forest (le) 
ii low forest (5) 
iii open forget (6) 

Forest savanna transition (7) 
Wooded savanna (8) 

Thiok.t/for.st r.growtb (9) 

Pox..t plantation (10) 

Cultivation ares. (ii) 

Llaiye Forest Reserve  

Wet s..id.ciduou.s 

I open forest (6) 

Forest savanna transition (7) 
Wooded savanna, (8) 

Thicket/forest regrowth (9) 

Cultivation ares. (ii) 



dark 

dark/medium 

..dium/dark 

mixed 

mixed 

light/dark 

sized 

mix" 

dark 

light 

mixed 

medium 

m.dium/dark 

medium 

medium 

onar.. 

fine 

m.diva/f in. 

smooth/fine 
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fins/medium 

.msoth 

smooth 
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medium 

umoQth 

fin. 

ooarse 

..dium 

Irregular 

Irregular 
(patch..) 

regular 
(rectangular 
(block. 

Irregular 
(0) 

Irregular 
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regular 
(blocks) 

Irregular 
(patches) 

Irregular 
(patches) 

Irregular 
(patch..) 

-a? 
(cntintw) 

Irregular 
(patches) 

regular 
(blocks) 

irregular 
regular 
(ooetlnuu.) 

regular 
(oontin.um) 

1 

I 

2 

+ 

2 

I 

I 

7 

+ 
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+ 
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zxz Forest typ.s 	 esPhoto app.arsnc. 	 L'' 	attributes of the canopy 
tong 	tture 	Tatters 	£ 	3 	C 	D 	E 	F 

(shape) 

(0) 

I 

II 

'II 

IT 

V 

(d) 
I 

II 

C.) 
I 

I' 

IT 

V 

Ibedna Foil Plantation 

Wit .ssidicidnsus 

i •psm forest (6) 

Thicket/forest regrowth (9) 

Forest plantation (10) 

Cultivation areas (ii) 

C..pi.z vegetation mosaic (12) 

Ibadas Univ.rsity Teak plantation 

Forest plantations (10) 

Cultivation areas (ii) 

Complex vegetation mosaic (12) 

Ow Forest Reserve 

Th.tok.t/fox..t regrowth (9) 

Forest plantation (10) 

Cultivation areas (ii) 

?aungja farms (13) 

v.rgr.on 

i riparian forest  (in) 
ii mature high forest (15) 

iii lture high forest (16) 
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Table 891.1 Fbatogmat6lo 4.soription of the for..t tnm (ooiitthu.d) 

The numbers in brackets are used in the illustrations 

(Pig.. 801 - 8.5) to demigmate the forest types. 

** 

 

These relat, to the actual prints which were interpreted 

The definition of the alphabetic and n.rio codes are  

given on Table 81. 

+ 	This characteristic is not consistent for the forest type 

z 	Characteristics depend on the age of the forest type 

/ 
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developed oanopy e.g. mature closed high forest. The maximum possible 

score is equal to the number of attributes plus the number of their 

variants i.e. the sta of the last codes of the individual attributes. 

This sum indicates vegetation without canopy e.g. grassland. 

In the present investigation the minimum and the maximum sums 

are six and thirty one respectively. The differences and similarities 

between forest types can be assessed by comparing their scores in the 

um column first, and then their scores in the attribute columns. 

For example, the three high forest types (2, 14 & i) are similar in 

all respects except that the dry seeid.ciduous type (2) has a mixture 

of large medium crown uses while the wet umeidecittious (14) and the 

evergreen (15)  both have a mixture of only large and medium crown uses. 

As the comparison is based on canopy attributes, only the forest types 

with canopies can be differentiated. The differences between types 

which have no canopies cannot be established ..go cultivation areas(ii) 

and taungya far. (13). However, they can be distinguished from the 

other types by the absence of canopy. 

In the fly, test sites, sixteen forest types(1-16) including 

eleven natural types (1-8 and 114-16) were separated on aerial 

photographs by their photoappearaice and the stereoscopic appearance 

of their canopies. During the interpretation it was observed that the 

boundaries betwi- en reserved and unreserved (free) forests were very 

distinct on the aerial photographs despite their poor quality 

(Fig.. 8.1 & 8.2). Where a reserve boundary outs across a forest type 

or two adjoining forest types, the reserved parts of these forests were 

observed to be more densely vegetated than the unreserved parts. Also, 

the boundary between the two forest types were observed to be more 

distinct in the free areas than in the reserved areas. Both conditions 

are illustrated in Fig. 8.2 by the wet seeideciduoas open forest (6) 
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and the forest savanna transition (7). 

Forest types  or subtypes belonging to a more general typ were 

difficult to separate and delineate when they occur as iediat. 

neighbour., For azamplop there are no distinct boundaries between the 

six moist .eaideoiduous forest type. (1-6) found at Olok.meji, nor even 

between the wet (1-3) and the dry (-6) type.. Also, the three moist 

evergreen type. (14-16) merge and intermingle without distinct boundaries. 

The delineation of these types was based on personal judgment. 

The five forest types induced by man (9-13) were easy to separate 

from the natural forest types. Forest plantation. (10) and tauna 

farms (13)  were encountered only in the reserved forests. Thicket/ 

forest regrowth (9), cultivation areas (ii) and complex vegetation 

mosaic (12) were encountered only in the free forest.. The induced 

forest types in the reserved forest (10 & 13) differ markedly from those 

in the free area (99 11 & 12). The former have uniform tone texture and 

pattern. They were seen on aerial photographs as rectangtlax blocks. 

These rectangular blocks are usually in parallel alignment when they 

adjoin each other. The latter have inconsistent photographic tone, 

texture and pattern. However,, they were recognised by patch.s of 

small rectangular block, which occur in groups without any definite 

arrangement, The.* rectangular blocks are either recent farms and 

farm-fallow@ in the cultivation areas or bush-ra1lows (abandoned 

farm-fallow.) in the thicket/forest regrowth. For this investigation, 

a fallow in defined as an abandoned farmland, a farm-fallow being more 

recent than a bush-fallow. An advanced bush-fallow is regarded as * 

forest regrowth. Because of their development on abandoned farm cites, 

forest regrowths are usually interpreted as farm-regrovibs by many 

workers e.g. lCio (1971).  In this interpretation, thickets and forest 

refrowthe are regarded as a single type - thicket/forest regrowth (9) 
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because naturally ocouring thickets could not be dl stfnguish.d from 

advanced bush-fallows. 

Cultivation areas (ii) comprise varied mixtures of farms, 

farm-.faflows and the natural forest type within an area. /ilso, varied 

mixtures of cultivation area., forest z.growths thickets and the 

natural forest type within an area wets interpreted as complex 

vegetation mosaic (12). In either case, the varied m.tXturea intermingle 

to form an intricete patchwork of vegetal cover. Where cultivation 

areas (ii), complex vegetation mosaic (12) and thicket/forest 

regrowth (9) adjoin, the first two types were separated by the density 

of the light toned rectangular blocks which were virtually absent in 

the third type. The density of these light toned rectangular blocks 

was higher In the first type (ii) than in the second type (12)0 The 

third type (9) was separated from the other types (ii & 12) by  its 

similarity to natural forest types from 'which it was also separated 

by its finer texture. 

The interpretation shows a definite gradation in the forest 

cover variation in the ecological sons represented by the study area. 

Starting from Ceo in the south to Ibadan, Olokseoji and Ijatye, the 

number of forest types and the natural forest types in particular 

increases in that order northwards (se ,  rabies 8.2 and 8.2.1 

respectively). In the drier parts repr s.nt.d by Oiokameji, nine 

natural forest types (1-9)  were recognised by photointerpretation. 

Three (64) were recognised in Ijal,ye, another site in the drier parts. 

In the wetter part of the ions (Ceo) only three types (14-16) were 

r.00gnis.d. Of the several types present in the middle parts of the 

sons, only one type (6) was recognised. Because of their nearness to 

the densely populated city of Ibadaz, the forests in the two test 

sites in this middle part have been subjected to excessive human 
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interference. The fuel plantation in 	west of Thadan while the 

University Teak Plantation is 8.ks, north. For this rear , ", the two 

I'badan sites were not sufficiently r.pre..ntative of the middie parts 

of the sons. Gambari Forest Reserve (26k.. south of Thadan city) 

which is more representative of tL. • zt was previously c'.tn but the 

aerial photographs of the forest reserve were not available for the 

present investigation. Nevertheless, the representation of this part 

by the two Ibsdari .it.* did not alter the gradation in the 

for.. t-oover variation of the test area. 

The observed gradation is mainly due to the combined offset of 

climatic, biotic and .daphio factors. In the drier northern parts of 

the test area, where there is low rainfall, availability of water 

becomes a limiting factor in the development of forests. In a situation 

where the development of forests is controlled by factors other than 

rainfall, .daphically wet hab tats would have better developed forests 

and forest-regrowthe than drier habitats. Small differences in other 

ecological factors e.g, site quality would be reflected as large 

difference* in the rates of rarest develop..nt. In the more sxtrsae 

cases, plant specieo become linked to specific edaphic conditions by 

ecological sp.oia]isation. All these possible conditions usually 

result in a wide range of forest-cover variation. However, in the 

wetter parts of the son*, where the rainfall in high, the ,foot of 

biotic, .daphic and climatic factors other than rainfall on forest 

development is usually obscured by the generally luxuriant forest 

growth resulting from large amount of available water. This accounts for 

the ocourrenos of fewer forest types which can only be di.tigei.h.d 

by their floristic composition. An extensive tract of forest which 

appears fairly homogencous on aerial photographs usually comprises 

several forest types which marge into each other or intermingle 
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without distinct boundaries. 

The following examples of the interpretation of the five tout 

sit.s are given in a sequence which demonstrates the observed 

gradation of the forest—cover variation across the test area in a 

radial direction from Olokms.ji. 

(a) Olok.meii Forest Reserv and .nvirorsnta 
I 

ApDxoxieate gegrs,hic  locations 7°25 N 	3 30 E 

2ooXogtcai tes Moist semideciducus lowland forest. The test site 

lies in the drier pert of the ecological son, doss to the neighbouring 

forest—savanna mosaic zone. It could be regarded as a transition 

between forest and savanna. 

eeote sensing imagery: 1140 000 scale panchromatic aerial photographs 

acquired in December, 1962  (Pig.8.1) and 1:20 000 seal. .nlargem.nt 

prints* The aerial photographs are poor in quality due to haze and 

dispersion, 

Total area interpretedl 11 000ha, comprising parts of the reserved and 

free forests. 

Number of types separated: eleven forest types (1-1 1) including eight 

natural type. (1-8) (see Table 801.). 

Interpretations The photoapp,ararLceot the six moist sem.tdeciduou 

forest type. (1-6) are similar. The wetter types (1-6) were 

distinguished fom the dry type. (1-3)  by the mixture of crown sizes. 

The former has more large crowns and fewer email crowns. In both, the 

compact canopies 'f the low forests 0 & 5) occur at a relatively lower 

height level than those of the high forests (2 & ti). The bill forest (1) 

is restricted to the bill top and crests. At the hill top the canopy 

is broken while at the till create it is more compact. The site 

derived its name from the., hills. 'Olokem.ji' miens a p1*0e with two 

facing bills which are locally designated as 'eele and female'. The 
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Fig. 8.1. A delineated aerial photograph of Olokemeji Forest 

Reserve showing forest types (1:140 000 scale 

panchromatic, December, 1962). 

%0 nomerle px.st&tioa of the foz..t typ.s 
Is .zpla.in.d in Tabli 8.1.1. 
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open forest (6) is distinguished from the other Remidociduous forest. 

(i-s) by its characteristic ooare. texture. It is also distinguished 

from the forest savanna transition (7) by the smaller gape which are 

found in its canopy. The ground or herb layer was occasionally visible 

through the canopy of the forest-savanna transition. The wooded 

savanna (8) in this site is 'found in areas with trellis drainage 

pattern (not illustrated). A conspicuous strand of forest is usually 

found along the individual river courses which form the trellis pattern. 

These strands of forests are light toned and they resemble the open 

forest in photoph,eiognouy, but they are too narrow to be delineated. 

The three forest types influenced by man (9-11) were different 

from the natural types. The forest iantations (10) comprise pure 

stands of Tea tons randi; (teak). The individual stands have uniform 

tone and texture but the texture becomes increasingly coarse with 

stand age. Cultivation area. (ii) are more conspicuous than thickets/ 

forest regrowtha (9) which are fewer due to repeated cultivation of the 

far*-fallows. The boundary between the reserved and free forests were 

Ycry distinct. 

(b) LI aiye Forest Reserve and 

Aproximate geograrhic locations 7 
Q 

 35 N 	3040 #z  

Ecological types Moist sem.td.ciduoua lowland forut. The test ares 

lies in the drier parts of the ecological sone close to the 

neighbouring forest savanna mosaic • It contains more forest-savanna. 

mosaic than moist sesideciduous forest. 

Remoto sensing imagery: IM 000 scale panchromatic aerial jhotogrspbs 

acquired in rarch, 1975(Fig.8.2). The aerial photographs are of 

satisfactory quality. 

Total area interpreted: 2750ha. comprising parts of the reserved 
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• Fig. 8.2. A delineated aerial photograph of Ijaiye Forest 

Reserve showing forest types (1:20 000 scale 

panchromatic, March, 1975). 
fte nris repr..ntation of th* forest types 

La .zplain.d in Table 8.10. 
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and unr.sirved forests. 

'
Number of forest types seprateds five forest (6-9 & ii) types 

including three natural types (6-8)(see Table 8.1). 

Interpretation: The open forest (6) on this site was more distinct 

on the aerial photoo-ra.hu than that at Olokemeji. This is primarily 

because it occurs as fringing forests along the old river courses 'which 

are wet. The forest-savanna transition (7) in the relatively drier 

areas is lighter toned. Between the.e two forest types there is * very 

light toned strip of an intermediate type 'which is more pronounced in 

the reserved forests due to the absence of human interference. The 

photopsiognoay of this intermediate type is slailar to that of the 

fc'rest strand.s along the trellis drainage in the wooded savanna at 

Olokemaji. The wooded savanna (8) in this site is not associated with 

trellis drainage. In other respects it is similar to that at Olokeme3i. 

The boundary between the reserved and free forests was also distinct. 

Within the free forest there were more cultivation areas in the forest 

savanna transition (7) than in the vet open forest (6). !'urthermore, 

thickets/forest regrowths (9) in the open forest are darker toned than 

those in the forest-savanna transition, It is possible that these dark 

toned areas are plantations of agricultural crops such as Theobro& 

cacao (cocoa), Cola acuminata and Cola nitida (kolanuta). 

(c) Ibadan Fuel Plantation and environments 

Approximate geographic location: 7 
0 S 

23 N 3052  K 

Ecological types Ioist sem.tdeciduoua lowland forest. The test sit. 

Is 1 4 .5km, west of Ibad.sn City 'which has a population of about two 

million. The vegetation outside the plantation I. typically a 

derived savanna type resulting from the degradation of the original 

forests by constant hi'sr interference, 
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Remote sensing jasgerys 140 000 scale panchromatic aerial photographs 

acquired in Deceaber, 1962 (Fig9 8 .3) and U20 000 scale enlargement 

prints. The serial photographs are poor in quality due to hams and 

dispersion. 

Total area interpreteds 11 000ha. including the 285h.. fuel plantation. 

Number of forest types separateds three forest type. (6 & -12) 

including one natural type (6) (so.  Table 8.1 ,  ). 

Interpretations Most of the natural forests have been degraded by 

shifting cultivation. What res• of the vet seniidecidnous forests 

normally found in the wetter parts were recognised only as patch.@ of 

open forest (6) within the complex mosaic of vegetation (12). cultivation 

areas were difficult to separate from complex vegetation mosaic as 

defined for this investigation. Thicket/forest regrowth (9) was rarely 

encountered Fig.8.3 illustrate, the wetter areas of this site. The 

fuel plantation (not illustrated) comprises mixed stands of fusiwood 

species. The research plantation (io) which adjoins the fuel 

plantation in the vest is partly shown in the illustration. The 

research plantation comprises both pure and mixed stands of timber species. 

Neither plantation could be separated further into smaller units 

according to species because of the poor quality of the aerial 

photographs, The two plantations lie 3.km. south of the Eleiyel. 

Waterdam (centre of photograph). 

The dry ismideciduous forests normally found in the drier parts 

(not illustrated) have also been degraded in some areas to complex 

vegetation mosaic and in other areas to wooded savanna with distinct 

cultivation areas. The extreme conditions which obtain for this site 

are due to the high intensity and the high frequency of shifting 

cultivation. 
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• Fig. 83.  An illustrated aerial photograph of Ibaclari showing 

the Fuel Plantation and forest types (1:140 000 scale 

panchromatic, December, 1961). 

The rnmric representation of t f'ort types is 

szplsth.d in Table 80.19 



(a) rWj.g Univeriiti Teak Plantation 

p'Jats a,ogz'sphio locations 7027'1 3
0  5s 

ooloioal tyips: Moist sid.cidmous lowland forest. The site alme 

ii.s in the outskirts of Ibadan City (8.5km. to the north). 

Rs.ote sensint imeg.rys 16000 scale pmnohro.stio serial photographs 

acquired in August, 1968  (Pig. 8.). The  aerial photographs are  of 

good quality. 

Total area lnt.ri,r.t94s 219sa.  moulding 40ba. plantation, 

Nmber  of typi!.j#AkUMj three forest types (10-12) without any 

natural forest type (see  Tibl. 8.1o). 

Interpretations Only forest types Influenced by men were encountered 

in this site* Cultivation areas (ii) and complex vegetation mosaic 

(not illustrated) are similar to those interpreted in other test situ 

except that they were better defined In this ut.. Most of the ares 

interpreted is aultiva.tion areas(i i) and recreation areas with amenity 

planting. The forest plantation (io) comprise, pure stands of 

mroafts  (teak) Coffea J.!  (coffee) and Casela, swaies (cassia). 

Coffee (10*) and cassia (101) stands ar0 both dark toned but  the foxuer 

Me finer texture. The tone and texture of the teak stands vary 

according to stand age and .iivioultsral treatment, The younger 

crop. (bc) are lighter toned than the older crop. (10D). The ton. of 

Teak coppice (io) is more consistent than that of leak coppice with 

standards (i0). There is uniformity in the crown sis.s within each 

stand except in the Teak ooppioe with standards (10?) where there is a 

mixtum of large and dsdiva crow ii.... Younger stands have fin., 

texture than older stands. 

(.) 
000  Forest RIger—re sn4 ,nvio!,.nt! 

Asw.xLte .ogrsphto locations 60501 4°15' 
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• Fig. 8.1.4. A delineated aerial photograph of Ibadan University 

showing the Teak Plantation and forest types 

(1:6000 scale panchromatic, August, 1968). 

b rnric repre$sntAtioxl of the forest types is 

explained In ?ftbl• 6.1.1. 
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cologiee1 tryst Moist sea.tdscjduous lowland forest. The test sito 

Use in the wetter parts of this some. This site ,  consists mo.Wyof 

tropical high forest.. 

Remote 	ng iaater,s IM 000 scale psnohroastis aerial photographs 

acquired in March, 1975 (Pig. 8.5), 

Total area iut.rzret,ds 2400ba. comprising parts of the reserved and 

unreserved forest.. 

Number of -forest trTwo p.pajs six forest types (9.11 & 13-16) 

Including three natural types (14-16) L 	¶o.bk. i) 
ntr)retstions The three natural typ.s are moist evergreen forests 

which have been disturbed by destructive logging activiti... As a 

result of this disturbance, the eontinuous canopy is interrupted by 

gaps in logged-over aress • In extreme oases, the photoappearanc* of 

the disturbed forests is similar to that of the wet open iemideoiduou. 

forest (6); riparian forest (14) is found along the main river course. 

Though a riparian forest is more or less open, its open nature in this 

site Is largely due to logging disturbance. However, it wes possible to 

oharacterise it by its location and the mixture of crown sixes within 

the canopy. Two types of wet evergreen high forest were recognised. 

The mature high forest (15) has a recognisably higher canopy level than 

the Immature type (16). In the former, the canopy comprises a mixture 

of large and medium sued crown with a high incidence of emergent.. 

In the latter, the canopy comprises a mixture of m.dtia and small sued 

crown with few or no emergent.. The Immature high forest has a more 

uniform canopy and a r texture than the mature high forest. The 

forest plantation (10) comprise, pare stands of 	 with a 

consistent light tone. The canopy is a ocatinwim which is 

indi tine tly interrupted by differences in the height of the component 

stands of different ages. Younger stands have finer ton.s than older 
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Fig. 8.5. A delineated aerial photograph of Omo Forest Reserve 

showing forest types (1:20 000 scale panchromatic, 

March, 1 975). 

The numeric representation of the forest types is 

explained in Table 8.1.1. 
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stands. ?aungya farms (13)  have smooth texture but they vary in 

tone deponting on the age of the forest crop being nursed among 

agriolturAl crops • TaUAy& Lams we normally encounter" in the 

reserved forest areas. Thicket/forest regrowth (9) and cultivation 

areas (ii) are few as most of the areas interpreted are not within 

the free forest. 

The entire interpretation was hindered by the poor quality of 

the aerial photographs. An the aerial photographs are pauchroaatic, 

their quality was largely affected by the season of potorrphy. The 

aerial photographs  of the UI 9'sak Plantation war, acquired during the 

short dry season (August) between the two peaks of the rainy season. 

Wring this period the ground is too daiap to favour burning and the 

atmosphere is relatively free of dust hate, amoke haze and cloud-cover. 

In Nigeria, this is the most favourable season for aerial photography. 

This accounts for the superior quality of the aerial photographs of the 

UI Teak flantation. The asrial photographs of Cisc and Ijaiye were 

acquired in March i.e. immediately after the harstattan 

(November - February). wring this period atmospheric haze is minimal, 

aerial pho ography is only affected by smoke and dust base which my be 

virtually absent depending on the ground conditions. The Omo aerial 

photographs are superior to those of Ijalye because the relatively 

wetter ground conditions at 00 are less favourable for smoke and dust 

haze than the dry ground conditions at Ija&ye. The end of the rainy 

season just before the onset of the dry season (ioveab.r - Nay) should 

have been another 'good photographicseason* but for the line squalls 

which often prevent photographic flights. 

During the dry season, moisture haze is minimal, but other 

weather condition, usually hinder the acquisition of good quality aerial 

photographso lho aerial photographs of Olokemeji Forest Reserve 

and Ibadan ?uel Plantation were acquired during the harmattan 

at the onset of the dry season. As a result of the harmattan and 

the relatively dry ground conditions, aerial photography is 

considerably affected by atmospheric haze, smoke base, dust haze and 

dispersion. The aerial photographs of Ibada.n Fuel Plantation had more 

haze and dispersion than those of Olokesmji. The aerial photographs of 

the UI Teak Plank 'ion were more satisfactory than others for forest 

interpretation because of their quality ana scais (116000). This is 
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followed by those of ro (1:20 000), I,laiye  1.20 000 and Oloksa.ji 

(1:40 000) in that order. The quality of the I ui0 000 scale aerial 

photograph. of Ibadan Fuel Plantation was not satisfactory for 

interpretation. The int.rr.tativ. value of the I 4O 000 scale aerial 

photographs of Olok.eaji Forest Reserve and Ibadan Fuel Plantation was 

reduced further by blurring on enlargement to 1:20 000 scale. 

Though the aerial photographs  of the UI Teak Plantation were 

suitable for forest mensuration, they covered only forest plantation.. 

The natural forest types on which the investigation is focussed war. 

not covered by this set of photograph., but they were covered by the 

Other tour sets. in .o.t c'ises the canopies of thee* natural forest 

types obscured the ground and so prevented parallax a.asure,rt., The 

small-scale of these photographs did not provide sufficiently large 

iwages for a precise measurement of the crowns. Also, the low contrast 

and poor definition hindered an accurate measurement of the crowns. 

8-2 Fore.t-oovej, variation and 
Dhotoirlterpretatjon variabili ty  

In order to verify the range of forest-cover variation within the 

ecological sone represented by the test area (Southwestern Nigeria) an 

Interpretation was sad, by extrapolation before the independent 

interpretation of each set of aerial photographs • A previous photo 

Interpretation (ito, 1971) of one of the test sit., and the present 

photointerpr.tation of the caow area were compared in order to establish 

the reliability in the interpretation of the area. The Olokeseji site 

was used as a training set to interpret the other four test sit.s by 

extrapolation. The site was also used for the photointerpretation 

variability test. It has a wider range of forest types and a more 

detailed ground Information than the other test site.. This ask.. it 

nor. suitable for both tests. 
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8-2.1 Materials and methods 

(a) 1xtraDolation test 

The detailed lnt.rpr.tation  of one part of Oloksmeji Forest 

Reserve was used as a training not for the interpretation of the other 

part. The number of types successfully extrapolated was checked by an 

independent interpretation in which all the forest types present were 

s.parat.d. Following the same procodur., the overall interpretation 

of the Oloke.3i Forest llss.xvs was used as a training set for the 

interpretation of the remaining four test sites. Pr each 

extrapolation, the number of forest types successfully extrapolated 

was expressed as a perc.ntr.e of the number of types in the training 

set. This percentage measures the success of the extrapolation. 

(B) Forest-cover variation enalsis 

For each extrapolation, the number of forest types successfully 

extrapolated was expressed as a percentage of the number of different 

forest types in the training set and the xtrapolated area aombin.d. 

This percentage measures the forest cover variation relative to the 

training set (relative forest cover variation). Also, the difference 

between the number of forest types in the trainb( set and the 

extrapolated area was expressed as a percentage of the number of 

&Eni forest types in the training ..t and the extrapolated area 

combined. This percentage measures the forest cover covariat ion 

between the training set and the extrapolated area. 

(a) Pbotoint.rpretation variabilitr 

The Olckeae3i Forest Reserve and environments were interpreted 

by Kin (1971).  He used the same not of aerial photographs which was 

used for the present investigation. This provided a basis for an 

objective comparison of the present interpretation of the area with 

the one previously made by a different interpreter. The area covered 
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by the st.r.omod.l from the first .t.r.op.ir of area photographs 

(a.. Jig. 8.1) was chosen for the interpretatione The area inolnd.e 

six ..midecUuous forest types which are so similar in photoappesrance 

that only very subtle differences could be used to separate them on 

aerial photographs. Prom the present interpretation, an overlay tracing 

of the photo-delineation of the six forest types was made. By using 

a Grant proj.ctor, Kio' a delineation of these forest types was traced 

at the photo scsi. (I S40 coo) from his published map. The scaling 

was accomplished by controlling the projection In such a way that 

corresponding distances have equal lengths on the serial photographs 

and the projected map-4aa€e. Distance, between pairs of prominent 

features which were shown on both the photographs and the map were used 

as the scaling reference. 

A sample of 264 points systematically distributed with the rM 

Sub-Department of Forestry dot grid was used for the teat. Though the 

sample also was not statistically d.t.raix, it was sufficiently large 

to fulfil the statistical requirements for a simple comparison of this 

nature. The sample size was arbitrarily chosen for reason of 

convenience. The sample points were easier to distribute by selecting 

alternate dots on the dot-grid than by constructing a sampling frame 

from the results of laborious and time consuming statistical 

oosputations. Four dots on the grid represents one square centimetre. 

By selecting alternate dots as sample points, four sample points on 

the grid represent four square centimetres. By overlaying the dot grid 

on the 1:40  000 scale tracing of Xio's map, each sample point 

represents one square centimetre on the map. This is equivalent to a 

ground distance of 16h. 

lie's interpretation was used as ground information though he 

did not indicate that it was field-checked. The sample points were 
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distributed on the tracing of the ground information map (Ub's map) 

from the dot grid templet overlay, By overlaying the tracing from the 

present interpretation on the ground information map, the positions 

of the sampio points were fixed on the latter. The nunb.r of pointa 

failing within snob of the six forest types considered was counted 

•pnrat.ly for both interpretations. The differences were  expressed  as 

percentage.. These percentages measure the degree of variability 

between the two Interpretations, 

(d) Toots of the statistical siifioaxios of the results 

Tho probability levels at which the results of the forego in 

verifications are statistically siifiaant were determined by using 

the (fli squared (12) test. Yates' correction for continuity was 

applied to obtain corrected x2  vain., for each data not from the 

formula. 

X2  - (I0-Ex-0.) 2/E 

o - observed value  

- expected value 

0*5 - Yates' correction factor for continuity 

In the extrapolation test 

o - nuaber of forest typea suooes 	r extrapolated 

I - the number of types comprising the training set 

In the forest cover variance analysis 

o - the diff.rence between the number of forest types 

in the training not and the extrapolated area 

I - nuab.r of different forest types in the trainIng 

set and the extrapolated area 

In the photointerpretation variability test 

o 	number of sample points oounti. 1 for the present 

interpretation 
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g. number of sample points ooimted for the ground 

information map (Kio 'a Interpretation)* 

8-2.2 Results and discussion 

The results of the extrapolation teat, forest cover variation 

analysis SM pbotointerpr.tatjon variability tests are presented in 

Table 8.2. Those results show that the percentage success of the 

extrapolation and the relative forest cover variation decrees.s with 

increasing radial distance from the training set. The forest cover 

eovariation between the training set and the extrapolation area 

mores.., in a similar far!-ion. The percentage snccess of the 

extrapolation indicates the extant to which the training set and an 

extrapolated area are similar while the format-cover covariation 

indicates the extent to which they differ. The relative forest cover 

variation indicates the d.gree of variation within an extrapolated area 

relative to that of the training set. 

The.* observations become more significant statistically as the 

radial distance from the training not becomes longer. For instance, 

the observations on the more northerly part of Olokeseji site 

(olokiseji II) do not differ sig'ificantly from the training set. This 

is primarily because two areas are contiguous. In the case of Ijaiy., 

30km. to the north of the training set, the., observation, become more 

significant. Also, as the radial distance from the training set 

increases southward. to Ibadan  Fuel Plantation (Ikm.), Ibadan 

University Teak Plantation (149km.) and Ceo Forest Reserve (iOkm.), 

these observations become increasingly significant in that order. 

It may be argued that the observed trends are due to the smallor 

eue of the extrapolated area, relative to the training set. Thu 

argent is reduced to an absurdity by considering the large differences 
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Table 8.2 Aslriin of the hototat4ru'.tatio resuitsi 
extrapolations forest cover Variation and 
pho tojnt.rpretation we  

Sites expected 

() 

Observed 

(0)  
0 	E (10..91-0.5) 2  Index 

(a) 	Jktrmnlation 

(i) 	All forest types 

Olok.a.3i II 11 6(55) 5 1.841 08 

IJa.iy. 11 5(45) 2.750 07 
Ibedan Fuel 11 4(36) 7 3.841 06 

Ibadan University 11 3(27) 8 5.114 04'  
0.0 11 3(27) 8 5.1114 04'  

Overall — 
— i2 18.660 01 

Total 55 21(38) 34 20.405 01 '  

Average 11 4,2(36) 6.8 3.608 06 

(ii) 	natural forest types 

Olok...ji XI 8 3(38) 5 2.531 08 

Iai.y. 8 3(38) 5 2.531 08 

Ib.d.n Fuel 8 1(13) 7 5.281 04'  

Ibadan Univ.rsity 8 0(0) 6 7.031 03'  

One 8 0(0) 8 7.031 03'  
Overall - 

- z2 24.405 01'  

'Fetal 40 7(18) 33 26.4" oi 

Average 8 1.4(18) 6.6 4.651 05 

(b) 	Forest cover yiatiofl 

(i) 	All forest types 

O]oksneji U 11 6(55) 5(45) 2.750 07 
I3aiy. 11 5(45) 6(55) 1.841 08 

Ibadan Pval 12 4(33) 8(67) 4.668 05'  
Ibadan University 12 3(25) 9(75) 6021 05'  
0010 16 3(19) 13(81) 9.766 02'  

Overall — 25.066 01 '  

Total 62 21(39) 41 (66) 26.457 01' 

Average 12.4 4,2(34) 8.2(66) 1.761 05' 
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sites expected 

(E) 

observed 

(0) 

0 - E (IO-EI-0.5) 2  Index 1  

(ii) 	Natural forest types 

Oloks.eji II 8 3(37) 5(63) 2.531 08 

Ijaiye 8 3(37) 5(63) 2.531  08 

Ibadan Fuel 8 1(12) 7(88) 5.281 04
*  

Ibadan University 8 o( o) 8(100) 7.031 03 

Omo ii o( 0) 11(100) 10.023 02: 
Overall - - 27.397 01 

Total 43 7(16) 36(814) 29.308 01* 

Average 8.6 1.4(16) 7.2(84) 5.220 04* 

(o) 	Thotointertretation 
variability 

Dry hill forest 12 11 1(8) 0.021 11 

Dry high forest 36 40 4(11) 0.340 10 

Dry low forest 10 9 1(1 o) 0.025 11 

Wet high forest 94 85 9(10) 0.769 09 
Wet low forest 11 10 1(9) 0.023 11 

Wet open forest 41 38 3(7) 0.152 10 

Overall - - 1.330 13 

All six combined 204 193 11(5) 0.540 09 

Total 204 19(9) 1.678 08 

Average 204 - 3.2(9) 0.214 10 

+ Probability equivalents of the index numbers are given in Table 8.2.1. 
* Siguificant at 0.05 probability level 

1. The 	distribution table (see Table 8.2.1) is entered withi 
- one degree of freedom for each row in a, b and a above. 
- four degrees at freedo, for the relevant column in a and b abov.. 

five degrees of freedom for the relevant column in a above. 

2 • Figures in brackets indicate the percentage: 
- extrapolation iuccos in a 
- forest oov.r variance in (o) column of b 
- forest cover covariance in (0 - E) column of b 
- photointerpretation variability in a 

.! 
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Table 8.2.1 
Val 

Lsv•l of .ijnifieano• Range of X2 valu.. 

Index Probability (p) 1°  of freedom 14°  of freedom 5°  of  freedom 

01 baby 09001 above 10.828 *boys 18.467 above 20.51 
02 09001 - 0.005 10.828 	- 7.879 18*467 - 14.860 20.515 16.750 
03 0005 - 0.010 7.879 - 6.635 14.860 - 13.277 16.750 - 15.086 

04 0.010 - 0.025 6.635 - 5.024 13.277 - 11.1143 15.086 - 129833 
05 09025 - 0.050 5.024 - 3.8141 11.143 - 9.488 12.833 - 11.071 
06 0.050 - 0,075 3.841 	- 3.170 94,88 - 8.496 110071 - 100010 

07 0.075 - 0.100 3.170 	- 2.706 8.496 - 7.779 10,010 - 9.236 
08 0.100 - 0.250 2.706 - 1.323 7.779 - 5.385 9.236 - 6.626 

09 0.250 0.500 1.323 	- 0.455 5.385 - 3.357 6.626 4.351 
10 0.500 - 0.750 0.455 0.102 3.357 - 19923 4.351 2.675 
11 0.750 0.900 09102 0.016 1.923 1.064 2.675 1.610 

12 00900 0.925 00016 0.0289 19064 0.897 1.610 1.394 
13 09925 - 0.950 0.0289 - 0.0239 0.897 - 0.711 1,354 1.145 
14 0.950 - 09975 0.0239 

- 0.098 0411 - 0.484 i.1L5 0.831 

15 0.975 0.990 00098 - 0.016 0.484 - 0.297 00531 0.554 
16 0.990 0.995 0.039 0.297 0.207 0.554 0.112 

17 0.995 - 0.999 09039 - 0016 0.207 0.091 0.412 - 0.210 

18 above 0.999 below 00016 below 0.091 below 0.210 

Sourc..s White,Yeat. & Skipworth (1977)9 Weave (1978). 
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observed between Olokes.ji II and the training set which are 

contiguous areas of the same sIze • The argument becomes nor* absurd 

on the logical reasoning that with such a large nb.r of forest types 

In the training not the differences between the training net and other 

areas Interpreted by extrapolation should be relatively seall in 

respect of the number of forest types extrapolated. In other words 

the training not being a larger area must have included .11 possible 

types of forests that could be found in the smaller areas being 

extrapolated. Moreover, if the size of the smallest test site - 

Ibadan University Teak Plantation (215h&.)-was the size of the 

training set and that of the individual extrapolated areas, similar 

results showing the same trends would have been obtained. 

In view of the above considerations, only an ecological 

explanation could satisfactorily account for the differences observed 

between the different aream and the increasing statistical significance 

of those differences. Though these differences increase radially from 

the area selected as the training set, it is also apparent from the 

interpretation that the differences Increase to the north and to the 

south of the training set. 

In the drier part of the ecological zone rainfall tends to limit 

forest dev.lopa.nt. The Olok.meji ,which represents this drier part 

of the moist lowland forest sone,lies very close to the adjoining 

forest savanna mosaic, is a result of its position, the Olokemeji 

test site combines the characteristics of both ecological zones. This 

explains the 000urzenoe of several forest types within the site which 

given it a large forest cover variances The Ijaiy. Forest Reserve 

which is more northerly towards the forest savanna mosaic has more of 

the characteristics of this son*. It therefore, has relatively smaller 

forest cover variance than the Oloksme3i Forest Reserve. Towards the 
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middle of the ecological cone which is moderately wet, there is 

smaller variation in the forest cover. Consequently the two Ibadan 

sites representing this middle pert have  nailer forest cover variation 

than the Olokemaji site in the drier areas. The forest types found in 

the wetter parts of the ecological zone represented by the Ono Forest 

Reserve, are almost invariably evergreen and less frequently 

esmideciduous, This is mainly due to tho generally large amount of 

rainfall. As rainfall which is the most important factor in forest 

development is not limiting in this area s  there Is a relatively littie 

variation in the forest cover in comparison with the relatively drier 

areas. This explains the Fall relative cover variation obtained for 

this site. It can be reasonably concluded that as one moves from the 

more northerly parts where low rainfall tends to limit forest 

d.velopirent to the more southerly parts where factors other than rainfall 

limit forest development, the variation in the forest cover decreases, 

In the same fashion, the forest cover oovc.riation between the training 

set and the extrapolated areas increases from north to south. 

The large forest cover variation observed within the ecological 

zone indicates that the interpretation of forest types in this cone and 

similar tropical forest areas could not be accomplished with confidence 

by extrapolation. It therefore follows that irrespective of the 

Interpretation methods used, oomplete,  interpretation technique is more 

reliable than partial interpretation technique or multistage sampling. 

A complete interpretation would adequately cater for the wide rang, of 

variation usually encountered within tropical forests even within very 

small areas. On the other hand, partial interpretation and 

interpretation by extrapolation or by azitistage sampling would not 

efficiently account for most of the variations which are seldom repeated 

even within an extensive forest tract. At best, such an interpretation 
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technique could only account for the groos variations which are 1..e 

significant to forest management than the more subtle differences. 

J1.v.rth.less, this appears to be a primary argument for estimating 

forest areas by point sampling but these subtle variations would be 

difficult to pool into an efficient interpretation key which c i be 

readily applied. 

During the int.rpr.tation, it was observed that the 

quantitiaile variations within the forest types obscured those 

bet-wean thea. This is illustrated in Table 8.2 by the higher 

significant levels of the variations within the forest type. 

(indicated in the 'overall' and the 'total' rows) and the lower 

significant levels of the variation between forest types (indicated in 

the 'average *  rows). It was also observed that the forest types merge 

and interaingle without distinct boundaries. These observations also 

constitute a primary argument for estimating forest areas by point 

sampling. In order to cater for all the subtle variations within the 

survey areas  a very high sampling intensity would be required in 

addition to an efficient interpretation key that could be easy to apply. 

These possibilities are difficult to fulfil in practice. AN a result 

both the interpretation and the area estimation of tropi;al forests 

would have to rely on delineation of forest types or forest 

characteristics on aerial photographs. 

In view of the above considerations ,th. variability in 

photointerpr.tatioa accomplished by complete delineation was 

investigated to indicate the extent to which such variability could 

affect the estimates of area-related forest information. The results 

(Table 8.2c) show that the variability in the interpretation of the 

six .111sr seaideoiduous forest types ranges 'tween 7% and 11% 

giving an average of 9% for each forest typo. If the six types are 
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combined as a unit of delineation this gives a variability of only 

Z. A. variation between forest types increases with decrease in 

interpretation variability, the 16 difference measures the extent to 

which the variation within the semideciduons forests (average for the 

six type.) obscured the variation between it (six types ooabini as 

a unit) and the adjoining forests. 

The levels of significance obtained by Chi squared (x2) test 

for the 'variability in the Interpretation of the forest types as 

individual units or a combined unit of delineation are low. None of 

the observations is significant at 0.5 probability level (99)6 confidence 

level). This indicates that the variations within the moist 

senideciduous forest and those between it and the adjoining forests 

are equally email. Variability in the interpretation of a given 

forest results in either an over estimation or an underestimation of 

the forest aa. Though the variability say  not be statistically 

cignifioant, it results in errors which may affect the estimate of a 

forest information within the area to a highly significant level. 

For Instance, if the interpretation variability for a 20ha. forest and 

the standard error for its 15cu.s/ha.  volume are both 10% at 

0.5 probability level, the two extreme total volume estimates for the 

forest would be 243cu.m. and 363cu.m. T'-eir extreme values represent 

a total 'vole of 3000u.m. ± 120t.u.xn. or 1,46cu.e./ha.,  thus increasing 

the standard error of the volume estimates to 20Y which in highly 

significant In terms of forest management. However, in as much as the 

overall accuracy of the estimates of a forest information falls within 

that specified for the survey, the effect of interpretation variability 

becomes insignificant. 
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8-3 Tree •p.cjes identification 

The silyjoultural practice of artificial concentration of 

sT(, c.4 cu by plantation methods in based on the gregarious nature of 

the tree. It follows that if them* gregarious species could be 

cbaract.riecd on aerial photographs when they occur in plantations or 

in amenity plantings, this photo-characterisation could be used to 

assist their recognition on the aerial photographs  of the forests 

containing their natural population, of their 'artificial 

concentrations' • The primary aim of this interpretation therefore, 

1 to verify the extent to which the gregarious growing habit of tT 

species can aid their identification on aerial photograph.. 

8-3.1 MaterliJs and methods 

,s field work was not conducted to check the interpretation, only 

the natural porlations and the plantations or aenity plantings of 

known specie, were considered. In the first place, the aerial 

photographs were stereoscopically examined to verify the range of crown 

shapes within the test sites so as to minimise oharacterising known tree 

species which would not be or 	ter.d outside the a'eai of their known 

occurrence. The common range of she a. observed ares- 

stez,eoscoDic views oval, round s  ovate, 3bovate, disc, umbrella, dam. 

and compound, 

apex shaDes rounded, dome, flat and compound. 

non-stereoscopjc views stellate, sinuate, rosette (iayer.d stellate), 

dentate, crenate, serrate, round and clumped. 

The natural populations, plantatic s and amenity plantings of 

kr'c'in species were located on the aerial photographs which were 

interpreted for forest types • The amenity plantings were either 

Iyj4ua1 trees or groups of trees in recreation area.. 
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The photographic tone and texture of each area of occurrence of the 

known species were described using the qualitative tonal grades in 

Section 8-1.1 as reference. The non—stereoscopic characteristics of 

the crowns of the known species were described by visual observation 

with the aid of hand—held masmifierg. The stereoscopic characteristics 

of these crowns were described under z8 magnification. The 

photo—description of the known species (see Table 8.3) was used as 

a training set to locate in other areas, trees or groups of trees with 

similar crown characteristics. This was accomplished by examining the 

aerial photographs under x3 magnification. The similarities between 

the located trees or group of trees and the training set were 

established by a further examination under x8 objective. 

This procedure for species recognition by photo reading sets of 

characteristics established for known species is similar to an 

unsuperviscu eo ter classification which normally contains some 

discrepancies. Nevertheless, it was considered the most objective and 

most realistic procedure in the present circumstances for species 

recognition on aerial photographs. 

8-3.2 Results and discussion 

The species which were recognised by photo—reading are indicated 

in Table 8.3. It was observed that individual species varied in their 

photographic tone in different areas of their known occurrence 

e.g. Tectona grandis in Ibadan University Teak Plantation differ in 

tone from that in forest plantations within Olokemeji Forest Reserve. 

This may be due to the use of a disparate collection of individual 

photographs which are not united by a common relative grey scale 

during photography. In this circumstance, the use of tone for the 

recognition of species by photo—reading was restricted to individual 



Table 8.3 Characteristics of tree-species recognised on aerial photographs 

Pr..-species Ecological statue Photo description aerial 
yhotographe of 

Recognisable on aerial 
photoRraphe of 

1 	Annogeisus Lej.00arpus single trees in amenity planting dark toned spreading crowns with UI Teak Plantation - 

irregular outline 

2 	Cassia in. gregarious indig.nuous species medium dark toned oval crowns Ibadan Fuel Plantation UI Teak Plantation 
plantation with circular outline 

3 	Casuarina app. rows of trees in amenity dark toned compact crowns with UI Teak flantation - 

planting oval shape 

14 	Colfea opp. very dark toned crowns very dark toned crowns with UI Teak Plantation - 

(coffee) distinct outline 

laeis guineense single trees occuring with bright light toned stellate Omo Forest Reserve Ibadan Fuel and UI 
(oil-palm) high frequency crowns with elongated radial 

arms 
Teak Plantations 

6 	Eucalyptus epp. exotic species in plantations medium toned oblong crowns with Ibadan Fuel Plantation 
irregular outline (Research plots) - 

7 	Gmelina .!. exotic species in plantations light toned oval crowns with Ibadan Fuel Plantation Omo Forest Reserve 
distinct outline (Research plots) 

8 	thaya ivorensis indigenous species occuring dark toned crowns with Thadan Fuel Plantation 
with high frequency irregular shape and outline (Research plots) - 

9 	Musanga ceoroioidee gregarious species in medium toned, dome shaped Oso Forest Reserve - 

regenerating forests crowns with irregular outline 

10 	Raphia app. gregarious species occuring dark toned rossette crowns with Omo Forest Reserve - 

(raphia-palm) in edaphicals wet habitats short radial arms 

11 	Tectona grandis exotic species in plantations light-medium toned oval crowns Olokemeji 	'crest Reserve UI Teak Plantation 
(teak) 

12 	Terininalia Ia. indigenous species in medium-dark toned crowns with UI Teak Plantation - 

plantations circular outline 

13 	Priplochi ton indigenous species in light-medium toned oval crowns Omo Forest Reserve - 

soleroxylon plantations (gregarious) distinct outline 
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prints or individual i.te of print.. The tonal 'variation of an 

individual species may also be due to the effect of their occurrence 

in different plant oommmities. According to Howard and Lanly (1975) 

individual plant communities have characteristic spectral radiance/ 

albedo by which they could be recognised. 

Furthermore, the tonal contrast and imego definition on the 

aerial photographs particularly those of Ibadan Fuel Plantation and 

Olokemeji Forest Reserve were poor due to haze and dispersion. The 

tonal contrast and inage definition were reduced further by blurring 

on the enlargement prints. Because of the small scale and poor 

quality of the contact prints and because of the blurring on the 

enlargement prints, the aerial photographs did not yield sufficient 

information for an accurate oharacteri.ation of the known species. 

Above all, the print, were printed from third generation negatives 

(at least) with a consequent reduction in contrast and definition. It 

was observed that trees of the sane species occurring singly in amenity 

plantings and in plant communities, such as plantations and natural 

population. ,differ.d in crown shape. A. this difference was also 

observed between trees of the sane species found in plantations and 

natural population., a species with spreading crowns when growing 

singly tends to have more elongated crowns in a plant community 

e.g. Axinogeissus lejocar'pua and Teruinpija ivoren.is. Also species 

tend to have more consistent crown shapes within plantations than 

within their natural populations e.g. 1riplochiton 

To explain these differences, it in known from field experience 

that differences exist between the growing habit of a species occurring 

as single individual trees, and its growing habit in a plant community. 

Also differences exist between the growing habit of a species in 

plantations and its growing habit in natural populations. These 



differences could be .xpr.us.d in the shape, form, and height, of the 

trees and in their crown features. These account for the difficulty 

in locating the characterised species in areas other than plantations 

on the aerial photographs. It is interesting that Cordia specie. 

(locally called Omo) could be neither characterised nor located in Ow 

Forest Reserve (so named for its high incidence of Cordia trees). 

Despite these shortcoming., a few species were readily 

characterised and located with certainty. For example, la.is 

mulnevang  (oil-palm) has stellate crown with elongated radial ares 

arranged in definite .lignnant. It 1s quite distinct from Rabia 

specie. (raphia palm) whose crowns tend to be roomette shaped and 

•apientue (banana) whose stellate crowns have broad radiating arms. 

Some specie, that were similarly recognised with certainty are of 

little economic value, e.g. Mumangs,c.ojopioid. (umbr.11a tree) has 

characteristic spreading crowns which are dome shaped or ubr.11a 

shaped with speckled appearance. Tho other specis recognised are 

exotics e.g. Tectona iredie and G-vAlina specie.. The indigenous 

plantation species were difficult to characterise ,  or locate mainly 

because of the small scale and poor quality of the photographs rather 

than the irregularity in their crown shape.. 

In conclusion, spec I : recognition on aerial photographs by this 

procedure would require good quality aerial photographs at very large 

scale for an adequate oharact.risstiou of the species. The 

identification o the species recognised would also require a 

field-check in view of the results of this investigation. 
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8—li rindings of the i*otothterpretstion 

The poor quality or aerial photographs which were acquired 

during the haxmattan shows that seasonal variation in weather 

conditions effects not only the acquisition of aerial photographs but 

also their quality. The aerial photographs which were acquired during 

the short dry season between the two peaks of the rainy season were 

better in quality as atmospheric hass was minimal during this period. 

The inability to obtain recent photographs may imply that weather 

conditions have not permitted their acquisition, more so when aerial 

photographs of the cloud—prone coastal areas were not available for 

the present studies. If this is the case, the use of infrared 

photography may provide haze and dispersion free but not cloud tree 

images of a survey area with similar weather conditions. The inability 

to obtain recent aerial photographs may also imply that aerial 

photography in not frequently used for resource surveys in the test 

area because of factors other than weather conditions. 

The acquisition scales of the aerial photographs used for this 

Investigation were maitly 1:20 000 and 1Z140 000. This indicates that 

large scale aerial photography which is more suitable for intensive 

forest survey is not frequently acquired for resource* surveys in 

the test area. Only the aerial photographs of Ibadan University Peak 

Plantation were avajl*ble at a soale suitable for intensive forest 

survey. However, the economic scales at which most of the aerial 

photographs were available provided sufficient information on the 

forest types but less information on the individual tree—species. The 

enlargement prints did not offer any significant advantage as 

boundaries of the forest types and the outlines of the individual 

crowns were blurred, Measurements could be made easily t with low 

precision. Also, stereoscopic observation was not possible with the 



enlargss.nt prints. The use of aerial photographs acquired at seal..s 

larger than the economic .0.1.s would increase the confidence of 

surveys that require Information on the individual trees. Though 

photoseneration was not dons due to the lack of adequate ground 

information, observations suds during the interpretation indicate that 

forest mensuration of the test area and therefore of similar forest 

areas on serial photographs would rarely pzovide the forest management 

data at the required level of accuracy. But the accuracy of 

photomensuration data could be improved by using good quality serial 

photographs acquired at suitably large scales, 

Despite the inability to conduct field work, the information 

obtained on the v.g.tsl cover of the test area from aerial photographs 

was more detailed than that published in saps and literature. This 

indicates that usefulness of serial photography for gathering forest 

Information which sty be difficult to obtain by other methods e  For 

.vp.ipl., it was possible to separate eleven forest-types including 

eight natural types on the aerial photographs of Olok..eji Forest 

Reserve. This area is usually mapped as estideciduous forest. Also, 

the extent of human interference on the forests and the tropical high 

forest in particular was easy to determine on aerial photographs in 

some oases when the high forest could be separated into d.i.trubed and 

vnd1 tto4 subtypes according to the severity of human interference. 

These subtypes are not usually sapped, By pbotoint.rpretatjon alone it 

was possible to distinguish a main forest type into several subtypes 

according to their photographic appearance with little recourse to 

field work, However, such distinction does not necessarily imply 

changes in the ecological status of the main forest type. 

The forest cover variation test shows that there is a wide range 

of variation in the forest cover of the test area which may not permit 
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Interpretation by extrapolation or by multiste sampling. vjith such 

a wide range of ysriation, a sufficiently representative part of a 

survey area would be difficult to obtain for an extrapolation. Also, 

multistage sampling would not provide rslisbl• results. Only 'total 

coverage' interpretation would probably give the most satisfactory 

results. Even then the wide variation would not yi.r,it interpretation 

without delineation as the construction of an 'all—embracing* 

Interpretation key for a survey area would be difficult if not 

Impossible to achieve. It follows that interpretation has to be done 

by delineation as it was done in the present studies. This would permit 

not only the reliable estimation of the areas of the individual 

forest types but also their location by spatial distribution. 

The photoint.rpretatjon variability test shows that the absence of 

indistinct forest boundaries usually results in varied delineations by 

different operator.. Such variations may be apparently insignificant, 

but they often affect the estimates of area—related information 

substantially. This notwithstanding, it is ey opinion that 
Interpretation should be accomplished by delineation in as uuch as 

interpretation without delineation is frequently hampered by the 

difficulties in constructing effective interpretation keys. 

.videnoe from literature shows that tropical forests were usually 

Interpreted without a clearly defined set of objective interpretation 

criteria or an orthJ 	oF these criteria. Yor this reason, a 

comprehensive procedure was developed by which a set of attributes 

constituting the interpretation criteria was applied to each unit of 

delineation in an ordered fashion. The procedure was not necessarily 

designed for forest type recognition 7 rather, it was designed to determine 

the type of vegetal oover found within delineated units of similarity 

which could be a forest type. Numerical codes were used for each 

attribute in such a way that the lowest cede numbers represent the 

attributes of mature closed high forest while the highest code numbers 
represent the attributes of grassland. By adding the code numbers for 

individual units the lowest values are obtained for units closer to 

mature high for t while the highest values are obtained for units closer 

to grassland, For the comparison of forest types, the coding should be 

completed for individual units of d.lineation or else disor.psnoies 

would arise. 
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The results of the inter 	Lon show that this procedure was 

efficient for grading the vegetal cover types in the test area but 

It can be greatly Improved by expanding the list of attributes and by 

including quantitative data. However, the procedure no.4s to be tested 

on other tropical forest. A proo.dure for the remote sensing of 

Scottish coastal habitats in which attributes were used In $ similar 

way won  reported by Zirby (1977), The application of the procedure was 

tested by student interpreters (R..ots,  sensing option class of 

Edinburgh University, Geography Department) • Though the results of the 

test (in which the present investigator took part) was not statistically 

ns1y.ed, it shoved that the procedure was efficient for its parpo... 

The results show that species Identification by j*iotoint.rpr.tation 

alone is difficult. D.spite the fact that only a few known species 

were interpreted by photoreading, it was .till difficult to separate 

then from other species due to the striking similarities in their 

pbotoapp.aranc. Tropical tree species usually have polymorphic 

crowns. Also, single species ahoy variable phonology both in space 

and time. This usually hinders their identification on aerial 

photographs. The gregarious growing habit by which some tropical tree 

species have been identified on aerial photographs has been of limited 

value for the identification of the species in the test area. This is 

mainly due to the rarity of such species and the mixture. Even the 

ecologically specialised species show gregarious growing habits are 

linked to edaphic conditions were .till difficult to recognise in 

different areas on aerial photographs. The few species which were 

easily zecognisab],o are of little economic importance, though some of 

them charaot.rise the highly produotive forests e.g. 

Species identification which is a requirement for the assessment of the 

quantity and quality of timber resource cannot be accomplished with 



confidence from small scale panchromatic aerial photographs in the tropic.. 

The not probable solution would have been the use of large scale 

normal colour aerial photography but the discrimination lvels in the 

Important green band are relatively few. Consequently, the use of 

colour Infrared aerial photography may be desirable* The 1ev precision 

of pbotoesnsuration accomplished on colour aerial photographs may not 

justify the acquisition of colour aerial photography. Moreover, the 

recognition of forest types which constitute the major units of forest 

management in the tropics can be accomplished on good quality aerial 

photographs irrespective of film/filter combination and scale. 

In view of the foregoing, it is sy opinion that species 

identification should be a.000spli.h.d in the field. What is important 

In the recognition of field sample trees on aerial photographs or the 

location of photo sample trees in the field. Both would require large 

scale aerial photographs for an int.nsive photostudy in conjunction 

with frequent field checking. 

The findings of the interpretation support those of the review of 

literature presented in Chapters 2-5. The extent to which forest types 

can be separated by photointerpretation is compared with that of 

Landsat interpretation in Chapter 9 and with that of SLAR 

interpretation in Chapter 10. The finAings on the technical 

capabilities, and the economics of the use of the three systems in 

tropical forest surveys 	Qfe interrelated in Chapter 129 
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9 	Interpretation of Landast imaLzy 

The math purpose of this investigation Is to verify and augment 

the findings from literature review on the use of Lmndsat 44pas for 

gathering forest information for management purposes in the tropics. 

The investigation Is also designed to verify the extent to which f1 

additive colour proc..s and microphotography could be used to enhance 

the interpretation of tropical forests on Td vat images. 

The first task was to establish the general level of information 

which can be obtained from Landeat images by visual interpretation. 

This was accomplished by interpreting the black/white prints of both 

negative and positive spectral images of the test area first and 

comparing the interpretation with map information for the necessary 

correlations. The second task was to determine the spectral images and 

filters that could be combined (band/filter combinations) to gen•rate 

satisfactory colour-enhanced images (colour composite image.) of the 

test area. This was accomplished by additive colour processing 

reported in Lection 9-1 9 1, The third task was to determine the 

'goodness of fit' of the odour composites for discri m inating the 

interpreted forest types. This was accomplished by comparing the 

sharpness of the forest type boundaries on the colour composites. The 

fourth task was to determine the capability of the colour composites 

for the separation of the forest 	This was acoomliah.d by 

comparing the extent to which the forest types can be recognised on 

the 'beat fit' colour ooapositeb. The final task was to delin.at€ 

the forest types and compare the Landsat interpretation with map 

information and photointerpr.ta.tion respectively* 

9-1 tIatez'ial.s Ed nthod 

The following 113 369 000 scale fills negative and positive images 
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of the test area from the four spectral bands were used for the 

..d&ttive colour processing (Section 9-1.1). 

Landsat scene Prams Date of Band 4 Percentage 
number imaging quality cloud cover 

20L..05 1107 - 09273 7/11/72 5, 30 

20-055 E1036 - 09323 28/8/72 4 3O9 

20-055 E1108 - 09332  8/11/72 5 30 

quality rang.s from very poor (o) to excellent (9) 

Colour oo*poeite,  images were generated from the spectral images 

of the test area to provide colour enhanced images for the 

interpretation. The colour composite images were reproduced by 

microphotography to provide enlarged images for the interpretation 

without loss of usage definition. Both procedures are described in 

Section 9-10. Contact black/white prints of the lii 000 000 scale 

film negatives and positives of Landeat frames E1107 - 09273 and 

91 108 - 09332  were interpreted to establish the general level of forest 

information available on Landsat images (beotlon 9-1.2). The colour 

composite images generated from ti'e 193  369 000 scale spectral images 

were invtigated further in Faction 9-1.2. 

9-1 • I Additive colour processing of the j.andsat iw.ry 

The Pairey add.itive colour viewer (Facv) shown in Pig. 9.1 was 

used for the additive colour viewing. '.'he PACY is a four channel fed 

magnification (x4 + 12.9). lena tolerance) projector instrument euitable 

for colour viewing of Lszidsat 70mae film transparencies, The horizontal 

vieving screen is built into a table top for easy photography and 

tracing of the projected images Each channel has horizontal We 
vertical (T) and rotation registration controls • The two position 

lamp-brightness switch, four-position filter selection switch and 

push-button iris diiihra illtnation controls for each channel are 

recessed into the table top to permit simultaneous operation and viewing. 

Since all Landsat frames of a jartioular scene are approximately 

at the same scale and geographic location, up to four spectral images of 

the same scene can be optically combined on FACT into a single colour 

composite image. Colour composite images can be generated from 
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Fig. 9.1. Fairey additive colour viewer. 
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negative and/or positive spectral images of the same frame (intern pea tral 

composite) or of different frames of the sass scene (intert.mporal 

oosposit.) using any band/filter combination for their projection. 

FACT, therefore, offers a wide range of options for displaying  the 

information content of LaMest 70. film transparencies through an 

overall flexibility in frame/film source/band/filter combinations for 

colour composite generation. The procedures followed to generate 

colour composite image using FACT are t- 

(a) instrument calibration 
b 	composite generation tests 
a 	image registration 
d 	photographic reproduction 

(a) Instrument calibration 

Instrument calibration consists of filter selection for the 

individual projection channels and determination of optimum light intensity 

for projection with the individual filters selected, magnification scaling 

to provide eui dimensional images from the four channels and image 

distortion correction for optimum registration of superimposed images. 

The projector channels were designated by the colour of the filters 

assigned to them - blue, green, orange and red. The filter which 

provided the most satisfactory image from frame E1107-M73  band 7 

spectral transparencies (the beet imagery of the test areas) was selected 

for each channel. Also, the light intensity required to provide 

satisfactory definition on superimposed images was determined for each 

channel. This was done by projecting frame E1107-09273  spectral 

transparencies using band/filter combination B (see Section 9.1b) with 

high lamp brightness. Prominent features on the superimposed images were 

purposely set out of registration to observe their degree of definition at 

different illuminations on the individual channels • The most suitable 

filter/light intensity combination for the individual channels are:- 
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Projector 
Channel 

FACT specifications 

Filter colour ano. Tranmaittance flhi4ii,tiom 
number visible level required 

bin, bin. 03 	10 1.70% 9 
OG 	1 18.00% 7 

orange deep orang. OT 	1 40.00% 5 
red ruby OR 	1 6.00% 10 

These filter/light intensity combinations were used for projecting the 

spectral Imagoes 

Specially designed grid., provided by FACT manufacturers were used 

for magnification scaling and Luge distortion correction. The grid 

Image from the biue channel was set central and square on the viewing 

screen using the X, Y and rotation controls. By alternately moving the 

projector along its optical bench and a.asuring the 4i.'ions of the 

image, the scale was set at approximately four time magnification (x 4). 

The diagonals of the grid image were measured and necessary image 

distortion@ were corrected by tuning the appropriate control knobs. 

The focus was adjusted to achieve an even-focussed perfect square. In 

the same war, the other okni.is  were individually scaled to this 

magnification and corrected for Lug. distortion. The bin, channel 

grid image was used as a mast.r.inage for scaling the other individual 

bands to the sea, magnification and for correcting Lug. distortion. The 

grid images were superimposed and their registration differences evened 

out relative to the master-image. 

The gnification scale calculated from the dimensions of the 

oomposit& grid image is z 3.94. The precision of the instraont 

calculated from the nufactur.r's specification is 9994%6 an ins txi....nt 

error of 0.06% resulting in registration accuracy of t 2. for the 

LanAat 70mae film transparencies. 



(b)omposit. generation t.st$ 

The.e teats were used to establish the most satisfactory colour 

ocaposite images for the teat area with regard to the type of composite 

film source, spectral composition and band/filter combinations. 

The land at 70m, film transparencies were fixed into 70. 

Antinewton disalides. Th, frame nber, film source and spectral bend 

of each transparency were labelled on Its slid. e.g. £1107-09273 + 5 and 

E1107-09273 - 7 soan band 5 film positive and bend 7 file negative of 

T.d.at from E1107-09273- The  fran.. and film sources were coded for 

subsequent use as follows s- 

Neaning 

I 	 fran. LI107-09273 

2 	 from E1036-09323 

3 	 fram 91 108-09332  
I 	 film negative 

P 	 film positive 

S 	 combined film negative and positive 

Spectral images of frame Eli 07-09273  were superimposed using each 

of the 214 possible band/filter combinations • This was to determine 

the band/filter combinations which provide the most satisfactory colour 

composite viewso While some of the resulting composite@ were repetitions 

of others, many did not provide satisfactory composites. Satisfactory 

composites were provided by the following band/filter combination.: 

Cod, for 	I Spectral bands of images projected on 
band/filter I 

bin. channel I green channel I orange charnel I red channel 

A 14 5 6 7 
1 7 14 5 6 
C 6 7 14 5 
1) 5 6 14 7 
E 7 6 14 5 
F 4 5 7 6 
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The most suitable spectral compositions for generating 

satisfactory int.rsp.ctral composites from a single film souroe 

were also dteri"ed with frame 21 1 07-M73 spectral images. Thaie 

spectral compositions ares- 

band/fiiter 
	

Spectral composition of 
combination coda 

3 band composites 	2 band composites 

A 14560) 0560 
0567) 

:1 0567 14060 
C 0567 0067 
1) 0567 0560 

0567 0067 

F 14507) 0507 
0567 

Pour-band composites in this category were unsatisfactory b.oau.e they 

contained too much detail. The above spectral compositions were also 

suitabie for generating satisfactory int.rsp.otral composites from 

combined film sources preferably using bnds 1 and 5 film positives and 

band 6 and 7 film negatives. In this category, the only satisfactory 

four-band composit, was generated with band/filter combination F. 

Because of the generally poor quality of band 4  imagery  (due  to 

hase and dispersion) and the striking qualitative similariti.s between 

bands 6 and 7 imagery, (due to acquisition in the infrared band), only 

bands 5 and 7 spectral transparencies of fraa.s E1036-09327  and 

2110"332  which cover the same scene were used for intert.mporal 

composite gsn.ration. Of the numerous int.rtesporal composites 

examined only three were satisfactory. These ares- 
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Projector channel 

Spectral composition 

Blue Green Orange Red 

fran000de 2 3 2 

Band 7 composite -7 +7 +7 -7 
band 5 composite - .5 +5 .7 
bands 5/7 composite .7 +5 -5 -7 

* band/filter combination does not apply 

- indicat.s film positive 

+ indicates ru. negative 
(c) lame zsgiptzatjon 

Since the FACY was already calibrated, only X, T and rotation 

oontrols were used for image registration which was performed in 

conjunction with composite generation tests. For each colour 

composite, the constituent spectral lages were superimposed using 

band 7 image, or else band 6 image as master—image. Prominent 

features such as coastlines, inland water-bodies, river, and roads 

were used as registration references. Optimum registration was 

achieved by evening out the registration difference. 

The observed registration differenc, was largely due to the 

registration error of the Landsat product used (159m.) and partly due to 

the FACV instrument error (cm 20..). To some extent, it is also due to 

the differences in spectral responses of the registration references. 

Specific areas, film positive cemposit.s and interspectral 

composites were better registered than entire scenes, film negative 

composites and intertmiporal composite, respectively. In the first 

case, an overall registration of an entire scene could not be achieved 

due to the combined effect of the errors stated above. By registering 

part of a scene at a time the effect of these errors is ainimised, 
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In the second came the 70* film positive (3rd generation product.) 

have hiber positional mapping accuracy (2:3.. to ±118..) than the 

70i, film negatives-archival film. (15liam. to 1126..). Moreover, film 

positives provided better definition of linear structures and thus 

enhanced registration. In the third case, the spectral response of 

individual registration references in a particuli.r band varies according 

to season. This seasonal inter—band variation increased the registration 

difference for a particular feature in intertempersi composite 

generation. Furthermore, cloud and base cover were  not consistent 

on the anitidate imagery of a scan.. As a result, some features 

used as registration references were obscured in some spectral bands 

thus making their registration difficult and inaccurate. Pbr instance, 

band 4 imagery of the three frames examined was of limited value for 

composite generation due to too much has. cover. Haze cover was less in 

band 5  imagery and virtually absent in band 7 iwLgsry. 

Int.rsp.otrsl composites generated from combined film sources 

provided batter representation of forested areas than any other type of 

composite. Despite their better definition of linear features, 

composites generated from positive film sources provided, a poorer 

representation of forested areas than the corresponding composites 

generated from film negativese 

For easy identification of their photographic reproductions, the 

int.rsp.otral composites were coded. This was not nsceisary for the 

interte.poral composites because they were relatively few. rach 

interspectral composite consists of several alphanumeric digits. The 

first three digit., separated from others by a atop, represent the 

Lsni.at frame, film source and band/filter combination respectively 

(see Section 9-1b). The remaining four digits represent the spectral 

composition. They are numeric when the spectral composition In from 
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a single film source. The osuponent sp.ctral image. are represented by 

their band nuibbers in order, sero (0) representing bends which were not 

used. The four digit, are alphabetic when the spectral composition is 

from $ combined film source. In this case the film souroo cod.e of the 

component imagee replace the bend mbrs in order, I representing bands 

which war, not used. 

Rmunagg 

iRA. 1560 - colour composite image gsn.rat.d from tram. J" 107-09273 

by projecting spectral meg.s of bands 1, 5 and  film 

positives through blue, green and orange filters 

respectively. 

2P). 0567 - colour composite image generated from fran. X1036-09327 

by projecting spectral (-ag.s of bands 5, 6 and 7 film 

positives through green, orange and red filters 

respectively. 

3$P Z1TP - colour composite image generated from fran. x110-09332 

by projecting spectral image. of band 5 film negative 

and band 7 film positive through green and orange filters 

respectively. 

(4) 	Pbotaraiiic roDroduction 

otographio reproduction of the mast satisfactory colour 

composite views was made. The photography was done with Asahi OW 

P.mtax 50on./fl-4 standard lens for composite views of the entire scenes 

and with Asahi SMCPentsz.*4Sacro 10./fI lens for selected areas of 

interest, The colour composite views were exposed on various types of 

colour slide film taking the necessary teehnioal precautions in 

synchronising sp.ed/epertt&fle with film sensitivity to obtain optimum 

results for each film-type. This was to test the suitability of the 

various film,  for the reproduction. The fi1s  tested are i- 
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Film speed I commercial now of film 	I ASA/DIM rating 

Fast Kodak Ekt&chrome 200/24 
200 (::T 	i) 

Kodak 13ctachrome 160/23 
160 Tungsten (? 160) 

Kodak Righ Speed 	taobroas 160/23 
160 (p1,  160) 

Agfa colour C?.21. 135 100/21 

Slow Kodak Pctachrome X (vx 135) 64/19 

Kodak Fktac)uome 64 (Rt 135) 64/19 

Kodachrome 64 (ER 1 35) 64/19 

Agfa colour MoIS 135 50/18 

Techrome H 135 50/18 

The record of file, typ.  and exposure number used for 

reproducing individual colour composite images was kept for 

subsequent identification of the slides. Thirteen rolls of various 

film-type, were exposed (about 350  exposure.). The films were 

processed by commercial photographic laboratories. 

Of over 300 slides examined by projection, only nine were finally 

selected for printing. Their selection was based on overall colour 

balance, image definition and oontraet. Because the commercial 

Photographic laboratories do not usually undertake calibrated 

printing, the composites were ordinarily printed or 25.5  x 20cmo 

format without scaling. Seei-mstt paper, which combines the 

characteristics of glossy and matt papers, was used for the printing. 

The printing scales were subsequently extrapolated from contact prints 

of the 1,1 000 000 scale spectral imagery. The colour composites 

which were finally selected for printing were- 



Composite 	Calculated 	Ares oov.rsg. 
Code 	 Printing scale 

* lU. 0567 

* lIE. 0067 
* 1P. 1507 

* ISA. Xliii 
+ iS)'. NNXP 

+ 3NA, 0567 
+ 31)'. 0567 

* 3SA. XP 

Is 200000 

Is 333  000 
1* 333 III 

Iii 000 000 
isI 000000 

ii 200 
1: 200000 

1: 667000 

Part of some inold4vig Ceo 

Part of some including Ibsdw 
I3aiye and Olokom.ji 

Entire scene 
itire scene 

Part of scene including Thadan 
Ijalys and Oloken.ji 

JDAUre scene .xoluMng coastal areas 

* 3$?. PFVN 	lii 000 000 	Ihtire some 

• Kodak Wtachrome 64 (ER 135) 
+ Kodak Ektachrome 200 (ED 135) 

Kodak tachrcm 64 and 200 fun types were more suitable than 

the other fun-types tooted for reproducing colour composite views 

from FACT by commercial processing. Possibly different results could 

be obtained by controlling the photographic processing. 

Colour composite@ which included any of the spectral images of 

frame E1036-09327 were unsatisfactory because of the poor quality of 

this frame. As a result, the prints made did not include any 

int.rspectral composites of this frane or any int.rtanporal composites. 

The foregoing describes how simple optical and photographic 

techniques were used to enhance Land-at black/whit* aulti.p.ctral 

imagery. The optical technique is based on additive colour theory. 

Lsndsat black/whito spectral Images were optically combined in colour 

using complementary filters to generate oolour composite image.. 

The additive colour views of these colour composites were reproduced 

by 35eme microphotography which In known to enhance image contrast 

(Beat & Smith, 19781 Brothers & Fish, 1978; JWton & Xnth.r, 1978). 
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Most of the coastal  )1lt of the test area could not be 

interpreted on the Lndsat images due to excessive cloud cover. Only 

the inland half including parts of the neighbouring foreet-savann* 

mosaic son ,- was interpreted am the.e areas are relatively cloud free 

on the images. 

The fifteen tonal levels on he relative grey coal. of Landsat 

images were grouped into five qualitative grad.s relative to their 

definition on each of the 1:1 000 000 contact print, of frame 

I?1107-09273 -7 and E1107-09327 +7. Starting with number 1 on the 

left and ending with number 15 on the right, the following qualitative 

tones were derived for the interpretation.-. 	bt&Q-h4 tyLk pijiv rIr u.i/cc, 

positive print neative print 

black 1- 2 10-15 

dark 3-14 8-9 
medium 5- 7 10-11 

light , 	 8-10 12-13 

white 11-15 114-15 

These qualitative tones were used as criteria for delineating 

different areas on the 1:1 000 000 paper prints, cinilar  areas were 

grouped into unite. The corresponding ecological cones or forest 

types for these units of similarity were extrapolated from infotion 

collated from literature. The interpretation was oompered with map 

information and the photoint.r'pretation reported in Chapter Be By 

this first level interpretation, the amount of forest information that 

could be obtained generally from Land.sat spectral images was established. 

This provided a background for the assessment of the technical 

capabilities of the Landsat colour composite images for forest type 

separation. 
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The second level interpretation was accomplished by a visual 

examination of the paper prints of the oolour composites in 

conjunction with slid, projection. The colour composite images were 

compared for the discrimination of the forest types. From the first 

level interpretation one delineated unit of each forest type which is 

obvious on the colour composite image* being .wined was selected 

for the comparison. The degree of discrimination was determined by 

the sharpness of the boundary between each unit and its neighbours i.e. 

the colour contrast at the boundary. 	. The tonal contrasts in the 

first level interpretation provided a control for the determination 

of the degree of colour contrast. For each forest type three colour 

composite images which provided the beat discrimination were scored 

in the order of their 'goodness of fit'. As the two Landsat scenes 

of the teat area may not contain the same forest types ,one colour 

composite image with the highest 'goodness of fit' score was selected 

for each scene. This selection permitted the examination of the two 

Landsat scenes of the test area in the third level interpretation 

(extent of recognition) of the forest types. The two colour composite 

images were compared for the recognition of each forest type in 

different areas. The extent of recognition was determined and scored 

as follows s- 

I • 	always recognised or separated 

2, 	frequently recognised or separated 

occasionally recognised or separated 

rarely recognised or separated 

The first level interpretation provided a control for recognition of 

the forest types on the colour composite images. 

The final interpretation was accomplished by delineating the 

forest types on the colour composite images. The possibility of 

delineating more forest types was investigated by a further 



examination of the colour composites. The first level and final 

interpretations were compared to determine the advantage of colour 

enhancement in forest interpretation on Landsat images. The overall 

interpretation was further compared with map information and 

photointupretation respectively. 

9-2 $esults and discussion 

The following forest types were separated by their tone on the 

black/whit, prints during the first level interpretation (i*ount of 

forest information): 

Forest types 	 Positive spectral 
image 

1, evergreen high forest very dark 

2. evergreen low forest dark 

3 ,  moist smnideciduoue dark-medium 
forest 

1. dry sesideciduous light-medium 
forest 

5 • forest-savanna mixed medium 
mosaic and light 

6. wooded savanna with medium with 
riparian forest dark striations 

7, cultivation areas smooth light 

Negative spectral 
image 

very light 

light 

medium-light 

medium-dark 

mired light 
and medium 

medium with 
light striations 

smooth dark 

These forest types are illustret.'i in Figs. 9.2 9  9.2.1, 9.3 and 9.391 

by their numbers shown in the table above. The evergreen high forest (i) 

was always recognisable by its distinctive tone even under cloud 

cover (see  Pigs. 9.2 & 992.1). This type is concentrated but not 

restricted to the southern part of the test area. The evergreen low 

forest (2) is more frequently associated with the evergreen high forest 

than not. It is occasionally found as isolated blocks within the 

other forest types. The difference between the moist (3) and the 

dry (4) simideciduous forest types was not distinct where they are 
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Fig. 9.2. An illustrated Landsat spectral image of 

Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types. 

(E1107-09273 —7 of November 79 1972 at 

1:1 000 000 scale). 

The nua.rio representation of the forest types in 

xp1a4.nid at the beginning of Section 9-2 and in 

Table 9.1. 
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Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types. 

(E1107-09273 +7 of November 7, 1972 at 

1:1 000 000 scale). 
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Fig. 9.2.2, An illustrated Landsat colour composite image of 

Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types. 

(1:200 000 scale Colour composite 1NE. 0567 generated 

from 1:3 369 000 scale spectral images of 

E1107-09273 of November 7 9  1972). 
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Fig. 9.3. An illustrated. Landsat spectral image of 

Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types, 

(E1108-09332 —7 of November 8, 1972 at 

1:1 000 000 scale). 

The nui*rio r.,r.sentiition of the forest typee • 

p1ain.d at the b.innine of Sotio 9u.2 aM 
In Table 9010 
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Fig. 9.3.1.  An illustrated Landsat spectral image of 

Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types. 

(E1108-09332 +7 of November 8, 1972 at 

1:1 000 000 scale). 

The nunirlo representation of th fort-3t tp.s 

is 03plaIn.4 st t ho bsgiiming of .ctiou 9-2 and 

in Table 90. 
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Fig. 9.3.2. An illustrated Landsat colour composite image of 

Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types. 

(1:200 000 scale Colour composite 3NA.0567 

generated from 1:3 369 000 scale spectral images 

of E1108-09332 of November 8 9  1972). 

The numeric representation of the forest types 

explained at the beginning of Section 9-2 and in 

Table 9.1. 
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neighbours. Generally the former type is concentrated to the south 

while the latter is concentrated to the north of the test area* 

Mixed forest—savanna mosaic (5) was recognised by its 'mottled' texture 

comprising of varied mixtures of tone.. It is rare in the southern 

part of the test area* The forest—savanna mosaic was often confused 

with eamideciduous types which have been subjected to intensive 

shifting cultivation. Wooded savanna with riparian forest (6) was 

recognised by the striations of vet vegetal cover along river courses. 

These were frequently associated with various drainage patterns. 

Cultivation areas (7) were only recognisable where forest regrowth is 

less than bush and farm fallow as well as recent farm sites, 

The 'best fit' oolour composites for the discrimination of each 

forest type in the second level, interpretation (degree of discrimination) 

are tabulated below i- 

Forest type Best fit oolour composite 

lot 2nd 3rd 

10 evergreen high forest WE. 0567 1NI 0067 iSA. XPNN 
2, evergreen low forest INL 0067 INF. 14507 1NE. 0567 
3e moist seeid.ojduus ThE, 0067 iN?. 14507 1NE, 0567 
14, dry ssmideoiduou.s IN?. 14507 ThE. 0067 - 

5. mixed forest/savanna 3A. 0567 3NF, 0567 35A. XPNN 
 wooded savanna with 3NA. 0567 3NP. 0567 - 

riparian forest 

 cultivation areas 3NA. 0567 3SA. XPP4N - 

During the second level interpretation it was observed that colour 

composite image 1NE. 0567 is similar to 1NE. 14507 except that features 

expressed in blue on the former were expressed in purple in the latter. 

Moreover, the former has better overall image contrast. Also, colour 

composite image 3NA. 0567  is similar to 3N7. 0567 except that the 

former has less cloud cover. In addition cultivation areas were 
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discriminated best on 3NA9 0567.  For these reasons, oolour composite 

images 14L 067 and 3lA. 0567 were chosen as the best fit image.. 

It would be recalled that colour composite image INN. 0567  was 

generated from bands 5 9  6 è7 spectral images of Landsat frame 

E1107-09273 using red, green and blue filters resp.ctiv.ly . Colour 

composite image 3A. 067 was generated from bands 5, 6&  7 spectral 

images of LaxHt.at frame 11108-09332  using green, orange and red filters 

respectively. Both colour composit, images were generated from film 

negatives of three bands excluding band 14.  (For the interpretation of 

the codes for other colour composite image., see Loction 9.-1.1o). 

The failure to obtain a 'best fit' colour composite which includes 

band 14 showed that band 4 images are of little value for generating 

colour composite images of th* test area. This is mainly due to haze 

and dispersion since cloud cover is common to all four spectral images. 

Sections 7-2(b) and 9-1 show that the quality of band 14 images which 

were obtained in August, during the short dry season between the two 

peaks of the rainy season was better than that of the band 4 images 

which were obtained in November at the on'got of the harmattan. 

Weather conditions were more favourable for imaging in the visible 

spectral band during the short dry season than during harmattan when 

there are dispersion and has.. Table 9.1 shows the scores which were 

obtained for the third level interpretation (extent of recognition) 

of the forest types on the colour composite images as well as the 

black/white prints. The total scores show that forest types and other 

features were easier to recognise on the colour composite images than 

on single spectral images. The scores also show that recognition was 

easier on positive images than on negative images. Despite these 

generalisations, the extent of the recognition of the individual forest 

types and features vary from print to print. 
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Table go  

1*1 'OO 000 
black/white 
spectral iregea 

1*200 000 
oolour cosposito 
images 

positive 1N.0567 3NA.0567 

A 	Pot.tyj.s (total ssor..) (13) (12) (10) (10) 

1, 	evergreen high forest 1 1 1 1 

2, 	evergreen low forest 2 1 1 1 

3. 	moist seaideciduous forest 2 2 1 1 

is, 	dry aesidesiduous forest 2 2 1 1 

5. 	forest savanna .eea.to 2 2 1 1 

6, 	wooded savanna/riparian forest 2 1 3 3 

7o 	cultivation areas 2 3 2 2 

Other faatuxcji (total asor..) (6) (6) (5) (5) 
.ttlesente/inl&r4 water bodies 1 2 1 1 

roads/rivers 2 1 2 2 

wet/dry 1& 2 2 1 1 

forest/non-forest 1 1 1 1 

Cosbinid scores (19) (18) (iS) (15) 

* I • always recognised or separated 

29 frequently reooistJ or aeparatid 

3, occasionally recognised or separated 

• rarely reoognia.d or separated 

hack/white epoctral image. at iii 000 000 

Colour ooposite issge. at 1*200 000 

The forest types are illustrated in Fig.. 9.2. - 9 92.1 

by the u bors (1-7)  which are i..IWt.d to the& in  this table. 
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In the final level of Interpretation each of the seven forest 

types which were previously separated on the black/white prints could 

not be separated further into subtypes on the colour composite images 

despite their relatively larger scales. The delineations of the 

forest types on the colour composite images are illustrated in 

Figs. 9.2.2 and 9.3.2.  The evidenc, obtained from Landsat interpretation 

correlates with asp information except for some cartographic 

generalisations in the latter e.g. simple representation of forest type 

boundaries and exclusion of small patches of a different forest type 

within a commonly occurring typ. on the maps • The comparison of 

Landsat and photointerpretation shows that the more exclusive forest 

types which were delineated on aerial photographs could be delineated 

into more inclusive general types on Landsat images. For instance, all 

the dry se.id.ciduous forest types which were easily recognised by 

photoint.rpr.tation could be recognised as a general type by Landsat 

interpretation. Also, the extent of the degradation of each type which 

was recognised by photointerpretation could not be recognised by 

Landsat interpretation. Such degradation often results in subtypes 

within the in  forest type. 

Only seven forest types could be separated on Land sat images 

despite their colour—enhanc.a.nt. Somewhat surprisingly, the images 

acquired in November at the onset of the harmattan, when weather 

conditions were unfavourab].. for Landsat images, were more interpretable 

than those acquired during the short dry season between the two peaks 

of the rainy season. This may be due to the use of spectral images 

(bands 5, 6 & 7) whose quality does not appear to depend on seasonal 

variation in weather conditions as shown in Section 7-2(b). However, 

the quality of band 4 images appears to depend on seasonal variation in 

weather conditions as shown in Section. 7-2(b) and 9-1. 



The quality of band 4 images acquired in November at the onset of 

hax.at tan was poorer than those acquired in August during the short 

dry season between the rainy seasons • The overall results of the 

Interpretation of the colour composite images do not balance the mount 

of work involved in generating the colour composites. However, colour 

permitted an easy separation of different areas represented by the 

same tone on the black/whit, prints. For example s  the forest savarma 

and cultivation areas within the for..t-.avsrma which were difficult to 

separate on the black/white prints are very distinct on colour 

composite 3NA. 067.  The ohrosa and buss of the additive colours 

were difficult to name precisely. However, they were visually 

distinguishable (see Pigs. 9.2 92 & 9.3.2). 

It was observed that features which were very distinct on the 

FACV were blurred in the photographic products of the additive colour 

views. This is true of linear features and rivers in particular. As 

a result of this blurring, riparian forests which were very distinct 

on the iii 000 000 print, under magnification were not apparent on the 

colour composites printed at larger scales. The blurring was mainly 

due to inaccurate superimposition of the images on the FACT. For the 

sam, reason, the forest type boundaries were not as well-defined on 

the colour composites as they were on the black/white prints. The 

blurring could be partly due to the general reduction in image 

definition and contrast on the colour composites relative to the 

black/white prints. 

Microphotographic method was used for the reproduction of the 

colour composite images in order to improve the image contrast and to 

maintain the image definition* However, negative results were 

obtained. The poor Tandsat image contrast has been reported to be  

improved by using relatively simple photographic methods to reprocess 



the Image*. images. best and Smith (1978) obtained Improved image contrast by 

reprocessing Landsat images using relatively varied film type, exposure, 

developer chemistry and duration of developments Also, Brothers and 

Fish (1978) developed a photographic enhancement-overlay processing 

method by which objects of interest could be isolated by a specific 

optical density range. The technique primarily developed for detecting 

changes in vegetation patt.rn is largely affected by the scale of the 

imagery being enhanced and the .iis of the area being analysed, This 

could also explain the general reduction in I&gs definition observed 

during the interpretation of the oolour.-enhano.d Landaat images. 

Eton and Kneth.r (1978) found that aicrophotographic enlargement 

of sat.11ite images such as Landsat imagery, on high definition/high 

contrast films could enhance details and so aid interpretation. The 

limit of enlargement of such continuous tone photography In 

determined by the resolution of the standard film product and the 

final resolution of the enlargement aco•ptable to the viewer. The 

resolution of enlarged photographs suitable for interpretation or 

viewing (8 line pairs per x.) is slightly better than that of the 

htiri eye (5-6 line pairs per a..). In this respect the maximum 

photographic enlargement should therefore be the ratio of the standard 

film product resolution to the aco•ptable viewing resolution. 

The resolution of electro-optical Landsat PS imagery is difficult 

to assess but this could be approximated to 34, 10 and 5 line pairs 

per a.. for the 1*3 369 000, 1:1 000 000 and 1*500  000 scale standard 

Tidsat products respectively (vton & Kneth.r, 197F) • The.e values 

would result in 4.259 1,25 or 0.63 enlargement (or reduction) 

respictively. For the present studies, the additive colour viewing 

was at x3s94 magnification which is do., to the acceptable x14.25 

viewing magnification. Also, the colour composites were printed at 
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different scales varying between 1 s20 000 and 1:1 000 000 Including 

the acceptable viewing magnification (ca. 1*800 000). 

Images could be enhanced beyond the limit, of normal viewing 

resolution using a conventional 35. single lens reflex (SLR) camera 

with sacrol.ns and conventional or special copying films For general 

opying, most conventional colour films, such as those used in the 

present studies, would yield useful result.. According to 1bton and 

nether (1978).  It  In usually unnecessary to use special copying films 

for contrast control since conventional films also Inozea.. contrast. 

However, they have usually fount special Silas desirable for .nncIng 

subtle tonal differences on satellite. The processing of the.* special 

films r.qutr.s more stringent conditions than that of the conventional 

film, due to their narrow exposure latitudes. Conventional films were 

used to reproduce the colour composites for the present studies because 

of the difficulty in obtaining and processing the special copying films 

locally* The reproduction of the olour composite image@ on 

conventional films instead of special films may partly account for 

the relatively poor results obtained, 

By Eros Data Centre Standards, the test area comprises low 

contrast scene, which normally have poor definition and contrast on 

Tdsat images. Also, balk (.oen* oorr.ct.d) image* which have lower 

registration accuracy and resolution than precision processed images, 

were used for the investigation. Furthermore, Landsat information is 

primarily acquired in digital form which is more suited to computer 

analysis than for visual interpretation. The bulk images used are 

third generation products of the digital data. If the colour composite  

views of these images on FACY are regarded as the 14th generation 

products, it follow, that the photographic reproduction of these views 

would be the 5th generation. There is normal.y a consequent reduction 
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in the image definition and loss In the information content of the 

original Landeat products as the number of generation. increase.. 

Finally the limitations or the small scale and the low 

resolution of Landsat images do not normally permit detailed 

int.pr.tation. All the.e considerations contribute to the poor quality 

of the results obtained. 

The investigation in significant in that a comprehensive procedure 

for additive colour processing of LaMest spectral images was developed. 

This procedure can be applied to aultispectral images from other remote 

sensing systems • In conclusion, additive colour processing and 

aiorophotogra*y enhance the extraction of Information from 

eultispectral images. It does not necessarily follow, as often 

reported, that the.e procedures improve image definition and contrast, 

rather the combined procedures provide composite images in additive 

4olours which are easier to handle and interpret than the black/whito 

spectral images. 

9-3 Findiogs of the Landst interpretation 

The visual interpretation of the single spectra] images shows 

that the amount of forest information which 1s available on T.ajidest 

images is generally low. Only the broad forest types could be 

separated on these images. These broad types could not be separated 

further into subtypes on the colour composite images generated from 

these spectral images. The correspondence between the Tandsat 

interpretation and map information show, that the broad forest types 

depicted on maps can be mapped directly from Landsat images* Despite 

their small scale, Landsat images provided mor. forest information than 

the maps of the test area. For •aupl•, small patches of different 

v.getal cover types found within a broad type on Landsat images were 
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not mapped as a result of cartographic g.n.rslination. Also, the 

forest boundaries observed on Landsat imageo were simplified in their 

cartographic representation on the maps. 

The comparison or Lsidsat and photoint.rpr.tation shove that the 

exclusive forest types obtained by photoint.rpretation can be grouped 

into more Inclusive general types by Landsat interpretation. For 

,ample, the moist sesidecidnous forest which was separated into dry 

and wet types as well as high, low and bill types on aerial photographs 

was. recognised as a single unit on Landsat Images. By photoint.rpr.tation 

alone, it may be difficult to notice the similarities between these 

ssmidsoiduouu types. ?urthersore, human interference on tropical 

forests usually result in sub-types within a main forest type. These 

subtypes which are generally reoognisable on aerial photographs are 

not recognisable as such on Landsat images which show only the main 

forest type. It follows that both aerial photograph. and Landeat images 

can be used for the int.rpretat.on of comple tropical forests in a 

complementary fashion. In view of the foregoing, Lendsat imagery in of 

limited value for detail interpretation of tropical forest types. It 

can be of greater value for rapid exploration and reconnaissance 

surveys of extensive tropical forest areas. As forests were easily 

distinguished from non-forests and at the same time separated into 

broad types on Lmd.at image., an accurate location of the resource is 

possibie by using Landsat imagery. 

The major drawback in the use of landsat is the inability to obtain 

good quality images of the productive tropical forest.. Cloud free 

images of these forests are rare and scarce as shown in the present 

studies, The best images of the test area had 30% cloud cover which 

was concentrated in the coastal half. This part could not be 

Interpreted on the images. Only three Landet frames of the two 
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Landsat scene* covering the test area were available since the 

inception of .anisat system. This implies that the advantages of the 

r.p.titit n of Lendsat images has no real value for cloud prone 

tropical areas • The band L images and to some extent the band 

images of the teat area were poor in quality due to haze and dispersion. 

The colour composite images which included band 14 images were found 

to be unsuitable for the interpretation of the tent area. As a result 

of this, the .ultisp.ctral content of Landsat imagery in of reduced 

value for the interpretation of tropical forests whose weather 

conditions are similar to those of the test area. 

Because of the wide range of environmental factors affecting the 

quality of the Landsat images of tropical forests areas, it is 

suggested that colour composite images should be generated by individual 

Landsat users in the tropic.. This would permit the selection of the 

most suitable band/filter combinations. In the present studies a 

comprehensive procedure of gene ating colour composite images by 

additive colour processing of Landsat spectral images was developed and 

it was found to be satifactory for the investigation. By this procedure 

suitable substitutes of the standard Landeat colour composites, which 

are not often useful for tropical forest interpretation, can be 

produced at an economic cost. The procedure will be more useful for 

forestry and other establishments or investigators who have 

photographic processing facilities. The photographic processing of the 

colour composite images used for the p er 	 ::c v 

commercial laboratories. Better results could have 	 if the 

processing was controlled by the investigator. 

The interpretation of the colour composite images shows that 

colour enhancement of Landsat imagery dote not increase their content* 

Instead it improves the discrimination of thin information and the 
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extent to which it can be extracted. The findings on the technical 

capabilities of Laridsat imagery for forest type recognitior are 

compared with those of SLAB imagery in Chapter 10. The findings of the 

interpretation support those of the review of literature presented in 

Chapter. 2-5. The usefulness of Landsat imagery for the 

interpretation of tropical forests cannot be assessed by its low 

information content alone without cost consideration. This is treated 

in Chapter 12 which interrelates the findings on the technical 

capability and the economics of the use of Landsat images for tropical 

forest interpretation. 
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The —in purpose of this Investigation In to verify and at 

the findings of the review of literature on the use of SLAB imagery 

for gathering forest information for management purposes in the 

tropics. As SLAB emphanines surface rougm..s and consequently 

topography more than aerial photographic and Landaat imaging systess 

the investigation is also designed to verify the interpretative value 

of this topographic emphasis for forest type recognition. 

A. SLAB normally records surface roughness and thereby 

emphasising topography, the test area was separated into broad 

physiographic son.@ on the SLAB mosaics by diff.reno.s in relief and 

topography. The forest types in each ph)rsiogrsphic sons were separated 

mainly by phyiiographio feature.. p.oial features in the coastal 

areas as well as physiognomic height differences in areas with fairly 

even terrain were also used. In the absence of recognisable landmarks, 

'hard details' such as man-made features were used for orientation during 

the interpretation. The interpretation was compared with map 

information, Landeat interpretation and photointerpretation and necessary 

correlations were made, 

10-1 Materials and method 

The test area was covered by motorola 94 real aperture SLAB 

between October, 1976 and March e  1977. The I&250 000 SLAB mosaics of 

this coverage were used for the investigation. These mosaics are u- 

Mosaic number I 	Look direction I 	Description of area 

North 	 area of high relief with 
moderately broken 
topography 
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Mosaic n12J!b.r Look direction !)escr!ptlon of area covrage 

MB3I-14F South qrea of high relief with 
rugged topography 

N331-7S South lowland coastal areas 

NB3I-8S South areas of low relief with 
fairly even t --ra-hy 

3int Operations Graphic (JOG) maps are normally used for 

orientation in SLA} interpretation due to the unfamiliar rendition of 

terrain objecti. 	these JOG maps were not available, it was 

necessary to esto..ieh an orientation control network. In the first 

place each mosaic sheet was gridded at 	intervals of longitude 

and latitude, using their geographic corner coordinate markings as a 

reference. By examining the SLAi images in conjunction with may 

information the loo tions of hard 1e tails such as sa ttlements, inland 

water bodies and roads which are strong radar targets were established. 

The test area was separated into four ua1n  phyalographic zones by 

using altimetric information from topographic maps and topographic 

expressions on the SLLA iegas. The areas covered by the mosaic sheets 

correspond to the br i4 phyaioraphio zonese Jonsequently the mosaic 

sheets were interpreted separately. The forest types were separated by 

phyaio'raphic features such as land orme and drainage patterns, special 

features such as those resulting from maritime influences and by 

physiognomic height differences which were reoognised as corner 

reflections on the iiagci. £'he.e criteria were used arbitrarily 

depending on their applicability to th. areas being interpreted. 

Thotographic' tone on SLAh jinigee  is determined by the slope of 

the terrain and the radar beam angle rather than surface brightness as 

in the case with aerial photography. Consequently, photographic tone 
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Is of united value for forest interpretation on SLAB image.. For this 

reason, photographic tone and texture were used only for eparattng the 

main forest types into subtypes or grouping them, Into more Inclusive 

types. The relative grey scale wedge an the SLAB aoaais were grouped 

Into five quality grades starting from the lightest as follow.,- 

Relative grey scale step. 
	

Tonal quality grads 

lightest 	1 - whit. 

5- 7 light 

8-9 sodium 

10-11 dark 

darkest 12 - 15 	 I 	black 

Th..e tonal quality grades were used to establish the tonal differences 

and si-ilaritie. between types where appropriate. The textural 

differences between types were described as smooth, fin., medium, coar.e 

or rough. Rough texture includes mottled texture on radar is 

determined by the canopy in forested areas and by terrain roughness  in 

open areas. 

Delineations were more made during the interpretation. Instead 

the forest-types were separated in different areas by an intensive 

'photostudy' of the SLAB images in conjunction with map information, 

Landsat and photoint.rpr.tation. Several worker. including Allen (1975a) 

have found that without the aid of ground information - primary or 

secondary forest-typea are difficult to separate on SLAB images. 

Allen (1975&)  also found that certain requirements which are basic to 

SLAB interpretation can be fulfilled only by stereoscopic ,'ination. 

These include a knowledge of the aspect of the individual SLAB strips - 

the far range and the now range; the linking up of drainage channels 

and the 'deatt'4ng' i.e* n.utralising shadows. The use of SLAB mosaics 



for the present interpretation created further problems as tes• 

essential requirements which also ..id the recognition of forest 

ty-res could not be fulfilled. 

The 1*100 000 and 115000  enlargement prints which were aide from 

the mosaics for Olokeaeji-Ijaiy. Forest Reserves, Ibadin Fuel UI Teak 

Plantation. and Ono Forest Reserves were ev'itn.d to deterr: ne whether 

enlargement printing could improve SLAB interpretation. 

The results of the interpretation are presented in Section 10-2. 

A summary of the charaOterietios of the forest types recognised on the 

LP mosaics is given in Table 10.1. In this table each forest type 

is assigned a number (shown in bracket.) by which It I. illustrated 

in Fig.. 10.1 - 10.I. Only a few examples of each forest type are 

shown and they are Indicated by broad labels bearing the number assigned 

. reet type. Some of the 'hard details' for controlling the - 

Interpretation re also shown but they are thdIsted by strip labels 

bearing their names. A few examples of the forest types 7n.i hard details 

were illustrated in order to permit an assessment of the Interpretability 

of the SLAB mosaics, 

10-3 Results and diecuseion 

The following four physiographia sonic vera recognised on the 

SLAB mosaics of the test area. 

}bysiographio son. 

A 	high relief with moderately 
broken topography 

B 	high relief with rugged 
topography 

C 	lowland coastal area 

Location 

all areas on Mosaic 
"31 -3:L . 

all areas on Mosaic 
$B31-LS 

all areas on mosaic NB31-75 
coastal areas on Mosaic 
N331-8S 
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Table 10.1 	Characteristics of the forest types Interpreted on 6LAh iweg 

IV 	Undifferentiated moist forest. (1) 

VII Deltaic swamp complex (7) 

VIII Mangrove (8) 

Description 

restricted to the northern parts of the test area; 
often associated with conspicuous cultivation areas 

found on hill crest.; often associated with 
prominent radar shadows 

widespread in the northern parts of the test area. 
Five physiographic subtypes were recognised by 
drainage patterns* 
undifferentiated forest savant (3A) and forest 
savanna on $ 
- trellis drainage (3B) 
- dindrilic drainage (3C 
- angular—rectangular( 3D 
- radial annular drainage (3F) 

undifferentiated moists are widespread in the 
southern part of the test area. Three 
physiognomic subtypes were recognised by 
vegetation height differences. 
- undifferentiated moist forests (14A) 

in areas with uneven terrain and 
- mature forest (1B) is. high forest 
- immature forest (140) i.e. secondary forest 

in areas with fairly even terrain 

found along recent and/or old river courses 
in the lowland areas 

restricted to edaphioally wet habitats or 
seasonally flooded areas along lower river 
courses. Found mainly in the southern parts 
of the test area 

restricted to the coastal parts of the test area. 
Found on river deltas, 

found as low physiognomic type in brackish water 
swamp and as typical mature forest along 
distributaries in undifferentiated deltaic complex. 

Toni and texture 

light tone and smooth - fine texture 

tone depends mainly on slope fine - 
medium texture 

mottled tone and texture. Savanna is light 
toned, forests fringing the .ranags channels 
are lighter  toned than other forests which 
have medium to dark toner. Texture of 
savanna is finer than that of the forests* 

generally medium tone, wetter forests may be 
darker. Texture in medium to dark in the scan 
direction, abrupt changes from high to low 
physiognomy have dark boundaries, abrupt changes 
from low to high have light boundaries* 

medium ton., fin, or medium texture 

variable tone resulting from seasonal changes 
in the water table, medium, fine or smooth texture 

variable tone resulting from variations 
inlloristic composition. Smooth, fine, 
medium texturee 

light tone and coarse texture resulting from 
tidal influence which results in striated 
terrain pattern. 

Forest type 

I 	Undifferentiated wooded savanna (1) 

II 	Undifferentiated hill 
vegetation (2) 

III Forest savanna mosaic (3) 

V 	Riparian "oreet (S) 

VI 	Fresh water swamp forest/ 
vegetation (6) 

IX 	Undifferentiated coastal 	 strand vegetation Ire found mainly on raised 	 distinct light tone and smooth texture. 

vegetation (9) 	 beaches along the coast. It comprises 
herbaceous strand vegetation, thicket and low 
physiognomic forest. 
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Forest tip. 	 I 	Description 	 I 	ftne and texture  

I 	Forest plantation. (10) 

XI 	Cultivation area. (ii) 

the.s are sharaot.riesd by their ii.iinits 
geonstric shapes whiob is mainly 
rctangular. Three pbysiogneul s typee 
wex'e recognised by vegetation keight 
di f.ronoi. usdiff.rsntist.d forest 
p] ntationa (mA) in ax..s viti =wvm 
terrain old forest plantations (103) and 
young forest plantation (bc) In areas with 
fairly ivon terrains 

wid.sssd, but only r.gaisa1le In the 
- forest-saypn mosaic and in V. voided  

light or dark toned depending on site, age and 
p.oi.s*=position of the plantation 

mottled tone and texture recent onitivation 
areas have darker tons and finer torture than 
older cultivation areas. 

s The forest types are illustrated in Fig. 10.1 10.1 by the nuabers ahoy In brackets. 
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Thy. iographio son. 
	

location 

D 	low relief with fairly 	 all areas on Mosaic 
even topography 	 N131-8S except the coastal 

areas 

A. each SLAB mosaic covers only on. main physiographto sone, t1- :)  

Interpretation of the individual SLAB mosaics i@ discussed s•ps.rately. 

The results of the interpretation are illustrated in Figs. 10.1 10.4. 

Areas which belong to $ phy.iographio none other than the main  ooau ing 

sone are indicated in the illustrations (Figs. 1091 — lO.L). 

Eleven main forest types were distinguished on the SLAB mosaic 

images (sea Table 100). These separation of the forest types are 

described in the following discussion on the interpretation of the 

SLAB mosaics. 

(a) Int.rDretation of ?touio N331- (Pig. 10.1) 

This mosaic covers a total land area of 15 770aq.kao comprising 

the Northwestern parts of the teat area. The area has low relief but 

with moderately broken topography. The moist semideciduous forest and 

the forest-savanna mosaic are the main ecological zones in this area 

(Charter, 1970) but their disti: :tion is not apparent on the SLAB 

mosaic mainly because of the topographic emphasis  of SLAB. The forest 

types in this area war, distinguished mainly by physiographic features 

and drainage patterns in particular. The following seven forest types 

were recognised. 

uifferentiat.d wooded savanna (i) 

undifferentiated bill vegetation (2) 

(o) undifferentiated forest-savanna mosaic (3&) 
forest savanna on trellis drainage (3B) 
forest savanna on dendriic drainage (30) 

undiff.rentiat.d moist forest (14A) 

cultivation areas (ii) 
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Pig. 10.1 An illustrated 3LAk mosaic of outhveat.xn Nigeria showing forest types in areas of high relief 

with moderately broken topography (North-look Mosaic ND31-3N at U250 000 scale, 

October 1976 - March 1 977). 
The ma.rie representation of the forest types is explained in Table 10.1. 
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The undifferentiated wooded savanna (1) lies in the moist 

northerly part of this physiograpbic son.. It is aharsct.ri..d by the 

cultivation areas (ii) which are more pronounced than they are in the 

forest sa'vYme mosaic (3).  This my be due to the high tonal and 

textural contrast between the cultivation area' and the wooded tavma 

as well as the low contrast between thim and the forest sawms. 

The nature of the vegetation in the bill crests cannot be 

determined due to the effect of slope on SLAB tone. They could be 

forest or grassland. They were therefore designated as undifferentiated 

bill vegetation (2). 

The forest—savanna. mosaic (3) is a vary complex type comprising 

varied mixtures of forest and savai'a. This hindered its interpretation. 

The best that could be achieved was its separation into phsiogx'aphic 

types by the drainage patterns (see Tabi 10.1) where drainage pattern 

could not be appraised on the images the mosaic is designated as 

undifferentiated forest savanna (3k).  In the physiographic types of 

the forest savanna (33 & 30 which are found in this area, the dendritia 

drainage patterns are less conspicuous and fewer than the trellis 

drainage patterns probably du 	the nature of the terrain. More often 

than not the forest component of the forest savanna mosaic was darker 

toned than the savanna component. It is not certain if this tonal 

difference is a reflection of the physiognomic h.ighto differences or 

soil moisture which limits forest development in this relatively dry 

area. This is complicated further by the lighter ton.s of the forests 

bringing the trellis or d.drilio drainage channels and the absenc* of 

tonal difference between the components of the undifferentiated forest 

savanna mosaic (3L)  in the wetter areas. 

The moist forests in this physiographic sons,  cannot be separated 
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into ecological types. They were therefore described an 

undifferentiated moist forests 	kzrtb.rmore, the physiognomic 

types could not be separated due to topographic emphasis by SLAP. 

Nevertheless, where mature forests adjoin savanna, the forests tend to 

be darker toned e.g. Ijaiy. Forest Reserve area. However, this 

distinction is unreliable as it may also be a reflection of soil 

moisture or other differences. 

The cultivation areas (ii) are more oonspiouous within the 

forest savanna on trellis drainage e.g. near Abeokuta than that on 

dsndritio drainage e.g. near Oyo. It is not certain if this is due to 

topographic height or soil moisture differences rather than the age 

and type of crops being cultivated or the intensity of cultivation. 

The cultivation areas are less noticeable in the other forest types in 

this physiographic tone. 

In addition to the forest types, urban sett3ementc were recognised 

on the SLAR images by their mottled tone and their coarse texture which 

contrast very sharply to the general background e.g. Ibadan. Roads 

were recognised as dark or medium tone lineaments • They were quite 

distinct from river courses which were lighter toned due to the 

occurrence of fringing forests along them. Also, the river courses 

form part of the drainage patterns. Inland water bodies e.g. 1eiy.le 

waterdam were recognised by their black images. Shadows of hills were 

very dark in ton* but their locations differentiate them from inland 

water bodies. The.e shadows are always associated with highlights. 

Edaphically 'w.t habitats are also very dark but terrain features can be 

recognised within them. This is not possible in shadow areas and 

inland water bodies. 



(b) Int.rtsti9ppfJMoak pI331-Z1S (Pig. 10.2) 

The uo.ato covers a total land area of iS 770sq.1. comprising 

the northeastern part of the test area. Most of ths area has high 

relief with rugged topography. Part of the central ares has a fairly 

even topography. The - 4' ecological sones found in this area are the 

moist sesid.oiduous forests and the fore. t-savarm& nosaic (Charter, 1970)9 

Because of the topographic pha.is by SLAB these ecological sones 

could not be distinguished on the ig.s.. 

The following seven forest types were recognised in this area. 

undifferentiated wooded savanna (i) 

undifferentiated bill vegetation (2) 

undifferentiated forest savanna,  (3L) 

forest-,savanna, in anç lar-reotangular drainage areas (3D) 

forest-savanna in radial-anmilar drainage areas (3E) 

wdifferentjated moist forest. (LA, 143 & 110 

cultivation area (ii) 

The interpretation of these forest types except the forest 

types (3D & 3E) have been described in Mosaic fl31-.3S 

The forest types jrI  this physiographic acne were more difficult 

to interpret due to excessive radar .)aAows and highlights  of the 

rugged topography. These obscure the expression of forest type.. For 

example, the apparent tonal and textural differences between the wooded 

savanna (i) and the undifferentiated forest.avarws (3A) were less 

noticeable on this SLAB .osaio. In spite of this, forest-savanna in 

angular-rectangular drainage areas (3D)  and that in radial-annular 

drainage,  areas (3E) were very conspicuous as the drainage channels were 

ver-inset within the rugged topography. The undifferentiated bill 

)rests (2) were 1..e noticeable on this SLAB mosaic than on 

Mosaic N331-3N. This may be due to the different look-directions of 

the isage@ or due to the absence of outstanding bins in spite of the 
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Fig.10.2 An illustrated SLAR mosaic of Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types in areas of high relief 

with rugged topography (South-look Mosaic NB31-14S at 1:20 000 scale, October 1976 - March 1977). 

She iiij zs'sststion of the forest tip.e in explain" in Table 10.1 
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very rugged topography. Nevertheless the w'diff•rntiated moist 

forest* in the central area close to Iksre-iti could be separated 

Into two main physioiioaLa types the mature forest (13) i.e. high 

forest with high  vegetation and Immature forest (Ic) i... secondary 

forest with lower vegetation. The abrupt changes in the physiognosic 

types wer, distinct on the iasg.s. In the scan direction, abrupt 

changes in vegetation height from low to high are recorded by SLAB as light 

thin lines indicating high reflectance due to corner reflection along 

the boundary. Abrupt changes from high to low are registered as dark 

thin un.. (radar shadows) indicating low reflection due to 'reversed' 

corner reflection. The registration of the.* changes would be reserved 

an images at the sass area scanned from an opposite look-4ir.otion. 

Bard details particularly the urban settlements and roads were 

difficult to locate in area, of highlights and shadows. 

(a) 111terretation of Mosaic NB31-7 (rig. 10.3) 

This SLAR mosaic covers & land area of about 8 000sq.kno 

accounting for the coastal Southwestern part of the test area. The 

relief is low and topography is fairly even. The area contains coastal 

vegetation and wig ove  swamp and riparian forest as well as moist 

evergreen and siatdeoiduoua forest acne. (charter, 1970). As 

a result of the fairly even terrain s  thise ecological son.s were 

readily recognisable on the ';LAA mosaic but their boundaries were 

indistinct, The forest types lying toward, the coast were 

distinguished mainly by special features resulting from tidal 

influerioss. Those lying inland* were distinguished mainly by drainage 

patterns and physiognoaia height di! f.rena... The forest types in 

this physiographia  son, were easier to separate than those in areas 

of high relief and broken or rugged topogmph.y (see  Pigs. 10.1 & 10.2). 
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11g. 10.3 An illustrateu 6L IL  mosaic of ;ounwetern NiG c: rJLL sh.win fo_--st typ in 1o1anu coatai 

areas (South—look Mosaic 1B31-75 at 1:250 000 scale, October 1976 - March 1977). 

The numeric representation of the forst types is explained in Table  10.1. 
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Th. following forest types were reoomtseds- 

undifferentiated .1it forest (1A) 

riparian forests (5) 
(o) for it water swamp forest/vegetation (6) 

(4) deltaic swamp complex (7) 
(e) mangrove (8) 

(i) undifferentiated coasts] vegetation (9) 

The interpretation of the undifferentiated moist forests has 

been described for Mosaic NB31-14s. Most of the undifferentiated moist 

forest (14k) is a mixture of 'mature and Immature forests' i.es tropical 

high forest and secondary forest. 7 1-.-,Ai theee are phyior.mic types, 

their height difference was not noticeable on the ige because both 

types Intermingle with very diffuse boundar1a. Ptoreover, the terrain 

is not flat. The riparian forests (5) are lighter toned than the 

fresh water swamp forests (6) ocouring along river courses. Fresh water 

swamp forests (6) found outside river courses were coarser in texture 

probably due to the irregular depressions in which the swamps are 

normally found or to a mixture of different physiognomic types. The 

observed variable tone of the fresh water swamp (6) may be due to the 

varied seasonal changes of the water level at the imagery was acquired. 

These awa forests are usually found in permanently- or seasonally 

flooded areas. This condition could not be appraised on the images 

without ground information. 

The variable tone of the deltaic swamp complex (7) may be due to 

the type of vegetation growing within it. The very dark tones due to 

herbaceous formation rooting in shallow brackish water. The light.r 

tones represent either woody vegetation with vniform  canopy wher, the 

texture is smooth or patches of physiognomic types where the texture is 

coarse. The mangrove (8) has light./medium tone and coarse texture. 

They were recognised as low growing physiognomic types in brackish 



water swamps except in the deltaic swamp complex where they 'row as 

typical forest along the distributary channels of the delta. The 

coarse texture is largely due to tidal effects. Where tidal effects 

are severs they result in striations which are parallel to the coast. 

In other areas the striations form a network without a d.finiti 

aligrtM.nt. 

The coastal vegetation (9) comprises of hallophylloua strand 

vegetation, coastal thicket and forest. The herbac.ous strand 

vegetation, the thicket and the forest components could not he separated, 

hence the term 'undifferentiated coastal vegetation' • The coastal 

vegetation was often recognised on raised beaches by its distinct 

light ton* and smooth texture* occasionally the texture was fin, or 

medium depending on the presence of thicket or forest respectively* 

fenentiated coastal vegetation 19) is distinguished from 

mangrove (8) by the absence of stniatics which were associated with 

the latter. Cultivation areas (ii) though abundant were not 

recognisable on this SLAR mosaic. 

(4) Int.rDretatiou ofMoa4io ?J331-8 (Pig. io.) 

The mosaic covers a land rea of about 15 0008ci.ka. accounting 

for the coastal Southwestern pert of the test area including inland 

areas of low relief with a virtually øvt terrain excepting small hills 

and depressions. Similar to Mosaic M331-7S, the area contains coastal 

vegetation and mangrove, swamp and riparian tQr.. s well as moist 

evergreen and sesid.ciduous forest sones (charter, 1970). The forest 

types in this phyviographic some were distin 	3d r4v*1y  by 

drainage patterns, special features resulting from maritime influences 

$T 	physiognosic height differences in the InlviA  areas which are 

virtually flat. The following forest types were recognised s' 
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Fig. 1 0 .4. An illustrated SLLR mosaic of Southwestern Nigeria showing forest types in areas of low relief 

with fairly even topography (South—look Mosaic NB31-8S  at 1:250 000 scale, October 1976 - 

March 1977). 
Ths mumic representation of the forest types is explained in Table 10.1. 
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undifferentiated moist forests (4*, 143 & 4c) 
riparian forest (5) 

(o) fresh water swamp forest/vegetation (6) 

(&) deltaic swamp complex (7) 

manrove (8) 

undifferentiated coastal vegetation (9) 
forest plantations (10*, lOB & toc) 
cultivation areas (ii) 

The interpretation of types 4-9 hag been described for Mosaic N331-7S. 

The undifferentiated moist forests could be separated into 

several physiognomic types by vegetation height differences due to the 

evenness of the terrain. However, with monoaoopio ezarination only two 

physiognomic types could be separated by corner reflection effect. 

These are the mature (4)and  fitur. forests (4c) both having medium 

tone but the latter has finer texture. This separation could not be 

made in the almost uneven northern parts of the physiographic zone 

where the undifferentiated subtype (4*) is found. 

The forest plantations (io) were recognised by their geometric 

shapes which were mainly rectangular. The boundaries were very distinct 

due to corner reflection effect, being of a higher or lower 

physiognomio height than the surrounding vegetation. In areas with 

uneven terrain the forest plantations could not be differentiated into 

pbysiognomio types due to topographic emphasis by SLAB. They were 

recognised as undifferentiated forest plantations (10*). However, in 

areas with almost flat terrain the forest plantations, as the 

undifferentiated moist forests, were separated into old (lOB) and 

young (ioc) plantations by physiognomic height differences. The 

vegetation height of the young plantations (lOB) is lower than the older 

ones (icc). 

Cultivation areas(11) though widespread were recognised only in 
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the undifferentiated moist forests ocouring in areas with ur iven 

terrain in the northern parts of this physiographic ions. 

In the mangrove areas, the striations along the coastlines were 

more prominent and longer than those on Mosaic N331-7S.  Their alignment 

oonforaa to the coastline, irregularly aligned short striations being 

virtually absent. As a result of the svemen@ of the terrain's hard 

details, roads and urban settli.nts In particular were more prominent 

and better defined than those in the other physiographic son... 

The interpretations described above were accomplished on the 

1:250 000 SLAB mosaics. The 1:100 000 and 1:50  000 scale enlargement 

prints of the test sites iTe. OloksmeJi-Ijaiye  sites; Ibadan sites and 

Ono sites were not interpretable du, to difficulties which are often 

d with enlargement prints of SLR imagery and mosaics in 

particular. According to Francis (1977)  filtering of detail increases 

with wavelength and appreciable enlargeamt reduces the interpretative 

value of SLAR. However, he indicated that SLAR images could be 

enlarged ten times without any significant loss of detail, adding that 

a general enlargement of 2.5 t L. ;s and a ten time enlargement of 

selected areas were usually sufficient for forest interpretation. 

Despite the fact that the scales of V- -'  enlargement prints being 

interpreted conform to those which were suggested by Francis,extra 

inforeation on the forest-types could not be obtained. Consequently, 

the primary aim of separating the Ratri forest types which were 

interpreted on the 1:250  000 scale mosaics into more inclusive types on 

the enlargement prints was not achieved. 

1e use of SLAB mosaics instead of the individual strips hindered 

the SLAB interpretation. Matched edges of the component SLAB strips 
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of tan eiaulated forest boundaries and other lineaments particularly on 

the enlarged measles. Highlights and shadows, speckles of black/white 

data became .nlarg.d.. This resulted in image—blurring which made 

visual interpretation difficult. Also, forest boundaries became more 

diffuse. Certain features which could be recognised on SLAB images 

only by their range characteristics were difficult to interpret because 

it was difficult to distinguish the far-rang, and the near—range of the 

individual component SLAB strips of the mosaics. Also, the extent of 

each strip could not be determined precisely. For these reasons, Allen 

(197a) suggested that SLAB interpretation should include stereoscopic 

examination of overlapping LLR strips. 

Purtherv'or., tonal variation between the component SLAR strips 

Of each mosaic image created problem in determining the extent of each 

unit of interpretation. For .pl., a forest type which extends over 

several strips were often mistaken for several units u to the  tonal 

variation between individual SLAR strips of the mosaic. For this 

raeon, delineations were not made. In order to permit an assessment 

of the interpretability of the SLAB mosaics, only a few examples of 

each unit of delineation were illustrated, It was also difficult to 

correlate SLAB information with photo—information due to those ,  

drawbacks in the use of SLAB mosaic for forest interpretation. 

The comparison of the SLAB information with map information shows 

that SLAB images can provide forest information additional to that 

which is available on the existing map.. The existing maps show only 

the broad vegetation son.s and the main forest types with little 

information on the more inclusive forest—types which are of greater value 

to forest management, Por example, the vegetation of the lowland 

coastal areas and that of the inland areas with even terrain were 
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better represented on SLAB images than on map. In spite of this, the 

moist forests could not be separated into types by SLAB interpretation 

alone. SLAR interpretation of theme forests would r.utr& both 

intensive and extensive fieldwork for type delineation which in often 

hindered by topographic emphasis on SLAB images. 

The correlation between map and SLAB information was weak. The 

ecological son.s which were shown on the saps did not correspond to the 

physiographic ion., obtained by the SLAB interpretation. Nevertheless, 

the correlation between map and SLAR information on the main forest 

types becomes stronger as one move, from the more northerly parts of 

the test area southwards to the coast. This is due to the 

physiography changing progressively from a rugged topography in the 

north to a virtually flat terrain in the southern coastal area. For 

instance, the undifferentiated coastal vegetation and the mangrove, the 

deltaic swamp complex, the fresh water and the riparian forests which 

were shown on the existing maps were readily reoognisable on the SLAB 

mosaics of the lowland coastal areas. (Compare Pig.. 7.1 and 10.3). 

In contrast, the moist evergreen and the moist aemideciduoue forests 

the forest—savanna mosaic and the wooded savanna which we.--e shown in 

the maps could not be separated precisely on the SLAB images • This is 

mainly due to the lack of definite criteria for an objective 

Interpretation and delineation. 

The comparison of the photointerpr.tation and SLAB interpretation 

shows that only broad forest types can be interpreted on SLAB images. 

The more inclusive types which were interpreted on aerial photographs 

could not be interpreted on SLAB images due to the restricted range of 

moslem and the limited enlargement possibilities with SLAB systems. 

Photographic tone and texture which are important criteria for 
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photoint.rpretation were of limited value for the SLAB interpretation,. 

The high resolution of aerial photography usually permits object 

recognition by shipe and form in addition to tone and texture. The low 

resolution of SLAB however, precludes this possibility in SLAR 

interpretation. Tone and texture obtained with SLAR systems are due 

to complex interactions of radar energy with targets (terrain objects) 

and they are determined by the surface geometry of the target.. 

It 1s not certain whether the photographic characteristics on 

SLAB present the real differences in vegetation or the artefacts 

resulting from the side-look image geometry, which do not usually reflect 

the tonal signatures of vegetation. This uncertainty arises from the 

variability of tonal signatures from the same class of targets in 

different places on the sims SLAB images and from the similarity of the 

tonal signatures of different classes of targets on SLAB images Which 

are acquired at different seasons. This is complicated further by 

slope and moisture content being the determin ants of tons more often 

than vegetation. Textural differences are invariably due to differences 

in surface roughness which may be small or absent between different 

grad.s of vegetation. Tonal signatures of targets cannot be predicted 

with confidence by visual interpretation of SLAB images. Consequently, 

tone was of very limited value for the visual interpretation of 

forests of the test area. For the same reason, Stanley (1978) proposed 

that digital analysis on SLAB imagery could provide the human interpreter 

with a means of quantifying tonal and textural relationships for 

generating a reliable forest inventory and for providing a baseline 

for the management of forest resources. 

In spite of these, visual interpretation of SLAB is still less 

objective than that of aerial photograph.. Francis (1977) indicated 
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that a previous experience in the int.rpre tat ion of unconventional 

aerial photographs e.g. infrared could be of considerable value for 

SLAB interpretation. This notwithstanding, precise location of the 

forest boundaries was still difficult. 

The comparison of SLAB and T.ndaat information show, that the 

SLAB images of areas of fairly even or uniformly sloping terrain 

provid snore forest information than the corresponding 1i'daat images. 

The results are reserved for areas of broken or rugged topography, 

Despite the higher resolution and the larger scales of the SLAB images 

as well an their superior cualit, 4h. forest information obtained by 

photointerpretation correlates more with that obtained by Landeat 

interpretation than with that obtained by SLAB interpretation. This is 

due to complications introduced into the tons], and textural 

characteristics by the side—look image geometry of SLAB; the slope and 

surface roughness of the terrain. 

Photographic and Land sat tones are determined by the same factor 

of surface brightness and they therefore present the same characteristic 

surface reflectance of the terrain objects and features on corresponding 

images. For instance, the more exclusive forest types %6-: t ch were 

separated on aerial photographs e.g. the moist sesideciduous forest 

types could be easily grouped into a more inclusive general type 

on Landeat images 0.9. moist samideciduous type. Probably a strong 

correlation could have been obtained between the photo information and 

SLAB information on the forest types in the lowland coastal areas which 

have a fairly even terrain, if the aerial photographs of these area. 

were available for the present studies. 

According to ETS (19779 1978) deductive interpretation of SLAR is 

normally based on a previous field experience and knowledge of the local 
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forest conditions in the area being interpreted. Despite the present 

author' • previous field experience and previous knowledge of the forest 

conditions in the test area, the SLAB interpretation of the area 'was 

still difficult to accomplish. This explains why excessive field 

checking was required for the SLAB interpretation of Southern Nigeria 

by fTS. Considering the general level of accuracy of forest 

interpretation on SLAB images and the amount of effort, time and money 

involved in the field checking, it Is ey opinion that the survey of the 

Nigerian moist lowland forest zone can be accomplished with a higher 

accuracy and at a lower cost by survey techniques other than SLAB. 

By no means would the ground survey of this forost zone cost more than 

its recent 	survey within the frame-work of the Nirad Project. 

For their similarity to shaded relief rape, SLAB images, 

according to Allen (1975*),  could provide a basis for delineating 

riorotexture i.e. radworphjcI  regions, inasmuch 	:-LAR images 

provide more information on terrain details than other types of images. 

Bowever, this was of limited value for the present forest interpretation. 

The foregoing indicates that visual interpretation of SLAB images 

is of limited value and therefor, of restrictive use in tropical 

forest survey. 

10-3 Findings of the SIAR intorwetation 

The results of the interpretation show that only a general type 

of forest information can be obtained from SLAB images • This is 

indicated by the fact that the more inclusive forest types which were 

obtained by photointerpretation could not be separated on the SLAB 

images. Only the broad forest types could be interpreted to a limited 

extent on the SLAB images. More often than not these broad types do not 



usually correspond to groups of related types as often obtained by 

Landsat interpretation except fci' arc 	f even or uniformly sloping 

terrain. 

The major ..t back in SLAR interpretation is the association of 

the important visual interpretation critcrion of tone with 

characteristics other than the surface brightness of terrain objects and 

features. In areas of broken or rugged topography, tonal differences 

are more often associated with differences in elope and surface 

roughness than with differences in surface brightness. ?or this reason, 

SLAB interpretation would probably be of greater value for terrain 

analysis of forested areas than for forest type recognition. This is 

indicated by the weak correlation between LLAIi. infction and map 

information as well as between SLA.R information and photo information* 

This is particularly true for the interpretation of the areas of 

broken or rugged topography, 

Physiography is the most important criteria for SLAR interpr& tation 

because ;LA records only surface roughness and so emphasises 

topographic height differences of the terrain or physiognomic height 

differences in the vegetation of even or uniformly sloping terrain. 

Phyeiographio and physiognomic height differences seldom reflect 

ecological differences in the vegetation, Consequently forest types 

cannot be separated with confidence by SLAh interpretation alone. It 

Is usually difficult to establish a definite set of reliable criteria 

for SLAB interpretation due to the unusual characteristics of SLA.R 

images. It follows th .t an extensive as well as an intensive field 

ohtoking would be required to establish the reliability of forest type 

separation on SLAR images. This would normally increase the coat of the 

survey. 



Forest type boundaries cannot be determined precisely on SLAR 

images. Thi.e boundaries are usually diffuse on the images not only 

because the forest types intermingle without distinct boundaries but 

also because the characteristics recorded by SLAB do not often reflect 

the .00logical characteristics which normally define the forest types. 

Boundary definition on SLAB in often complicated by the use of SLAB 

mosaics. Tone varies from strip to strip on SLAB mosaics. Only 

phyiorphic features can be linked with high accuracy by their texture 

on SLAR mosaics. The continuity of forest types on adjacent SLAB 

stripe are often difficult to link on SLAB mosaics. The different 

parts of the same forest typi represented on different strip, appear as 

belonging to different types due to tonal variation between the SLAB 

strips. This is more apparent on enlarged SLAB mosaics. 

Despite the superior speed on SLAB coverage and its superior image 

quality, restricted scales and inferior resolution a,:Al as its image 

geometry do not permit SLAB to compete successfully with aerial 

photography and Landsat imagery in providing information on tropical 

forests. Variable tonal signatures from the same class of targets, 

topographic emphasis,  large scale system artefacts resulting from 

system effects and unconventional rendition of terrain oh5ects and 

features were found to constitute the main hinderanoes to SLAR 

interpretation of tropical forests. Being a single channel imaging 

system, only a few of the various enhancement techniques which are 

possible with aerial photographs and Landsat images can be applied to 

SLAB images. For instance, colour images and multisp.ctral or 

iiultiband Imagery cannot be acquired with the currently available SLAB 

systems and this prevents the use of colour or colour composite images 

In SLAB interpretation. 
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wpite the va.ioue limitations Of 

surveyf. it hau the auvanUw6m of r&keiu GVa1'54çW CiA 	c,&l 1iitb. 

..reaa and the provision of good quality images irrespective of 

weather conditions. however, it is often more expensive than ae.iA.al  

photography for united coverages* Provided & largo area is covered 

at a time, its coat compares favourably with that of aerial 

photography. 

The relative efficiency of i for tropical forest 

interpretation is discussed further in Chapter 12 which interrelates 

the findings on its technical capabilities and the economics of the 

use of the three remote sensing systems. 
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11 Appraisal of re-ole sensing in Nigeria 

In the lit.rsture review, both technical and economic problems 

were identified in the use of the three remote sensing sy.t.ss for 

gathering information for forest management purpose.. Mw economic 

considerations apply to all four categoric, of forest mansWroment 

information. The technical probls were usually identified with the 

collection of specific oatsgory of information due to the 

peculiarities of the remote sensing systems ua.d and the nature of the 

forests being interpreted. This was oorifirm.d by the interpretation 

work reported in Chapters 8 - 10. 

Ismot. sensing in Nigeria could not be appraised by literature 

review v!ue to the scarcity of relevant literature. In view of this, 

it was considered desirable to conduct a survey by postal questionnaire 

to verify the state of the art and investigate the associated problem.. 

Though the survey is primarily for forestry purposes, it was 

considered more realistic to include other disciplines than to treat 

forestry in isolation. This would provide a better appreciation of the 

entire situation in relation to the following objectives of the surveys 

to d.t.rmino the status of remote sensing in Nigeria, 

to determine the current use of remote ..nsing by 

Nigerian forestry services, 

(o) to identify the problems associated with routine use 

of remote *=sing for resource surveys in Nigeria, 

(d) to augment the conclusions of the review of literature 

on remote sensing costs. 

Further evidence was obtained from the present investigator', previous 

experiences 

11-1 Survey by postal Questionnaire 

On 1.t May, 1978 a questiemi.ire (see Appendix Iii) was 

distributed by post to all Nigerian forestry services and other 
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establishments vhih, by the nature of their disciplines were likely to 

include remote sensing methods in their resource survey. in Nigeria. 

Survey by Interviewing, which could have been more suitable in solving 

the problem at hand, was not feasible due to financial contitraints. 

(a) Limitations of survey by postal ausetionnain 

Harper (1977) remarked that postal questionnaire was the l.aet 

satisfactory method of data collection for the simple reason of poor 

rosyork"#  Hi indicated however, that a response of 1 was 

satisfactory for certain surveys and this could be improved by reminder 

notices. Postal questionnaires are of limited value as a sample 

because they are,  frequently biased in one direction or the other. For 

instance, a postal qusstioimaire relating to a st.r.oplott.r performance 

might be returned mainly by n.m with complaints. Satisfied users may 

not bother to reply. Failure to reply itself does not constitute any 

bias, but the one-sided nature of the replies does. Conclusions drawn 

therefrom are valid only in terms of the available evidence. This bias 

could be considerably reduced if the questionnaire is used as a bails 

for interviewing, though the respondents may give the interviewer 

Inaccurate or false data. 

(a) Thtianof the ugsionn4jr3 

In order to satisfactorily establish the status of remote sensing 

in Nigeria resource surveys and to apprais, the state of the art on an 

economic basis, information was required on the followings- 

(i) the type of establishment Question (Q)i was used to 

separate the establishments into groups for the 

analysis of the questiotirairs. 
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ramot. sensing .xp.risnoe and future plans: Q2 to 7 were 

used to collect information for establishing the status 

of remote sensing in resource survey-.. 

survey methods and techniques currently used: 8 to 1 I 

were used to collect technical information for establishing 

a basis for the cost comparison of various survey mt}iods. 

cost of surveys by various methods: Cil 2 to Q1  were used to 

collect economic information for the evaluation of the 

relative costs of surveys by  various methods. 

The questionnaire was not divided into sections according to the 

information being soughtp to avoid repetitions and complications. The 

questions were arranged in a logical sequence so that the respondents 

could easily understand the rpos* of the questionnaire. This 

arrangement also permitted the cross-checking of the consistence of the 

answers given by individual respondents. The questions were presented 

in simple form, most of them only requiring selection of answers from 

sets of predetermined answers. By this method the quality of the 

respondents answers was standardised for individual questions. !oreover, 

it made the questionnaire easy to handle by the respondents and during 

the analysis. 

(c) Distribution of the mestionnaire 

The qu.stionnsire was distributed to the following establishments: 

Cod.. Groups 

PS 	All 	twenty one Nigerian Federal and Ctate Government forestry 

professional services (for their direct r.levanoe to the study). 

PA 	The two Nigerian academic institutions teaching forestry as a 

discipline (for their direct relevance to the study). 



HS 	Seven Nigerian Federal and State Government non.-forestry 

professional services established before the 1966  creation of 

new states and whose resource surveys are related to forestry 

(for having advanced survey unit.). 

RA 	Six Nigerian academic institution, founded before either the 1976 

establishment of new universities or the 1976 cre'tk'n of more 

states, and who., disciplines include vegetation studies 

(for having adequate survey experience). 

EC 	Pour expatriate firms arl international agsnoies whose previous 

Nigerian contracts or projects are related to forest surv y 

(fc ' their experience in remote sensing surveys and relevant 

costing). 

These establishments were grouped according to their disciplines to 

indicate the position of forestry in the analytie of the queetioimaire. 

(d) 	turn of the Questioz'sjr, 

Despite the considerable length of time between the distribution 

and subsequent analysis of the Questionnaire and despite repeated 

reminder letters (Appendixes IIB & lic) the return. (with or without 

information) an' th. response (returned with information) were somewhat 

poor as shown below (percentage* in brackets) i- 

Group Distribution Returns 
Ps 21( 52.5) 11(27.5) 8(20.0) 

PA 2( 5.0) 2( 5.0) 5.0) 
RS 7( 17.5) 14(10.0) 7.5) 
RA 6( 15.0) 3( 7.5) 3( 7.5) 
NC 14(10.0) i( 2.5) i( 2.5) 

Total - 140(100.0) 	21(52.5) 	17(142.5) 

The return of 52.5%  exclude, the three key remote sensing establishment. 

(in PS, RS & BA groups) who did not reply. The response of 142.5% 
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includes replies from three of the five key forestry states. Kio (1971) 

reported a response of 71% (including replies from the three key 

forestry states) to a similar Lu..tiormaire he sent out to all the 

fourteen $igrian Forestry Services in 14.y, 1970  (a coincidence of date 

with the present questionnaire). Ms questionnaire v.a to determine 

the use of aerial photographs and the status of forest inventory in the 

forestry services so as to provide a background for the requirements 

and proposals for national forest resources inventory (Ito, 197149 

11-2 Analysis of the questionnaire 

The frequencies of the response to the individual questions and 

of the selection of the individual predetermined answers were tabulated 

for the four main groups of establishments. Because of the low 

frequenci.s obtained, the roups were recombined in two ways each 

resulting in two categories as follows- 

forestry (i.e s PS & PA) and non-forestry (R+ - RS & BA) 

professional (+s - is & Es) and academic (+i - PA & BA) 

The frequencies were also tabulated for the recombination categories 

(a.. Appendix Ill)). The response frequencies and answers were pooled 

under two mutually exclusive conditions to provide 2 x 2 contingency 

data sets suitable for simple statistical analysis. Because the nemb.r 

of establishments in each category is not the sass and the number of 

predetermined answers for each question is not the sane, the pooled 

frequencies vers standardised for the primary groups and the 

recombination categories (see Appendix lIE) as follows s- 

S - lOOx? in which 

Bux 402 

- standardised value 

P - frequency value in each cell of the group 2 z 

or the category 2 x 2 contingency table 
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Ru - the number of establishments in the group or category 

Qp - the number of questions or answers pooled into the 
es.., condJ.tion, 

mts standardisation permitted the numerical comparison of the primary 

data. It was not used for the statisticalanalysis* 

The economic data obtained on the various survey methods were 

evaluated on a comparative basis without any statistical tests. The 

remaining aspects of the questionnaire were statistically evaluated. 

11-2.1 Methods and procedure of the statistical analysis 

Statistical methods were used for the analysis of the 

questionnaire for two main reasons s— 

In the first place, surveys by questionnaire differ markedly 

from other survey methods because the same results are seldom 

obtained. If it is repeated under the same oonditions, the 

number of respondents and even the answers by the same respondent 

would probably vary with each repetition. Also, the respondents 

would not be the sue. By statistics] analysis, the likelihood 

of obtaining the same results by several repetitions can be 

determined from a single not of observations. 

Secondly, statistical methods provide a clearer view and a better 

Judgment of the .e.nlng and the significance of numerical data. 

The analysis was restricted to 2 x 2 contingency tests by the 

small sample siae resulting from the restricted distribution and the 

poor return of the questionnaire. But complex statistical tests were 

rarely necessary because the data are in frequency form for which many 

simple but stringent statistical tests are available. The most suitable 

tests for solving the problem at band ares- 

(i) Thi coefficient test of association (XO test) 
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Chi squared test of CIWtfioanee (12  test) 

Piahr'. .,rset probability teat (P test) 

The data fort for the oonting.n.y tests is shown below s- 

oatory I category II loondition total 

condition 	I 

condition 	II 

A 	 3 

C 	 B 

A+3 

C+D 

category total A + C I 

The various values of - lb. statistics Iii, x2 and P for data site were 

cosputed fros the following formulas sung the format aboves 

- øjT in Which 

AD - IC 
0 - 

+ B) (C + B) (A + C) (1+ B) 

(A + i)(c + D)(A + c)(3 + B) 

P 	- 

II LI 31 CI Dl 

For convenience of computation of the test statistic P, each 

ooatinginoy table is oriented in such * my that the easll.ut value 

occupies the top left hand (i.e. sell A) sell of the data forrutt. The 

exact probability for each contingency table is the sum of the 

P values of the observed data and those of the wro eztrs.s oases. For 

a two-tailed teat the umber of data sets is equal to the smallest 

marginal total plus sue, but in a one-tailed test of this nature it is 

equal to the value of the smallest call plus one. In either case, the 
the 

valuaLof .-.Ueot cell in the most sxtzssi case is 0. The sets are 

designated by the value of the ell.st  sell - that is sell A 

sets Op 0, 1, 2 eta, with attached probabilities P0, P1 , P2  eta. 
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The p values are computed as below,— 

P0  • (i, + Bo)1 (c0  + J)o)l (A0  • c0)& (3 + D0)l 

II A01 3ol  Co  D01 

Since A, - 0 9  the formula cancels down to 

PO- (c0+ D0)l 0, + D0)l 

N1 Dl 

From P0  value, other P VIlUiI say P1  and P2, and the value of the 

test statistic P are computed as follows s— 

P1  - P0 30 00  

A1  D, 

P2  - P1 31 C1  

A2 P2 

P - P0 +P1 +P2  ito. 

A Hewlett Packard HP 27 pocket calculator was used for the 

computations. It has the advantage of an automatic mawry four—stack 

register for storing intermediate results, ten addressable storage 

registers and pre grassed scientific mathematical and statistical 

functions, particularly the factorials of numbers. For small samples 

of this nature (see  Table 12 • 1) the valuable time that would have been 

used for drawing computer programees was saved by using the facilities 

offered by the calculator. 

The computed test statistics X, X2  and P together with their levels 

of sigrifie.noe are shown In Table 11.1. The X2 test statistic enters 

the X2  distribution table with one degree of freedom for a 2 x 2 

contingency test. The three statistics were basically used to test 

the Null 4k hypothesis which was restated in equivalent form for each 
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sot of mutually exclusive oonditions. The equivalent forms of the 

hypothesis were not presented since they are distinctly implied in 

the discussion of the results (see  Section  11-3).  It suffices to 

indicate that In order to determine if a statement is false, the Null 

hypothesis is made and if a statement is true the alternative 

hypothesis is made. 

A combined use of the three tests was desirable because some of 

the data sets did not fulfil the requirements of one test or the other, 

particularly the A2  test. For instance, the 	tit is inappropriate 

for 

contingency tables with more than one degree of freedom 

if more than one fifth of the cells have an expected value 

of less than five and/or if any cell has an expected value 

of lees than one as in the case of ti,e roup 2 x 14 

contingency analysis initially envisaged. 

contingency tables in which the sample total in less than 

twenty or in which the sample total lies between twenty 

and forty and the smallest expected is loss than five 

Swjn w (1978). 

The X values were corrected for continuity using Yates' correction. 

Though Phi coefficient (0) is a logical extension of Chi squared (x2), 

X vais were computed from X for two reasons: Firstly, Yates' 

correction normally results In the reduction of probability values and 

frequently ov.rooxr.ota, so that the corrected X could be almost as far 

from the true value as the uncorrected x2  (loroliffe, 1977).  Secondly, 

0 values computed from correotsa x2  values would not attain their 

theoretical limit. of +1 and -1 due to Yates' correction. Preover, 

It is easier to compute uncorrected X values from 0 values than the 
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other way round using the following fornula:-

-02N or 	 or (x)2  
It follows that if the X2  toot was based on uncorrected X2  valuesthe 

conclusions drawn will be the same as those drawn with the X0 test. 

X0 tet has the dual advantage of being a test of correlation as well as 

of stgnffiosno (Conover, 1971)0 

11-3 Discussion of the results of the  swlysis 

Th* result of the  stati' tical analysis are presented in 

Table 11.1. In this table, the test statistic (Ad, X2  and P) vlu.s 

are indexed to show their levels of significance. The index.. of 

•ignifionce range from 01 9  the most significant, to 179 the least 

significant level. The probability equivalent, of the.e ind.x.s and 

the corresponding values of the test statistict with one degree of 

fr.edow for tabie entry are given in Table 11 • 1 • 1 • h. results obtained 

from the Y4p x2 and P t..ts at the commonly used probability level of 

0905 9  are oc.psr.d in Table 11.1.2. 

As the data sets were of United &ytjoal %.Lus statistically, 

an outcome was accepted to be significant if it was so proved for one 

recombination category by at least on. toot *  On the other hand, an 

outoone was regarded as insignificant if it was proved so for both 

recombination groups by all the test.. In essence, the ensuing 

discussion is primarily based on Table 11.1.2. 

(a) j.sovs. to the  

The analysis shows that the 'return' and the 'response' were 

representative samples of the population assumed by the 'distributions 

of the qus.tiom&jre sines the distribution ratio was not significantly 

different from either the return or the response ratio (i a & b). 



Table 11411 Analysis of 
"' Umnary of 

2 

Text 

+6 

Categories 

F. 	Ri 

Mutually exclusive conditions 
(questionnaire numbers) 

12 

P 

X2 

P 

Xb  
X2 

P 

distribution of 
questionnaire 

return of questionnaire 

distribution of 
qu.stionnaire 

response to 
questionnaire 

(o) return of 
qusatio"4 T. 

response to 
questionnaire 

%1I  

0121. 3 use ground method. 
mainly (2.1) 

use remote sensing 
methods mainly 
(2.2 & 2.3) 

.318 

23 	13 

13 	7 

-.0.083 (09) 

0.0143 (io) 

0.585 (10) 

23 	13 

10 	6 

s.0.096 (ii) 

0.047 (ii) 

0.837 (ii) 

13 	7 

	

10 	6 

+0.135 (io) 
0.038 (ii) 
0.724 (10) 

	

9 	2 

1 	6 
+2.811 (17) 

5.103 (014) 
0.009 (03) 

28 	8 

15 	S 
.0.236 (io) 

.009 (12) 

0.718 (10) 

28 	8 

11 	5 
40.694 (ii) 
0.120 (10) 

0.851 (ii) 

IS 	S 

11 	5 
+0.416 (10) 
0.002 (114) 
0.786 (ii) 

9 	2 

4 	3 
+1.139 (11) 

0.360 (09) 
0.027 (05) 

X2 

P 
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Mutually szolusive conditions 
(qumetiorin.ire ub.rs) 

Categories 

+8 	+1 

rewto sensing igsry 
used (3.1 3.4) 

remote sensing imagery 
not used (3.5) 

possess ibotograietric 
quiut (4.1 4.7) 

no photograetric 
equipment (4.8) 

pongee* image ehanct 
equipment (5.1 - 5.5) 

no image enhancement 
quient (5.6) 

use of remote sensing  
constrain.d(6.1 - 6.4) 

gromd methods are 
cheaper (6.5) 

remote sensing desirable 
(7.1 - 7-3) 

remote sensing not 
desirable (7.4) 

2 11 6 7 

8 1 8 1 

—3.404 (01) .2.049 (04) 
8.814 (01) 2.554 (08) 

P 00001 (02) 0.052 (06) 

9 19 18 10 

4 0 4 0 

10 2.585 (02) —1.141 (06) 
4.164 (os) 0.748 (09) 

P 0.020 (08) 0.203 (oe) 

3 0 1 2 

7 6 10 3 
xA ,I488 (13) —'1,367 (07) 
X2 0.681 (09) 0.604 (09) 
P 0.214 (08) 0.214 (08) 

23 10 19 14 

2 0 2 0 

—'0.921 (08) -1.189 (08) 
X2  0.013 (12) o.i (10) 

P 0.504 (10) 0.353 (09) 

8 5 8 5 

2 0 2 0 

.1.074 (08) —'1.074 (08) 

0.072 (ii) 0.072 (ii) 

0.429 (09) 0.429 (09) 



X2 

p 

x 
X2 

p 

I' 
X2 

F 

16 	1 
+2.209 (15) 

2.582 (08) 

0.059 (06) 

14 	3 

	

14 	7 

	

16 	1 

—3.3014 (01) 
8.269 (02) 

0.002 (02) 

3 	3 

7 	2 

—1.118 (08) 

0.313 (10) 

0.287 (09) 

(b) n.ral/g.ologioal/ 
soil survey 
(8.14.1 	8.1.3) 

sgricultursl/for.st/ 
vegetation survey 
(8.5.1 - 8.5.3) 

(o) non—vegetation surveys 
(8.3.1 - 6.3.3 & 
8.4.t - 8.14.3) 

vegetation surveys 
(8.5.1 - 8.5.3) 

oop10te census survey 
frame (9.2) 

sampling survey 
from. (9.2) 

3 	0 

2 	2 

40.966 (ii) 

0.365 (io) 

0.286 (09) 

6 	1 

12 	5 
+0.778 (ii) 

0.067 (ii) 

0.14114 (09) 

9 2 

12 5 
+0.670 (10) 

0.050 (ii) 

0.1419 (09) 

6 0 

5 	14  

+1.907 (114) 

1.717 (08) 

0.092 (07) 

Platually exclusive conditions 	Pest Categories 
(qja.s tioim. Ire numbers) 

1+ 

(a) ground data .a main 
survey data 8.1.1) 

ground data as ground 
Information for remote 
sensing survey (8.1.2) 

zo 
X2 

P 

2 	1 

2 	2 

+0.14141 (10) 

0.109 (10) 

0.629 (10) 
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!'utua11y erolusive conditions 	Test Categories 
(questionnaire nub.re) 

+8 	+1 

MOIJ simple samplint  designs 
10.1.1 9  1091.2; 
10.2 9 1 & 10.2.2 

complex sampling designs 
10.30, 10.3.2; 
10.1.1 & 10.11.2 

 

6 	2 14 	14 

 

xø,  
x2  

P 

2 	1 

+0.276 (10) 

0.234 (10) 

0.8148 (ii) 

1 	2 

+0.14914 (10) 
0.0314 (ii) 

0 .576  (10) 

P 

	

142 	20 

	

38 	28 

+1.137 (ii) 
1.009 (09) 
0.072 (06) 

	

33 	114 

	

9 	6 

+0.737 (ii) 
0.176 (10) 
0.8514 (ii) 

	

31 	30 

	

176 	96 

-1.722 (05) 

2.1491(08) 
0.026 (05) 

	

18 	8 

	

16 	22 

+2.136 (15) 

3.537 (06) 
0.029 (05) 

	

38 	214 

	

50 	16 

-1.765 (05) 
2.1477 (08) 

0.036 (05) 

	

31 	16 

	

7 	8 

+1.335 (12) 

0.330 (10) 
0.151 (08) 

214 140 

207 65 
-5.995 (01) 

34.162 (01) 
o.o8 (o1) 

11. 12 

10 	28 

+2.2314 ( 1 5) 
3.887 (05) 
0.025 (05) 

48 () answers received to 
to 

S 	- 15 unanswered 

(b) answers received to 
.8 - 

answers received to 
c12 - 415 

X2 

P 

(o) answers received to 
412 - 
subqu.etions 

12 - 15 un.ii.v.red 

(d) answers received to 
412 & 413 subqu.stions 

answers received to 
114 & q15 subqu.ations 
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Mutually exclusive conditions 
(questionnaire numbers) 

Test Categories 

Ri- i-S 	i-A 

Q16 remote sensing facilities 
available (16.1 - 16.5) 2 	9 4 	7 

no remote sensing 
facilities (16.6) 9 	1 9 	1 

—3. 2 91 	(oi) —2.528 (03) 

8.1114 (02) 4.318 (05) 

P 0.002 (02) 0.170 (08) 

* 	Test statistic was computed for only the observed data sets 

using logarithm of factorials because the generation of the actual 

value is laborious as it exceeds the capacity Hewlett Packard 

HP - 27 pocket calculator 

The probability equivalents of the index of significance in brackets 

after the test statistics are given in Table 11.1.1. 
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Table 11.1.1 	Analysis of te questionnaire: 	2 The values c'f test statistics X, X and P at 
various levels of significance p) 

Level of significance Test statistic 

Index + Probability (p) range 
* 

X2  range 

01 below 0.001 below -3.090 above 10.828 
02 0.001 	- 0.005 -3.090 	- -2.576 10.828 	- 7.879 
03 0.005 	- 0.010 -2.576 	- -2.326 7.879 	- 6.635 

04 0,010 	- 0.025 -2.326 	- -1.960 6.635 	- 5.024 

05 0.025 	- 0.050 -1.960 	- -1.6145 5.0214 	- 3.8141 
06 0.050 	- 0 .075 -1.645 	- -1.14140 3.8141 	- 3.170 
07 0,075 	- 0.100 -1.14140 	- -1.282 3.170 	- 2.706 
08 0.100 	- 0.250 -1.282 	- -0.675 2.706 	- 1.323 
09 0.250 	- 0.500 -0.675 	- 0.000 1.323 	- 0.455 
10 0.500 	- 0 .750  0.000 	- +0.675 0.1455 	- 0.102 
11 0,750 	- 0.900 +0.675 	- +1.282 0.102 	- 0.016 

12 0.900 	- 0.925 +1.282 	- +1.14140 0.016 	- 0.02 89 

13 0.925 	- 0.950 +1.440 	- +1.6145 0.0289 - 0.02 39 

114 0.950 	- 0.975 +1.6145 	- +1.960 0.0239 - 0.098 

15 0.975 	- 0.990 +1.960 	- +2.326 0.098 - 0.016 

16 0.990 	- 0,995 +2.326 	- +2.576 0.016 - 0.039 

17 0.995 	- 0.999 +2.576 	- +3.090 0.04  39 - 0.0 5 16 

18 above 0.999 above +3.090 below 0.016 

+ equivalent of Fisher's exact probability (p) 

* corrected X2  values for a two-tailed test with one degree of 

freedom for table entry; values corresponding to indexes 01 - 09 

are approximates of uncorrected X2  values or corrected X values 

compensated for 'Yates' over correction' for continuity in a 

one-tailed test. 

S.*x..a, Conover (1971)  Whit., Tests 4 Sktpwoxth (1977)  J..v. (1978) 
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Table 11.1.2 	Analysis of the uestionnairc: 
Comparison of the phi coefficient, chi squared and 
exact probability tests at 0.05 probability level 

Categories 

Mutually exclusive conditions considered 	F+ & R+J +S & +A 

X x2  pix x2  p 

i questionnaire distribution/return + + + + + 	+ 

questionnaire distribution/response + + + + + 	+ 

questionnaire return/response + + + + + 	+ 

Q2 ground/remote sensing methods usage + * * + + 	* 

Q3 remote sensing imagery used/not used * * * * + 	+ 

Qit photograxnmetric equipment available/none * (*) + + + 	+ 

Q5 enhancement equipment available/none + + + + + 	+ 

Q6 remote sensing constrained/cheaper methods + + + + + 	+ 

Q7 remote sensing desirable/not desirable + + + + + 	+ 

Q8 ground data as main/control data + + + + + 	+ 

physical/biological resource surveys + + + + + 	+ 

non-vegetation/vegetation surveys * * * + + 	+ 

Q9 complete census/sampling survey frame + + + + + 	+ 

Q10 sampling design simple/complex + + + + + 	+ 

Q8 Q8 - Q.15 answered/not answered + + + * + 	* 
to Q8 - Qil 1Q12 - Q15 answers received + + + + + 	+ 

Q12 - Q15 subquestions answered/not * + * * * 	* 

Q12 & Q13/Q14 & Q.15 subanswers reóeive + + * + (*) 	* 

Q16 remote sensing facilities available/none * * * * (*) 	+ 

+ not significant at p = 0.05 

* significant at p = 0.05 

(*) significant at p = 0.10 in one-tailed test but also significant 

at p = 0.05 if 'Yate's over correction' for continuity is 

compensated or if uncorrected X 2  is used. 
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Moreover, the return ratio and response ratio were not significantly 

different (Qib). Being a representative sample, inferences and 

conclusions could be drawn from the response for the population of 

establishments to whom the questionnaire was sent. 

The groups of establishment differ significantly th teir 

disposition to provide either technical or economic information on 

their survey methods (Q8 - 15a). Consequently, inferences and 

conclusions drawn from the observed data night not be YPIIA for the 

population due to inadequate information. The forestry academi group 

was better disposed while the,  non-forestry professional group was loss 

disposed than others. The amount of technical and economic information 

provided by the respond.nts were equally low (8 	15b). The number of 

answers received to i4lk to 415 on economic data is significantly lower 

than those not received (8 - 15c). Also, the number of answers 

received to (12 and 03  was significantly lower than that received 

to Q14 and 015 (8 ci5c). The implication of the results of the 

analysis of 48 to q15 is that technical information was insufficient 

to establish a standard for evaluating the economic data obtained. 

Consequently, simple comparison of data was the only option, more so 

when the economic data to be evaluated were also inadequate. 

(b) Status of remote sensing in Nigerian resource surveys 

The analysis conclusively shows that in Nigeria ground methods are 

mainly used for resource survey.,and forest surveys in particular (2) 

as reported earlier by Kio (1971). Remote sensing methods were seldom 

used by the forestry professional group but more frequently used by the 

forestry academia and non—forestry groups (Q2 & 03). This is because 

thee, groups possess more photogiammetric and image enhancement 

tquipsent than the forestry professional group (Q4 & Q5). This 

difference was statistically significant for photograetric equipment 
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(4) but has not been proved so for image enhancement equipment (0). 

Only the academic groups have computer facilities. None of the state  

forestry services planned to establish any form of remote sensing unit 

independently, but one of the respondents from the forestry academic 

group intends to improve on its own set-up and to add wr to the 

existing unit (16). The saw finding was reported by Kio (1971) 

in the analysis of his questionnaire. 

The limited use of remote sensing methods for resource survys 

and for forest surveys in particular, L. largely due to eoonoa.t - 

constraints rather than a cheaper alternative (6). The order of 

importance of the predetermined economic constraints was almost the 

sane for each group or category of establishment., the most important 

constraint bizg the l.a.ck of appropriate equipment followed by the 

inadequacy of funds, the insufficiency of trained personnel and 

inadequate sensor coverage of areas of interest in that order. 

Of the repondnts, the 12.S%  who indicated that ground methods 

are cheaper and that consequently remote sensing is undesirable in 

Nigeria, belong to the forestry professional group. This claim, though 

statistically insignificant, raises an issue of practical significance. 

The claim could be supported by the possession of an efficient data 

base, but this is not the case with Nigerian forestry services. 

Further, it could be reasoned that such establicihm.nts were not 

familiar with remote sensing. But the forestry services were already 

intimate, before the distribution of the questionnaire, with remote 

sensing through the on-going Nirad Project and the wide publicity on 

remote sensing in the news media (e.g. Kio, 1977). 

Their reason for indicating that ground methods are cheaper could 

be that these forestry servioss make use of only the established staff 

in all their field survey.. In this case the cost of the acquisition 
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of remote sensing imagery would increase the total survey costs. It 

must be realised that, for going to the fi.ld, this established staff 

also draws substantial monetary incentives in addition to their 

salaries. These monetary incentives usually account for a substantial 

proportion of the total survey costs. In certain circumstances such 

monetary incentives may be close to the amount that would have been 

used to aoquire the relevant remote sensing imagery. It could also be 

inferred that these establishments did not consider the time and effort 

involved in field surveys to guide their choice of economic constraints 

to remote sensing and their choice of remote sensing set-up. 

Th.re was a consensus in favour of a remote sensing set-up in 

Nigeria as previously shown by the results of Kio'e questionnaires 
However, opinion differed between the categories on the type of set-up 

desirable (7). The primary data showed that the forestry and the 

academic categories favoured separate remot. sensing units for groups 

of related discipline.. Probably the establishments concerned might 

have thought their data needs would not be efficiently handled by 

a central set-up. The non-forestry category favoured a central unit 

with dispersed user-facilities for various disciplines. 'his may be 

due to the close similarities in their data needs. The professional 

category favoured a central unit euppl7in&ividual disciplines with 

their data needs. The analysis of Kin's questionnaire shows that 

forestry services favoured a central set-up. As his questionnaire was 

limited to the forestry services it was not clear from his results 

whether the type of central set-up was for forestry services alone or 

for the entire country irrespective of professional disciplines. 

For economic reasons, a central set-up is suggested. For 

technical reasons, the central unit should have both dispersed 

user-facilities and date supply facilities for various disciplines. 

(a) Tchnjol information on survey methods 

The analysis shows that ground surveys were the main source of 

forest data since remote sensing methods were seldom used for forestry 

purposes in Nigeria (Q8). Vegetation surveys and forest surveys in 

particular, tend to be more dependent on ground methods than 

geological and related surveys or other surveys combined (Q8). The 

survey frames of the forestry and the non-forestry categories differ 
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significantly, but such a difference could not be established 

between the prfessional and the academic establishments. The forestry 

professional group base their surveys mainly on sampling, while th 

non-forestry professional group bas, their survey, on both complete 

census and sampling (9) • There was a general tendency within the 

groups to use the simpler sampling techniques. The more complex 

techniques are used by the forestry category only (iO). 

(d) Economic information on survey method s  

The sampling techniques and survey designs employed by the 

respondents vary so wid.ly that a basis could not be established for 

the ooparison of ground survey and remote sensing survey costs (iO). 

The respondents could not provide definite information either on the 

ciie of the sampling units within their sampling frame or on the level 

of accuracy desired and achieved (i 1) • Also, the data provided on the 

costs and the duration of their surveys were insufficient to make 

gt*neralisations (q12 to qi). 

Despite the.e problems, some salient facts emerged from the 

questionnaire. As indicated in the replies received to the 

questionnaire, most of the routine resource surveys in Nigeria are 

executed by salaried staff who also draw various substantial monetary 

incentives for going to the field. This makee an accurate estimation 

of survey coats somewhat difficult as indicated by the respondents. 

Small, but important, projects are often attached to bigger ones. 

As a result, cost estimations become wre d.tffieult. Survey, executed 

by international agencies using a specified budget also involve funds 

extraneous to the budget. For instance, the salaries of the Nigerian 

established staff who are counterparts or party to the.e surveys are 

normally paid from different financial votes. 

The duration of the., surveys could not be readily assessed 
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because of various complications. POr instance, several projects 

may be handl.d simultaneously by the same staff. It is not unusual 

for a project to be preferentially suspended for another depending on 

convenience and prevailing conditions or urgencyo Rven when only one 

project is being handled at a time, various phases in its execution 

may be disjointed due to som delaya, such as shortage of materials or 

reassigw.nt of staff. 

More reliable economic data on resource surveys in Nigeria were 

expected from the academic institutions. Theee too, are faced with 

slailar problena. In the first piace, they are more interested in the 

soadsciic aspect than the economic aspect which is usually neglected. 

The expatriate firms to whom the more important projects are contracted 

did not reply the questionnaire* Only one international agency replied, 

but this agency like other respondents, remarked on its inability to 

provide definite economic data owing to various factors, including 

those stated earlier. According to this respondent, the field 

sampling of photovisibie graminoid herbaceous vegetation in the savanna 

areas of Nigeria was limited to about sixty days in the year. Also, the 

survey costs included the cost of mobilisation of expatriate staff and 

equipment over considerable distances. 

Some of the economic data obtained through the questionnaire 

are given belowz- 

Ground surveys 

Year Survey objective Area 
(eq.km.) 

Duration 
(man-year.) 

Cost (Us dollars 

Total per sq.ka 

1975 vegetation survey 352 3.29 7,560 21.48 
1977 land resources 800 0.67 - - 

1977 forest survey 139 9.16 16 9I13 1181108 



Remote sensing surveys (aerial photography) 

Year Survey objective Area 
(sq.km.) 

Duration 
(man—yea") 

Cost (us dollars 
Total pere 

+ 1969 land resources 2309000 47.00 - - 
* 1975 landuse 36 0.42 12 9 600 350.00 
* 1976 forest mapping 390 0.58 2 9860 7.36 

+ 1*50 000 seals aerial photography 

* 1*20 000 scale aerial photography 

Tie above data show that the cost and duration of theee surveys 

vary widely even for the same survey objectives. £ basis for 

comparing both the coat and duration of surveys by ground and remote 

sensing isthods could not be established. Consu.ntly, definite 

conclusions could not be made as to which method is cheaper or quicker. 

(.) Practical .ianificanoe of—the results 
for forestry s ervices 

It is significant fro -i the replies to the questionnaire that 

little or no attention has been given to the technical and economic 

aspects of forest surveys in Nigeria. In the former case, only sparse 

information was given on sampling methods and designs. The sampling 

methods and designs currently used are those that were used when forest 

resources wer, more abundant without the need for a very critical 

assessment of the resource quality and quantity. In other words, volume 

estimation has not been an important consideration in Nigerian forest 

survey, particularly those conducted by the state forestry services. 

In essence, in a situation of plenty, survey accuracy has not been a 

significant issue. But the position is most likely to change in the 

Immediate future, now that forest resources are becoming less abundant. 

At pres.nt,only the Forestry Research Institute of r;igerie (FRIN) 

] 
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and the Federal Department of Forestry (PD?) inoinds volume estimation 

In their forest enrva)'Re flTh, an older ,.tabli.bment,nornally 

carries out research investigations while ?DP, a more recent 

establishment, carries out forest development surveys, but the forests 

are actually owned and managed by the state forestry services. This 

situation may not constitute obstacles to management if there is 

efficient co-ordination through a central body drawn from all the 

Nigerian forestry services. 

In the latter case, as in the former, information is scares on 

the cost  of  surveys in trms of money and time for the reasons which 

were advanced earlier (see Section 11 ,3d) . less attention is given to 

the economic aspects of forest surveys mainly because salaried staff 

carry out the surveys. The government provides the capital funds and if 

they are inadequate or exh&ustod g  requests may be mad. for sore. The 

result is that only the capital costs of survey are considered without 

costing the individual phases of the project execution which are also 

important. Luch circumstances say endanger the execution Of such 

surveys. If funds are released late, the survey may take too long to 

complete and sometimes the data obtained may be out-dated. Cn the 

ether baa' 4 , it funds are not released the surveys may be suspended or 

even abandonede but these dangers are easily avoided by costing the 

individual phase* of the survey to obtain the capital cost Instead of 

the other way round which is normally more difficult. 

More attention should be given to both the technical and economic 

aspects of resource survey, in bigsria and .ls.where in the tropics in 

order to provide a basis for the economic evaluation of the 'various 

methods being used in resource survey., Ibis would assist the selection 

of the method that will provide the required information at an 

economic cost, 
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11-3. 1  Further evidence from the investigator's 
r.vious experience 

Further attempts were mad, to obtain economic data by comparing 

the routine forest surveys previously conducted by the present 

investigator in Southwestern Nigeria with the present research studies* 

It should be appreciated, however, that the two oases differ markmdly 

In their objectives and approach. 

A typical example of the former is the pilot survey for the 

Nigerian high forest indicative inventory in parts of If. and Shaaha 

forest reserves reported by Sutter (1973).  The objectives of the survey 

were to train field staff in the new forest mensuration techniques and 

the associated volume calculation procedures, as will as to give the 

field crews a first hand experience in camp shifting and logistics 

associated with field surveys. The latter objective directly dealt with 

the economic aspect of the survey and therefore provided more precise 

economic data on a typical ground survey than those obtained through 

the questionnaire. 

The survey area of 31 600ha. comprises 'non-exploited' and 

previously 'exploited' forests, which at the tie, of survey were either 

'undisturbed' or 'disturbed' by recent ht.n interference. The 

non-exploited forest was divided into 6.Ui x 6.I1rm, blocks to serve 

as the sampling frame, while the previously exploited forest was divided 

into 9 966 x 9.66kg. blocks. In each block, a 200 x 200., tract was 

randomly located to serve as a sampling unit. Plots were located at the 

corners and half-way between the corners of each tract. This resulted 

In a cluster of eight satellite plots with an interplot distance of 100m. 

for each tract. Sampling intensity is not relevant because point 

sampling by relasoop. (angle gauge) was used in the survey. 

It was envisaged to determine the utilisable volume of timber 

tress over 60cm. DM with a maximum standard error of 20% for 
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non-exploited forests and 2 for previously exploited forests at 

0.05 probability level. The standard error achieved at this 

probability level was 16 for non—exploited, 21% for previously 

exploited and 1 for both forest type. 'pooled' as a unit. The 

entire survey cost %2892.96 and was completed in one month by the 

field crews a duration of 5.83 man-years, The cost amounts to %9.15 

per sq.km. The cost of enumeration of a tract was 962.16. Pour camps 

were established Luring the survey, each costing an average of 11914.e8. 

It was observed that the field crews were very enthusiastic 

because the survey was the first routine forest inventory by the 

forest service using the new techniques. Despite the time devoted to 

training the field crews and the long distance trekking to the field, 

the survey was completed within a short time. The lack of motorable 

forest roads resulted in the  excessive cost of camp establishment. 

Porters were hired to convey tents and other camp equips.nt to and 

from the various camp sites. 

Remote sensing methods were not used in the investigation 

described above. However, the duration of the various stages in the 

investigational aspect of the present studies is given in Table 11.2. 

The data in this table are averages for forest-type separation for each 

imagery type, being the only interpretation common to the three imagery 

types. The duration quoted includes the ti.* spent for advancing 

technical explanations to the various observations made in each stage, 

one man—day being a six—hour working day. Th& table shown that the 

combined use of the three imagery—types for the  31 600hae pilot survey 

area would last only 0.12 man—years, only 2% of the time used for the 

field survey. The cost of the investigational aspect of the 'present 

studies comprises the cost of the remote sensing images which were used 
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Table 11.2 iiu.rtion of the different phases in the use of, 
aerial photographs, Landsat and SLAR imagery 
for forest-type recognition 

Phases 	 I Duration in man-days per 

Stereomodel Landsat SLAB 
(Airphoto) I frame  I mosaic 

Image enhancement 
- (1.25) - 

FACV instrument calibration 
- 0.50 - 

composite image registration 
- 0.25 - 

viewing and photography 
- 0.25 - 

Interpretation (7.00) (42.50) (bo.00) 

photostudy 3.00 30.00 28.00 
forest-type delineation 1.00 6.50 5.25 
checking and adjustment 1.50 3.50 3.50 
transfer by tracing 1.50 2.50 3.25 

7.00 43.75 40.00 Total 	= 

Area coverage (sq.km .) 50.78 34 225 0 160 

r(01 .0020 Duration per sq.km . (man-days) 0 .1378 0.0013 

Duration for 31 600ha. (man-days) 43.56 0.10 0.63 

Combined duration for 31 600ha. LI.59 man-days 
(0.12 man-year) 
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and that of the interpretation. The costa of the photographic 

reproduction of the three imagery—types were computed from the amounts 

stated on the various receipts obtainod from the commercial 

photographic laboratories who made the reproductions. These costs ares- 

1 xnag.—typ. Area coverage 
(sq.k..) 

Average cost of 
reproduction ($) 

Total per iq.ka. 

Aerial photographs 8.614 16.31 0.193 
Landsa.t imagery 34 225.00 76.50 0.002 

LAR mosaics 20 160.00 97,00 0.O0-5 

Total 	- 0,200 

The data above are averages of the costs of the various photographic 

reproductions made for the present studies. Reproduction costs for 

aerial photographs and SL.R imagery include the costs of generating 

negative transparencies from the prints being reproduced. The cost 

of Landsat image reproduction includes the cost of the standard 

Landsat products (spectral transparencies) and, the cost of generating 

colour composite images. 

The pho cgraphic reproduction costs clearly indicate that the 

cost of acquisition of reaoi ssbg imagery could he greatly 

reduced by covering a very large area at a time. The cost of image 

reproduction par sq.km. in significantly low for Landsat and SLAI( imagery, 

SLAR costing twice as much. The reproduction cost of $0.19 per si.kae 

for aerial photographs is forty times that for BLAR imagery which 

should normally cost mar.. This is largely due to the very small area 

coverage of the aerial photograph.. For large area coverages, both 

costs may be competitive. The cost for Landsat image reproduction is 

definitely less than that for either aerial photographs or SLAB imagery 
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and often relatively insignificant. 

On the basis of the data above, the total cost of reproduction 

of theee image—types for the 31 600ha. pilot survey area would be 

$63.20, those of aerial photographs, Landsat and radar imery being 

160.99, $0.63 and %1.58 respectively. 

Definite standards could not be established for the evaluation 

of the interpretation costs in the present studies. It was difficult 

to decide whether to base the evaluation on the present investigator' as 

— 	student grant of %13.42  per day f he is on a Nigerian 

postgraduate scholarship to study overseas or 

— 	pisent salary of $23.93  per day excluding the allowances 

attached to his rank as a forest officer conducting this 

investigation as pert of his official duties or 

— 	'.stacod.' rate of %2.42 per day normally paid to Nigerian 

senior civil servant who are on taff Development in—service 

training course or 

— 	combined present salary and estacode rate of 149.35 per day. 

This is an exceptional condition or 

— 	average earning of $20.92 per dk. y- which is the average of student 

grant, sai ary and estacode combined. This would be the most 

ideal condition, 

).verth.le.s, the five different rates were used separately for the 

estimation of the interpretation costs. The costs of using aerial 

photographs, Landsat and SLAB images iieparately and in combination to 

interpret 31 600ha, i.e. the site of the pilot survey area,a.re given 

in Table 11.3.  This table shows that the cost of the coabind use of 

the three remote sensing methods for the pilot survey would vary 

between $661.60 and $1196.68 i.e. between $2.13 and $3.79 per s.ka. 
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The costs quoted for remote sensing surveys do not include the cost 

of field checking which was not accomplished for the interpretation. 

Furthermore, the cost of remote sensing surveys at five different 

rates given in Table 110 show the range of variation that can be 

expected if tender, were invited for contracting the eur, to remote 

sensing firms. The costs based on the average of student grant, 

salary and .etaoods is the most ideal case while that-which is based 

on both salary and e.taoode (which applies for the present studies) 

is an exceptional case. 

This further evidence from my previous experienoe shows that 

remote sensing surveys can be accomplished at a superior speed, 

saving about 80% of the time that would have been used for a similar 

survey by groui methods - alone. Also, they can be accomplished at an 

economic cost, saving between 59% and  77%. This agrees with the 

findinge of the literature review. It should be realised that two 

surveys differ markedly in objectives and approach. While the pilot 

survey is a routine field investigation, the present Etu4ies 

constitute basic research and are conducted in isolation without field 

checking which should have normally increased the cost and the duration. 

It may be argued that the remote sensing costs do not include 

image acquisition costs. It should be realised also that the field 

survey cpsts din zot include overheads such as oamp and survey 

•quipeent. The coapmrative costing of remote sensing surveys and 

field surveys requires a. little thought in one aspect and a little 

faith in the other. Pox instance, the remote sensing images were not 

primarily acquired for the present investigation neither wort the camp 

equipment and survey instruments purchased for the pilot survey 
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?sbl. 11.3 

cost in % 

Aerial 	Lsnd.at 	I SW 	I COsbjfld 
pbotogrs.phy 	imagery 	Imagery 	eec 

(143.56) (0.40) (0.63) (114.59) 

60099 0.3 1.58 63.20 

584.58 5.37 8945 598940 

6145.57 6.00 10.03 661.60 

208 0902 0.03 2.09 

Wag" 

(a) Scholarship 

($13.12 psr aay) 

Broakdova 
of oo.ts 

duration 
(_da,)X  

Imagery 
tht.rpr.tatioa 

total.  

Par s.ka. 

(b) NoUasode Imagery 01199 0.63 1.58 63.20 

(125.43 per day) interpretation 110700 10.17 16.01 1133.1,8 

1168029 10.80 17.59 1196.68 

per sq.Icii. 3.70 0.03 0.06 3.79 

(a) Salary iJ..gsry 60099 0.63 1.58 63.20 

($23.93 per day) interprtation 10142.39 9.57 15.08 1067.01, 

t.tal' 1103938 10020 161166 1130.24 

per sq.kIII. 3,1,9 0.03 0.05 3.58 

(a) AYsrIS. Imagery 60.99 0.63 1.58 63.20 

($20.92 per day) Interpretation 911.28 8.37 13.18 932.82 

(ideal ass.) total' 972.27 9 000 114.76 996.02 

per .q.kiii. 3.08 0.03 0.05 3.15 

(•) stsoad./Salary Imagery 60199 0.63 1.58 63.20 

($149.35 per day) interpretation 2149.69 19.714 31.09 2200.52 

.r..ptiois1 ease total4  2210.68 20.37 32.67 2263.72 

per sqIkil. 7.00 0106 0010 7.16 

x 	coapere with 2127.95 men-days for fi.ld surveys 
+ 	oempsr. with $2892.96  for Crowd survey  
* 	compare with $9.15 per sq.kao for ground survey 
Remote sensing costs are baud on the present investigation 
Field sur'vy easts are based on the report by Svlt.r (1973) 



under reference. Even if they were, the fundamental objective of 

economy is to avoid waste as such as possible and this includes 

improvisation which is the oaae for the present comparison of costs. 

11.1 £1Wrof the1UZ1TSX 

As private forestry Is not practised in Nigeria, the 

generalisations which are sade from the findings of the questionnaire 

relate mainly to government forestry services. For a survey by 

postal questionnaire, a fifty-two percent return as obtained for this 

Investigation is adequate. The major drawback in the present survey 

is the few responses from the key forestry and remote sensing 

establishments who could have provided useful information on the state 

of the art. It in suggested that future survey, of this nature should 

be handled at governmental level and preferably by interviewing the 

respondents. Also, it would be necessary to send the questionnaire 

in advance so that the respondents can collate the required 

Information from the records in their various branches or sections. 

More replies and reliable information are likely to be received to a 

questionnaire conducted at governmental level than to One conducted 

privately. 

The analysis of the questionnaire shows that ground methods OLM 

mainly used for surveys in Nigeria. Remote sensing is seldom used. 

Most of the surveys which included remote sensing are executed by 

International agencies and expatriate firms. Only the non-forestry 

establishments whose routine surveys depend mainly on photointerpretation 

employ remote sensing as a survey tool. The academic disciplines are 

strong advocates of the use of remote sensing as this would facilitate 

their research investigations particularly on natural resowoes. 
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Most of thin have not set up any remote sensing unit, even on a small 

scale in their academic department.. Forestry services make little 

use of remote s.nsing. Most of the state forestry serviese do not 

possess photogrsetric equipeert of any description and none of th.m 

Intends to set up a small scale photoint.rpx.tation unit as this is 

beyond their budgetary limits. 

Most of the respondents indicated that the use of remote sensing 

as a survey tool is cheaper than pure ground methods. As each 

establishment is not financially capable by itself to set up a remote 

sensing unit, there was a coneensus in favour of a central remote  

sensing unit of one type or the other. A few forestry services 

Indicated that ground methods are cheaper, hence they indicated that 

remote sensing was unnecessary. The analysis of the questionnaire 

further shows that the limited use of remote sensing for resource 

surveys is largely due to economic constraints rather than the 

availability of a cheaper alternative, These constraints are the lack 

of appropriate equipment, the inadequacy of funds, the ii sufficiency 

of trained personnel and inadequate sen.or.00versge in that order of 

Importance as indicated by the analysis of the questionnaire. 

As all the respondents are government financed establishments, 

It is ey opinion that the limited use of remote sensing in Nigeria is 

due to the restriction on budgetary limits for each establishment by the 

government. The breakdown of the national budget may not favour an 

Independent use of remote sensing for resource surveys by each 

establishment. Moreover, the policy of the government tends to favour 

the maximum use of human labour to supplement or even replace machine 

labour in an effort to solve unemployment problems. This may account 

for the preference of ground methods to remote sensing methods by some 

respondents. Probably these respondents did not eone ider the high cost 



of labour to the gov.xient. 

The fact that the resource survey establishments in Nigeria are 

finan'>±d by the government introduces policy and administrative 

constraints to the use of remote sensing methods as a survey tool. 

Though advanced proposals are normally aide at departmental and 

4nj,tsrja.l levels for consideration in the national budget some of 

these proposals may be rejected eventually either for policy reasons 

or for not being of isdiate uiority at national level. Remote 

sensing projects which are included in such proposals have to be 

abandoned. £v.n if the proposals are accepted, the funds allocated to 

such survey projects are either Insufficient or unavailabie at the 

required time. 

These a44nistrativs constraints usually disrupt the execution of 

important survey project.. Some surveys are either postponed for 

several reasons or abandonede even if the funds are sufficient and 

are released at the required time administrative delays would Still 

disrupt the continuity of work and hamper its effective coordination. 

The only way of winf ulsing the effects of these administrative delays 

is to combine several small projects into a large one which will 

qualify for an independent fund allocation under the capital expenditure 

in the ticna1 budget. This was the case with the Nigardam. 

ultipurpos. Development Project, the High Forest Development Project 

and the Nirad Projects in Nigeria. They were completed on schedule. 

In the first place, only a technical evaluation of different 

survey methods can provide a basis for an objective comparison of the 

economic, of the use of these methods. Secondly, only r.liable and 

adequate information on the technical and economic aspects of the 

surveys can permit an accurate assessment of the relative efficiency 

of the survey methods being used. Thess aspects of resource survey, 
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have not been given serious consideration by the establishments who 

execute these surveys. This is indicated by the few responses to 

this aspect of the questionnaire. None of the respondents could 

supply adequate information on the statistical evaluation and the 

cost of their surveys • The academic departments which were able to 

provide some information on the statistical evaluation of their 

surveys, were more interested in achieving their research objectives 

without considering costing as part of the investigations. 

From the foregoing it ce" be concluded that in Nigeria and 

similar tropical countries, it is difficult to make a comparison of the 

economy of the different survey methods employed by government 

financed establishments and the forestry services in particular. For 

this reason, it is suggested that both the technical and economic 

aspectm of the resource survey methods .rtployec should form part of the 

survey objectives. This would provide the link between the technical 

capabilities and the economics of the use of these survey methods. 

Economic evaluation on this basis, though valid, might .till not permit 

a general appraisal of the whole situation. A well-known fact in that 

some govornmenl financial regulations aimed at financial prudence 

generally have loop-holes that encourage economic waste. For instance, 

in a very large project, the financial instruction may permit hiring 

*dd.tt1; 1 vehicles at a cost higher than would be required to buy 

additional vihicl. This is usually true for projects that spread 

over a considerable period and the discrepancy may not be discovered 

before the conclusion of the projects. Financial control or. 

discovering such discrepancies is seldom effective. Caution should 

therefore be exercised in the costing of each phase of project 

execution within government establishments and the forest services 

in particular. 
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The information obtained from the respondents was inad.quate for 

an objective comparison of the cost of the different remote sensing 

methods to the Nigerian users, Further evidence from The investigator's 

previous experience shows that the remote sensing methods are cheaper 

and quicker for the survey of tropical forests. Landsat imagery is 

cheaper to acquire than aerial photography and SLAB imagery, The costs 

of the latter two may be similar depending on several factors 

including the .i.• of the survey area and the acquisition scale of the 

imagery. Photointerpretation takes a longer time than Landtt and SLAB 

ifltex'T,XetatjOn due to the higher forest information content of aerial 

photographs, Despite its lower forest information content, SLAR 

imagery is more difficult to interpret than Ltndeat imagery and aerial 

photographs, This is mainly due to the side—look imaging geometry 

of SLAP. The present studies of Southwestern Nigeria.. show that a 

significant amount of forest information can be obtained directly 

from remote sensing imagery, even without conducting a field work. 

This is an obvious advantage of remote sensing. The suptrior speed of 

remote sensing methods indicates that remote sensing methods can save 

time and effort and therefore money. The use of remote sensing 

methods in conjunction with field checking would probably be more 

economical than the use of entirely pure ground methods since the 

constraints to ground methods are more expensive to overcome than those 

of remote sensing uethodso 

ifowever, only the relative efficiency based on the speed and ease 

of operation, the monetary costs and the technical capabilities of the 

different survey methods is likely to provide the most reliable 

evaluation, This is considered in Chapter 12 which interrelates 

these factors with regard to tropical forest surveys. 
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"If we are to have an adequate appraisal of our resources on 

which to bans plans for more ordered use, (and) if we are to be able 

to foresee incipient problems soon .nou.h to mike remedial action 

worthwhile, ..& we en.t improve our ability to collect information. 

R..ote s.nsthj offers ways to help us." 

"... If reacte sensing liv.s up to its potential, there will be 

few people In this world who" lives will not be affected by it." 

R, D, Rudd (1974). 



ntrodnction to Part 111 

This part i'—i..., in one chapter, the findings of the 

literature review and experimental Investigation by interrelating the 

technical capabilities of aerial photography, Land.at and SLAB imagery 

and the economics of their use in tropical forest surveys. 

Chapter 12 This chapter comprisess 

a recount of the approach and procedures of the Investigations. 

- discussion of the interrelationships of the findings on the 

technical capabilities of the three systems and the economics of 

their use in tropical forest survey.e 

recommendations on the possible options of using remote renirg 

in tropical forest surveys and on the aspects of this 

application that require further investigation.. 
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THE VALUE AND LIMITATIONS 

OF h?1OTh SENSING FOR THE 

INTERPRETATION OF TROPICAL PORTS 



12 Overview of the investigations 

Part I of this work reported the investigation by a review of 

literature on the forestry applications of remote sensing in the 

tropic.. Part II reported the experimental Investigation on the use of 

remote sensing for the interpretation of a typical example of tropical 

forests (Southwestern Nigeria). Part III is designed to Integrate the 

findings of both Investigations (Chapter 12). 

Chapters 1 and 7 provided the background for the review of 

literature and the experimental investigation respectively. 

Chapters 2..5 of the literature review give a comparative account of the 

use of serial photography, Landast and SLLR systems for forest type 

recognition, tr; :peoies identification and volume estimation in the 

three main tropical forest region.. These cat.gnrie. of information 

were considered separately. The encases obtained and the problems 

encountered in applying each syst.m were also evaluated. Chapters 8-10 

of the experimental investigation verified the amount of forest 

information that can be obtained with each remote sensing system. The 

extent to which the forest information can be discriminated and the 

extent to which it can be recognised were also verified. In Chapter 6 

of the literature review an well as Chapter 11 of the experimental 

investigation, the economics of the use of the three system for tropical 

forest interpretation were compared, 

As the experimental investigation was designed to verify and 

augment the finding, of the review of literature there is a general 

oorrespondenoe in the subject, being investigated. In either case, 

Inferences and conclusions were drawn and generalisations made on each 

subject of investigation but these need to be integrated for an overall 

appraisal. 
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This Chapter interrelates the findings on the various aspects 

of react, sensing which were investigated. As a substantial number of 

inter-relationships can be established on each aspect the important 

intarr.lation.hips are discussed in conjunction with the relevant 

background information. for the discussion, the various aspects of 

remote sensing have been grouped into the following three broad 

categories a 

(i) Remote sensing technology and instrumentation 

Interpretation of remote sensing images 

-Problems of ramoto sensing 

12-1 Discussion of the finding, of the investigations 

The tbro broad categories of inter-relationships are considered 

separately as follows a- 

12-1.1 Rt2 sensing technology and instrumentation 

The jntexu.relatilQp.hjps established within this category are 

discussed under the following headings a 

acquisition of remote sensing imagery 

resolution of remote sensing systems 

cj rendition of information on remote sensing images 

(a) variety of images within each system 

(.) range of image enhancement technique. 

(a) &oouieition of reacte sensing imagery 

The most limiting factor in assessing the technical capabilities 

of the three remote sensing systems for tropical forest surveys is the 

possibility of acquiring the necessary imagery of the area, of interest. 

In the first place, tropical weather and ground conditions may prevent 
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flight missions for iasg.ry acquisition. Only Landsat is free of 

flight problems, being an unmanned geo.tationary and sun-synobromous 

satillite that operates in a spac. orbit. It is not user-controlled* 

Both aerial photographic and SLAB flight missions can be planned to 

coincide with favourable flight conditions., 

leaging in the photographic bands i..* visible and near infrixd 

are knmm to be hindered by weather conditions. Cloud cover hampers 

imaging in the.. band.. Atmospheric hase and dispersion hinder imaging 

in the visible spectral band. This is overcome in aerial photography 

by using infrared film Instead of the conventional panobromatic ones. 

In Landsat the problem in ov.roo.e by the infrared components of the 

spectral imaging ehww.l..  However, the problem of cloud cover still 

persists. This can be overcome to some extent by planing aerial 

photographic missions to coincide with the occurrence of good 

photographic season and weather. As Landsat is neither manned nor 

user-controlled the problem of obtaining aloud free images of the areas 

of interest still persist.. Only SLAB imaging is virtually free of 

weather problems as radar penetrates hase and cloud. It can be 

operated round the clock under any weather condition except under the 

heaviest rainstorms. Its operation is limited only by human factors-

endurance of the aircrew and the restrictions on flight by civil 

aviation authorities. 

The greater success obtained with aerial photographs in the 

Southeast Asian region can be attributed to the occurrence of 'good 

photographic' weather while the almost compulsory use of SLAB images 

In the Amasanian region may  be attributed to 'bad photographic' weather. 

Information from literature could not provide sufficient evidence to 

attribute the little use of aerial photographs in the African region to 
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unfavourable weather conditions, but the inability to obtain good 

quality LaMest images of the test area indicates that weather 

conditions also hamper the use of remote sensing in the African region. 

To support the foregoing, aerial photographs  of the cloud prone 

coastal areas and cloud free Landsat images of good qualltr were not 

available for the studies. The quality of the available aerial 

photographs and Landsat images was hampered by base and dispersion to 

varied extents. The SLAB mosa 	used were compiled from SLAB imagery 

acquired within six months over the entire 9214 000sq.kmo land a*ia of 

Nigeria without hinderances of weather. The image, were free of 

dispersion, base and cloud cover. 

The foregoing shows that SLAB in of greater value for imaging 

areas where weather and ground conditions prevent photographic flights 

or hamper the quality of aerial photograph. and LaMest images. 

Furthermore, SLAB images can be acquired at a superior speed while 

aerial photographic flights have to await favourable season and weather 

In order to obtain good quality images* Though the norninal cost of 

the acquisition of SLAB imagery is higher than that of aerial 

photography, the higher positioning fee in aerial photography resulting 

from unfavourable flight conditions tends to balance the higher cost of 

SLAB, provided large areas are covered at a time. The cost of obtaining 

Landsat images fca an equivalent area is relatively insignificant. 

(b) Resolution of remote sensing systems 

Despite its cheaper coat, Landsat cannot compete with either 

aerial photography or SLAB images in providing the information required 

on tropical forests. Similarly SLAB cannot compete with aerial 

photography despite its similar cost. By applying the wavelength 

f1ter concept that objects which are smaller than half the recording 

wavelength, cannot be detected, the sise of the smallest object 
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Oat can be detected by aerial photography, Landast and SLAR increases 

In that order. Also, by applying the pixel filter concept that objects 

smaller than the pixel of the recording syste a cannot be resolved, the 

sin, of the smallest objects that can be resolved by  aerial 

photography, Landsat and SLAB increases In that order. 

In practice, objects smaller than the pixel have been 

by Lsnd.at and SLAkE. The only reason often advanced is that such 

objects are strong targets for the recording wav.l.ngths because of 

their high reflectance properties or reflectivity. It i. my opinion 

that the width of such an object A. .qnsl to or greater than bait the 

recording wavelength and its length is equal to or greater than the 

width of the pixel. Consequently, they are not filtered either by the  

resorting wavelength or the pixel of the systea. In view of this, the 

following formula is proposed for d.terini"g the ground resolution (Cs) 

of a remote sensing system from Its recording wavelength (WL) and its 

pixel width (Ps). 

GS - 0.5 (WL z Ps) 

This is true for the images used for the present investigation but this 

proposal need, to be investigated further for different cyst..s and 

Images management. Landsat and SLAI can only resolve the general forest 

canopy but cannot resolve the individual crowns forming the canopy. 

Despite their =mLU scale and relatively poor quality, the aerial 

photographs used for this investigation provided adequate information 

on the forest types as well as the individual trees. lb. SLAB mosaics, 

despite their good quality did not provide any information on the 

individual tree.. It is apparent from the foregoing that only aerial 

photography ecu resolve the Individual trees which are the ultimate 

units of forest management. 
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(a) Rendition of information on remote sensing image. 

The extent to which the resolved information can be discriminated 

on the three types of images is determined by its rendition on the 

images. On aerial photographs and Lanüat images, both ton, and 

texture are photographic representation, of surface brightness by which 

terrain features can be discriminated. Aerial photography is cable 

of being stsreosoopicslly '4ed. Consequently the individual trees 

which are resolved can be recognised by their .t.reosoopio appearance 

and shape. 

The sill soils and the low resolution of 14sat restrict its 

limited stereoscopy to gross canopy features in forested areas and gross 

surface feature, in open areas. On SL&It image., tons is an expression 

of terrain slope while texture relate. to surface roughness by which 

terrain features can be discriminated* Tonal discrimination is of 

limited value for SLAR interpretation. The scale and resolution of 

SLAR do not permit individual trees to be discriminated by their 

stereoscopic appearance and shape. Tho side—look geometry makes 

correlation between SLAR evidence and ground information difficult. The 

non-conventional stereoscopy resulting from this geometry relates to 

rang. (distances) and direction (position) of targets (terrain object.) 

rather than the shapes of these objects. In the present investigation, 

aerial photographs were easier to interpret5 de.pite the great amount 

of forest detail that in available on them. SLAR imagery was difficult 

to interpret as a result of the unfamiliar rendition of information 

and the lack of objective interpretation criteria. 

In view of these considerations, aerial photography is superior 

to either Lin 4 at or 5LLR for discriminating forest information 

particularly that which is required on individual trees. Depending on 



the survey objectives, Lsndsat and SLAB can be used at a superior 

spied for certain surveys. e.g. exploration and r.00nnaissanoe surveys 

by Landsat and terrain napping by SLAB, 

(d) TarIsty of images within each system 

The extent to which forest information can be extracted on 

remote sensing images also depends on the variety of igss that can 

be acquired with each system. Aerial photography is primarily a single 

channel i... broad band system by which different film/filter 

combinations can be used to acquire various types of aerial pbc ographs. 

Typical .zaaples are panoIroaatic and normal colour aerial phatography p  

infrared, modified infrared and colour Infrared photography. 

Panchromatic photography is cheaper than Infrared while normal colour 

is cheaper than colour Infrared. Black/white photography is cheaper 

than colour. It is uneconomical to acquire different types of aerial 

photography for the sane survey as their combined interpretation doss not 

often have any significant advantage over the interpretation of a single 

type. Only panchromatic aerial photographs were interpreted in the 

present studies aAd the results were satisfactory. Recent developments 

in aerial photography have permitted the use of nultiband aerial 

photography. A typical example is the 7e nultiband photography which 

has been of great value for forest interpretation, particularly in the 

temperate regions. Its use is still rare in the tropics. 

Landsat system is basically multisp.otral and repetitive. 

Consequently, multiapeotral and aultidate images are available. But 

its r.petitivity has no real value for tropical forest surveys as 

seasonal variation in weather conditions prevents repetitive imaging 

with the photographic bands. The use of multispeotz'al images in the 
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pr..ent studies improved the confidence of SLAB interpretation. 

Claud cover prevented the correlation of the same features on multidate 

spectral images of the test area. The curz'et tly available SLAB 

systems are single channel sensors which image in a particular band. 

The most widely used SLAB bands are the Ka and X bends. The X-bsid 

SLAB mosacis were interpreted for the present studies. The 

interpretation of three types of images in the present studies shows 

that each system would add an extra value to forest .urv.ys accomplished 

by ground methods alone. The combined use of the three systems is 

uneconomical though it increases the confidence of forest survey.. 

(e) Hamm of imum enhancement UchnlQues  

It 1s known that the spectral signature of an object is not the 

same on different spectral images i.e. on different channels. Also, 

an object may show seasonal variations in its spectral signature. 

Furthermore, different objects may have the similar signature on the 

samw spectral image i.ee different spectral bands. Such objects can be 

easily separated by their'ooaposite' spectral signatures on a not of 

spectral images. The set of spectral images may comprises- 

image* obtained with different bands at the same time 

(single date multisp.otral). 

images obtained with the same band at different seasons 

(multidat* single channel spectral image.). 

images obtained with different bands at different season, 

(iaultidat.-imiltisp.otral images). 

Landsat images can be used to determine then. 'composite' spectral 

signatures without any additional acquisition cost because it is 

primarily sultiopmtral and repetitive*  Nultibend photography is 

seldom used for tropical forest surveys. Cons.qu.ntly,this us• of 
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sultiband images would involve extra costs. SLAB is a singie channel 

Imaging system which do.s not provide multispeotral information. The 

cost of acquiring repetitive or aultidate aerial photography and SLAB 

imagery would be excessively high for any type of resource survey. 

Landaat is therefore of greater value for discriminating information 

by using multiap.ctrsl and multidate image.. Aerial photography can 

be used for this purpose to some extent but at an exorbitant cost. 

SLAB is not technically capable of such discrimination. 

The extraction of infori ticmn can be enhanced further by the use 

of colour. Colour aerial photographs can be acquired directly s a 

result of the wide range of fi]a/filt.r combinations which are possible 

with aerial photography. Normal colour and colour infrared are often 

used for tropical forest surveys but they are usually more expensive 

than the corresponding black/white photography. Generally, 

panchromatic aerial photography is the cheapest while colour infrared 

is the most expensive. The aultispectral nature of 1sr&sat permits the 

use of colour. Colour composite images can be generated from the 

black/white spectral images by additive colour processing, provided the 

appropriate additive colour viewer is available. The generation of 

colour composite images is cheap. A comprehensive procedure of 

generating suitable colour composites from additive colour processing 

of Landeat spectral images was developed for the present studies. 

The procedure pits selection of the best additive colour composites 

by systematic elimination of others, first by visual .m-ii&tion of their 

views on an additive colour viewer and further, by examination of the 

photographic reproduction of the selected views. 

For the present studies only panchromatic aerial photographs 

were interpreted and the results were satisfactory. Consequently, it 

- y not be economical to acquire different types of aerial 



photography without any significant Increase in the amount of 

Information that can be obtained with only one typ..Landsat 

multiepeotral images and X-.band SLAB images were used for the Landsat 

and SUR interpretation respectively. 

Despite all the advantages of Landsat, its very small scale and 

low resolution restrict its use to reconnaissance and exploratory 

surveys. For forest mwiagement surveys, SLAB cannot successfully 

compete with aerial photography in providing the relevant information 

despite Its similar cost. The forest information content of BLAB 

does not often j ustify the cost In a situation where aerial photography 

is feasible. As aerial photography and SLAB imagery in particular are 

expensive, substantial amounts can be saved by acquiring the images 

over large areas at a time ,and preferably for aultipurpo5s ,  and 

interdisciplinary use in which costs would be shared by the various 

users. There would not be any economic justification for the Nirad 

Project if it was commissioned for vegetation surveys only. The 

Nigerian SLAB has been found to be more useful for purpos.s other than 

forestry to which the project was attached. 

The foregoing discussions of the inter-relation.hipee.tabliehed 

on the technology of the remoto sensing systems also correspond with 

those established for the interpretation of the remote sensing Images 

which are discussed in the following section. 

12-1 .2 Interpretation of remote sensing 1g.s 

The int.r'.relationshipe established within this category are 

discussed under two main headings which embrace all four oatr I as of 

forest information on which the centre Investigation was based. These 

headings &"s- 
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information on resource location and distribution i..o 

forest type recognition and area estimation. 

information on resouroe composition and quantity 

(and also quality) i.e, species identification and 

volume estimation. 

Thise are discussed separately as follows z— 

(a) Information on reaouroe location and distribution 

By photointerpretation alone, 16 forest types were separated in 

an area of about 27.q.kmt  covered by the five text sites. In the 

entire 58 0005'! .km. test area only seven types were separated by 

Landsat interpretation and eleven  types by SLAB interpretation. A 

comparison of the interpretation of the three types of images shows 

that the exclusive forest types which were separated on aerial 

photographs could be grouped into more inclusive general types on 

either Lsndsat or SLAB image.. This shows that aerial photography 

provides more information on tropical forest types than either Landsat 

or SLAB. 

The forest types were recognised on aerial photographs mainly by 

their photophysiognosy as well as their photographic tone 'and texture. 

On Laatsat image., the forest types were distinguished primarily by 

the tonal and textural differences which were accentuated by colour 

enhancement. On SLAB images the forest types were separated mainly by 

physiographio features and textural differences. Tone was of limited 

value for SLAB interpretation. With the wide range of variation 

within tropical forests, definite sets of interpretation criteria 

cannot be established not even for small areas. Also, an ordered 

application of the various interpretation criteria to tropical forests 

is seldom feasible. Interpretation keys covering the range of forest 
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variation in a given survey area are usually difficult to construct 

and apply. For the present studies a systematic procedure by which 

the botanical attributes of the canopy can be used to characterise 

different forest types was developed. 

Further comparison of the results of the three interpretations 

shows that the photointerpretation correlated more with Landsat 

Interpretation than with SLAB. This was du, to the differences in the 

interpretation criteria that can be applied in each case. The strong 

correlation between lindsat information and photoevidsnco shows that 

Lan&at and photoint.rpretation can be used ooapl.msntarily for forest 

type separation. Nevertheless, SLAB can provide additional 

information to that which is available on either aerial photographs 

or Landsat images. Despite the greater amount of forest information 

that can be obtained on aerial photographs, small scale imagery, such 

as SLAB and Lantsat, usually adds extra value to photo-information. 

Forest type separation by remote sensing methods is more objective 

than that by ground methods ,as remote sensing images provide a bird's 

eye view of a large area at a time. Nevertheless, the information 

which they provide requires field checking for relevant correlations. 

In the present investigation, the duration of both Landsat and SLAB 

interpretation was shorter than the duration of photointerpretation. 

Also, the cost of reproducing both SLAB and Landsat images per sq.km, 

was less than that of aerial photographs because of the smaller area 

covered by each photograph.  This indicates that it is more economical 

to image a large area at a time. Also, the comparison of the costs and 

duration of the combined interpretation of the three types of images in 

the present studies with a similar field survey shows that remote sensing 

techniques are easier, quicker and cheaper than pure ground techniques. 



It has bean established in the course of the present studies 

that the Interpretation of tropical forests admits a wide range of 

image scales and image enhancement options, but it is hindered by their 

complex structure and floristic composition. Foresttyp.s, each 

comprising varied mixtures of species, intermingle without distinct 

boundaries and transition some are of frequent occurrence. Only pure 

stands of single species or mixed stands of a few species ,which are 

rare and scarce in most tropical forest ar.as,oan be delineated with 

confidence. 

The lack of distinct boundaries between the forest types usually 

resuitsin subjective delineations with a consequent variability In the 

area estimates obtained for each forest type by different operators. 

This variability usually affects the reliability of the  total estimates  

of any forest information that is being related to area. For the fact 

that virtually all quantitative forest information is area—related, 

reliable area estimation is important in forest survey.. Landsat images 

are inherently orthographic. Oonesquently they can be used directly 

as map substitutes for area •stisation. 

Both aerial photographs and FLAE images contain geometric errors 

which limit their use as map substitutes for area estimation. Rectified 

aerial photographs and mosaics compiled from them can be used to some 

extent for estimating forest areas. Area estimates obtained directly 

from SLAR images are less accurate than those obtained from either 

Landsat or serial photographs. The general practice is to compile maps 

from the interpreted images. With aerial photography, both the 

Interpretation and mapping can be accomplished by photogreemetnic 

methods. Badangrasmetnic methods are usually expensive. Consequently, 

they are rarely used in routine forest surveys. Tropic-.1 forest 
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sapping from Landsat images may not require similar procedures 

because of their geometric fidelity. For this reason LaMest mapping 

Is cheaper than either photograi.trio and radargram.etrio mapping. 

With regard to forest type recognition, the foregoing indicates 

that aerial photography can provide more information on the structure 

and composition as will as the extent (area) of tropical forest.. 

(b) Information on resource composition and qutity 

The most important aspect of forest surveys is the estimation 

of the amount of the resource. The estimates are obtained from the 

measurements made on the individual trees. Of the three remote sensing 

systems considered, only aerial photography can resolve individual 

trees. Consequently, it is only on aerial photographs that information 

on the individual trees (tree information) can be obtained. In an much 

as the individual trees cannot be resolved by Landsat and SLAB, tree 

species cannot be identified on either Landsat or SLAB image@ as often 

reported* ltlhat is normally achivv-A to the recognition of the natural 

populations of gregarious species or the plantations (artificial 

concentrations) of species with gregarious growing habits • This view 

was held in the present studies. It has permitted grouping tree-species 

identification by Landsat and SLAB interpretation with forest type 

recognition and so restricts discussion on tree-species identification 

to photointerpretation alone. The results of the photoint.rpr.tation 

shoW that tree species identification is hindered by the striking 

similarities between individual tress belonging to different species 

as a result of their polymorphic crowns ,and the differsnoss between 

crowns of the individual trees of the asse species as a result of their 

variable phonology both in space and time. Both conditions are 

complicated further by the strongly heterogeneous mixtl'rg of specie, in 

tropical forestse videnoe from literature indicates that species 
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Identification in not significantly improved by using varied film/filter 

combinations for aerial photography, not even infrared or colour 

photography. It is my opinion that speci.s identification in more 

satisfactrily accomplished in the field. N.verthel..., 

photointerpretation has assisted the recognition or field sample 

trees for photomenmaration. The recognition of .& iie tree, on aerial 

photographs improves with increase in photo-scale. 

By ground methods, tiee height and stem diameter are the moat 

important volume parameters* stem diameter is not measurable on aerial 

photographs. Instead ,crown diameter in measured in addition to tree 

height for photovolum.. The same problems which hinder tiee species 

identification also hinder photomensuration of the individual tress. 

In photomensuration, parallax h.igbting of the individual trees is 

prevented by the closed and continuous forest canopy. Also, the 

irregular shapes of the crowns do not usually permit precise and 

accurate orown..-m.aaurements. As stem diameter is not measurable on 

aerial photographs photo crown diameter is usually correlated with stem 

diameter measured at breast height (DBfl) in the field for volume 

estimation. Crown/ate, diameter correlation, though imperfect for all 

known tree species is also weak for most tropical species, (lonsequently, 

correlation in often sought between photomensuration data and volume 

estimatci from field mensuration data. Thotovolume estimates of 

tropical forests are seldom accurate but i,y are useful indicators of 

the relative amount of wood in different parts of a forest. For this 

reason, photom.nsuration data or photovolume are more useful for the 

'statistical' stratification of tropical forests ahead of field inventory 

by which more accurate volume estimates can be obtained. 

Pbotomonauration is easier, quicker and cheaper to accomplish 

than field mensuration ,but its lover accuracy reduces its value for 
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volume estimation. Nevertheless, photostratifiostion of forests ahead 

of ground inventory usually iaprQ. . the sampling efficiency and the 

oonfid.nce of forest survey.. 

The interrlationahips which are based an the interpreion of the 

three types of images show that remote sensing techniques are easier, 

quicker and cheaper than ground techniques for foret surveys. They 

also show that reacts sensing tchniqu.s, though less mocurate are more 

objective than ground teohnic&u.s. These technical and economic 

advantages of reote sensing can be used to increase the sampling  

efficiency of forest surv.y,but little use is made of them in the 

tropics. The ensuing discussion deals with the various constraints 

which limit the use of remote sensing for tropical forest surveys 

despite these advantages* 

12-1.3 Problems of remote sensing in the tropics 

The interrelationship, of the various factors which constrain the 

routine use of remote sensing in tropical forest survey, are discussed 

under this category as follovsz- 

Th. most important factor constraining the use of remote sensing 

in tropical forest surveys is the lack of sufficient funds which alac 

tends to override other factor.. Without funds, the necessary 

equipment cannot be purchased neither can personeel training be 

accomplished. Adequate equipment and suff.cimntly trained personnel 

which are the primary requirements for an economic use of remote sensing 

techniques an seldom available in most tropical countries. The remote 

sensing projects of these countries are often executed by contract and 

this usually prevents the routine use of remote sensing for resource 

surveys. 
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most tropical countries are far from centres of advanced remote 

sensing technology and centre. of commercial hire of remote sensing 

equipment. These make the cost of remote sensing surveys in these 

countries excessive, with the result that only the important surveys 

employ remote sensing techniques • Most countries which cannot afford 

this high cost k 	6LdnTkaktwith ground survey mete. Moreover, 

human labour may even be cheaper to the government under such 

circumstances. More often than not, the remote sensing projects in 

these countries are funded and/or executed by international agencies 

within the frame-work of one form of technical assistance or *2 other. 

The rte sensing survey firms and international agencies who 

execute these projects are usually expatriates in the project country. 

The advantage of the valuable experience and knowledge gained on the 

applications of remote sensing to the local conditions are not retained 

in those countries when the expatriates who manned the projects leave 

at the conclusion of their assignments. Such experience and knowledge 

which are lost, would have provided a background for subsequent resource 

surveys which include remote sensing techniques. Also, they could have 

been of great J '.e in saving the cost of fa 41iarisation programmes if 

the same firms or agencies are to execute subsequent surveys. 

Conclusions on the value and limitations of 
remote sensing for tropical forest surveys 

The following conclusions can be made from the interrelationships 

of the findings of the investigations. 

Rsmote sensing techniques are easier, quicker and cheaper th 

ground techniques for forest surveys in the tropics. Despite these 

advantages, remote sensing techniques cannot successfully compete with 

ground techniques In providing the information required on tropical 

forests* As ground techniques are more accurate, adequate ground 
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Information is required for checking remote sensing information. 

Aerial photography, LiiA.at  and SUB imagery provide information 

on the types and extents of tropical forests to varying degrees. 

Despite the similar cost of SLLR and the 1,uer ost of Landsat, 	joy 

cax 	compete successfully with aerial photography in providing the 

information required on tropical forest type.. Ntvert'-'less, each adds 

some extra value to photo-information and so increases the oonfid.uoe 

of the forest survey., particularly with a combined use of the rsote 

sensing systems. 

Photographic tone and texture are the .4n criteria for I iwisat 

interpretation. Tonal and textural difference. on Lndsat  images can be 

accentuated by additive colour processing of the spectral images to 

generate colour composite images. A comprehensive procedure for the 

additive colour processing of Lsndaat images was developed for the 

presei. studios. 

Beside tone and texture, photophysiognoy is the main photoint.rpr.tation 

criterion. Forest typ.s can be separated on aerial photographs by the 

stereoscopic examination of their canopy structure. A comprehensive 

procedure of ar lered use of the botanical attributes of forest 

canopies was also developed for separating forest types on aerial 

photographs. Only aerial photographs provide information on the 

indiv1.1 trees. Consequently, forest types can be separated on aerial 

photographs by t.r floristic composition, particularly when they are 

dominated by a few species. 

Pbysiographic features are the main  criteria for SLAB interpretation of 

tropical forest types though physiognomic height dif rerences are also 

useful to a limited extent. Tone has little value for forest 

interpretation on SLAR image.. 

The higher resolution and the wider range of acceptable working 
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scales of aerial photography permit a more detailed interpretation and 

upping of tropical forests. Both the interpretation and upping can 

be accomplished by photogratrio methods. The low resolution and 

the small scale of Landsat and SLAR imagery restrict their use to 

generalised Interpretation and mapping of tropical forest. Lsndsat 

Images are inherently orthographic and therefore usable as may 

substitutes. SLAR images have large geometric errors which prevent 

their use as map substitutes and radargra.tric methods are seldom 

used in forest mapping. A formula.- ties been proposed In the present 

studies for determining the ground resolution that can be achieved on 

each type of rusot. sensing image. Because of its high resolution and 

the large scales at which it can be acquired, aerial photography is 

useful for the species identification and photomensuration of the 

individual trees • The photomensuration data can be used directly to 

estimate forest volume but in the tropics, they are more useful for the 

statistical stratification of the forests ahead of ground inventory 

or field sampling. This notwithstanding, forest yield which is the 

main objective of forest management cannot be estimated on aerial 

photographs or on any other remote sensing images. 

Despite the obvious advantages of remote sensing for tropical 

forest surveys, its use is limited by several factors. Cloud cover 

hinders the acquisition of aerial photographs  and Tsat images of 

tropical forests, while haze and dispersion hamper the quality and 

therefore the Interpretation of these images. the complex structure 

and floristic composition of tropical forests also hinder their 

Interpretation. Aerial photographs can be planned to coincide with 

favourable season and weather. The quality of SLAB images are virtually 

unaffected by weather conditions as SLAB can be operated round the 

1ok under most weather conditions excluding the heaviest rainstorms. 
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Irrespective of the limitations by weather, the overriding 

factor which cons trains the routine use of remote sensing in trotioal 

forest surveys is the general lack of funds. As forestry practice in 

the tropics is a government enterprise, this lack of funds may be 

'artificial' rather than real as a result of the policy of the country's 

adullitetration. In situation, where government policy favours the 

use of remoto sensing for resource survey., admii'istrstive delays 

may hamper the timely release of funds for such survey, and so hinder 

their proper execution. 

Other important factors which constrain the routine use of 

remote sensing in tropical forest surveys include the lack of adequate 

equipment, the insufficient build-up of indigenous personnel, and the 

considerable distance of tropical countries from countries of advanced 

to sensing technology and oentr.s of oomaeroial hire of rmot• 

sensind equipment. 

12-3 Recoma.ndatione for use and suggestions 
for further investigations 

Of the three systems only aerial photography can provide all four 

categories of information required in forest management though to 

limited extent.. Its inclusion on forest surveys relying an remote 

sensing techniques is recoemended. The use of SLAB imagery is 

z'eooended only for areas where aerial photography is not feasible. 

The forest information provided by aerial photography or SLAB can be 

supplemented by L.ndsat information. 

The combined use of the three systems can increase the confidence 

of forest surveys as each adds extra value to the information obtained 

from the others. For economy however, the acquisition ol both aerial 

photography and SLAB images for the same survey is not reocuended 
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except where images an, acquired for multipurpose and/or 

Interdisciplinary use in which costs are shared by the various user.. 

The combined use of the three systems for a particular survey is 

recommended only when imagery which have been recently acquired for 

purposes other than forestry are available at suitable scales. 

The most often neglected aspect of the use of raots sensing for 

forest surveys in the tropics is the economics of its use*  This has not 

permitted an adequate assessment of its actual costs to the user. 

For this purpose, the economics of the use ,  of remote sensing in tropical 

forest surveys should be included in the survey objectives. 

The conventional use of diameter at breast height (DBR) and 

disaster above buttress (DAB) in particular for tropical forest trees, 

often creates discrepancies in volume estimation. The.e parameters were 

originally established for temperate trees which differ froe tropical 

tree. both In shape and for.. Also, the use of DR or DAB for tropical 

Uses results in weak crown-st.is diameter correlations. As crown-bole 

diameter relationships are important for the estimation of tropical 

forest volumes, further research is required to determine which bole 

diameter correlates best with crown diameter and *1 -h is most usable 

for estimating tropical forest volumes. This is necessary because the 

crown is the only volume parameter which is measurable on aerial 

photographs of tropical forests. Research is also required to 

determine the most efficient volume equations for tropical forests, 

particularly those equations that can be used for the assetement of 

forest yield which has not been possibie so far with photo-methods. 
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Appendix lÀ Method of numbering sections *nd jllu.tratjons 

Parts and chapter. are designated by roman and arabic numerals 

respectively as in Part II and Chapter 2. Sections and subsections 

are designated first by their chapter numbers and thereafter by 

arabic nuaslals. A section number is connected with its chapter 

number with a hyphen as in Section 6-.i • A subsection number is 

connected to its main  section number by a atop as in Section 6-1.2 

in which the prefix 'sub' is implied. 

Illustrations (Tables and Figure.) are designated first by their 

numbers and thereafter by arabic numeral.. An illustration number is 

connected to a chapter number by a stop as in Table 11.1 and Fig. 8.1. 

The numbers of a subordinate illustration is joined to the number of 

the main illustration by a atop as in T3ble 11.1.29 

Appendixes are designated first by the roman numeral correspond 

to the .i'srt of tho thesis to which they relate and thereafter by 

alphabetic designation as in Appendix IA and Appendix 113. 
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Appsndjx 	13 	)Iepsureent itanIards, monetary conversion 
and nsa.s of otri.s 

)Imursa.nt standards 

(a) 	Linear m.a.ur.sen.t •iuiva.lent. 

kilo..tr. 	(ka) - 103a 0.621 ails. 

metro 	(a ) - 10011 3.281 feet 	(ft) 

centimetre (ca) - 1040 0,3914 inoh.s(in) 

millimetre (urn) 
- 10a 0.039 inches(in) 

. aicro 	/ester 	U11) - 10-6  a aioron i,u 

(b) 	Area measurement eaMWents 

square kilometer (sq.ka.) a 1061qa 0.386 sq* ailss 

square metre (.q..) 	a 109sq.a 10.7614 .q.ft 

hectare (ha) 	 a 104sq.ii 2.1471  acre. 

(o) 	Volume 1.uFnt 
	 saukralent 

cubic metro (cu.a.) 
	

- 100ou921 35.315 cu.ft 

2 Monetari conv.rcion 

American (us) dollar (%) - £0.149 British pound sterling 

as at D.oesber, 1978 	U0,59 Nigerian nsira 

3 P.!S' of countries 

The n.m.s of some oountri.s and places were changed after the 

publication of the literature cited in this thesis. The.e art- 

Currant name used in 
	 Original name used j 

Ibis thesis 	 literatur, cited 

(a) African Rezion 

Benin Republic 

(different from Benin in Nigeria) 

Jotmna 

Central African )pire 
	

Central African Republic 

Congo 
	 Congo (Brascaville) 

Gold Coast 
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Current naass used in 	 Original narnen used in 
this thesis 	 3it.ratux. cited 

Jalawi 	 Nyasa land 

Tanzania 	 Tanganyika 

Zaire 	 Congo (rfrihaaa) 

Zambia 	 Southern Rhod.sia 

(b) Amaaordan Ruign 

Bolin. 	 British Honduras 

Guyana 	 British Guiana 

Suxjnu Netherland Guiana 

The Caribbea West Indies 

(o) Southeast Asian R,gjon 

(i) Indonesia parts of East Indies 

Djava Java 

Iran Jaya, Bow Guinea (western part) 

Kalimantan Borneo (major part) 

Sulawesi Caleb.. 

Saatira Saatra 

 Malaysia 

Sabah North Borneo 

Sarawak Borneo (northeastern part) 

 Otherg 

Kampuchea Cambodia (Khmer Republic) 

Papua Now Guinea New Guinea (eastern part) 

Sri LVilrp C.710fl 

Thailand Siam 
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ApisndJ.z IC Conventional forest mensuration standards 
I& metric system 

1 Stan diameter measurements 

Stem diameter* are measured in aentiastre. (am). For easy 

computation they are often recorded by classes whose interval, in 

statistical opinion should not exceed one-quarter of the standard 

deviation. Class intervals coemonly used are 2.0 and 2.5cmo  for 

temperate forests and 5.0 or 10.0cm*  for mixed tropical forests, the 

class limit being a multiple of 295*. (ianly, 1973). 

diameter at breast height (D)s 

measured at 1.e above ground level. 

The minim DAR is normally specified for individual surveys 

or otherwise decided by the use of sample tree.. 

diameter above buttress (n*)s 

measured at 30*.* above the termination of buttress. 

DAB is measured instead of DW where the presence of 

buttress precludes WE messuremente 

(a) upper stem diameters (D)s 

measured at various height l..ls along the stem to determine 

taper functions or volume in certain oases. 

(a) lover stest diametersi 

measured at various height levels up to breast height or 

30cme above buttress to determine lower st.m taper function. 

(e) stump diameters, 

measured for recovery studies. 

ii 

diameter over bark (Do.b) 

DIE including bark 

diameter under bark (D n.b) 

DIE excluding bark 
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bark thickness 

measured in millimetres (mm) it breast height or above buttress. 

Double bark thiokn..s is normally used in volume ocaputations. 

basal area 

obtained from DW or DAB 

mean DW or DAB 

obtained from now basal area and not otherwise *  

2 	EliridIt mossuraments 

Tree heights are measured in metres (a).  For easy computation 

they are recorded by classes whose interval depends on the range. 

For .xaapls, the class interval could be 3me for heights ranging from 

. to 30., 0.e for heights up to 3m.and 10.* for height. above 

30.. (Lanly 1973). 

total height 

from ground level 

at.m height 

from ground level to orom point or a specified minimum upper 

it.. diameter (1 scm. by Nigerian forestry standards) whichever 

comes first. 

(a) bole height 

from 30cmo above ground level or from the termination of 

buttress to crown point or a specified minimum. 

Notes 

(1) other heights 

measured in relation to upper it.. diameters 

buttress height 

measured in relation to lover stem diameters 

stump heights 

measured for recovery studies 
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3 	Volume estimation 

Volumes are usually estimated in cubic a.tr.s (cu.a). 

The estimates are made primarily from volume parameters a.aeux.d 

according to sow given definitions. 

'Vein..' is used without ivalifioation to mean 

gross volumes 

wood volume without reduction for defects or 

net volumes 

wood vein., with reduction for d.t.ct.. 

Not.. 

'Yoluas' is normally quslifiad in individual surveys. These 

qualifications mot be defined for clarity e.g. 

C91'Oi*l vein.. 

exploitable vein.. 

industrial volume  

(Lv) utilizable vein.. 
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Ring the appropriatr number(s) iiiir Jing ti 

equipment available in your establishment or for your use. 

.1 	electronic printer. 

.2 	density slicer/image enhancer. 

03 	colour additive viewer. 

.14 	microCensitoneter. 

. 	computer. 

.6 	none of these. 

N. 	Ring the appropriate number(s) indicating the constraint()to your ure 

of remote sensing. 

.1 	aerial sensor coverage irregular cr inadequate. 

.2 	trained personnel insufficient or lacking. 

.3 	appropriate equipment lacking. 

.14 	funds inadequate or lacking. 

ground methods are cheaper. 

7 
	Ring the appropriate number indicating the remote sensing set—up 

desirable in the country. 

.1 	a central unit with dispersed user—facilities for 
investigators from various disciplines. 

.2 	a central unit supplying investigators from various 
disciplines their required information. 

.3 	separate units for groups of related disciplines. 

.14 	remote sensing set up not desirable, ground methods 
are cheaper. 

[1 
	

Ring the appropriate number indicating your use of ground 

survey data. 

0101 	main survey data. 
,1 .2 ground control or check for aerial survey. 

.2.1 	routine investigations. 

.2.2 	academic investigations. 

.3.1 	environmental monitoring. 

.3.2 ordnance survey mapping. 

.3.3 thematic mapping. 

.14.1 	geological surveys. 

.14.2 mineral exporation. 

.14.3 	soil surveys. 

..i 	agricultural surveys. 

.5.2 forest resource surveys. 

.5.3 vegetation surveys. 

- 
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9 	Fi the appro;r-f ru -nber indicry.,. your Survey 

.1 	total coveraGe. 

.2 	sampling. 

10 If your surveys are' based on a sampling frame ,ring the 

appropriate number indicating your sampling design. 

.1.1 	line sampling. 

.1.2 	strip sampling. 

.2.1 	transect sampling. 

.2.2 rectangular plot sampling. 

.3.1 circular plot sampling. 

.3.2 rlotles or point (relascope sweep) sampling. 

.14.1 	multiple—point sampling (cf: Fed. Dept. of Forestry Design). 

.14. 2 	cluster sampling (different from .14.1  above) 

11 For a typical ground survey (based on section 10) carried out by your 

establishment,supply the following information:— 

.1 	size of a sampling unit (recording unit). 

.2 	inter-sampling unit distance 

.3 	sampling intensity. 

.14 	level of accuracy desired. 

.5 	level of accuracy achieved. 

12 For the survey in Section 11 please supply the following:— 

.1 	year of survey ------- 	 -- 

.2 	total area covered - 	----  

.3 	total cost of survey  

.14 	duration of survey (in man—days/months 

13 If total estimates are not available for Section 12 give 

estimates for— 

.1 	size of a unit of report  

.2 	number of field plots in this unit - 	-- 	- 

.3 	survey cost for this unit 

.14 	duration of survey for this unit 
(in man hours/days) 	-  
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14 For a typical aerial survey carried out in Nigeria or under cinilar 

tropical conditions by your establishment, supply the following 

information: -  

.1 year of survey 

.2 aerial sensor(s) used - 	- 

.3 acquisition scale -- 	 - 

size of survey area - 

.5 cost of aerial coverage 

.6 flight duration 	- 

.7 Intended purpose of survey 

15 For the survey in Section its, give approximate estimates for the 

following operations:- 

.1 	cost of interpretation 

.2 	cost of field checking  

.3 	cost of mapping ---  

.L 	duration of interpretation (in man days/months) 

.5 	duration of field checking(in man days/months) 	- 

.6 	duration of mapping (in man days/months) 

16 Ring the appropriate number(s) indicating the remote sensing 

facilities available in your establishment and underline those 

that are planned for the future. 

.1 survey flight unit. 

.2 photographic unit. 

.3 interpretation unit. 

photogrammetric unit. 

.5 Cartographic unit. 

.6 none of these. 

17 THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO—OPERATION AND TEE CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO THIS 

QUESTIONNAIRE. 
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Appendix IIB Covering letter for the postal distribution 

of the questionnaire 

Ref. No. FP/RS/170 

F. B. Larin-Alabi, 
Department of Forestry, 
University of Edinburgh, 
Edinburgh. EH9 3JU 
SCOTLAND. U.K. 

let May, 1978- 

. . 

••..•..... .•e•... ••••*4..•.•• 

......... 

••e•.•........... .ss . . ••.••.• 

Dear Sir, 

Remote Sensing Applications In Nigeria: 
Questionnaire for Appraisal 

I should be grateful if you could complete the enclosed questionnaire 

and return as soon as possible for evaluation. Your response would be 

treated as confidential. 

The purpose of the questionnaire is to appraise, for academic. purposes, 

the current status of remote sensing in Nigeria. 

I am a Nigerian forester 'arrying out research studies on remote 
sensing of tropical forest envirojiments. 

Your kind consideration and generous co-operation shall be fully 

appreciated. 

Yours faithfully, 

(. B. LARn-ALABI). 

!flc. 



Appendix IIC Reminder letter requesting replies to the questionnaire 

Ref. No. FBJRS/290 

F. B. Larin—Alabi, 
Department of Forestry, 
University of Edinburgh, 
Edinburgh. Egg 3JU 9  
SCOTLAND. U. K. 

24th August, 1978 

•••s..•..e..•... ............... 

.... . .. . 01S0e•• ...... .. . . . .. . . . . . 

II...... •.a SI...... • • • S • • •SI•••• 

..... I... • •S I • • • •SI..•S.. 55 •II•ø 

.... S • • S S I I S • • • • • • • S • • • • S S • • • 5151 

Dear Sir, 

Remote Sensing Applications In Nigeria: 
Questionnaire for Appraisal 

I am writing in connection with my letter No. FB/RS/170 of 

1st May, 1978 on the subject noted above to which no response has 

been given. 

I should be grateful if you could complete the questionnaire 

and return it to me as soon as possible. 

Your co—operation in this respect shall be fully appreciated. 

Yours faithfully, 

(p. B. LARIN—ALkBI). 
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appendix lID reQuenci•e of respore to tho ow- uti..n.Lz. 
by gaupg and categories 

GROUPS TOTAL CATGORI 

PS PA RS IA P 	1+ +8 +A 

41 36 21 	2 	7 	6 23 	13 28 8 

a 11 2 14 3 20 13 	7 15 5 
b 8 2 3 3 16 10 	6 11 5 

42 8 2 3 3 16 10 	6 11 2 

.1 8 1 1 1 11 9 	2 9 2 

.2 - - 3 1 1 - 	14 3 1 

03 - 1 1 1 3 1 	2 1 2 

8 2 3 3 16 10 	6 11 5 

- 1 3 2 6 1 	5 3 3 .1 

.2 - - 2 2 14 - 	4 2 2 

.3 - - - - - - 	- - - 

.4 - I 1 1 3 1 	2 1 2 

8 2 3 3 16 10 	6 11 5 

1 - 3 0 14 1 	3 14 - .1 

.2 1 2 3 3 9 3 	6 14 5 

63 - 1 3 3 7 1 	6 3 14 

.4 - I - - I I 

.5 - - 1 - I - 

.6 3 - I - 14 3 	1 4 - 

07 - - 2 - 2 - 	2 2 - 

.8 4 - - - 4 4 	- 4 - 
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GROUllb TOTAL CATORI 

PS 	PA 88 RA P. 	R+ 48 +A 

8 	2 3 3 106 11 5 QS 16 

.1  

.2 a 	a a 

.3 a a a a 

.14 a a a a 

15 a 	 2 a 2 2— a 2 

.6 7 	—3 3 13 76 10 3 

8 	2 2 3 15 105 10 5 

.1 1 	1 - 1 3 21 1 2 

5 	2— 1 8 71 5 3 
.3 7 	2 1 3 13 914 8 5 
.14 14 	11 3 9 514 5 14 
.5 2 	— a a 2 2 	a 2 — 

Q7 	I 	8 	2 	2 	31- 	15 	I 	10 5 	I 10 	5 

.1 - - 1 2 3 -3 1 	2 

.2 3 a - 14 31 14 	- 

03 3 2— 1 6 51 3 	3 

.14 2 a a a 2 2 a 3 	a 

QO 8 2 3 2 15 105 11 	14 

01.1 2 a 	1 a 3 21 3 	a 

.1,2 1 1 	1 1 14 22 2 	2 

.2.1 - - a a 

.2 92 a a 1 2 1 1 - 	2 

.3.1 a a 	1 1 2 2 1 	1 

.3.2 - a 	2 - 2 —2 2 	- 

03.3  

.14.1  

1492 - a I 

*493 4 a 	a 5 4 1 4 	1 
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GROUPS TOTAL CL?0RI 

PS PA RS BA P+ 1+ +5 +A 

.5.1 

.5.2 

- 

7 
- 
2 

- 
- 

- 
- 

- 
9 

- 
9 

- 
- 

- 
7 

- 
2 

.503 5 2 - 1 8 7 1 5 3 

8 2 3 2 15 10 5 11 14 

61 3 - 3 - 6 3 3 6 - 

.2 5 2 - 2 9 7 2 5 14 

10 5 2 - 2 9 7 2 5 

1.2 2 - 2 2 2 

2.1 2 1 3 2 1 2 1 

2.2 - 1 1 2 1 1 - 2 

3.1 1 - 1 2 1 1 1 1 

3.2 - 1 1 1 1 

• I - - - - - - - - - 

le .2 - - - - - - - - - 

1I 142 - 2 8 6 2 14 14 

.1 2 2 - 2 6 14 2 2 14 

.2 2 - - 2 14 2 2 2 2 

03 3 1 - 1 5 14 1 3 2 

.14 1 1 - 1 3 2 1 1 2 

.5 1 1 - 1 3 2 1 1 2 

Q12 Li I - 2 7 5 2 14 

.1141 - 2 7 5 2 le 3 

.2 14 1 - 2 7 5 2 14 3 

03 2 1 - 2 5 3 2 2 3 

.1 2 1 - 2 5 3 2 2 3 
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GROUPS 

	

78 	71 	1(8 RA 

	

03 	I 	— 
	 no 	— 

	

.1 	1 	— 	— 	— 

	

.2 1 1 	— 	— 	— 

03  

- -w 

04 1 1 

.2 — I 

.3 1 1 

.4 — I 

.5 — 1 

.6 — I 

.7 1 1 

— 1 

.2 — I 

.3 — 1 

.14 — 1 

.5 — 1 

.6 — I 

ci6 8 2 

•2 — S.  

.3 S. 

.14 — — 

.5 S. 

.6 8 1 

TOTAL 

I 

I 

1 

S. 

S. 

5 

5 
14 

S 
3 
2 

3 
14 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

16 

S. 

S. 

S 
I 

5 
10 

CATGORIZ 

7+ 1+ +8 +1 

2 	31 2 	3 

2 32 3 

1 31 3 

2 32 3 

1 2 1 2 

1 1 1 1 

1 2 1 2 

2 2 2 2 

I I — 2 

1 1 — 2 

I I — 2 

1 1 — 2 

1 1 — 2 

1 1 — 2 

1 1 — 2 

10 611 5 

1 4 1 14 

— 1 1 — 

1 42 3 

9 1 9 1 

1 	2 

1 	2 

1 	2 

1 	2 

1 	1 

I — 

1 	1 

I 	I 

— 	I 

— 	I 

— 	I 

— 	I 

— 	I 

S.  

— 	1 

33 

— — 

— — 

1 	3 
I — 

2 	2 

1 
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AxalYsis of the gu..tiOnPairSS 

Mutually exclusive oonditions considered 
	

Groups 
	

Qn I Categories 
PS 	IFA 	IBS 	IRA 
	

IR+ 	1+8 
	

+A 

Rn 121 	12 	17 	16 
	

23 	113 
	

28 
	

8 

21 (100) 2 (100) 7 (100) 6 (100) 1 23 (100) 13 (ioO) 28 (100) 8 (100) 

11(52) 2(100) 4(57) 3(50) 1 13(57) 7(54) i5(51e) 5(63) 

21 (ioo) 2 (100) 7 (100) 6 (ioo) 1 23 (ioo) 13 (100) 28 (100) 8 (100) 

8(38) 2(100) 3(43) 3(50) 1 10(43) 6(46) 11(39) 5(63) 

11 52) 2(100) 4(57) 3(50) 1 13(57) 7(54) 15(54) 5(63) 

8(38) 2(100) 3(43) 3(50) 1 10(43) 6(46) 11(39) 5(63) 

8 2 3 3 10 6 11 5 

8(100) 1 (50) 1(33) 1(33) 1 9(90) 2(33) 9(82) 2(40) 

o( o) 1(25) 4(67) 2(33) 2 1 ( 5) 6(50) 4(18) 3(30) 

8(100) o(o) 0(0) 1(33) 1 8(20) 1(4) 8(18) 1(5) 

o( 0) 2(25) 6(50) 5(42) 4 2( 5) 11(46) 6(14) 7(35) 

5( 9) 4(29) 13(62) 6(29) 7 9(13) 19(45) 18(23) 10 29) 

4(50) 0(o) o(o) o(o) 1 4(40) o(o) 4(36) o(o) 

1 ( 3) 2 ( 20) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 5 3 ( 6) 0 ( 0) 1 ( 	2) 2 ( 8) 

7 ( 88) 0 ( 	0) 3 (100) 3 (100) 1 7 ( 70) 6 (100) 10 ( 91) 3 ( 60) 

17(53) 6(75) 2(17) 8(67) 4 23 58) 10(42) 19 43) 14(70) 

2(25) o( 0) o( o) o( o) 1 2(20) o( o) 2(18) o( 0) 

6(25) 2(33) 2(22) 3(33) 3 8(27) 5(28) 8(24) 5(33) 

2(25) 0(0) 0(0) o(o) 1 2(20) o(o) 2(18) 0(o) 

2 ( 25) 0 ( 	0) o ( 0) 1 ( 33) 1 2 ( 20) 1 (17) 3 ( 27) 0 ( o) 

1 (13) 1 ( 50) 1 ( 33) 1 ( 33) 1 2 ( 20) 2 ( 33) 2 (18) 2 ( 40) 

4(17) o( 0) 2(22) 1(11) 3 4(13) 3(17) 6(18) 1 ( 7) 

12 50) 4(67) o( 0) 1(11) 3 16(53) 1  ( 6) 12(36) 5(33) 

4(8) o(o) 5(28) 2(11) 6 4(7) 7(19) 9(14) 2(7) 

12 50) 4(67) o( 0) 1(11) 3 16(53) 1  ( 6) 12(36) 5(33) 

i (a) questionnaire distribution 

questionnaire return 

(a) questionnaire,  distribution 

questionnaire response 

(a) questionnaire return 

questionnaire response 

Rn 

Q2 	ground methods mainly used 

remote sensing methods mainly used 

remote sensing imagery not used 

remote owning imagery used 

Q4 	photograetrio equipment available 

not available 

enhancement equipment available 

not available 

rte sensing cons trained 

ground methods cheaper 

Q7 	rte sensing desirable 

remote sensing not desirable 

Q8 (a) ground data as main data 

ground data as control data 

(b) physical resource surveys 

biological resource surveys 

(a) non-vegetation surveys 

vegetation surveys 
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toa11y szsliasivs 000Stionesn.i4eie4 

oempleto seftess snrVs7 txs 

1.i fulwa twome  

sinpl• ...pllne Ja.Ln. 
60sp1 	i*( dn.ita 

(a) smsinxs ro.Lv.4 to 48 - 415 
4$ - 415 mummoored 

(a) answers ?.s.ivsd to 4$ - Q11 

WV.?. r.o.Lv.I to 412 415 

(o) mwvo2 received to 4112 - 415 

412 - 415 sbqne.tiisi .n.wsrs& 

() answers rs.Lv.41412ê413 
.bç&.sti.ms 

Sfl*V5PS resolved to 411$ & 415 
s-stiess 

rot. sessth fasiliti.s available 

zwts .sn.tng facilities net svailabl. 

PS PA 

In 3 2 

3(38) o( 0) 

5(63) 2(100) 

1.(13) 2(25) 
i( 3) 1(13) 

31(1.1) 1i(9) 
33 52) 5(31) 

25 C 73) $ (lao) 
(i,) 3(38) 

17(10) 17() 
131 ( ) e5 ( 60) 

IS BA P. 1. 

3 3 10 6 

3(100) o( o) 1 3(30) 3(50) 
0(33) 2('7) 1 7(TO) 2(33) 

o( 0) 2(17) 1$ '('5) 2( 8) 

7(29) 13(51.) $ 1,2(53) 20(1.2) 
17 71) 11(M) 3 $(18) 28 53) 

'(50) a 67) Ii 33(83) i1.(58) 

i( 8) 5(1.2) 4 9 23)1 6 (25) 

7(11) 23(37) 	21 1 3k(1')  30(24) 
56(8,) 1 1.0(63)  1 21 17(04) %(76) 

+8 +1 

11 5 

6(55) o( o) 
5(15) k(30) 

1.( ,) 1.(20) 
i( 2) 2(10) 

31(1.3) 24 (60) 
50 57) 16 (40) 

31 70) i(ao) 
7(15) 8(1.0) 

21. (10) 40 (31) 
207(90) 165(z) 

410 

48 
to 
415 

12 	n) 1.(z5) o( 	0) $() 8 18(23) 8(17) 14(1) 12(30) 

3( 	3) 13 	50) 7(15)  15(38) 0 i(i2) 22(26) io( 	7) 28(1.3) 

o( 	0) 2(20) 1.(27) 5(33) 5 2( 	1.) 9 (30) k( 	7) 7(28) 

$(ioo) 1(50) 1(33) 0(0) 1 9(90) 1(17) ,(82) i(ao) 

)0?* s Tho asspsxstiv. v.m.s () is b,sok.ts are obtained trio ths t"qemW values (r) b.tor* the bmok.ts using the t.1a - 

5. __ 

BROQR 
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PROBLEMS OF REMOTE SENSING IN THE TROPICS: 
AN APPRAISAL OF THE NIGERIAN SITUATION WITH REGARD TO FOREST RESOURCES 

F. B. Larin-Alabj 
Department of Forestry and Natural Resources 
Edinburgh University 
Edinburgh 

ABSTRACT 

The claims about the value of remote sensing for forest surveys have not been realised in the tropics. Persistent 
cloud-cover over most tropical countries has frustrated photographic efforts and rendered satellite sequential 
sensing less meaningful. Environmental conditions have imposed some limitations on the choice of 
techniques and the interpretation of remote sensing imagery. 

Operational remote sensing is hindered, in many tropical countries by the lack of adequate equipment and 
trained personnel. Consequently, their remote sensing projects are often executed by expatriates. The valuable 
experience of the local forest conditions is gained by these expatriates and the advantage to the country is lost 
when they leave at the conclusion of their assignments. 

If tropical developing countries are to benefit more from the advantages of remote sensing technology, radar, 
because of its near-all-weather capability, should be improved. Also, the establishment of adequately equipped 
central and multidisciplinary remote sensing units and personnel training programmes are most desirable in 
these countries. 

Inferences are drawn on the state of the art in Nigeria with particular reference to the tropical high forest 
system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Foresters were among the first people to nppreciate 
the value of remote sensing (Harper, 1 976) and they 
pioneered the use of aerial photographs in resource 
management (Latham & McCarty, 1972). For 
extensive forest surveys, remote sensing is 
acknowledged to be a more rapid and easier method 
of collecting timely information than by expensive 
ground surveys. 

Recent advancements in remote sensing 
technology and current achievements in its 
applications to forestry, show that this rapidly 
evolving technology can assist the solution of many 
forestry problems. Forestry applications of remote 
sensing have not been fully explored and its technical  

capabilities have, as yet, not been adeqiiie!y tested 
in the tropical forest environment to jusiify the 
generalised claims based mainly on successes 
obtained in the relatively less complex temperate 
forest environment. 

This paper considers the various problems 
associated with the use of remote sensing 
techniques in forest surveys in Nigeria, with 
particular reference to the tropicI high forest as an 
example of a very complex tropical forest system, and 
to suggest possible solutions that can serve as a basis 
for deriving optimum benefit from the advantages of 
this valuable tool, despite the attendant problems. 

2. THE NIGERIAN TROPICAL HIGH FOREST SYSTEM 

Nigeria has a total land area of approximately 
924,000 sq. km . and most of the country is below 
1,500 metres. The tropical high forest, which 
produces practically all the country's industrial 
round-wood, lies in the lowland area within the 
coastal quarter of the country and occupies about 
one-tenth of the total land area. It is a very dense 
evergreen closed forest and the difficult terrain in 
places makes it almost impenetrable without cutting 
access routes. There is no single-canopy layer. 
Crowns exist at all levels, with discontinuous 
emergents to give it an almost completely irregular 

structure, or very poor vertical layering. The 
disturbed parts of the forest are degraded (by 
destructive logging and repeated shifting cultivation) 
into mosaics of different logging intensities, 
regrowths of various forms, and farms with irregular 
patterns. Nigerian forests contain over 560 species of 
trees capable of attaining a height of at least 12 
metres and a diameter of 19 cm. at breast height 
(Ola-Adams and lyamabo, 1977). In the tropical high 
forest zone there is a distribution frequency of about 
47 species per hectare, with a minimum diameter of 
10 cm. at breast height (Richards, 1939). 

3. PROBLEMS OF REMOTE SENSING 

The large size of Nigeria, with an extensive area of 
highly productive forest of difficult access, calls for a 
rapid method of collecting information for forest 
management purposes. The essential data 
requirements are the identification of forest-types, 
estimation of their areas, the identification of tree-
species, and estimation of timber-volumes. Currently 
this information is obtained mainly by ground survey 
methods, which despite their obvious advantages, 
are very slow and often hazardous. For extensive 
surveys, the information they provide is not always 
timely, and in many cases the method is very 
expensive. These problems have been overcome in a 
number of particular cases by the use of remote 
sensing. 

The more readily available remote sensing 
techniques in Nigeria are aerial photography, 
satellite (Landsat) data and radar imagery. Both the 
acquisition and interpretation of these types of 
imagery are constrained by several factors. 

3.1 Forest-type identification and area estimation 
For its photogrammetric properties, high resolution, 
and familiar pictorial rendition, aerial photography 
has a higher forest information content than both 
Landsat and Side-looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) 
imagery. For extensive surveys, many photographs 
have to be handled at a time for consistent 
interpretation of the forest-types, hence aerial 
photography does not provide a broad synoptic view, 
as is the case with Landsat and SL.AR. At a scale of 
1:40,000 using 23 cm. by 23 cm. format, about 
57,000 aerial photographs would be required to 
cover the Nigerian tropical high forest as against only 
five Landsat scenes or several SLAR strips. The 

uppermost trees, which are the only source of direct 
information of tropical high forests on aerial 
photographs, usually have closed and continuous 
canopy, hence percentage crown-closure has no 
interpretation value. 

For forest-type delineation satellite sensing has 
the advantage of providing a very broad synoptic 
view, which is enhanced by the multispectral content 
and the capability for automatic (computer-aided) 
objective interpretation, but its value is reduced by 
the limitations of scale and resolution. SLAR also 
provides a broad synoptic view by continuous-strip 
imaging and sometimes extremely sensitive to 
changes in vegetal structure (Howard, 1976) but 
topography tends to be emphasised. This emphasis 
on topography and limitations of scale and resolution 
reduces the value of SLAR imagery for forest type 
delineation. Interpretation of forest-types on SLAR 
imagery could be enhanced by increasing the scale 
and improving the resolution of the existing radar 
systems. 

The undisturbed tropical forest is a continuum with 
very few sharp boundaries, so that on remote sensor-
imagery, the forest-types are very difficult to 
delineate. There is always a tendency to 
underestimate the number of existing types. Also, 
area estimations based on such delineations are only 
approximate. In the disturbed forest, there is a 
greater variety of types owing to the existence of 
farm-regrowth-forest mosaics created by human 
activities. Type-identification is, therefore, also very 
difficult and the number of types that actually exist is 
often over-estimated. Some success has been 
obtained by distinguishing forest areas according to 
the mixture of crovn-sies preciit (I angdate- 



laims before they are outdated by new 
evelopments. This makes rather difficult the choice 
F which technique to use. Also, the cost of repeated 
ersonnel training to keep abreast of new ideas and 

It( ,  purchase of eqin.:n to r( 	' 	Jones 
h c.anes quite high S jar ly, the d aiice from 
commercially available hire of the Iatt equipment 
significntly increases the mobilization fees. 

4. STATE OF THE ART IN NIGERIA 

espite all these obstacles, remote sensing has been 
sed to some extent in various forestry projects in 
ligeria. The survey procedures of the land use survey 
I Western Nigeria and the inventory of a group of 
)rest reserves in Cross River State were based on 
hoto-interpretation for forest-type delineation and 
hotogrammetry for forest-map compilation (Kio, 
971). The indicative inventory phase of the High 
orest Development Project took a long time to 
omplete (about four years) partly, but not mainly, 
ecause the sampling procedures were not based on 
mote sensing. 
Probably for this reason, and the lack of adequate, 

p-to-date data on the various forest systems, on 
ihich to base a planning framework to indicate the  

management alternatives available and the actions 
required to sustain the management system chosen, 
the Federal Government of Nigeria commissioned, in 
1976, the NIRAD PROJECT (Nigeria RADar 
PROJECT) for the survey of the vegetation of the 
whole country. The entire country was covered by 
SLAR at a scale of 1:250,000. The results of this 
nation-wide survey to date appear promising. 

There is a growing interest in the formation of a 
proper remote sensing unit which would have 
facilities for photographic reproduction of satellite 
information, as well as a data bank of all information 
available on the various forms of remote sensing that 
already exist or are planned for the future. The unit 
will be central and multidisciplinary. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

)espite the obstacles which hinder the use of 
emote sensing in the tropics, there are many 
ialancing advantages. In order to derive optimum 
enefit from the well-kndwn advantages of this 
'aluable tool, further research should be conducted 
o improve the resolution and scale of the existing 
adar system, because of its suitability for sensing 
:loud-prone tropical environments. Such a research 
rogramme should include the development of a 
equential and multispectrat radar system capable of 
iutomation and the development of reliable 
echniques of establishing ground control for small-
cale satellite imagery. 
Also, it is suggested that individual tropical 

:ountries or groups of smaller countries should set 
ip central remote sensing units to supply the 
nformation required by the various disciplines 
iccording to the need of each country. In addition, 
hey should embark on training programmes to  

provide the personnel to man these units and expand 
them. Such a central and multidisciplinary 
establishment will reduce cost which tends to 
override other factors that hinder the operational use 
of remote sensing. As radar can be operated under 
most weather conditions, a general coverage by 
radar is desirable. This can be supplemented, in a 
multistage sampling, by occasionally available 
satellite information and conventional aerial 
photography flown for the purpose of the intended 
survey. Such a framework will provide a basis for 
evolving economical and viable methodologies of co-
ordinated use of the more readily available remote 
sensing techniques. 

N.B. Opinions expressed or reflected in this paper 
are strictly personal and they do not necessarily 
reflect the opinions or the aspirations of the 
Federal Government of Nigeria or any government 
whatsoever. 
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